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Amongst the 
iII uminant, 
tristimulus 

Current problems in colorimetry 

Hunt, RWG 

problems of current concern to colorimetrists are the choice of 
the geometry of illumination and viewing, the computation of 
values, and the prediction of colour appearance. 

The Choice of Illuminant. 

Tungsten filament illuminants can usually be satisfactorily represented by 
using CIE Standard llluminant A, and this can also be realized as a source. 

Daylight illuminants are usually represented by one of the CIE Standard D 
llluminants, but these cannot be realized as sources. This means that 
tristimulus values are commonly computed using a D llluminant, but, when 
samples are viewed, the illuminant used is at best only an approximation to 
that D llluminant. This makes meaningful comparisons between colorimetric 
measures and visual assessment very difficult. The spectral power 
distributions of the D llluminants have such abrupt changes in value with 
wavelength that it is virtually certain thet they will never be represented 
by real sources to a sufficiently close approximation for critical visual 
evaluation of computed tristimulus values. 

Another problem arises with the colorimetry of samples that fluoresce. 
Spec trof 1 uorimeters that incorporate monochromators for both irradiation 
and detection are too complicated for general use. It is therefore 
customary to illuminate the samples with a chosen source and then to 
disperse the light for measurement. But the measurements then depend on the 
spectral power distribution of the source. If, as is usually the case with 
fluorescent samples, the main interest is with daylight illumination, then 
it is necessary to use a standard daylight source, but no sources 
corresponding very closely to any D llluminant exist. 

To deal with these problems, it has been suggested <Hunt, 1992) that the 
CJE should standardize some new illuminants which are realizable as 
sources. Three have been suggested: DT, a tungsten halogen lamp with a blue 
glass filter, resulting in a correlated colour temperature that is the same 
as that of D6s; DX, a Xenon lamp with a filter resulting in the same 
correlated colour temperature; and DF, a fluorescent lamp having the same 
correlated colour temperature as Dso. These new Standard Illuminants would 
be specified by means of spectral power distributions in the usual way, and 
tolerances would have to be set within which a source would have to fall in 
order to be regarded as a Standard DT, DX, or DF Source. The DT and DX 
Standard Jlluminants would represent sources that are commonly used for 
illuminating fluorescent samples for spectral measurements; the DF Standard 
Illuminant would represent illuminants which are extremely widely used in 
the critical evaluation of colours in the graphic arts industries. 

The Geometry of Illumination and Viewing 

The CIE has 
viewing: 450 

recommended four different geometries of illumination and 
illumination and normal viewing (45/0); normal illumination 
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and 450 viewing (0/45); diffuse illumination and normal viewing (d/0); and 
normal illumination and diffuse viewing (0/d). In the latter two cases, the 
specular component of the normal light can either be included <SPINC) or 
excluded <SPEX). The CIE has laid down tolerances for the sizes of the 
ports in integrating spheres used in diffuse conditions, and for the angles 
and spreads of the normal and 450 beams. But it has been found that these 
tolerances are not narrow enough to avoid significant differences in 
measurements. There has therefore been a ca I I for the p 1 us or minus 1 oo 
permissible variation of the illumination or viewing axis from the normal 
direction to be reduced to plus or minus 20; and for the permissible plus 
or minus 80 (for the 45/0 and 0/45 cases) or plus or minus 50 (for the 
diffuse cases) in the spreads of the beams, to be reduced to plus or minus 
40 in all cases <Rich, 1988). Unless reflecting samples are completely 
matt, measurements are very sensitive to the geometry of illumination and 
viewing, and improvements in the consistency of measurements among 
different instruments require very careful standardization. 

When reflecting samples are being measured with small apertures, errors can 
occur as a result of I ight diffusing in the substrate of the samples, if 
the illuminating and measuring areas are co-incident. These aperture 
vignetting errors can be avoided by having either the illuminating area at 
least 2 nm larger in a! I directions than the viewing aperture, or the 
viewing aperture at least 2 nm larger in all directions that the 
illuminating aperture. 

The Computation of Tristimulus Values 

The CIE regards the correct tristimulus values as those that are obtained 
by integration, but sunmations at 1 nm intervals can be regarded as 
negligibly different from integration. However, the use of 1 nm intervals 
is too cumbersome in practice, and spectral data is conmonly measured and 
sunmated at wavelength intervals of 5, 10 or 20 nm. It has been shown that 
the ensuing errors can be reduced significantly by using a simple 
deconvolution formula, and even greater reductions of the errors can be 
achieved by using optimum weights <Venable, 1989). These optimum weights 
are different for different illuminants, observers, and wavelength 
intervals, but work is in progress to establish them. 

The Prediction of Colour appearance 

The appearance of colours is affected by the conditions under which they 
are .viewed, such as the illuminant level and colour, the nature of their 
background and surround, and the extent to which the colour of the 
illuminant is discounted. Models of colour vision are being developed to 
predict the appearance of colours under various viewing conditions, and 
this is desirable in the fields of colour rendering and colour 
reproduction. 
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lndiscriminable regions, color differences, and principal hue 
vectors in Munsell space 

lndow, T 

I. Problems. Concerning the Munsell color space, the following three 
questions are discussed. 

/\ 
1) To what extent the distance dik between two Munsell points, Pj and 
Pk, can be regarded as proportion1T to scaled value djk of the 
perceptual difference between these two colors, j and ? 
2) To what extent the region of color stimuli that are indiscriminable 
from a standard color Po can be represented by a sphere of the same size 
for all Po ? 
3) What are the roles of vectors, fa, representing five principal 
hues (a • R, Y, G, B, and P) ? 

II . Multidimensional 2f Munsell 121ia. Through a series of 
experiments using the multidimensional scaling (HDS), it has been found 
that Munsell color solid is embeddable in a 3-0 manifold with locally 
Euclidean metric. The observer matched perceived color differences 
between j and k with gray differences between two Munsell grays, and djk 
were defined by these V-differences. Pairs of colors (j, k) judged were 
limited within the range that the observer could naturally feel color 
differences (dik < 3.5 V) The constructed configuration of points 
(Pj} from the Matrix (djk) was basically similar to the Munsell 
structure, though modifications were suggested. Inter-point 
Euclidean distances a1k numerically dik with such an 
accuracy that the root-mean-square of ias in the order of 
0.20-0.24 in the V-unit, only about times of differential thresholds 
for Munsell V under the most favorable observing condition (Indow, 1988) . 

III. Just-noticeable differences in Munsell Since the MacAdam's 
experiment (1942), discrimination ellipsoid for aperture color was 
defined on the basis of scatter of light stimuli in the CIE space that are 
matched with a standard light. This procedure of matching (H) cannot be 
applied to painted color samples. Hence, the observer repeats paired 
comparisons (C) between a standard color Po and each of comparison 
colors P· around P0. An algorithm was given to define an ellipsoids 
around from the data of percentages of •discriminable judgment" given 
to P·, (Indow & Morrison, 1991). With the same Po (6 in number) 
dispiayed on a Tetronix, four ellipsoids were constructed; by two methods 
[matching (H) and paired comparison (C)] and for two modes of appearance 
[aperture color (A) when the surround of color stimuli was dark and 
simulated surface color (S') when the surround was bright). These four 
ellipsoids were obtained with the same two observers (Indow, et al., 
1992) . Ellipsoids by matching (H) for A- and S'-modes and ellipsoids for 
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S'- mode by 
comparison 
algorithm. 
similar in 

paired comparison (C) were almost identical. Some paired 
data of painted color samples (S) were processed by this 
Ellipsoids for S-mode by C (M is not possible) were also 

form but larger in size. 

III.Principal hue vectors. On the basis of assessments of principal hue 
components a in a color P·, , a set of vectors {f·} were 
obtained in the same {Pj} by MDS in IJwas defined in such 
a way that (contravariant) coordinates of P· on and are 
as closely related as possible (lndow, 19871. aifferences with 
regard to directions of fa are larger for Y and P than for R, G, B. 
This finding is interesting in the view that the former two are due to 
more heterogeneous activities in the retina. Vectors for R,Y,G,P are 
located in the directions of respective SH but fa is not on 58, but 
almost on SPB. Purple is not indispensable and, when purple is not 
allowed to be used, P-curve on the Munsell hue circle is equally divided 
into R- and B- curves. 

IV . The relationshiP between 11 1Q IY. Perceptual color difference djk 
must be related to the differences of coordinates of P· and Pk on two 
hue vectors containing these points and the differenceJon the V-axis. The 
structure of local metric, whether it is Euclidean or not, is determined 
by how these components are synthesized to generate d·k· If 
discriminating two colors and perceiving color differences 
are based on the same visual mechanism, then jnd from Po in the 
direction to Pj can be regarded as the smallest fraction of djk• and 
the fraction snould have the same size for all Po's. These problems 
will be discussed. 

Around the same standard colors Po (gray, red, yellow, green, blue, 
and brown), three just-noticeable differences (jnd) were defined in the 
directions of Munsell H, V and C from the following three kinds of 
discrimination ellipsoids. I. Brown-MacAdam's data (1949) for A-mode by 
M-method, II. Indow et al.'s data for S'-modes by M- or C-method, III. 
Luo-Rigg's data for S-mode by C-method (1986). The conversion from the 
CIE space to the Munsell solid was made through, SVF (Seim & Valberg 
formula 1986). The question is whether or not jnd's in the three 
directions are represented in the Munsell soli4 as line segments of the 
same length in the same degree of accuracy as a reproduced d in II. 
Taking into account the accuracy of the SVF conversion, the difference of 
method for constructing ellipsoids, and the difference of mode of 
appearance of color, I have to conclude at the present stage that the 
results are not too desperate, but not too promising. 

Brown, S.J.R., & MacAdam, D.L. (1949), Journal 2f Optjcal Society Qf 
America, 39, 808-834. 

Indow, T. (1987), 34, 253-260. 
Indow, T. (1988), Psychological Review, 95, 456-470. 
Indow, T. & Morrison, M.L. (1991), and ApPlication, 16, 

42-56. 
Indow., T., Robertson, A.R., Grunau, M.von, & Fielder, G.H. (1992), Color 

Research inQ APPlication, 17, 6-12. 
Luo, M.R., & Rigg, B. (1986), Application, 11, 25-42. 
Seim, S.R.J., & Valberg, A. (1986), Application, 11, 
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Luminous efficiency for brightness for 2°and 10°fields at any 
level 

Sagawa, K, Dazhi , P, Kashida, 0 

To develop a unified photometric system for brightness for any adaptation state and for 
any visual field size, we investigated the effect of visual field size upon luminous 
efficiency for brightness at photopic, mesopic and scotopic range of adaptation. 

Experiments were carried out to obtain luminous efficiency data for both 2° and 10° 
fields using 20 non-spectral colors except one spectral stimulus (570 nm) which were 
widely distributed over the chromaticity diagram. The measurements were done at each 
of the following 4levels; 100, 10, 1, and 0.1 Td. Four subjects participated in the 
experiments. 

As shown in Fig. 1, the results showed that the remarkable differences in luminous 
efficiency between the 2° and the 10° field were observed at any level of adaptation. At 
photopic level (100 Td) the differences were pronounced for bluish and greenish stimuli 
(No. 7-16) and less pronounced for reddish colors (No.1-6). Some parts of these 
differences could be expected from the optical effect of macular pigmentation in the 
center of retina which makes the 2° condition less sensitive to bluish lights 1), which are 
shown as dashed lines in the figure. There are still unknown differences existedin the 
present data, however, besides the effect of macular pigmentation. In particular, 
reddish lights have differences between 2° vs 10° even at mesopic and scotopic levels 
which we could not expect in prior to the experiment. 

In conclusion, the present results showed that the effect of field size exits at any level 
and, therefore, should be taken into accounts in developing a photometric system for 
any field size at any level. 
References. 

1) Ikeda, M. Yaguchi, H. and Sagawa, K.: J. Opt. Soc. Am. 72, 1660-1665. 
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Maxwell-Method Color Matching: Visual Efficiency of Spectral 
Lights in White Mixtures 

William A. Thornton 

The lighting industry and the color-graphics industries seek maximum visual efficiency 
(maximum ease of seeing) per watt of electrical power expended. In the lighting industry 
much energy may be saved in that way. In color-graphics, the power content of visible light 
emitted by the viewed device is severely limited, thus limiting the perceived brightness of the 
screen. 

Traditional color matching procedures yield evidence of visual efficiency vs. wavelength of 
spectral lights in white mixtures, and thus point toward white mixtures of minimum power 
content (optimum visual efficiency). Modern spectroradiometry now allows accurate 
measurement of absolute spectral power distributions (SPDs) of lights viewed in the usual 
split-field visual colorimeter', and thus of the power content of each spectral constituent of 
those lights. The Maxwell method of color matching[1] traditionally uses a constant broad 
band white light as reference, in one field of the colorimeter. The observer matches this 
reference white light with a mixture of three spectral lights in the other field. Of the three 
spectral lights mixed to form the matching white light, two can be chosen from a set of three 
primaries, and the third (V) can be variable in wavelength, moving through the wavelength 
region of the third primary. 

In recent work[2]. quartz-tungsten incandescent lamps and 30 narrow-band interference 
filters provided 30 near-spectral lights of mean wavelengths from 414- 677 nm, to be used 
as variable spectral component V. A set of three primaries was chosen from the 30 narrow-
band lights. A white mixture, composed of two of the chosen primaries and the variable 
component V at one of the 30 available wavelengths in the top field, was adjusted to match 
the reference white light in the bottom field . Thus 30 white mixtures, each exactly matching 
the reference white light in perceived color and brightness, were obtained by each observer. 
From the absolute SPDs of the 30 white mixtures, measured and stored on disk at 1 nm 
interval from 250 - 750 nm, power contents of the three spectral constituents of each mixture 
were computed. 

Resulting data for one observer and one primary set are shown in the figure. The upper 
envelope of the figure traces the total power content of the matching white mixtures. For 
example, the 1.3 (watts) of matching white light, with variable wavelength at 650 nm, is 
composed approximately of 0.2 watts of blue primary, 0.4 watts of green primary, and 0.7 
watts at 650 nm. Note the peculiar maximum in power content of the white mixture (a 
minimum in visual efficiency) when spectral constituents near 500 nm are present in a white 
mixture[2]. Note that the measured power content of variable V passes thro:Jgh minima in 
three wavelength regions, near 450 nm, 540 nm, and 610 nm, as the 30 visually identical 
white mixtures are successively formed. Data for three normal observers and for three 
disparate primary sets show that the wavelength regions of minimum power content of V are 
independent of observer and of primary set. Note that the variable spectral light V can 
partially substitute for the blue primary only in the range up to about 540 nm, for the green 
primary only in the range 450-610 nm, and for the red primary only beyond 540 nm. It will be 
shown how spectral sensitivities of the normal human visual system may be inferred from 
such data. 

References 

1. G. Wyszecki and W. s. Stiles, Color Science, seconded., Wiley, New York, 1982, Section 
5.3 and 5.6.6. 
2. W. A. Thornton, Toward a more accurate and extensible colorimetry, Color Research and 
Application, Vol. 17, Numbers 2, 4, 6, April-June-August (1992). 
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The colours of historical city centres in Europe - Restoration 
experience, 1972-1992 

Brino, G 
Introduction 

The problem of colour restoration i n the historical city centres of 
Europe has only been given systematic attention since the end of the 
1970s. In the period since then, the first "colour plans" have been 
carried out; the first schools of "urban restoration" have been 
founded and the first "fa9ades colours data banks" have been set up , 
at urban and regional levels. · 

Colour plans 
The "colour plan of Turin, c a rr i ed out by the writer between 1978 

and 1983, represented the first attempt in Italy at a rational 
response to the problem of restoring fa9ades on a city-wide scale, on 
the basis of objective historical documentation. The Plan was born as 
an extension, to the whole city, of a research method applied for the 
first time to the restoration of the neo-classical Casa Antonelli in 
Turin, at the end of the 1960. This restoration was, in fact, based 
on accurate archive research carried out with the collaboration of 
Franco Rosso, a specialist in the architecture and town planning of 
nineteenth-century Turin, and brought about the discovery and revival 
of the original colour scheme in 1970. On the basis of historical 
research into the archives of the colours of Turin buildings, the 
discovery was made of an existing colour scheme of Turin, drawn up for 
the entire city by the Planning & Public Works Committee (Consiglio 
degli Edili), between 1800 and 1850. The Colour Plan proposed to the 
City o f Turin in 1978, was intended to be a scientific reconstruction, 
adapted to the actual reality of the nineteenth-century colour plan; 
itself a rationalization of the colouring of some of the main streets 
and squares in the baroque period. In addition to the Turin Colour 
Plan, the author has drawn up 2 5 colour plans, up to now, for the 
various Italian regions (Piedmont, Lombardy, Veneto, Liguria, Tuscany, 
Lazio, Abruzzo, Campania and Sicily) and for France (Mouans-Sartoux; 
near Cannes, Marseilles and Estaque, the legendary seaside location of 
the French artists colony, at the turn of the Century. These colour 
plans have directly produced two types of activities directly linked 
with them, which have been integrated by the author whenever possible: 
professional training in the field of urban restoration, and data 
banks of fa9ade restorations at architectural, urban and regional 
level. 

Colour courses 
The 40 years neglect of historical city centres, and the consequent 

lack of building maintenance, caused the traditional materials with 
which the fa9ades were originally painted (lime and coloured pigments) 
to disappear, little by little, together with the craftsmen skilled in 
their application, making it difficult to accurately exexute the 
colour plans. In order to solve the problem, a specific training 
center (Turin School of Urban Restoration) was established, under the 
direction of the writer, and professional training courses at an 
urban, regional and EEC level were organised , involving exchanges of 
experience with the other Italian regions, Switzerland, France, Spain, 
Portugal, Germany and Australia . Together with this teaching and 
professional training activity, practical experimental work was 
developed with the establishment of a mobile laboratory, able to be 
moved easily throughout Italy and other countries, in order to take 



the opportunity to survey specific restorations in contexts different 
to that of Turin. The workshop which has been in operation since 
1983, and staffed by a team of skilled craftsmen (masons, house 
painters, restorers etc., according to the task to be confronted), has 
made it possible to carry out restoration work with traditional 
techniques and materials. Through this mobile laboratory, it has so 
far been possible to do many fac;:ades restorations with lime colours , 
fresco and tempera techniques in various Italian regions, as well as 
in France and in Switzerland; using, whenever possible, specific local 
materials and techniques. 

Colour data banks 
As archives researches progressed into historical fac;:ades colours 

in various Italian regions progressed, carried out as part of the 
Environmental Design course at the School of Architecture at Turin 
Polytechnic, directed by the writer, and combining experience of 
colour plans and professional training, a system of gathering and 
processing data on the restoration of fac;:ades has been put into 
operation. The first data bank of this type was set up for the Turin 
colours. Gradually, for each colour plan carried out, along with the 
experience of professional training described above, a data bank was 
built up. Recently, drawings and photographs of the fac;:ades concerned 
have been made available on video, as in the case of the data bank on 
fac;:ades restoration of Marseilles. The data bank system has been 
extended regionally with data banks of colours in Piedmont and 
painted fac;:ades in Liguria. The same system has been adapted to 
special restoration problems, such as the setting up of the 
restoration works data bank, for the French Ministry of Culture, of 
the Villa Medici in Rowe, based on archives documents, tested 
experimentally with the sample restoration of two fac;:ades in the 
gardens of this villa; and the restoration works data bank of the 
"Artists' Promenade" at Albissola Marina, near Genoa. 
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L'informatisation des etudes de coloration de facades, le 
prototype Yatos, son evaluation les developpements actuels 

Autran , J 

Conservation et mise en valeur du patrimoine architectural et urbain: les etudes de 
coloration 

Dans la perspective de sa gestion, un patrimoine do it etre considere comme un objet his tori-
que, dont l'etat actuel est le temoin d'un passe et comme un objet indissociable de son 
contexte geographique, economique, social, culturel et technique. En tantque tel, il est sou-
mis et participe a I' evolution de cet environnement. 
La gestion technique de patrimoine peut etre definie ala fois par les buts et les moyens de sa 
mise en oeuvre: 
- preservation ( et amelioration) de la qualite initiale des ouvrages par des actions quoti-

diennes (maintenance, entretien) ou des travaux de renouvellementetd'amelioration (reha-
bilitation, restauration), 
-mise a disposition d'un service d'exploitation etde gestion de qualite, optimisation des in-
vestissements techniques, baisse des co fits de fonctionnement et amelioration des services 
offerts. 

La gestion du patrimoine est le lieu de convergence de decisions de nombreux acteurs (pro-
prietaires, gestionnaires, collectivites, entreprises, ... etc) : les echanges d'information 
entre ces differents intervenants et la coordination de leurs decisions sont soumis a une 
lourdeur administrative qui ralentit ou me me interdit la production des informations neces-
saires a une gestion performante d'un patrimoine. 

Elements du patrimoine bati qui participent largement a l'image de la ville, les font 
a l'heure actuelle l'objet de nombreuses actions de preservation et de remise en valeur. Les 
problemes poses par les etudes de coloration, dans le domaine de la rehabilitation, ne sont 
pas differents de ceux poses par la gestion de patrimoine. 



Instrumentation informatique des etudes de coloration: les d'une expe-
rience 

Par l'utilisation de l'outil informatique, nous avons recherche une efficacite fondee a Ia fois 
sur des gains de productivites administratives et le developpement des moyens d'echanges 
entre intervenants, au profit d'une meilleure qualite des solutions techniques mises en 
oeuvre. Les fonctionnalites recherchees devaient permettre une amelioration: 
-de la fiabilite, de la pertinence et de la richesse des releves d'etats existants et des diagnos-
tics techniques et de leur gestion (stockage et manipulation sur des systemes multimedia, 
reseaux, banques de donnees), 
-de la fiabilite des previsions et des estimations pour une planification d'ensemble ( estima-
tion economique, visualisation d'analyse, appreciation de la qualite des ouvrages et des 
prestations fournies lors de travaux, impacts de pro jets dans l'environnement, ... etc), 
-des possibilites de simulation lors des pro jets, de sui vi etde controle des travaux et de mise 
a jour de l'existant (gestion multimedia, images, descriptifs techniques, ... etc), 
-de I' organisation et des delais d' echanges entre acteurs, de fa90n a integrer leurs diverses 
preoccupations ( reseaux, mise en commun d'informations, normalisation, presentations 
multimedia, ... etc), 
-de la prise en compte du contexte dans lequel s'insere le patrimoine et de son evolution (in-
novations technologiques, evolution des besoins, obligations reglementaires, evolution du 
voisinage, ... etc). 

En 1989, en reponse a un appel d'offre du Plan Construction et Architecture portant sur l'in-
formatisation de la gestion technique de patrimoine, nous avons propose un projet d'eta-
blissement d'un prototype de gestion technique des operations de ravalement de fa9ades. 
A pres analyse approfondie du do maine, ce prototype a ete realise et evalue en cooperation 
avec le PACT-ARIM des Bouches-du-Rhone et la Direction de l'Habitatde la Ville de Mar-
seille lors de l'etablissement du plan de coloration du quartier de l'Estaque. 

Ce prototype("Y ATOS ") a ete etabli so us forme logicielle, sur materiel de type microordi-
nateur (Apple Macintosh II). 11 comprend principalement: un systeme de gestion de bases 
de donnees, destine non seulement ala gestion des donnees de type alphanumeriques, mais 
aussi ala gestion des etudes (phasage, aspects multimedias, ... etc); un modeleur graphique 
qui permet de representer les en elevation et de localiser les interventions sur un 
plan cadastral; une palette graphique pour le traitement visuel de toute donnee chromatique 
(releves de couleurs existantes, prescriptions de coloration, ... etc) et photographiques in-
tervenant lors des etudes. L'ensemble de ces logiciels sont en relation au tour de chacun des 
objets qu'ils representent (site d'etude, fa9ades, objets morphologiques). 

L'informatique devait ainsi permettre de connaitre et d'ameliorer progressivement la 
connaissance d'un patrimoine, pour sa conservation et ceci dans une perspective dynami-
que, plurifactorielle et pluridisciplinaire. 

Compte-tenu de ce cahier des charges, le systeme Y ATOS, dans son etat actuel, permet es-
sentiellementde constituer une memo ire electronique des etudes, et peut aider en cela un u-
tilisateur a gerer rapidement et efficacement les pro jets en phase de conception et de com-
munication. Cependant, le systeme est limite dans les capacites d'echange et de controle 
que l'utilisateur peut s'attendre a trouver: nous nous interessons aujourd'hui, dans le cadre 
specifique du traitement des problemes de coloration, a decharger l'utilisateur de certains 
de ces con trOles, en offrant, a I' aide de techniques d'intelligence artificielle, un systeme in-
tegrant une partie de I' expertise du domaine. Nous nous interessons de plus a integrer les 
nouvelles technologies propres a ameliorer la manipulation et le rendu des couleurs. 
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A study on architectural colours of Tibet, China 

Chunfeng, Y, Congfei, Y 

Tibet , located i n the southwestern pa r t of Ch ina, is the h i ghe s t , 
largest and the youngest plateau in t he world, with an average 
elevation of 4000 meters a nd average an nual temperatures between -2 
and +10 degrees centigrade , which ar e about 20 degrees lower than the 
eastern part of China on the same parallel. With rolling mountains 
covered with snow all year long, Tibet belongs to the frigid zone . It 
has no summer , only apr ing, autumn a nd l ong winter . The beat season i s 
between May and October , while during rest of the time , it ' a windy and 
dusty and cold. The sunshine radiat. i on here is almost two times as 
great as in inland China. Under such climate conditions , Tibetan 
architecture has developed into the present unique style , combining the 
traditional "Diaofang· buildings with mainstream Chinese culture and 
foreign cultures which were introduced into the plateau region during 
the 7th Century when Buddhism was thriving and numerous religious 
temples were constructed. 

Local building materials are mainly stones 
crushed stones and 'Abe' soil. Another peculiar 
the branches of Baima Tree , which grows in the 

as rubbles, schists , 
building material is 
mountain area between 

4000 and 6000 meters high . 
With the geographic and climate conditions , the Tibetan 

brought up with a disposition of overflowing enthusiasm, 
open- mindedneas . So when it comes to architectural colors , 
to use pure and warm colora rather than soft colora . 

people 
honesty 
people 

are 
and 

like 

Four major characteristics can be concluded in the application of 
architectural colora: 

1. Lower chrama. The strongly contrasting colora of black and white 
are usually used to decorate the outer walls . 

2 . Higher chroma. The cold-tone colors are uaed on ceilings. 
8 . The warm-tone colora with very high chroma are used on walls 

inside courtyards and rooms as well as on pillars . 
4. All the gorgeous colors are used in decorative paintings . 
The chromatic value of the golden roof is 6. 68 YR 7. 01 / 11. 86, wi t h a 

higher value and chromat , and an apparant quality perception . 
Colors for outer walls: The processed rubble with white color has the 

highest chromatic intensity value , which Ia as much as 8. 86. The ou ter 
walls of some special palaces and temples are covered with reddish brown 
and yellowish brown. The parapet walls are usually enclosed by Baima Tree 
branches which have been dyed red as the 'Coping moulding'. The face of 
the walls is decorated with the gilded • English Treasures of Buddha · , 
giving a strong contrast of chroma, value and texture, which brings a kind 
of intoxicating aesthetic enjoyment . 

Around the doors and windows , black frames are set with narrow upper -
parts and wide lower-parts , which not only enlarge the size of the 
doors and windows , but work In concert with the upper parts of the 
outer walls and thus strengthen the s t ability and solemnity of the 
whole building. 

The wood structure under the roof and the little wood piece& 
on the window& are the key points in decorative paintings. 
exquisite buildings, the ancient 'dougong ' with decorative 
are served at both aides of the gate . 

In some 
paintings 



The doors are painted red, with the tonal value of 4 . 56 R 4. 33 / U. 31. 
F r om the o u til i de v i e w of the who I e b u I I d i n g , the t y p i c a I 

architectural colors are the brightest white , the darkest black, the 
most gorgeous red, and the medium chromatic reddish brown and yellowish 
brown . The saturation value of color is quite high and the layers of 
black, white and grey are very ovvious, creating a healthy, energetic 
and compelte color image . 

The colors applied in inner coutyard walls and room walls are quite 
bold and bright, clearly showing different grades.The most gorgeous warm 
colors are used in buildings of the highest grade . 

Pillars are mostly painted red, with the chroma of 14. 31. There are 
a few exceptions that are painted black. 

The ceilings are dominated with cold colors, indigo 5. 53 PB, grass 
green 8. 47 GY, ginger yellow 9. 16 YR, lower value of 2. H- 7. 48, and 
higher chroma of 7.92-12. 46. 

On the capitals, beams and the coping mouldings on the upper part of 
the walla, paintings are decorated, alternating with warm and cold 
colors. 

The ground of the corridor is consfnecfed with the mixtwre of 'Ahe 
soil' of black, white and brown colors and 'Zhanba' by man-power . 

Inside the ordinary temples, 'Mani Rod' is set, on top of which 
binds a big rope made of yak tails . Around the rope, decorated a lot of 
red, yellow, green and white little flags written with scriptures . Some 
buildings have the up-toward-style 'Mani piles' and 'streamers' which 
both strengthen the religious atmosphere and enliven the environment. 

The houses in Tibetan buildings are mostly groomy. Some 
characteristics of India and Nepal architecture in the Middle Agee can 
be seen at the entrance of the porch,with short colonnades. The inner 
space of the front courtyard is highly up to the roof, utilizing the 
ascending aide skylight to get light . The light beam casta in the 
central room and reflects in the sear hall, on top of which there is no 
light, only hundreds of faint butterlights in the front part of the hall. 
Sculptures of various Buddhist figures are placed in the rear hall. 
It's extremely dark behind these figures. Thus the whole room creates 
a kind of luminositive transition from darkness to brightness, and then, 
to darkness again, making the small hall look mysterious 
and majestic . 

Though outer walla of civilian dwellings are also decorated with 
colors as white, black and red, they still differ a lot from palaces 
and temples in the proportlon of colors and the quality of building 
materials. 

Tibetan architecture hs a long and mysterious history dating back to 
the • Karuo Culture· (4, 000-6,000 B. C). After thousands of years of 
evolution, the unique • Roof of the World • architectural style has been 
formed. Its architectural colors cover seven degrees form 2 to 9 in the 
value, with the chroma varying from 0. 6 to 14. 31 (some can reach 14. 81 ) . 
It's rare in world architectural history in so many layers of colors 
and such extensive color area. The application of such strong, gorgeous, 
yet harmonious colora contributes much to the glamor of the plateau 
architecture . It takes natuer as its background, mixing with the blue sky, 
while clouds and snow mountains as a unified entity. With all this, 
Tibetan architecture deserves a wonder in the artistic treasure-house of 
China . 
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A study on the environmental colours of the architectures of 
Dong Nationality, China (The northern area of Guang Xi) 

Dongri,Z, 

Dong Nationality is one of the 56 minor - nationalities in China. which mainly 
distributes in the j c•int area among Hunan. Guizh•:ou and Guangxi. 

The resident area of Dong Nationality in the northern area of Guangxi is 
located at 109 '' E -110"' E and 25 ° N-26.5 ° Nosituating at the edge of the Yunan-
Guizhou Plateau and belonging to the landform of hills. The terrain here is high 
and steep. with numerous streams and rolling mountains. It is damp. hc•t and 
rainy. The general natural environment-- terrain and climate. etc .have made 
balustrade-- style architecture in the Neolithic age become the ideal form 
of architecture in the local area. The architectural colours came 
with this kind of simplicity of natural environment. 

into being 

The Dong people are livng in the mountain area and their \' illages are situated 
at the foot of the hi lis and beside the streams . Among the m•)Untainy jungle are 
the wood buildings with China fir co:ol our in clusters ,(.:.eating at different 
tiers.These well-laid-c•ut and row upc•n row buildings scatter around tho:- hills. 

The architectural colour of Dong Nationality in the aspects of the 
environmental relations, social and cultural factors. ideological concepts.customs 
and constructing methods.etc.have their own solemn and quietly elegant aesthetic 
feeling. For example, the white 
the original coloiur of China 

decorations applied c•n the pub! ic architectures. 
fir and black tiles applied on the wood buildings 

all bear the component of yellow colour. In the environment, the chromacity has a 
complete layer of black, white and grey colours. which is varied and unified. 
By relying on each other. the colours mixtogether with nature harmoniously. 
It is said that the ancestors of Dong Nationality did not live h.:-re.because •if the 
wars and the ethnic migration in the history •O:•n.:- tribe of the ancestors of Dong 
people I iving in the ancient "Luoyue' tc• the south of the Yangtze River migrated 
to this area. With the spreading of culture. in the pew settlment, th.e c•riginal 
residential forms have gradually adapted to the new environment by relying on 
the loca I resources. If it were described with personification. peop I e wou I d fee I 
a kind of plain, modest and amiable psychological state. 

In the northern area of Guangxi• it has a goc•d natural environment with average 
annual temperatures around l6 "C and the annual rainfall around 1.200 mi II imetres. 
It has a temperate climate. adequate rainfall and rich resources.among which the 
China fir is extensively distributed. With rich deposits and great output. the 
China fir is the fine architectural matErial meeting the needs of the wood 
buildings in the Dong villages. 

On the wood bui I dings of Dong vi !I ages, the logs of China fir are applied to 
put up the structures. while the boards are applied for the walls. Because of the 
time difference of constructing the wood buildings. natured in the nature.the 
new and old wood boards form the warm brown colour with the value between 3.4- 4.6 
and the chroma between 4.6-6.3. The black tiles on the roof have very lc•w value 
below 2.85. The black colour.with a little yellow colour of the chroma below 0.8. 
has made the architectural entirety form the layers of grey and dark in the 
environment. 

What is different with the other nationalities in the Dong villages is the 
public architects-- the drum-towers with unique style and the wind-rain bridge.The 



crafts ::Jen ·:of 
••e II - kn(•Wn 
bo2autu and 

Dc·ng nati•:.nality are g.; .;.J a t ., ,:·rking. The ·:·f the 
drum- t ower and wi nd- rain bri dge ha s mixed people' s pur suit of the 

i deal t· :ogether with the architectural space and envir (•nment and :r.ad.:-
it exis tinging every Yil l age . 

It is said, the fir s t establishment ·A the dru r.i · t c··"er ·<as the pr oduct th.it 
the villagers fight.:-d '"'i th the:- villains• 'Jihi ch later beca:"e the principal 
bui !ding in the small squar e:- where people gathered. In the drurr.- t ower• a big drum 
and a fiery pit are se t up and used t o call the vi I lager s together f o r di scussion. 
The gr ound in fr ont o f the drum- t owEr i s the plac.:: f·:·r s·:·cial c .:•ntac t. ·•her e the· 
villagers of Dong Nati.;nalty d(• 'Yueye",'Du•)ye' ,'Caitang'and'Zo:·u::hai' ... 

Wind-Rain is als(• called Wi nd- .\'a ter 'O'hich i s g.::nerall y 
built •:on the vital C(•mmunicati•:on lines at the l·:·wE-r reaches c• f th.:: rivers in the 
villages and the places cc•nnecting the drag•:•n h.::ads and dragc•n tai Is o f the tw•:o 
mountains separated by th.:- river, meaning I inking th.:- dr ag•:on pul se. It symb·:ol i ::es 
a colourful dragon crossi ng the river. ·•h ich can pr o tt'ct tht' w.::alth c• f the villag.:: 
and keep the pr osperit y of the village. 

The drum- t ower and 'liind-Rain nc· t ·:only po:·ssess th.:: characteri s tics 
witha a complete systt-m ·:o f woc>CI structur.:-. superb techniques on 
craftsworks and decorati•) ns. but al so have unc.:onventional 
architectural colours: 

wood • .exquisite 
applicati ons on 

Contrasting col ours of black and white are bravely appl ied.Besides th.:: general 
character that b(•th drum- h•wer and \!lind- Rain bridge have the Qriginal ccolc·ur c•f 
China fir of the wood bui !ding and the black tile r oof, the cei I ing and rafter 
as well as the decor ati ons o f clay sculpturES• such as dragon. pheonix. fl c•wers 
and birds on the eaves are all painted "lhite. I ..\II buildings painted white 
are pub! ic bui I dings J. The white co:• lc•ur is quite striking. which brightens the 
applied co lours of the envir onment and plays a function ,:,f adding thE finishing 
t ouch. Thus the whole architectural complex appear svery vigorous and th.:-
villages seem quite united and good in orcker. 

The wood lattices and wood flc·wer for dec•:o rati .:on under the eaves ,:of the drum-
t owe r apply gorgeous primary colours• such as red. yellc·;;; and green. which enrich 
and embellish the cohur relationship •:o f the 'llho:ole archi tectual co:;:plex. 

As the saying goes : 'The habits are different bey(•nd hundred miles. ,.-hi le 
cust(•ms are varied beyond thousand miles. ' Theref •:ore. the vi II ages ,:of the Do:·ng 
Nationality compar ed with the ones of the o ther nationalities. with the flex ible 
distribution according t o the terrain : with the exquisite drum- towErs around 
the villages and the Wind- Rain bridge crossing the river at the lower reaches 
of the villages. a complex is f o r med, which presents a unique sightseeing of 
mountain village and expresses the coagulability of this nationality. Especially 
the app I i cat i •)n o:•f the arch i tectura I col ours further initiate the i deog I •)g i ca I 
concept of this kind c· f ethnic community. 

The architectures of Dong Nationality derived from the rich soi I o f traditi onal 
culture.which express the connotation of their traditi onal culture.The applicati on 
of the pure and simple environmental colours o f the Dong villages has n:ade the 
environmental view f ormed with mountains. ···ater. stone. tree. road and houses 
saturate with the unificati on o f scene. environment and sentiment. In the natural 
environment exist the e lements of human. while human envir•:onment relys •)n nature. 
draws support fr om nature and benefits fr om nature. llhen we look at th.:- vi II ages 
of Dong Nationality by the mc•untain. river and field arround with eye o f 
enjoying.with the architectural complex composed of architectural individualit ies . 
the human. natural views and regi onal characters add radiance t o each o ther, 'llhich 
make us further realize the reasons o:•f nature and the interests of nature. It has 
also pr ov ided us with fine models f o r studying the environmental co l ours. 
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Colour forming of urban environment 

Efimov, A: 

Abstract not received in form suitable for publication 



The two-stage colour vision m·odel 

Walraven, P 

During the 19th century two theories of colour vision were 
developed, the Young-Helmholtz theory and the Hering theory. 
The Young-Helmholtz theory assumes that there are three kinds 
of receptors in the retina, that react selectively to light 
according to its wavelength. 
The colour seen depends on the which receptors are acted on by 
light and how much they respond to light. 
The Hering theory assumes six basic unitary colours (red, 
yellow, green, blue, white and black), no one of which parta-
kes of any other. According to the theory there are antagonis-
tic blue-yellow, red-green and white-black pairs of processes 
in the visual system. 
Already Donders proposed in 1881 that the solution might be 
that both theories have their rights. In the early 1960s the 
author developed a two-stage colour vision model in which both 
theories apply to different stages in the transmission of the 
visual information. Together with J.J. Vos this model was 
further developed. 
The existence of three different cone systems is now firmly 
confirmed by objective measurements of the absorption spectra 
of three visual pigments. The absorption spectra of the cone 
photoreceptors determine in first instance the properties of 
colour vision. It is now generally assumed that there exist 
three cone systems with sensitivities respectively in the 
short wavelength region (S), the medium wavelength region (M) 
and the long wavelength region (L) of the spectrum. 
Further it is assumed that the s-, M- and L-systems contribu-
te, as indicated in the figure, to luminance. 
Analysis of a) the Bezold-Brucke effect, which requires aline-
ar transmission characteristics, and of b) the sizes of the 
Weber-fractions of the s-, M- and L-eone systems, together 
with c) an optimal fitting of the luminance contributions to 
obtain the V(A)-curve leads to 

V(A) = .68 · L(A) + .34 · M(A) - .02·S(A) ( Eq. 1) 
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In order to describe color discrimination one has to keep in 
mind that the model further rests on two premises: a zonal 
processing in terms of L/M, and (L+M)/S (see figure), where S, 
M and L represent the excitations of the respective cone 
systems, and on photon-noise-limited neural signal accuracy. 
With these assumptions wavelength discrimination at low and 
high levels of luminance are well described. In the dependence 
of wavelength discrimination of area, e.g. the small field 
tritan effect, one recognizes the Hering behaviour of colour 
processsing. 
Next to objective measurements of the absorption of the visual 
pigments, the general accepted philosophy is that the spectral 
sensitivities can be derived from the colour matching functi-
ons by a linear transformation, and from the loci of the 
protanopic, the deuteranopic and the tritanopic confusion 
points. This means that in protanopia the L-receptors, in 
deuteranopia the M-receptors, and in tritanopia the S-recep-
tors are lacking. 
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The colour vision model. Numbers represent the numbers of 
receptors, tapered ends represent alinear transmission charac-
teristics, and interrupted lines indicate opponent connecti-
ons. 



The spectral weighting function for deflection of attention 

Baker, MR, Mallon, JD 

Lights that are of the same luminance may not be judged equally bright 
when the subject is asked to make a direct comparison of juxtaposed 
stimulus fields. The discrepancy between VA. and brightness judgements 
is greatest for saturated lights at the two ends of the spectrum. A recent 
CIE Technical Committee Report recommends the use of the Ware-Cowan 
formula to estimate the luminances needed to give a brightness match 
between stimuli of different chromaticity. However, no general 
recommendation is given for when the engineer should take brightness 
rather than luminance as the appropriate luminous-efficiency function . 
Apart from verbal judgements of brightness, there do not appear to be 
any aspects of human performance that are known to be controlled by 
brightness rather than by luminance. 

We suspected that the deflection of attention to peripheral stimuli might 
be one aspect of performance that was controlled by brightness rather 
than by luminance. As a measure of the deflection of attention we have 
taken the direction of a subject's saccadic eye movement in a situation 
where a standard light and a test stimulus are in competition. At the 
beginning of each trial, the subject is required to fixate a small digit at the 
centre of computer-controlled colour monitor, and f!lUSt indicate with a 
manual response whether this digit is odd or even . After a variable delay 
of 100-400 msec, a 1-deg coloured digit appears at an eccentricity of 7.5 
deg either to the left or the right of the fixation point. On a subset of trials, 
the same digit is concurrently presented on the other side of the fixation 
point, at the same eccentricity and at a standard chromaticity (a white of 
CIE coordinates x=.310, y=.316) and luminance (10 cd.m-2). From trial to 
trial, the coloured digit varies randomly in chromaticity, luminance, and 
laterality. The subject is required to look at one or other of the peripheral 
digits and, as quickly as possible, indicate its parity by a manual response . 
The direction and latency of the subject's saccade are measured by means 
of a limbus-tracking infra-red eye-movement recorder. 

For all chromaticities of the variable digit, the proportion of paired trials 
on which the subject makes a saccade to the variable target increases 
monotonically with its luminance. Our preliminary results suggest that 
neither luminance nor brightness fully predicts the probability that the 
subject's saccade will be to the coloured target. At luminances above 5 
c d. m- 2, red targets are slightly more likely to capture the subject's 
attention than are orange, yellow or green targets of the same luminance. 

Funding for this research was provided by the National Physical 
Laboratory. 
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A trial based on chromatic contrast data to show 
non-linearity of the u'- v' diagram 

Hasegawa, T, Murakam i, M 

Under the two assumption s tha t res ponses in R/G and Y/B 

opponent-color systems were equ i valen t 1 > and that practical 

modification, at least presentat io n of distortion, was possible 

not in tristimulus values but in chromaticity coordinates, we 

have t r ied to show the non-uniformity in the u•-v• scales using 

chromatic contrast data newly obtained from a CRT display. The 

data indicate$ a tendency sim i la r to the existing haploscopic 

data 2 >. If the u'-v' space were 1 inear, the distances in it 

between a test color <white:Dss> and inducing colors (twelve 

colors on the lines connecting R,G and B phospher colors> 

would, therefore, be proportional to those between white and 

the twelve induced colors. It is not 1 inear, as shown by the 

fact that MacAdam's color difference ellipses keep their original 

features3> . On the other hand, as pointed out by James on and 

Hurvich 1 >, equivalency of the two color mechanisms is acceptable 

for moderate intensity levels. 

On the basis of these considerations, we conducted a trial to 

show the no n-un i formi ty of the u' -v' space. Four subjects were 

individually tested in a dark room. Their task was to match 

the color of a variable stimulus presented on the right side of 

a CRT screen to that of a target s timulus presented on the left 

side. The target stimulus was a square Dss field (13x13 mm) 

surrounded by one of twelve colors in a 75x75 mm square. The 

variable stimulus was the same s i ze as the Ds s field. The 

variable and target stimuli were separated by 70 mm, and the 

viewing distance was 1.0 m. The datum for an inducing color 



was obtained by taking the geometrical mean of 20 values (four 

subjects x five repetitions). The data for all twelve I nduc-

lng colors are shown in Fig.1 as vertices of an irregular 

polygon (solid lines). The triangle (dotted lines) indicates 

the corresponding inducing colors. It is reduced to 1/12 both 

in u' and in v' and is rotated 180 on the point of Des. Given 

numerals indicate the inducing and corresponding induced colors. 

Non-uniformity is shown by the clear difference In the shape 

of the two figures. In order to get consistency in shape, the 

u' and v' values may be transformed to new values, say, u" and v" 

by the following two formuli: 

u" = -7.641u' 3 + 3.938u' 2 + 0.676u' - 0.009 

v" -27.334v'• + 35.253v' 3 -12.926v' 2 + 1.906v' - 0.001 

The relations between u' and u", and between v' and v" are shown 

In Flg.2a and Flg.2b. 

In this new space, u"-v", MacAdam's color difference ellipses 

are clearly more similar In size and are more nearly circular 

than In the u•-v• and x-y spaces. 

REFERENCES 
1> Jameson, D., Hurvich, L.M., <1956), JOSA, fi, 405 
2> Hasegawa,T., <1977), COLOR 77, <Troy), 339 
3) Stiles, W.S., Wyszeckl, G., <1982), Color Science, J. Wiley 
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Relation between the Helmholtz-Kohlrausch effect, purity 
discrimination, and GO function 

INTRODUCfiON 

Nayatani, Y, Sobagaki, H, Hashimoto, K 

to the high Lt value for yellow hue and the low L1 
values for red, purple, and blue hues at the Go 
point. This Go point was predicted by using 
the nonlinear color-appearance model and is 
shown by <Go> with a real line in Fig. I. The 
computed conditions are the same as those by 
Evans . By inspecting Fig. !, the agreement 
between Go and <Go> is pretty good. 

, Go 

:2 .0 

\ 

/ \\ 

The Helmholtz-Kohlrausch effect,l.2 purity 
discrimination,3.4 and zero-gray point Go by 
Evans5 are completely different color 
perceptions. However, mutuaiJy very close 
relations exist between the three phenomena. 
On the H-K effect, its experimental results6,7 
were well predicted 8 by using the nonlinear 
color-appearance model9.IO and the method for 
deriving the perceived lightness of chromatic 
colors& by the present authors . The present 
paper shows that the other two phenomena are 
also predicted by using the nonlinear color 
appearance model. In the study process, the 
present authors recognized the importance of 
Evans' claim that his Go function was a very 
fundamental phenomena in color-appearance 
study. In addition, the present authors also 
reconfirmed the other claim by Evans that the 
above various phenomena are illustrated 
commonly by the change of chromatic strength 
on spectral color stimuli by changing its 
wavelength. 

Go 
1.0 

<G o> I 1 
\ 

. I 

Go Function 
Evans reported the foilowing experimental 
results on color appearance of related colors.5.II 
Each of test spectral color stimuli was presented 
to the aperture with I 0 visual angle at the center 
of white background. 

When the luminance of the test stimulus was set 
at zero, it was perceived as black. By increasing 
its luminance from zero, the blackness in its 
color appearance decreased, and its chroma and 
grayness perception appeared. Further, by 
increasing the luminance of the test stimulus, 
Evans determined its specific luminance value 
Go, in which just the grayness vanished and only 
the chroma perception existed in the color 
appearance of the test stimulus. Evans 
this specific luminance value the zer<?-gray pomt 
corresponding to the zero grayness m the color 
appearance of the test stimulus, and specified 
the Go value by eq.(l). 

Go= log( Lo I Lt ), (I) 
where Lois the luminance of the background and 
L1 is that of the test stimulus at the point of Go. 

The experimental results by Evans himself is 
shown in Fig. I by a dotted line from 400 nm to 
700 nm. The results show the minimum Go 
value near 570 nm to 580 nm. This corresponds 

<GO> 

I ! 
\.1 

, I 
I I I 

I: 

0.0 l_l ____ ...L._ ___ _.J_ ____ ..._ 

400 500 600 
A(nm) 

Fig. 1 Go function observed by Evans (dotted 
line) and <Go> function predicted (real line). 

Purity Discrimination3.4 
We consider that a spectral color stimulus is 
added to an achromatic one. When the 
luminance of added spectral color stimulus is 
very little, the mixed color stimulus is still 
perceived as achromatic . By adding an 
appreciable amount of the spectral color 
stimulus, the chromatic component in the mixed 
color stimulus is clearly found corresponding to 
the hue of the added spectral color. In an 
intermediate amount of mixing spectral color 
stimulus, the purity threshold exists. 

Colorimetric purities were predicted to Munsell 
colors with 5/l instead of colorimetric purity 
discriminations. The prediction was done by the 
nonlinear color-appearance model and the results 
are shown in Fig.2. 
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The results in Fig.2 showed a good agreement 
with the experimental results reported by 
Uchikawa et al. 12 
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Fig.2 Colorimetric purities predicted for Munsell 
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colors . This means tha t the ability for 
canceling the achromatic component found in 
color stimulus is low in the spectral colors 
near 570 nm. In other words, the ability for 
increasing the achromatic component in color 
stimulus is low in the spectral range. 

(3)The three phenomena are well predicted by 
the nonlinear color-appearance model9,10 and 
the method for deriving the perceived 
lightness of chromatic color.s 

colors with 5/1. -0.1 ____ _____ 
7
_o._o_ 

Helmholtz-Kohlrausch Effect 
The Helmholtz-Kohlrausch effect is predicted by 
eq.(2) to spectral colors. 8 

8(A.)=log[Vb,2(A.)N M(A)] 
- log[Vb,2(570)NM(570)], (2) 

where vb ,z(A.) is the luminous efficiency 
function for hetero-chromatic brightness 
matching and VM(A) is that for flicker phtometry 
reported by Judd.l3,l4 

The value of o(A.) is normalized to zero at 570 
nm. The computed results by eq. (2) is shown 
by the real line in Fig.3. The dotted and the dott-
dash line in Fig.3 are the predicted lightness I 
luminance-factor (L/Y) ratios derived by the 
present authors' method8 corresponding to the 
Wyszecki6 and Sanders-Wyszecki experiment,7 

respectively. The agreement between the three 
curves in Fig.3 is remarkably good. 

Conclusion 
The conclusions in the present studies are 

summarized as follow . 
(1 )It was made clear that all the different three 

phenomena described are caused by the same 
common factor, the change of chromatic 
strengths of spectral color stimuli already 
reported by Evans3,11 in 1967. 

(2)The chromatic strengths of spectral colors 
near 570 nm are lower than other spectral 

A(nm) 

Fig . 3 The Helmholtz-Kohlrausch effect 
observed (real line) and predicted (dotted and 
dot-dash line) for spectral colors. 
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Heterochromatic Brightness Matching over a Range of 
Conditions 
P. W. Trezona 

Whereas in a trichromatic colour match the three variables allow a complete equality of 
sensation, in brightness matching only one variable is involved. Brightness matching 
concerns the recognition in the visual sensations produced by two patches of light not of a 
complete similarity but of similarity of one quality (brightness) in the presence, in general, of 
differences of hue and saturation. The term "brightness" is restricted to direct 
heterochromatic matching, while the method of flicker photometry equates the "luminance". 

Probably the most important question to be asked is whether additivity tests show this 
process to be valid . The Additivity Law (based on Stiles and Wyszecki "Color Science" 2nd. 
ed., Wiley 1982) can be stated as "If A matches B and C matches 0, then (A+C) matches 
(B+O), and (A+O) matches (B+C), where the quantities in brackets denote additive mixtures 
of the components." A restricted Additivity Law, the Proportionality Law, is "If A matches B, 
then a.A matches a.B, where a. is any positive factor by which the radiant power of the 
stimulus is increased or reduced, while its relative spectral power distribution remains the 
same." 

There is considerable evidence that while luminance is approximately additive, in general 
brightness is not. Brightness/luminance ratios are higher for red, blue and violet than for 
other colours. Ware and Cowan have derived a formula for conversion between luminance 
and brightness for a known chromaticity, based on results of many investigators. 

The work described here is characterized by brightness matches made at close intervals of 
radiant power. The validity of the proportionality law can be assessed both for the high level 
photopic and the low level scotopic stable regions. Between them is the mesopic change-
over region. If the proportionality law is closely obeyed, a single representative value can be 
derived to test the validity of the full Additivity Law. 

The experiment consisted of brightness matches made for a 10 degree field for many 
spectral and many non-spectral colours at levels raging from mid-photopic through mesopic 
and scotopic down to the absolute threshold, at intervals of 0.3 log. units. The comparison 
stimulus was a monochromatic yellow of 588 nm. The value of an extensive investigation on 
just one observer is that a wide range of colours can be covered without the added 
complication of observer metamerism. 

Although these results formed part of a database reported previously <Color R &A vol. 16. 
202-216, (1991)> the approach and findings are quite different. This is because, in addition 
to there being several observers in the previous study, only mesopic results were considered . 

The following comparisons were made of the single observer's results. 

1. The proportionality law was considered. 

2. His scotopic sensitivity function was compared with the CIE V'(A.) function for spectral 
colours and with the values calculated from V'(A.) for non-spectral colours. 

3. His averaged photopic brightness values were compared with the CIE luminance y10(A.) 
function and the CIE brightness vb.10(A.) function for spectral colours. 

4. Colours were tested against the Ware and Cowan formula. 

5. His lower photopic level for spectral colours was examined as was his upper scotopic 
level. These were compared with the CIE functions mentioned above to try to ascertain if any 
one function can specify these limits. 



Warum sieht eine Farbe unterschiedlich aus? - Probleme zwischen 
Farbenmuster und realer Farbanwendung 

Palm, K 

Abstract not received in form suitable for publication 
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Climax du coloris: Couleur et symbolisation dans l'art des 
jardins 

Lecerf, G 

Notre hypothese preliminaire est que le jardin en tant qu'art a ete au xrxe siecle, 
lors de son apogee, surtout en France et en Angleterre, le lieu de la realisation d'un coloris 
specifique, en quelque sorte ideal, pouvant etre considere comme objet de connaissance. A 
partir de la, nous pouvons entrevoir le renouvellement d'une poetique integrant les elements 
definis par la pratique d'une science du coloris. Apres avoir degage de fortes tensions entre 
les deductions des theories et les regles du coloris, nous donnerons une definition inedite 
de la notion, pour nous essentielle, de climax du coloris. 

1. Couleurs et jardin : de Ia combinaison au motif 

Les couleurs sont distinctes du coloris qui releve d'une pratique expressive. 
Considerees comme etant mobiles et changeantes, elles font l'objet d'une mise en ordre 
theorique. Ce qui revient a leur attribuer, des le XVIIIe siecle, des positions a l'interieur 
d'un modele gere selon les regles de la geometrie analytique. Or cette mise en ordre va a 
l'encontre des habitudes des artistes qui regroupent les couleurs par domaines. 
Schematiquement, l'homogeneite obtenue par la mise en coordonnees des couleurs 
s'oppose a l'heterogeneite resultant de !'experience des peintres. Cette resistance, due aux 
usages culturels, est essentielle si nous considerons que le regroupement des couleurs selon 
leur position de proximite a l'interieur d'un meme domaine est une operation fondamentale 
pour les coloristes. De la se deduisent des regles rendant possibles ou non des relations 
entre les domaines et entre les couleurs a l'interieur meme des domaines. D'autant plus que 
des places et positions de couleurs (referents) dans le modele peuvent etre deduites des 
positions de couleurs (referees) dans le tableau. Ainsi, !'effacement des limites des 
domaines ouvre la voie, au XJXe siecle, a la reduction du coloris, a ce que Charles Blanc 
designe comme etant un "clair-obscur nuance" et dans lequel nous percevons le laminage 
du au travail des gammes. Toutefois, ceci n'est nullement ineluctable. Le classement dans 
les coordonnees peut aussi bien deboucher sur des relations entre couleurs occupant des 
positions tres eloignees. 

Dans ce contexte, !'apport de Chevreul est essentiel. Dans son jardin de l'Hay-les-
Rose, Chevreul experimente l'ordre du contraste. Obeissant a une rationalite tactique, il 
developpe un atomisme logique (analogue a ce qu'il fait en chimie) qui commence par 
isoler les atomes-couleurs avant de les classer, de les associer, de les combiner et de 
hierarchiser les combinaisons. Chevreul trouve de cette maniere de !'invariant, que conforte 
une strategie du grand ecart s'opposant fermement a toute gradation ainsi qu'a toute mise en 
relation avec les variations de la nature . Cette strategie aboutit enfin a l'edition de planches 
regroupant les "assortiments de couleurs" en un veritable stockage referentiel. Le constant 
est mis en memoire. Une seconde etape, complementaire de la precedente, consiste a 
dynamiser, a animer les combinaisons par une experience spirituelle. Chevreul passe ainsi 
de "l 'assortiment" a "l'harmonie", en d'autres termes, de la combinaison au motif. 



2. Coloris du jardin : du domaine au climax 

Comment les jardiniers rec;oivent-ils les propositions de Chevreul ? 

L'etude de leurs reactions permet de differencier des rapports au texte de la loi, des 
conceptions et des strategies tout a fait opposees. Autant les auteurs franc;ais insistent sur 
l'interet d'appliquer la loi du contraste, de se reterer a un ordre etabli a l'avance pour 
programmer le "jardin-machine" des temps modemes (les mosalculteurs revent d'instaurer 
l'etemite par des floraisons qui durent et des motifs immuables), autant les Anglais 
discutent la moindre regle, la moindre pratique du jardin, eux pour qui le jardin est le lieu 
du sensible cree pour les proches, pratique entre intimes. Le free gardener veut accorder 
son experience au processus du monde, au temps du devenir. 

C'est ce que fait Gertrude Jekyll, free gardener et coloriste, celebre auteur de 
Colour Schemes for the Flower Gardens (1908). Elle s'oppose a l'effet criard (garish effect) 
dfi au contraste, refuse que le coloris ne se reduise a l'application d'une combinatoire 
predetinie. Les colour schemes, qu'elle place ala base meme de l'effet pictural (l'oppose du 
garish effect contraste) doivent etre differencies des combinaisons. Alors que ces demieres 
expliquent, avant tout, les attributions de positions statiques, le colour scheme renvoie 
davantage a une representation chronologique du temps. Il resulte d'une mise en sequence. 
Il est diagramme, il est motif. Ce qui est, cependant, insuffisant lorsqu'il est question de 
rendre compte de la densification et de l'intensification symboliques. La notion de climax 
du coloris est alors tres utile. Car elle permet de depasser ce qui est successif pour acceder 
a une structuration intensive, signifiante, liee au sensible. L'art du coloriste consiste, dans 
cette optique, a actualiser les domaines de couleurs, a leur attribuer un role, a les faire 
interagir dans les climax, a les intensifier dans des enveloppements qui se deploient selon 
des gradations, suivant des dimensions telles que la temperature et la saturation ( densite et 
intensite). Le climax peut, de cette maniere, etre mis en relation metaphorique avec le 
temps qu'il fait, etre mis "en parallele" avec les variations des phenomenes atmospheriques. 
Il peut se voir comme une nebulosite. Nous comprenons, des lors, mieux la raison qui a 
pousse Gertrude Jekyll a realiser des climax differents suivant les saisons, et en arriver a 
dedier un jardin a un seul climax, un jardin monoclimacique. 

En ce qui conceme la recherche d'une science du coloris, l'enchainement des 
jardins monoclimaciques facilite l'elaboration d'une typologie des climax. Celle-ci 
s'appuie, en particulier, sur des oppositions comme celle existant entre palir et rougir, entre 
le teme et le vif. Les enchainement de climax, entre ces poles, peuvent alors suggerer des 
changements d'etat des mondes "exterieur" ou "interieur". Ce qui fait que, d'un point de vue 
poetique plus large, la validite du coloris du jardin s'affirme le mieux lorsque celui-ci se 
montre capable d'equilibrer, d'intensifier, de changer les images du monde. Ainsi done, et 
grace a l'action du coloriste, le jardin peut devenir le lieu de la genese sans fin de mondes 
sans pareil, rendus enfin possibles. Tant il est vrai qu'aucun monde ne ressemble a priori a 
un grey garden ou a un blue garden. 
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Calendrier de l'evolution chromatique des arbres a feuilles 
caduques sur les 12 mois des l'annee 

Luscher, A 

Cette recherche est exploitable dans: 

- le cadre d'activitcs professionnelles liees a Ia conception de l'environnement 
nature! (architecture, urbanisme, paysagisme ... ). 

- aupres de producteurs d'arbres qui peuvent utiliser ce travail tant pour des 
selections basees sur Ia colorimetric des feuillages, que pour des argumentations 
promotionnelles. 

-Au point de vue ecologique, comme etalon sur lequel les generations a venir 
pourront se rCferer pour comparer s'il y a lieu !'evolution des couleurs des 
feuillages dans le temps. 

Cette approche est novatrice car elle s'elabore autour d'un champ totalement inexplore, 
en l'abordant d'une double 

-premierement, par le concours d'une acuite visuelle eprouvee, 
-et par une rigueur methodologique facilitant I' exploitation de toutes les donnees 
recueillies au cours des observations. 

METHODOLOGIE 

L'ctude a commencce en 1986 dans les pares et jardins de Marseille, avec unc 
extension dans le Gard . L'etude se poursuit actuellement. L'analyse se dcroule en deux 
phases: 

-observation des arbres concemes tousles quinze jours. 
- syntheses visuelle des constats chromatiques. 

INVENT AIRES DES DONNEES 

I0 phase: observation 

Cette etude, axee sur Ia couleur, prend en compte tousles elements qui contribuent a Ia 
qualite chromatique du feuillage d'un arbre (fleurs, feuiltes, fruits). Une extension est 
souhaitable par le suite pour l 'etude des ramifications et des troncs. 

a) prclcvernent 
On prelcvc tors des observations des feuilles, des fleurs, des fruits de chaquc 
arbre. 

b) reproduction des couleurs 
Ccs cchantitlons sont ensuitc transposes au plus vite a I 'acrylique et constituent 
un inventaire aussi fidele que possible de Ia palette evolutive sur I 'annee des 
arbres. Le dessus et le dessous de Ia feuille sont etudies. 



c) prises de vue 
Les photographies ne peuvent etre utilisees pour Ia reproduction fidele des 
couleurs sur une palette. Mais ce sont des documents iconographiques 
indispensables pour assurer Ia memorisation, Ia visualisation et Ia diffusion des 
informations. II faut proceder par temps couvert (pour evitcr les contrastes ct 
transparences) eta Ia meme heure. 

d) croquis colore de situation 
Le dessin est le moyen le plus efficace pour saisir rapidement un sujet ct en fairc 
Ia synthese visuelle et recreer une ambiance. Le pastel est un instrument pratique 
pour denombrer clairement les teintes. 

11° phase: la synthese visuelle rles constats chromatiques 

Un echantillon traite en a-plat ne peut reproduire l'effet chromatique exact d'un 
feuillage dans Ia nature, pour plusieurs raisons: 

I - Les ombres portees assombrissent Ia couleur reelle des feuilles . 
2 - Sur un arbre I 'covers des feuilles est aussi En general il est plus clair 
que le dessus, parfois il est d'une toute autre couleur. 
3- Sous l'effet des rayons du solei! Ia feuille par transparence s'eclaircit. 
4- avec l'eloignement le feuillage s'eclaircit aussi, a cause de Ia diaphaneite de 
I 'air. 

II sera possible de donner !'esprit chromatique du feuillage en faisant une composition 
de taches colorees par pointillisme, en juxtaposant les couleurs du dessus et du dessous 
des feuilles, des fleurs, des fruits et en panachant les couleurs dominantes en automne. 
La "vibration" des couleurs est ainsi recree. 

CALENDRIER DE SYNTHESE 

Unc case par quinzaine de jours, done 24 cases, avec un fonds gris-pft.le de ciel couvert 
et des confettis de couleurs correspondant au feuillage, aux flcurs et aux fruits durant Ia 
foliation . 

INFORMA TIQUE 

Le procede de releve sur site des palettes de couleurs pose deux questions particulieres: 
le choix des references d'une part et le stockage sans deterioration dans le temps. 

Les techniques informatiques permettent aujourd'hui de resoudre ces points: 

- La palette de nuances offertes sur machine atteint 16 millions de couleurs, et 
peut etre basee sur Ia reference PANTONE® en integrant teinte, densite et 
luminosite ou les trois couleurs "Rouge-Vert-Bleu". 

- Les coordonnces numcriques des nuances permettent de rcpcrtoricr avec toute 
Ia precision nccessaire Ia gamme de rclcvcs sur le terrain. 

En ce qui concerne Ia memoire des informations, les moyens d'acquisition des 
informations par scanner couleur, diapos et video ainsi que le stockage numcrique des 
couleurs permettent de se preserver contre le vieillissement a Ia lumicre des pigments. 

La restitution sur support papier, photos ou video, pose encore quelques imperfections. 
Cependant on peut esperer a terme, avec !'evolution rapide des techniques dans ce 
domaine et le lien de plus en plus fort entre les differentes supports medias (impression, 
photos, video, informatique), pouvoir restituer fidelement les informations saisies a 
l ' origine. 
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The influence of movement on the transparent colour 

Pas, 0 da 

Da Pos et. al. have shown that the impression of transparency 
does not depend only on the specific colour combinations described by 
Metelli/da Pos' model (1989), but also on the figural (1987) and 
chromatic (1990, 1991) complexity of the background. In this research 
the author wished to prove that also movement, which is another non-
chromatic factor, can affect the appearance of the transparent colours. 

The experimental design covered different kinds of movements: 
the transparent surface was moved in a fronto parallel plane and in 
depth at different speeds; true and apparent motions were also 
considered. 

The stimulus situations were produced by an IBM computer 
(with a SuperVGA card and a VRG Graphics System Stereo 
equipment) and displayed in a NEC-Multisync 11-Plus monitor. 

Subjects had to compare the degree of transparency in static and 
dynamic situations. 

The results showed that all kinds of movement made the 
transparent colour to appear more transparent; moreover the strongest 
effect is achieved by movements in depth. 

The findings agree with the first observations made da Fuchs 
(1928) according to which the stratification on different plane of figure 
and background are necessary conditions for the perception of 
transparency. Moreover the results suggest that the chromatic 
characteristics of the transparent surfaces also depend on the amount 
of informations which arrives at the observer through them. 



The role of the colours in the unity of natural, built and social 
environment 

Takacs, A 

Our first obligation to have an inhabitable planet by \\-ill tor our children and grandchildren. 
The inhabitable planet means a complex, synthetised and integrated eco-system, which 
consists of three elements: 

THE NATURE. THE BUILT and THE SOCIAL ENVIRONMENT 

These three elements must be a balanced system.If we destroy this balance, and prefer one of 
them to the others, it could causes different problems, till the ecological cathastrophe, in case of 
emergency . 

Our duty must be to make balance among this subsystems.Jn my oppinion to realise this ideas, 
the architects should take part in these ambitions, teeling a. big responsibility in many questions. 

The professors at hungarian universities start they lectures as foUows: " My science was already 
known and begin in the age of Roman Empire" and- of course- the most important scientist 
around the World. 

I would like to make two things clear: first of all, I am not the greatest archite.ct of the world, 
and on the other band - and this is more important - the architecture started NOT in roman 
ages.The "architecture" appeared before the lite of mankind, andit was really tantastic, 
compared to our buidingsA nest on a tree, or a simple EGG for example. They are real 
masterpieces of a.rchitecture.Several specialists have been researching in the history of 
architecture the best materials and sturcture of a building. They are looking for best methods, 
materials etc. and they hope after finding these things they can design the best houses they had 
imagined before, and they get a lot of money tor it 

The IU'Chitcctursl creations like other human works serves for satisfYing the people's 
requirements. The requirements is the motive force of design and on the other band it is the 
main goal of Uu: work.. 
Naturally the requirements and their realisation depend on several factors, tor example the 
materials of the era. or the individuality of archit.ect.If we try to analyse the architectural 
artifacts, we can see that there are four basic elements. which can camcterisc a house or a 
building: 

TJm FUNC.-rJON • THE MATERIAL. THE ad THE FORMS 

Although the panacea of architecture haven t been invented yet but several architects realised 
the foUowings: usually those buildings are win the customer's 8Ild critics' approval, which 
designed and constructed under the rules of unity of these four elements regarding the 
cconomical.social and natural agentsl think, that the fii'St, who used these principals was the 
NATIJRE In case of an EGG. for example we could find the total unity of this four 
elemcnts.That's why I say seeing a "good house" : it 'sin the EGG-STATE.Thc so called 
EGG-STATE is a balanced ecological subsystem in a complete organisation of the function. 
the materials. the structure and the forms. 

Unfortunately our world is full of problems and generally we have the most evident solutions 
out of consideration.In this chaotic situation the disharmony is buih in our consiousncss and we 
become functionalists. formalists • structuralists or cvcu "materialists". 
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The architects mustn 't forget, their houses n<'t only obJects in our life, but they are the integral 
parts of our life., the duty of the architects to solve lhe problems of connections of houses to 
natural and social environment. To soh.·e this problem, one of the important tools : the 
application of the colours. 

I would present some slides to support the mentioned fundamental principles, about 

Till: UNITY OF NATUR.F.ABUll.T&SOCIA.L ENVIRONMENT 

• the connection of buildir1gs to 11atural envirot'lments . . the role of colours iTl the integration 
• fashion of colours in the building in Hungary. as a part of the connection between built 

and social 
environment 

• the role of the applicated 11greens" iflowers. trees) as colour-holders on facades of 
bwldit1gs 

THE BGG-ST.A.TK IN ARCHITECTURE. THE ROLE AND POSSIBD..ITIES OF COLOUR-
.APLLIC.A.TION IN THE BALANCED UNITY OF THE FUNCTION, THE STRUCTURE, 
TID MATERIALS AND THE FORMS OF BUILDING 

• .figning of fimction with colours . special problem : the colour application of itiformation 

• forced appearance of stn.lcture with special colour-application 
• coloKTs of building special coloKT with natKTai matters 
• connectiotlS colour.-s in the appeara11ce 

Finally: some sentences and suggestiollS to the modified education of architects at 
tm.iversities and high schools and 
about the limits of serving of customers by architects 



Appearance in Colour Perception 
R. Seve, Ph. Fagot, c. Pelissier, L. Soulie 

Questioning about colour is an endless process, but the development of scientific work about 
appearance renews its interest and opportunity. We intend to bring in this field the result of 
our work, though we do not claim to do more. 

In the field of colour, it is not a new idea at all to underline the opposition between a scientific 
approach and the one done by people mainly faced with aesthetics of colour. Nevertheless 
their goals becomes less and less different. The present research work about a scientific 
method for the "prediction of colour appearance" underline very well this duality. Is this only a 
word debate? 

According to G. Wyszecki, colour appearance is "that aspect of visual perception by which 
an observer is able to assign perceptual attributes, such as hue, saturation, and brightness, 
to a given visual stimulus displayed in the observer's field of view." For the one interested 
first in design and aesthetics of colour, and who gives a great importance to the globality of 
colour, visual appearance is the result of a perceptive work, elaborating a comprehensive 
structure of the visual field, and then colour appearance could not be reduced to that 
restrictive definition. 

We will study more in depth these two points of view, and following our preceding work, we 
will attempt, among other things, to develop processes showing exactly the main differences 
and the connections existing between: 

radiation and their measured properties related to colour, 
colour stimulus in relation with colorimetry, 
neurophysiological response to this stimulus, 
colour as the result of a complex perceptive work. 

This will lead us to think that the scientific use of the term appearance is too restrictive and is 
involved in an erroneous idea, which can only make more difficult the exchange of ideas 
between people concerned with colour. 
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Some temporal aspects of chromatic adaptation 

Ronchi, LR 

Models of chromatic adaptation are steady in nature, in that the equations on 
which they are based do not include "time" as a variable. 

The question arises how the time-varying situations can be covered by the models 
themselves. Since, as far as we know, no general solution has been adopted, up-
-to-now, some particular cases are discussed in the present report. 

In our experiments, a white pre-adapting stimulus of given luminance, produced 
by a tungsten halogen lamp, is presented for 1 minute. After its offset, the 
eye is presented with a bi-partite test-field lit by LEDs. The upper half-field 
is red (peak emission at 664 nm) or green (548 nm), its luminance being fixed 
(10 cd/sq.m). The lower half-field is yellow (589 nm), and its luminance is 
changed, from trial to trial. The goal consists in recording the heterochromatic 
brightness match, at different time points, after the cessation of the 'pre-aQ 
apting exposure. A modified constant stimuli method is used. 

1st Experiment- After the cessation of white pre-adaptation, the brightness of 
the red half-field ( or of the green one) is found to decrease, relatively to 
the yellow one, as time elapses . This transient effect may cover even 20-30 sec. 
Now, if a model is to be applied, there are two possibilities: 

a)- To consider the response immediately after the offset of the pre-adapting 
field. In this way onerefers to the adaptive effect of pre-exposure proQ 
uced by the background (as wanted by the premises of modelling), but the 
response to the test stimulus includes the early of transient ad 
aptive effects produced by the test-field itself. 

b)- To consider the response after the levelling-off of transients, but, in 
this case also the adaptive effects produced by the test-stimulus are incl 
uded (contrary to the premises of modelling) 

2nd Experiment- The above said pre--adaptation is modulated in time, around 
its average given l evel. Once fixe d the time frequency (f) and the modula! 
ion depth (m), 1 min. of exposure, the observer is presented with a 
bipartite field. The heterochromatic brightness match is recorded soon after 
the offset of the pre-adapt ing field. 

In agreement with what is found in the literature, the intermittent pre-aQ 
aptation may loose its efficiency, compared to the continuous one (probably 
because of post-receptoral effects, combined with first stage partial rec 
overy effects) . 

However, our experimental data also put into evidence the dependencies of 
adaptive effect on modulation depth. In particular, the deeper the modula!. 
ion, the lesser the brightness-luminance discrepancy of saturated red and green 
stimuli, as our ones are. ( Let us recall that the majority of authors considered 
the frequency as a variable, not the modulation depth). 



By looking for an explanation of our findings, we might argue that the 
ibution to brightness due to the achromatic opponent system(s) should not be 
affected by the intermittency of white pre-adaptation. The time modulation is 
expected to affect mainly the contribution to brightness due to the achromatic 
channel. 

Accordingly, the red (or green) narrow band stimuli seem less conspicuous rel 
atively to yellow, with increasing modulation depth of pre-adaptation, a! 
though relaining unaltered per se, because the yellow brightness is less 
ed. This is an example of adaptation due to achromatic pre-adaptation. 

An extension of chromatic adaptation steady state models to predict th: . degree 
of environmental stress in dynamic environments · would be welcome. 
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The changes of color percept and notation for CRT according as the 
background whiteness 

K. Sakata 

Introduction 

Various colors can be seen on a cathode ray tube (CRT), e.g. television and video. When we see many 
CRT same time, the difference of color between each CRT can be found. But we can see natural and 
real color on any CRT when we watch only one. We can see natural white on CRT however the CIE 
tristimulus values of white on CRT is different from normal white, the color temperature of white is 
usually very high. Furthermore the black cannot be present on CRT, because the color of a surface of 
the tube which is turned off is da..X gray. We can also see real black which is dai'Xer than the surface of 
the tube on CRT which is tumed on. Why can we see natural colors, how can we know real colors on 
CRT? And some researcher draw a distinction between luminous colors and object colors in a paper 
which deals with visual perception of color. In such a way, all colors on CRT are luminous colors. But 
we must note the fact that we can know whether the color which is represented on CRT is caused from 
light source or object reflection, i.e. field color or surface color. Is it sufficient for vision research that we 
draw a line between luminous color and object color? 

In this paper I report how are the percept of colors on CRT affected by a background color, and 
whether the effects of background color on field color and that on surface color are same or not. The 
former is an experiment condition to verify the hypothesis which means that the visual system calibrate 
white and black against the limit of the representation, i.e. the white balance. The latter is a condition to 
verify whether any representation of color on CRT decides our percept in a same way which we call 
luminous color or in different ways which we call field color and surface color. Moreover, two notation 
system was used in order to investigate the effect of a background color changes the percept of colors 
or only the notation of them. One system which were used in the experiment is Munsell system, which 
are psycho physical system, and other system is NCS which are psychometric system. 

Methods 

The task of observers was to put the target colors into code of the notation system. The research 
reported here consisted of two experiments. Experiment 1 was performed to obtain the Munsell 
notation of colors on CRT, and Experiment 2 was performed to get the NCS notation. In Experiment 1 
observers used Munsell color book (JCRI) composed by approximately two thousand colors, while in 
Experiment 2 they did not use any color atlas. The task of Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 are the same 
but the color system which was used by the observers to report the percept of colors. 2 male observers 
who have normal color vision and who know well Munsell system were employed. Instruction and 
training of NCS were followed both of the experiments. The stimuli were presented on PCK0881 raster 
scan monitor (NEC) controlled by PG-9800DA personal computer (NEC), and were observed in a dai'X 
room after !>-7 min. dai'X adaptation. The stimuli were 5 target colors generated randomly by personal 
computer, and formed a rectangle with 4° height and 6° width on the display screen observed at 700 
nm distance. The background color is 3 type of white which differs the brightness, i.e. height, middle, 
and low, while it was surrounded by black which did not change. On surface color condition, a stimulus 
rectangle presented with top and side in order to be seen as a cuboid. Therefore, the number of trials in 
each experiment is as follows, 

3 x 2 x 5 = 30 trials, 
where 3 is brightness of background white, 2 is field color or surface color, 5 is target colors. 

Results •nd Discussion 

In Experiment 1, two observers reported Munsell hue, value, and chroma of the target colors according 
as brightness of background white and perceptual mode of target colors. Figure 1 shows mean 
differences of Munsell values (a V) of target colors with low brightness white from the values with high 
brightness white. All data shows positive direction(+) and therefore the percept of target colors is more 
bright in proportion as the background white is darker. The contrast effect must be noted as a reason 
why Munsell values increase according as decrease of brightness of background white. But we must 
also note that a V of surface colors is bigger than that of field colors. As the combination of target color 
and background color is same, the contrast effect must be also same. What the difference of a V 
between field color and surface color, in spite of equality of the quantity of contrast effects, shows that 
some other process for perceptive brightness for surface colors on CRT display is used than field 
colors. 
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The observers were required to report the NCS notation of target colors in Experiment 2. Figure 2 
shows mean differences of NCS whiteness (tlW) between target colors with high brightness white and 
target colors with low brightness white for each subject. There is same effect in the result of 
Experiment 2. Both observer shows positive direction of t-.W which means the color with low brightness 
white is seen more white than that with high brightness white. However the 65 of sub"EMO" for field 
colors is very high, it is not correct to conclude that there is no other process but contrast effect. We 
must note that NCS whiteness is neither brightness nor lightness. Pure yellow is very bright color, but 
NCS whiteness is almost zero! The data on hue and chromaticness (saturation) also shows the 
difference of field color and surface color. 

The results of these experiments shows that there is perceptive difference between a color of patches 
and a color which seems to belong to a solid on CRT. The same color yields different percept depend 
on the mode of colors. Therefore it is doubtful that a color on CRT always yield same percept because 
of being luminous color. We should classify colors on CRT depend on the mode of color appearances. 
The fact that background white affect the percept of color on CRT suggests that we estimate the limit of 
presentation of the CRT, just like a white balance of video camera. We must know what is white and 
what is black in order to see real color on CRT display. We see every colors on CRT simultaneously 
and estimate white and black automatically, however the target is only one area of CRT screen. 
Furthermore, in case of that the target color seems to be a part of a solid, we also estimate the lighting 
conditions which are the direction of a light, luminance or illuminance, color temperature, gross or matt, 
and others. I think some part of visual system decide colors of every part of visual field with the 
information which is estimated all the parts of visual wortd. 

su rf ace colo r 

Fig. 1 The mean difference of Munsell 
value between colors on bright white and 
dim white for field color condition and 
surface color condition by observer NAT 
and EMO. 

Q 
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Fig. 2 The mean difference of NCS 
whiteness between colors on bright white 

and dim white for field color condition 
and surface color condition by same 
observers. 
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Chromatic adaptation to complex field 

Wei, L 

The effe<:t of field complexity on chrometic adaptation is investigated. Two honeycomb- Uke 

configurations composed of 19 hexagens are displayed alternatively on a high resolution color CRT monitor 

controlled by a minicomputor, and serve as test and reference adapting field eeparately. The oolor and 

luminance of each hexagens in the surrounding of test and marohing target are assigned differently and vary 

within a range so that two eyes are adapting to complex multicolored field during experiment rather than 

sunple monochrometlc homogeneous one which has been used in many e:xper'.ments with 

ch:rometic adaptation. The shifts of percieved color from it physical stimulus is a measure of chrometic 

adaptatlon using bmocular asymmetriC mtclung method. The complexity of adapting field is scaled m two 

ways : the number of different hue (fiig. I 4) 4nd color diffcrenoc between surrounding heX4gens 1111d their 

aver33e value (Fig. lb). The chrometic coordenates of all the centers of circles oonnectin& individual hue in 

surrounding is plotted in Clli 197 6 L • u • v • color space (Fig. 1 c) . 

The results show that there is no obvious change in average magnitude uf color shifts induced by 

adapting field (Fig. lc shows them in examples of red and blue field) when field complexity varies 

systematically (Fig. 2a and 2b)except red arerage hue of field which evokes relatively larger change than 

uther culored field , whereas the average magnitude uf cvlor shifts iuduced by adapting tield fncea.se:> 

signifit.".Bntly as l'Olor of tf!St fi..,ld and one (Fig. 2c). 

The further iuvestigation to compare complex field and uniform field which color is egual to the average hue 

of complex field resu.illl in almost no difference between two \."Urves, whereas there is significant variation of 

color shifts when color difference between test target and field average hue increases or decreases (Fig. 3a 

and 3 b). The peak value of the two curves al8o increaaes obvioualy With increuing of color difference 

betWeen test and reference field average color (Fig. 3c). 

Therefore, the domutant effeot on ohrometic adaptation it averase oo!or d1fferenoe between two 

adapting field or between test target and its surroundi:1g rather than the individual area in compoexity field 

in the case of random arrangement of color and luminance within limlted range in the field. The relatlveiy 

larger value of standard deviation in red condition (Fig. 2c)could be the rea30n of the exception in red field 

in Fig. 2a and 2b. The quantitative data comes to a conclusion that the state of chrometic adaptation to 

complex field occuring in most real abaerving condition are depened mainly on the average chromaticity of 

adapting field except that strong contrast effect occurs in adjacent area of a patch in guestion. 
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Examination of spectral sensitivities of the retinal receptors 

Wenzel , K, Szasz, G 

In the case of the cones of the human retina, it has not yet been 
possible to isolate and identify any photosensitive pigments, and our 
knowledge of them has had to be obtained by indirect means. 

These include very careful measurements of the light absorbed 
at each wavelenght of the spectrum by individual cones removed from 
eyes that have become available for study, and deductions from 
experiments on both colour normal and colour defective vision. As a 
result of these studies, a lot of sets of curves typified by different 
specialists have been obtained. 

The exact shapes of the curves that best typify the spectral 
sensitivities of the cones are still a matter of some debate. 

We made an examination to determine which is the best 
variation of 10 well-known sets of spectral sensitivity curves. The 
criterion was that which of them answers to exceptations of colour-
matching functions and colour-matching equations of CIE best of all. 



Estimating reflectance: how to discount the illuminant 

Trigt, C van 

Color constancy is the qualitative phenomenon that color and lightness of objects remain the 
same under different illumination . If a visual system is able to correct the incoming information 
for the presence of the illuminant i.e . to discount the illuminant ,then variables result which 
essent ially convey information about renectance only. The values of such variables do not 
change under different illuminants, so that color constancy in principle can be explained by 
them. The recurrent difficulty in the theory is that the retinal image of an object is determined 
by the product of its renectance function and the radiation of the light source incident on the 
object. It is then hard to see how from information concerning the product information con-
cerning one of its constituents i.e. renectance can be extracted . In any case, some knowledge 
about the light source is needed ,possibly obtained indirectly from the whole scene. The vari -
ous approaches to the problem are distinguished by the assumptions made regarding the 
nature of that additional knowledge and the information needed to resolve possibly remaining 
ambiguities. Furthermore,assumptions (or convictions) about the division of labor play a role. 
The question is whether the process takes mainly place at retinal or cortical level and what 
resources then are available to solve the problem . 

Theoretical attempts to explain color constancy amount to constructing an obviously 
illu minant-independent property of renectance and showing that this quantity can be calcu-
lated in good approximation from the trist imulus values of the object and those of the 
illuminant. Three such properties would solve the color constancy problem . Examples are the 
values of renectance at the positions of the peaks of the cone sensitivities in the case of the 
von Kries hypothesis. With the advent of the computer also more involved proposals can be 
tested . In the lecture we review the von Kries hypothesis,the principal components analysis 
and an approach based on the metameric black expansion of renectance ,previously used for 
predicting mismatches of metamers. 
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Photoelectric switching and the colour of twilight 

Chalmers, AN 

An aspect of growing importance in the field of lighting control systems is the use of 
photoelectrically controlled switching. Although not limited to any particular area of 
lighting, photoelectric switching is in widespread use worldwide for the control of 
streetlights, and there has been rapid growth in the use of this technology in South 
Africa over the last few years. 

One of the requirements of this type of system is that it should operate at a specific 
value of illuminance on the photocell (usually horizontal). This, in turn, imposes a 
requirement on the manufacturer to calibrate his units to meet the illuminance 
specification, and the question then arises as to what type of light source should be 
used for this calibration . According to one source [ 1], specifications in some northern 
countries call for the calibration lamp to have a colour temperature of about 6000 
Kelvins for photoswitches which are to be set to operate at 50 lux. It was felt that 
this colour temperature was too high in relation to naturally-occurring conditions in 
South Africa, and it was accordingly decided to attempt to determine a suitable value 
for this quantity for local conditions . 

A limited, but fairly consistent, set of sunrise and sunset data has been obtained for 
Durban for both summer and winter conditions, and a preliminary evaluation indicates 
that the appropriate colour temperature at 50 lux (horizontal) lies in the range 3000 
to 3500 Kelvins. 

The final paper will show a number of Colour Temperature vs Illuminance plots for 
different conditions, and a statistical analysis will be used to estimate the most 
probable value of Colour Temperature corresponding to any given Illuminance value. 

Geographical Note: Durban is located at approx. 30° South and 30° East on the east 
coast of southern Africa, and the measurements were taken at an elevation of approx. 
1 00 m above sea level. 

Reference: [ 11 B.M. Lester : private communication. 



Application des mesures colorimetriques et 
spectrophotometriques 4 l'etude des manuscrits 4 peintures 

du Moyen Age. 

Dulin. L. Guineau. 8 

La oalette des couleurs utiiisees oar les peintres du Moyen Age pour la decoration des livres 
manuscr1ts a connu entre le IXo s1ecle et le xvo siecle de profonds changements, aux couleurs 
tr?.t1itionnelles heritees des tecrmiques de l'AntiQuite viennent progressivement s'ajouter, puis se 
substituer de nouvelles couleurs ou de ensembles de rouleurs. Leur apparition est liee a 
Ia decouverte de materiaux nouveaux plus facilement disponibles ou simolement mieux adaotes a la 
pemture sur parchem In et. a partir du xw s.' repondant m ieux a !'organisation d'ateliers 
professionnels et lai·cs. En se transformant ainsi, cette palette des couleurs propre au Maven Age 
coQe.titue done le reflet d'une evolution a Ia f01s technique et economique et dans une certame 
mssure .Jussi. le r-ent:t 1ndirect a·une evolution des gouts et des mentalites d'une epoque. Etudier ies 
"cnul p.ur:. de l'histoire". c'est done essayer d'associer certains des changements paraissant les pius 
Sl!Jnlfic3tifs a une periode ou 3 une aire culturelle determinee . 
. de tels 11 est mdispensable de disposer d'abord d'un referentiel, 
c'est-a-dire d'un ou de plusieurs ensembles de donnees etablis a partir de manuscrits ornes 
contemporams et origina;res ;j'une meme region. Ensuite, en s'appuyant sur ces •:lonnees de 
reiEwer.ce, i1 sera possible d'entreprendre des etudes comparees . 
. A.pres que histcr1ens ainsi se1eGtionne un premier groupe de manuscrlts ayant. entre eux 
d'incontestables liens de parente, on a pu entreprendre l'examen systematique des couleurs 
employees a leurs decors. puis tenter de mettre en evidence des caracteres supposes communs par 
le traitement informatiaue des donnees recueillies. Grace a l'emploi d'une instrumentation 
portable, les mesures ant pu etre effectuees presque en totalite sur le lieu de conservation et selon 
un meme orotocole. On a ut111se un spectrophotometre a ctetect1on multlcanale, equlpe a !'entree, 
d'une sonde optique mobile servant a la fois de source lumineuse et de ctetecteur pour les mesures 
en reflectance sur des surfaces d'environ 4 mm2 et en sortie. d'un svsteme informatique pour la 
gestion et le traitement des mesures. Cet equipement permet en outre l'exploration d'un domame 
spectral compris entre 300 nm et 11 00 nm. 
Le.s examens ont porte sur un groupe de six manuscrits reproduisant la meme oeuvr:e. le Oe 
lat;dibtls sanctee Crvcis, poeme en l'honneur de la sainte Croix compose au debut du IX• s. par 
Raban Maur, abbe de Fulda puis archeveque de Mayence. Plusieurs exemplaires de ce poeme ont ete 
coo1es et peints a Fulda ou a Mayence du vivant meme de Raban Maur. On en connait actue11ement 
six. Nous avons pu etudier deux eux : l'un, actuellement conserve au Vatican, est reste a 
Fulda jusqu'au XVW s., le second, conserve a Amiens, appartenait avant la revolution de 1789 a 
l'abbaye d8 Corbie. Les mesures ont porte egalement sur trois autres exemplaires des 1x·-x· s. 
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conserves ala Biblioth9Que nationale de Paris, ainsi que sur un manuscrit date de la fin dux· ou du 
debut du x1· s. conserve a Orleans. L'oeuvre de Raban Maur se compose de 28 poemes figures m1s en 
pe:qs ssion ce que nous aooellerions de nos _iours des calligrammes. Ces ca111grammes sont pein ts de 
t)i fferAntes couleurs ; on trouve pour les bleus : un bleu clair, un bleu noi r et un tdeu ver t 
gr isatre, pour les verts : un vert _iaune sature P.t translucide et un vert fence opaque, pour les 
Jaunes . des jaunes cla1rs peu satures, pour les rouges : un rouge orange tres sature , un rouge 
clair et un rouge fonce , pour les violets : un vioiet rouge fonce et un rose violet clair . Les blancs 
som. en m8JOrlte constitues par iA p8rchemin m1s en reserve ; quelquefOl s, un blanc opaque sen au 

dPs modeles. On observe enfin sur de nombreuses surfaces un semis de grains dares 
destine a augmenter l'eclat des couleurs. A ra1son d'une de mesures pour c!lacun 

des manuscrits , l'etude a totalise plus de 600 mesures dent les donnees ont ete ensuite exploitees 
en laboratoire. 

donnees colorimetriques ainsi recueillies ont oermis de distinguer la gamme des couleurs 
a un manuscrit , d'etablir en quelque sorte sa "carte d' identite colorimetrique" Pour les 

'; iolets par exemple, on observe pour tous les manuscrits un allgnement des points sur une meme 
geodes1que . mais sur cette geodesique. le traitement statist1que fait apparaltre la presence ,je 
plusieurs nuages de points; selon les manuscrits , ces nuages sont plus ou moins ecartes, ce qui 
per met de distinguer les manuscrits entre eux. Pour les verts, le traitement des donnees per met de 
rnontrer la presence de verts composes. tandis que pour d'autres verts, les ecarts en saturation 
permettent de mettre a part l'un des manuscrits. Par !'etude precise de chacune des cou leurs dans 
sesvariations colorimetriques, les similitudes ou, :3u contraire, les differences ont pu ainsi etre 
comptabilisees. En outre, les donnees de !'absorption autorisent dans certains cas , une 
1dent1Hcat1on des materiaux qui ant ete employes par les peintres, par exemple, pour un bleu de 
lapis lazuli parses bandes d'absorption liees aux transitions des ions s3-_et s2-. ou pour un rouge 
violet de folium par de faibles absorptions liees aux transitions vibrationnelles du colorant. Ces 
identifications s'appuient non seulement sur !'etude des maxima d'absorption (observes parfois en 
lim ite du domaine visible), mais aussi sur !'etude du profll de ces bandes , profil qui est precise 
p8r le calcul des d8riv$es et grar..e a des techniques de filt.rage numerique' et de deconvolution 
appropriees. 
En additionnant ainsi les resultats de la spectrometrie electronique ou vibrationnelle aux donnees 
de la color1metrle, cette etude a permis de constituer une premiere base d'lnformations preclses 
concernant les materiaux mis en oeuvre aux JX• et x· s. par les enlumineurs en Occident chretien. 
Ces resultats sont p leinement en accord avec les indications que nous fournissent les recettes que 
nous conna1ssons pour cette epoque. On identifie un emp loi constant de quelques couleurs pour tous 
les manuscrits etudies : l'indigo pour les bleus, l'orpiment pour les jaunes, le minium de plomb 
pour les rouge orange , le folium pour les rouge violet. Pour certains manuscrits, on releve 
l'emploi de couleurs supplementaires : bleu de lapis lazuli, verts de cuivre, ocre jaune, verm illon , 
ocre rouge. Chaque peintre conserve ainsi une technique de peinture qui lui est propre et les 



,jiiferer.ces observees entre le manuscrit du Vatican et celui d'Amiens Que les historiens avaient 
coutumt:'de designer comme etant de !'ecole de Fulda montrent qu'1l n·y a pas a proprement parler 
d'ecole de Fulda mais qu'il s'agit en fait plutot d'un artiste Qui se trouve a un endroit a un moment 
donne. Les resultats ont per;rns en outre de montr;:.r une parente etrmte existant entre dew.:: 
ml3nuscrits conserves a la Bibliotheque nationale, confirmant ainsi l'hypotnese avancee par 
quelques historiens selon 1aquP-11e l'un serait une copie directe de !'autre. 
En memorisant ainsi qrace a l'informatique de telles donnees, les techniques de peinture mises en 
oeuvre par les peintres du Moyen Age, leurs choix des couleurs employees pour la decoration des 
l ivres peuvent ai nsi etre m ieux conn us. Lorsque les resu ltats seront p 1 us nom breu:x, 

comparees devraient nous alder a mieux cerner les changements significatifs propres a 
une periode ou a une a1re culturelle, explorant ainsi d'une maniere nouvelle ce vaste champ 
d'mvest1gation que constitue encore la peinture medieval e. 
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Anderunge der Farbe bei Heii-Dunkei-Regelung des 
Gllihlichtes 

Krzeszowiak, T 

In der Praxis der Beleuchtungstechnik kommt es' oft vor, dass die 
Beleuchtungsstarke einer zu beleuchtenden Flache stufenlos oder 
stufenweise geregelt werden soll. Ein Beispiel hiefur ist das 
Beleuchten einer diffusen aselektiven weissen Horizontflache 
mit farbigem Licht einer Die gegenwertig im 
Theater meist verwendeten Farbfilter sind Kunststoff-Farbfolien-
filter auf Polymerbasis und die am haufigsten verwendeten Licht-
quellen mit im gesamten Eell-Dunkelbereich elektrisch problemlos 
regelbarem Lichtstrom sind thermischen Lichtquellen (= Gluh-
lampen). 

FUr den Betrachter hat das Regulieren des farbgefilterten Primar-
lichtstromes der Farbempfindung der beleuchteten Flache 
zur Folgeo 
Dieses Phanomen sei als "Bernstein-Farbd.rifta bezeichnet und 
wird im Falle eines nicht vorligenden Farbkontrastes behandelto 

Ql 0.2 QJ 0.4 

Abb.1 
Normfarbtafel der 
Farbvalenz (X,Y,Z): 
Effekt der Verschiebung 
der Farborte bei der 

1oo% bis zu 1% Regelung 
des Lichtstromes. einer 
Gllihlampe mit Farbfiltern. 



Integrated Si Device for Colour Measurement 
Gy. Erlaky, A. Nemcsics 

In this paper a semiconductor device is presented which is suitable 
for colour measurement. The device consists of two common 
emitter photo diodes. It emits a signal, proportional with the light 
wave length . The solution of the continuity equation gives the 
photo signal of the device. We also present the construction of the 
device and the surface antireflexion layer. Finally we compare the 
computed and the measured spectral sensitivity. 
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Chromatotherapie ou medecine par les couleurs 

Agrapart, C 

La couleur : une therapie ? 
Mais oui, ajfirme le Dr Christian Agrapart a,, 
fort de ses longues recherches 
et applications chromatotherapeutiques 
dans de nombreux domaines. 
L' action de cette medecine energetique 
peut etre tres rapide et intense, dit-il, 
notamment dans le cas de brii.lures 
ou de traumatismes. En outre, 
la Chromatotherapie peut s'associer 
a d' autres therapeutiques, potentialisant 
ainsi reciproquement leurs e.ffets. 

par le Dr Christian AGRAPART 
La couleur fait partie a Ia 

lois de notre erlVIronnement 
et de notre culture. Elle a 
done une signification socia-
le, psychologique, affective, 
philosophique, mais qui va-
rie suivant les civilisations et 
les epoques. 

Nous sommes Ia dans un 
domaine tres eloigne de Ia 
Chromatotherapie qui elle , 
utilise des reponses physio-
loglques constantes de l'or-
ganlsme a des rayonne-
ments electromagnetiques 
de longueurs d'ondes pre-
cises . Ces rayons sent si-
tues dans le visible . Pour 
simplifier, on dira que les 
longueurs d'ondes corres-
pondent a des couleurs. 

Ces couleurs sent obte-
nues tres simplement, en 
utilisant une lampe halogene 
et des filtres selectionnant, 
dans Ia lumiefe blanche, les 
couleurs SIOI.Ihaitees. 

Definition : La Chromato-
tMrapie est !'utilisation de 
rayonnements a des 
fins tMrapeutiques, selon 
.un protocole tres strict, qui 
s'appuie sur un diagnostic a 
Ia tois medical et Emerge-

tique . Les bases de cene 
therapie sent scientifiques et 
mathematiques. 

La projection des rayon-
nements colores peut se tai-
re a trois niveaux : 

- au niveau oculaire 
quand Ia pathologie est glo-
bale (temperature, coup de 
chaleur, enervement. agres-
Sivite . angoisse . anxiete, de-
pression . troubles du sam-
mai l. .. ) 

- au niveau d'une zone 
malade (traumatlsme, brOiu-
re , gelure. rhumatisme d'une 
articulation ... ) 

- au niveau d'un pomt 
d'acupuncture. II s'agit Ia 
d'une medeCine tres elabo-
ree. pratiquee par des me-
decins acupuncteurs ayant 
suivi Ia formation de chro-
matotherapie. 

Les resultats therapeu-
tiques obtenus par Ia Chro-
matotherapie remanent en 
cause bien des principes 
therapeutiques. 

En effet, comment expli-
quer que de simples rayon-
nements lumineux, utilises 
dans des conditions bien 
precises de temps d'exposi-

lion , puissent donner de tels 
resultats ? Cette medecine 
fall plus appel a Ia partie 
.. energ1e .. du corps qu'a Ia 
partie .. matiere •. II s'agit 
d 'une medec1ne energe-
tique. au meme t1tre que 
!'acupuncture et l'homeopa-
thle . 

Dans cet article. plus que 
de Ia methooe deja large-
ment developpee oans " LE 
GUIDE THERAPEUTIQUE 
DES COULEURS • aux edi-
tions Dangles. nous nous in-
teresserons aux resultats 
med1caux de Ia Chromato-
therapie . lis remettent en 
cause b1en des pnnc1pes 
med1caux ... 

Eviler !'operation 
Les rayonnements colores 

ont. sur les brOiures. un etfet 
curatif supeneur a routes les 
ch1m1otherap1es actuelles . 
tant au niveau de Ia douleur. 
que de Ia cicatrisation. Dans 
b1en des cas. !'intervention 
chirurgicale reparatrice est 
evitee . Le processus dysme-
tabolique local de Ia brOiure 
est steppe 1mmediatement 
dans son evolution. Le trai-
tement de grands brOies 
(meme dix a quinze mOIS 
apres !'accident) produit en-
core des etters tres lava-
rabies. 

Les rayonnements colores 
ant un effet de neutralisation 
des traumatiSmes particulie-
rement spectacula1re sur les 
Mmatomes, blessures mul-
tiples. cicatrices d'interven-
tion chirurgicale.. . II y a, 
alors . une acceleration tout 
a fait 1mportante de Ia gueri-
son . 

Des troubles psychiques 
et 1ntellectuels consecutifs a 
un traumatisme cranien. 
sans lesions apparentes ob-
JBCtlvables au scanner ou a 
I'EEG . reag1ssent particu-
lierement b1en a Ia chroma-
totherapie. 

Un traumatisme physique 
important, accompagne ou 
non de parte de connais-
sance. est susceptible de 

provoquer des trouoles lnte l-
lectuels et psych1ques tres 
1mportants. Les SuJets sent 
ralentls, depressils. n'ont 
plus de memo1re . ant par 
moment des acces oe cole-
re . lis ant par moment des 
maux de tete , 1ntenses. se 
declenchant a l 'endrol t de 
l'anc1en traumat1sme. Aucun 
antalg1que . ant1depresseur. 
tranquillisant, vasodilatateu r 
n'est reellement etficace . et 
meme s'ils sent prescms sur 
oe tres longues pemodes. 
donnent souvent oes resul-
tats tres decevants. 

Les rayonnements colores 
apportent , des Ia prem1ere 
seance . un resultat pos1t if 
avec . progress1vement au 
cours des seances. une d1s-
parit1on progress1ve des 
maux de tetes . Le suJet a 
l'impress1on de sorllr d 'un 
seul coup d 'un etat coto-
neux qui l'empechal! d'etre 
lui-meme. 

De tres nombreux dese-
quilibres psychOIOQiqUeS re-
agissent favorablement aux 
rayonnements colores . au 
Chromatotherapie . et per-
mettent. amsi , une ba1sse 
rap1de de Ia chim1otherap1e 
psychotrope, responsab le 
en particulier d 'une fo rte 
baisse de memo1re . 

Si les effets psych1ques 
des rayonnements colores 
sent dans bien des cas evl-
dents. il ne taut pas oublier 
les effets physiques . Nom-
breux sent les sportifs de 
haut niveau qui se malntien-
nent en competition grace a 
!'intervention de Ia Chroma-
totherapie sur un hematome. 
une luxation . un claquage 
musculaire . une inflamma-
tion articula1re ... Les resu l-
tats sent rapides. 1ntenses et 
durables. Le milieu sportif 
utilise de plus en plus cette 
technique . 

Application 
sur les betes 

En medecine veterinaire , 
les resultats sent tout aussi 
probants. 
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Taus les trartement s par 
chromatotnerapre ant donne 
dans ce cas. des resulta ts 
tout a tall sa trstarsants. avec 
un retour a ta nOfTTlale du 

::omoortement de !'animal 
e'l ouelques heures. 

• Des accidents neurolo· 
graues. tels qu'une paralysie 
"ee a des problemes circu-
:atol res cerebraux, ant ere 
:res sensiblement ameliores 
:;ar Ia Chromatotnerapie uti-
IISee dans des . delars brefs. 
Dan s certarns cas. on a pu 
ooserver une disparition 
:::omolete de Ia paralysie en 
ouerques heures . 

On a tourours constate Ia 
sarrstactron rntense des ani-
maux le chien remuant Ia 
aueue et le chat ronronnant... 

Les plantes aussj 

Les memes pr incipes 
energetrques de Ia Chroma-
:otnerapre ant ere utilises sur 
aes plantes. 

Luxation avec un aspect 
en ceut de pigeon. 

Un traitement 
par Chromatotherapie 
est fail, le sujet 
revient 3 jours apres, 
on constate que ta cheville 
est redevenue 
pratiquement normale, 
tes seules zones 
doutoureuses sont 
des hematomes silues 
a Ia periphtrie 
de Ia region ii'T8dilie 
par rayonnements coloris. 
La personne a toujours 
pu se deplacer. 

Certaines plantas gelees , 
trartees precocement par les 
couleurs , ant pu sau-
vees. On peut citer l'exem-
ore d 'un mrmosa. ayant un 
rronc de 5 em de diametre, 
gele Iars d 'un coup de froid 
orutal associe a de Ia neige. 
Le tronc de l'arbre etait de-
venu sec et rouge brunAtre. 
Les conditions d'irradiation 
coloree n'ont permis d 'expo-
ser que Ia moitie du tronc. 
Dans les semaines qui ant 
survi , seule Ia partie irradiee 
par les couleurs a pris une 
coloration normalement ver-
te. le reste gardant !'aspect 
marron rouge caracterisant 
Ia geture de l'arbre. Ce jeu-
ne arbre apparemment con-
damne s'est mis a fleurir 
normalement au cours de 
r ete suivant. A noter que 
dans Ia region ou cet arbre 
etatt plante, c'est le saul mi-
mosa qui a survecu a rat-
taque du froid. 

On constate, de Ja m&me 

maniere , des resultats 
interessants de Ia Chromate· 
therapie sur des plantes at· 
terntes par Ia secheresse 

Le materiel utilrse est tres 
simpie. pu rsqu 'une lampe 
halogene. et des filtres per-
mettant de selectronner les 
longueurs d 'onde effrcaces 
(dans chaque couleur une 
longueur d'onde precrse est 
plus efficace que les autres) 
suffisent pour avorr un effet 
therapeutrque . Le rayonne-
ment obtenu par ce materrel 
est envaye directement sur 
les yeux. Ia zone a traiter, au 
le pornt d 'acupuncture . 

Le trartement etant termi-
ne, il taut proteger Ia zone 
de Ia lumrere ambrante pen-
dant vingt mrnutes . Le 
temps de projectron est es-
sentrel. 

Si le diagnostrc energe-
tique est correct. Ia reponse 
au trartement est tres rapioe. 

Le prrncrpe des energres 
est un conceal diffic ile a ac-
cepter par notre medecine 
occrdentale . II est pourtant 
le seul moyen de compre-
hensron de l'effet tnerapeu-
tique de Ia lumiere. 

Les resultats obtenus sont 
durables , avec des effets 
anatamrques mareurs , per-
mettant parfois d 'eviter des 
interventions chrrurgicales . II 
n'est pas rare d'obtenrr. par 
Chromatotnerapre. des resul-
tats tres satrstarsants sur les 
coxarthroses . avec une dis· 
parition des douleurs. et un 
retour a une motrrcrte correc-
te. sur des artrculatrons dia-
gnostiquees radiologique· 
ment en tres mauvais etat. 

Les elfers secondaires 
sont minimes dans 15 % des 
cas. lis sent a type de fa-
tigue ou de recrudescence 
de Ia douleur les deux pre-
miers jours. II n'est pas im-
possible d 'assocrer Ia Chro-
matatnerapre a des chrmto· 
therapies lourdes. Elle per-
met alors de dimrnuer Ia po-
sologre medicamenteuse. 

L'action antivirale de Ia 
couleur est tres interessante, 
car elle ouvre un nouveau 
champ de recherches. Les 
effets sont parttculierement 
satisfaisants sur des zonas 
ou des herpes secondaires 
a des coups de chaleur. 

Las troubles psychiques , 
depressions. angorsses 
peuvent avair pour cause 
l'exces d'une des energies 
fondamentales . Dans ce 
cas , Ia couleur utilisee en 
fonction de l'energie domi-
nante, donne des resultats 
rapides et -stables, permet. 
par potentialisation, de dimi-
nuer les psychotropes et 

parlors meme de les supprr-
mer. 

On comprend , alors . que 
des chercheurs amerrcarns, 
tels que le docteur Wehr, 
arent decouvert des patients 
qur etarent deprrmes rete et 
hypomanes l'hiver. certarns 
etant plus sensibles aux va-
riations de temperature 
d'humrdite au d'eclairement. 
On decnt des etats depres-
stfs amelrores oar des se-
jours en milieu rei rrgere . 

L'utilisation de 1a couleur 
en meoec1ne n'est pas une 
nouveaute car de nombreux 
traitements empirrques sont 
retrouves dans Ia litterature. 
Ce qui !'est. par contra. c'est 
de trouver des reponses 
physrologrques constantes a 
certarnes longueurs d 'on -
des, et d 'utrlrser ces cons-
tames pour construrre un 
prrncipe therapeutique lo· 
grque. permettant une utili · 
sation de Ia lumiere coloree 
de tac;:on screntifrque et me-
dicate. Des therapres de tres 
grande efficactte ant arnsi 
pu etre mrses au pornt. 

La Chromatotnerapre est 
appelee . dans un avenrr 
proche. a prendre une place 
grandrssante dans notre me-
decine contemporarne. Son 
champ d'actron est tres vas-
te . pursque cela va de Ia 
medectne du bien-etre et de 
Ia relaxatron . a celle du 
sport, a Ia traumatolagre . a 
Ia rhumatologre .. rusqu ·aux 
troubles psychratrrques les 
plus graves. Une application 
en medectne veterrnarre , 
ainsi qu 'en milieu agrrcole 
est envrsageable. 

L:association C.E.R.E.C. 121 
transmet ces prrnctpes the-
rapeutiques . Actuellement. 
plus de trois cents thera-
peutes ant ete formes en 
France. De nombreux centres 
dependant du C.E.R.E.C. 
sant crees dans differents 
pays du monde. Le centre 
propose deux tors par an, a 
Paris, des .. Rencontres de 
Ia Couleur .. , arnsi que des 
seminaires de formation , re-
serves aux therapeutes. Les 
rensergnements sont a de-
mander par ecrit. lettre ac-
compagnee d'une envelop-
pe timbree et libellee a 
l'adresse du demandeur, au 
C.E.R.E.C. • 

(1i Docteur C. Agrapart : neuro-
psychiatre. acupuncteur et Pre-
sident-Fondateur du C.E.R.E.C. 
Bibtiograph•e du Or Agrapart : 
• Le GUide tMrapeutique des 
couleurs • . Eds Dangles. 
• La Chromatotherapie et ses 
applications • . Eds lnterligne. 
(2) C.E.R.E.C. : 28 rue du Cha· 
.teau, 77000 MELUN. 
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Diogo de Carvalho e Sampayo. Un theoricien de Ia couleur 
portugais du XVIIIME 

Alcantara, F, Lencastre, M 

Le Poster intitule "Diogo de CaJvalho e Sampayo. un theoriden de Ia couleur portugais du 
XVlllme siede• porte comme principal interet Ia presentation nationale et international a d'un 
penseur d'une formation intellec:tuelle eclectique qui a produit une oeuvre importa.nte sur Ia 
couleur. inconnue jusqu'a present Le caradere multidisdplinaire et fortement experimental de 
son travail de recherche revet ses ecrits a Ia fois d'un interet historique certain. ainsi que d'une 
modemite qui est attestee par Ia ccincidance entre queiques uns de ses resuitats avec quelques 

du recent "Natural Colour System". Diogo de Sampayo represente une de ces figures 
trop souvent obliterees par les circuits de Ia grande Histoire, et qui neanmoins est un innovateur 
pour son temps. Ne a Lam ego le 7.6. 1750 au sein d'une famille noble, il a accompli de 
nombreuses missions diplomatiques. dont cell e. d'Ambassadeur a Ia Cour de Madrid. II fut admis 
com me Chevalier de I'Ordre de Malta en 5.1 1.1785 et etablit correspondance avec I'Academie 
des Sciences de Usbonne. dent il etait membre. 
Son oeuvre inclut outre un livre intitule "Elementos de Agricultura" publie a. Madrid en 1790. une 
bibliographie importante sur Ia couleur. que nous passons a citer: 
'"Tratado das Cores• en 3 parties: Analytique. Synthetique et Hermeneutique. illustre a11ec des 
figures et imprime a Matte en 1787. 
"Dissertacyao sobre as Cores Primitivas" avec un "Breve Tratado da Composicyao Artificial das 
Cores" pubiie a l.isbonne en 1788. Ce livre indut 2 figures. 

sobre a Formac;a.o Natural das Coresn publie a Madrid en 1791. avec une figure. 
Son travail de penseur et d'experimentateur conduit Sampayo des le "Tratado das Cores" a des 
conclusions qui sont constantes tout au long de des ecrits.Celles-ci concernent les couleurs 
primitives. au nombre de 2 - le rouge et le vert- et leurs diverses combinaisons. au nombre de 4-
le bleu. le jaune. le noir et leblanc- qu'il apelle les couleurs generiques ou elementaires. Cest 
de leur melange en des quantites variables que resultant les inombrab!es couleurs de Ia Nature. 
Ces resultats. Sampayo les obtient a partir d'un nombre eleve d'experiences, soit avec des 
matieres colorantes- les couleurs materielles- soit avec des prismes chromatiques ou 
achromatiques (Fig.1) - les couleurs apparentes - scit avec des !umieres reflexes 
(Fig2). Cest. a partir de ce triple champ qu'il arrive a l'enonciation de 18 principes. 
dont 5 sont communs aux diverses experiences. II est a noter que Sampayo s'oppose en partie 
aux 5 Principes de Newton. dent Ia doctrine etait Ia reference a l'epoque. Ajoutons que Sampayo. 
etant contemporain ae Goethe. publie son oewre avant cet auteur sans avoir. com me ce demier. 
accentue le caractere psychometrique de Ia couleur. Neanmoins. il ajoute a ses connaissances 
en Chimie et en Physique. une importante cultura en Symbolcgre. ce qui lui permet de tracer de 
nombreuses analogies qui le point de depart d'une Hermeneutique Naturelle. 
Le "Centro lnterdisciplinar da Cor" de I'Uoiversite de Porto considere GUe Ia presentation de cet 
auteur dans le cadre du Congres Mondial sur Ia Couleur rer.d justice non seulement a I' hom me et 
au Pays qu'il represente. mais egaiement a I'Histoire de Ia Couleur dans notre culture ainsi qu'aux 
mcyens materiels qui. au long du temps. ont oermis !'emergence de Ia mcdeme 
Theone de Ia Outre le fait que I' auteur et le C. I. C. p;:utagent Ia meme national ita. 
demeure leur commune preoccupation interdiscipiinaire. ainsi que l'effortvers une meilleure 
comprehension de cet etcnant phenomena qu'est Ia Couleur. 
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Colourimetric studies on the fading of dyed polymers 

Aranyosi, P, Csepregi Zs, Frankl J, Vfg A, Rusznak, I 

Fading cinetics of cotton fabrics dyed with six dyestuff 
( 3 red, 1 black, 1 blue, 1 yellow) respectively were deter-
mined by means the following measuring principles: change 
in dye concentration, K/ S values, (light reflection), 
CIELAB colour differences. 

Relationships could be acteplished between colour different 
values and the corresponding fading characteristing. 

The experiments were also repeated on regenerated cellulosic 
films.Dptical density was determined in thes case on basis of 
light transmission. 

Exposed to light occured in both cases under standard 
conditions in a Xenotest 450 equipment. 

The comparative evaluation of fading of different dyed 
samples proved to be advantageous by means of measuring occuring 
colour differences. 

Evaluation of fading based upon colour differences is only 
possible negligable unmeasurable change in hue of the colour 
occures a subsequent to light exposure. 



und Farbe 
E. Bendin 

Es gibt eine Reihe guter Grunde, die lnformationsgrol1e "Farbe" in gestaltpsychologische 
Betrachtungen einzubeziehen. Fur die Theorie der Gestaltwahrnehmung sind jedoch lnformationen, 
welche uns Farben liefern, bisher offenbar nur von sekundc':irem Interesse geblieben. Es finden sich 
hierzu nur selten wissenschaftliche Aussagen. Aus pMnomenologischer Sicht liegt aber auf der Hand, 
dal1 Farbe z. B. auf die Gestaltprc':ignanz durchaus Einflul1 zu nehmen vermag. Da 
Gestaltwahrnehmung insbesondere auf Prc':ignanzprinzipien zuruckgeht, lag es nahe, diese nc':iher, d. h. 
auch im Hinblick auf Farbe zu untersuchen. 

Ausgangspunkt hierfur war zunc':ichst die Klc':irung dessen, was unter Prc':ignanz zu verstehen ist und 
welche begrifflichen Abgrenzungen daraus folgen. Dazu mu11te auch der Gestaltbeqriff kritisch befragt 
werden . Unzulc':issig erscheint insbesondere dessen Einengung auf ein Synonym fur Figur bzw. Form, 
aber auch die hierarchische Vorstellung einer generellen Unterordunug der Farbwahrnehmung unter 
Formwahrnehmung (bei der Farbe nur als sekundc':ir wirksame Ebene angesehen wird) . lm 
Gestaltbegriff mul1 einerseits alles lnvariante, was das Wesen einer Erscheinung ausmacht, 
subsumiert werden, also auch Farbe (z.B. bei einer reifen Frucht: Banane - Gelb oder Kirsche - Rot, 
etc.) Andererseits kann man a us einer Rei he wahrnehmungspsychologischer Sachverhalte (wie z. B. 
Objekt-erkennungs- und Aufmerksamkeitsprozessen, Personlichkeitstypologien, Kontextabhangig-
keiten, intersensorieller "Vermaschung" u.a.) ableiten, dal1 die Annahme einer generellen Rangfolge 
von Form- und Farbmerkmalen fur die visuelle Wahrnehmung einer Reizstruktur unhaltbar ist. 

Die Untersuchung des Pragnanzbegriffs weist diesen als "mehrschichtig bestimmt" aus. Urn eine auch 
fur die Kategorie Farbe mogliche Bedeutung besser einschc':itzen zu konnen, erfolgte zunachst eine 
transponierende Interpretation der 5 Prc':ignanzprinzipien nach E. RAUSCH. Sie fuhrte schliel11ich zur 
Unterscheidung von sechs "Prc':ignanzdimensionen der Farbe" als pMnomenologisch eigenstandige 
Ebenen, die sich nicht in andere einschliel1en bzw. aufheben liel1en, also einer reduktionistischen 
Vereinfachung widerstanden: 

Dimension 1: Ordnungswert 
Dimension 2: Reinheitsgrad 
Dimension 3: lntensitc':itsgrad 
Dimension 4: Transparenzgrad 
Dimension 5: Si:ittigungsgrad 
Dimension 6: Aktivwert 

In ihnen markieren sich die Prc':ignanzfc':ille, sogenannte "prc':ignante Qualitc':iten der Farbempfindug", 
welche in ihren Dimensionen jeweils zur Bildung von Pragnanzstufen und Zwischenpragnanzen fuhren 
konnen . Als Ausdruck hOchster Pragnanz steht fur jede Dimension eine Grundempfindung der Farbe: 

1. Ordnungswert ... Das Polare Schwarz 
( extrem Positionierte, Aul1erste) 

2. Reinheitsgrad .. . Das Reine Weil1 
(Unverfc':ilschte, Ungebrochene) 

3. lntensitc':itsgrad .. . Das Leuchtende Gelb 
(Lichte, Strahlende) 

4. Transparenzgrad .. . Das Klare Blau 
(Durchsichtige, Kristalline, Tiefe) 

5. Sattigungsgrad ... Das Satte Grun 
(Valle, Dichte) 

6. Aktivwert ... Das Bewegende Rot 
(spezifisch Anmutende) 

123 
Die pragnanten Qualitc':iten der Farbempfindung 

An der Stellung der Farbe im Wahrnehmungsprozel1 wirken aile Dimensionen in spezifischer Weise 
mit. Sie schaffen Prc':ignanzreichtum und -hohe im Interesse der Gestaltwahrnehmung, d.h. einer 
schnellen, sicheren und bequemen Orientierung. Die oft effiziente Rolle der Farbe als lndikator, d. h. fur 
das Diskriminieren, Wiedererkennen und Lokalisieren in der visuellen Wahrnehmung konnte durch 
weiterfuhrende Untersuchungen zur Pragnanz ggf. theoretisch erhellt warden. 
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The colour selection of furniture and other equipment used in the 
Hungarian postal services 

Breitkopf, G 

Abstract not received in form suitable for publication 



Couleurs psychometriques en milieu hospitalier 

Carron, J, Servantie, MP 

La polyclinique BORDEAUX-lORD AQUITAIME situee a 
BORDEAUX (FRANCE) a entrepris la restructuration 
complete de ses locaux. L' equipe composee de 
l' ARCHITECTE, d'un BUREAU D'ETUDE, d'un AJIENAGEUR-
KOBILIER, d'un ARCHITECTE-COLORISTE, des 
responsables administratifs de la pol yclinique et 
des medecins a elabore le programme de cette 
renovation dans des objectifs precis : 

- creation d'un hall centralise, traitement des 
circulations et creation d'un concept d'accueil. 
- modernisation des salles d'operation 
- Renovation des chambres d'hospitalisation 
- Restructuration de differents services. 

Le resultat final d'une telle entreprise etant de 
donner une image de haute technologie, dans un cadre 
clair, agreable, ;oderne, depouille, sobre, net, 
fonctionnel, confortable et confiant. 

Pour nous, Architectes-Coloristes, il s'agissait 
d'inserer la couleur dans les divers espaces en 
tenant compte des materiaux de construction, des 
produits de finition esthetiques et fonctionnels 
adaptes a ce type de service, du budget, des 
souhai ts des medecins et des consequences sur les 
patients-utilisateurs ; tout en preservant 1' image 
de marque de la Clinique. 

Ce sera par la science aQQliquee de la psychometrie 
que nous traiterons les donnees physiques et 
humaines af in de determiner avec sflrete nos 

harmonies et ensembles colores les mieux adaptes au 
site. 

De l'accueil a la sortie, c'est a dire de l'etat de 
malade a la sante retrouvee en passant par les 
cabinets de consultation , les salles d 'operation, 
et les chambres des malades, un cheminement colore a 
ete cree par niveau et par service. La couleur 
s' installe subtile et progressive en par allele avec 
la notion de deplacement, d' attente et de prise de 
possession des lieux. 

Les administrateurs se sont exprimes en ses termes 
"le concept du hall doit etre moderne, strict, 
impregne des le premier contact de la notion de 
competences professionnelles liees a la technologie. 
L'accueil et la prise en charge du malade doit etre 
immediate et rassurante .... Le ton du bleu de 
cobalt, symbolisant le signe de la POLYCLINIQUE doit 
etre present et irradier les services." 

Les medecins se sont exprimes en ces termes : 
"Faites nous de la couleur, qu'elle accompagne les 
malades, qu'elle diffuse ses energies dans les 
lieux, qu'elle soit un apport aux soins et 
trai tements de haute technologie que nous donnons, 
qu'elle stimule, redonne du tonus afin que les 
malades y puisent la force de supporter l'epreuve de 
la maladie. Nos so ins porteront leurs fruits que 
s'ils desirent vivre. Il faut leur donner le gout de 
la vie". 
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Voila un langage qui va loin. le Coloriste devient 
une personne qui aide d'autres hommes avec son 
travail et ses connaissances. Il a done des devoirs 
autres que ceux de confort, de proprete, 
d'esthetique ou de distraction et de reve. 

Il lui inco.J!e de creer de veri tables espaces 
charges d'enerqies positives. 

Ceci montre : 

d'une part, que les medecins ont pris conscience que 
la couleur est une source d 'energie, non seulement 
par !'emission des rayons lumineux, mais que la 
matiere coloree elle-11eme, emet des vibrations et 
qu'elles ont une influence sur l'homme. 

d'autre part, qu'un milieu hospitalier, au meme 
titre qu'un milieu industriel ou col!lercial doit 
flatter son iaage de marque ; il faut developper 
l' ergonomie qui a11eliore le confort de l'ho1111e et 
qui exa11ine les teilleures conditions dans 
lesquelles il faut le placer. 

"Le corps inconscieuent entre en relation avec la 
matiere absorbe une partie de l' energie emise par 
les vibrations, par le systeme visuel mais aussi par 
une zone du cerveau et de la peau" (Yvonne DUPLESSIS 
: les OOULEURS VISIBLES ET NON VISIBLES) 

Nous nous trouvons devant ce que nous pouvons 
appeler l'iapact physioloqique, non plus par 
l' image, mais par la couleur ell e-melle, la couleur 
"qualite" au sens ou l'utilisait PAUL KLEE. 

A ceci s'ajoute l' impact psycholoqique que chacun 
connait faisant affluer souvenirs et relation a la 
couleur, trans1ission de connaissances profondes et 
symboliques, mais aussi souvenirs sur la fa9on dont 
chacun a vecu la couleur depuis sa naissance, 
environneaent, culture, aqressions, bien etre. 

L'insertion de la couleur dans cet hopital se 
developpera au long d'un cheminement, elle 
accompaqnera le malade tout au long de sa demarche 
vers la querison et le retour a la vie normale. 

Des l'entree, !'atmosphere du hall d'accueil 
imposera le sentiment que dans ce lieu reqne la plus 
haute technoloqie de pointe, il n' est pas question 
de proteger le mala de, il s 'agi t de le rassurer au 
ni veau de la quali te des so ins que peut offrir le 

corps medical avec un demarquage visuel par rapport 
a la concurrence. 

Un atrium sous verriere, les colonnes sobres, 
nobles se dressent et structurent le plateau ouvert. 
L' ensemble dans un environnement de verre et metal, 
voulu par 1' Archi tecte confer ant une ambiance 
resolument lumineuse, la qualification de l'espace 
passe par la lumiere et le silence, la coloration 
imposee par le sol en marbre blanc se decline en 
camaieu de gris vers les qris violines des accents 
de bleu cobalt en fond donnent la profondeur et 
impose l'image du logo de l'etablisseaent. 

Le hall est volontairement froid et strict mais la 
couleur s'installe au cours des circulations 
jusqu'aux services hyperndicalises, la ou le 
contact humain est necessaire. L'idee de technologie 
en trichrome (bleu, blanc, qris) apprehendee des 
1' entree se substi tuera en couleurs chaudes liees 
aux relations humaines (patients-medecins). 

EXEIIPLE D' ADAPl'ATIOif Dl! LA SCIENCE APPLIQOI!I! A LA 
PSYCBOIIE'l'RIE 
Un trai tement coloristique tout particulier a ete 
realise dans une salle aedicale ou se trouve 
1' accelerateur nucleaire derniere perfolllance de la 
technoloqie dans le traitement des cancers. 

La, les murs ont 1,50 m d'epaisseur pour proteger 
des rayonne1ents e1is par l'accelerateur. Un premier 
sas, puis un couloir a plafond bas y conduisent, les 
bruits sont extretetent etouffes, 1' atmosphere est 
angoissante. 

Les aalades arrivent individuellement au rythme de 
leur pas soit debout, soit en fauteuil ou dans un 
lit roulant. 

Les murs sont blancs, le plafond est blanc. Nous 
avons propose la creation d'un spectre ou 
cheminement colore comptant 8 panneaux de 8 
colorations differentes visibles a hauteur des yeux 
pour accompaqner le 1alade. 

Les medecins ont donne des contraintes pour y 
inserer la couleur : "pas de vert, des tons assez 
forts et dynamiques, des couleurs solaires 
toniques". 

Architecte-Coloriste et Peintre ont travaille 
ensemble pour realiser ce spectre sur 8 panneaux de 
format 80 x 82. 



Bleu Bleu Violet Violet Rouge Rose orange Jaune 
Vert Bleu Rose 
TONALI TE 

220 260 300 330 30 60 70 
I I I I I I I 

C'L.\RT!S 

33,5 37,5 42 45,5 51 55,5 60 68 

Nous voulions que la couleur passe d'une tonalite a 
une autre sans heurt. Pour nous, une relation 
concrete luaino-chro.atique devait s'etablir entre 
le patient, les couleurs exposees et les choses de 
la vie : le bleu et le ciel , le .auve et le 
printe1ps, le rose et l'enfance, le jaune et le 
solei!, la chaleur. 

Pour le .a lade allonge sur la table d' exaaen le 
regard fixe sur le dernier panneau : le jaune 
solaire induira une i.age luaineuse penetrant son 
corps, desangoissant et decontractant. 

Il a done ete defini 5 graduations de clarte 
interwediaires entre le bleu-vert de degre 12,5 
raaene a 33,5 ' de clarte et les jaunes de degre 60 
et 68 de clarte d'apres l'echelle psycho.etrique. 

le 260 de clarte de 10,5' fut desature au blanc et aene a 
37, 5' 
le 295 de clarte de 12,5' fut desature au blanc et a.ene a 42' 
le 330 de clarte de 18,5' fut desature au blanc et a.ene a 
45,5' 

le o de clarte de 18 ,5 • fut desature au blanc et cmene a 51' 
le 30 de clarte de 31' fut desature au blanc et cmene a 
55, 5' 
Le o et le 30 desatures devenant les tons rose et chair . 

No us avons ainsi obtenu un spectre de "quali te", 
veritable oeuvre ou matiere et luaiere s'exaltent et 
rayonnent sur l'etre humain pour son equilibre 
physiologique et psychologique. 

Pour la realisation de ce travail, le peintre a 
choisi la technique de la peinture a l'huile : 
- un support bois .aroufle 
- un enduit au platre et a la colle 
- un liant, un diluant, un vernis resineux 
et 1ise en oeuvre de 5 couches de glacis successifs 
afin que la luaiere frappant les panneaux colores 
accentue le phenomene de vibrations a la surface de 
la matiere, lisse et soyeuse. 

Ce travail a ete realise en FEVRIER 1992, il a ete 
souais a des patients qui ont reagi en disant 
qu'enfin on se preoccupait des lieux dans lesquels 
ils devaient se soigner et vivre les 101ents 
difficiles de leur vie et de leur lutte avec la 
maladie ; que la couleur, expression de la vie, de 
la vitalite des choses pouvait les aider a supporter 
certains 10aents d'angoisse. 
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Plastic Art - Colour - Colourful Plastic Art 

Eszteri Zsolt 

All the forms in nature are colourful and we perceive the phenomena of a scene as a totality of 

complex space, form and colour formation . 

Nevertheless it is a characteristic feature of the visual education that we seperately deal with the 

knowledge of colour including the graphical and artistic matters and with the knowledge of the 

space. This specific duality becomes a complexity maybe only in the architecture where the 

matters of the space, forms and colours occur together and demand a complex setting. 

To get to the same principle we introduced a space construction game in the teaching practice five 

years ago. During playing this game the pupils have to build constructions, while they have to deal 

with the complex pile, mass, forms of space and colour formation. 

The problems arising while playing this game require a more complex way of thinking than the 

solving of each separate problem. 

The fantasy name of the game is: "Stick game". The point of the game is that the pupils can build 

anything on their own in the space but to construct a stabile structure they have to understand 

some certain spacial-logical-structural matters. 

The constructed structure itself of sticks represents plastic value, it can be painted or be accepted 

as a single coloured construction. 

More exciting problems may occur if we realize these sticks as an inner framework or we cover the 

whole or one part of it with some kind of material. 

The form developed with this method can provide a multi-way application because on one hand 

there is the possibility of colouring, on the other hand there is the problem of the space-connection 

(basement, stability, mobility, setting etc.) and there is one more possibility of how the space-

plastic relations can be transformed into flat surface. 

The matters in space, flat surface, plastic and picturesque or graphical are one complex perception 

and thinking although they sometimes differ. 



Colour has an integrating role, it enjoys continuity in painting, graphics, sculpture, space and time 

according to certain point of view. 

Knowledge of colours and information inducts a unique way of perception and space problem-

solving. 

In the case of constructional flat-surface transposition the matters of painting, colour dynamics and 

graphics make their appearance unambiguously but this game wishes to give a deeper knowledge 

in the "complex" space-flat-form-colour'' thinking way, according to the sight we should emphasize 

the complex solution. These complex solutions come to life in the case of transpositions, from 

space into flat, from colourless info colourful, from graphics into painting and vice versa. There are 
other possibilities as from material into technical changes and from abstract into concrete and other 

transportation as well. 

Colourful plastics and picturesque and graphical world mean a good further thinking possibility 

toward the complexity of the known, real or natural world and the interest of visual understanding . 

In the child-art the "Stick-game" means a small but important part in the lines of realizable 

programs. But I hope it is the part of the productive activity which opens wider the childish game of 

fantasy and creative instinct. This game is the vivid example of the connection which is between 

colour, space and form and what an important and integrative role the colour has in the different 

branches of fine art, therefore colours should enjoy a kind of priority in the education of fine-arts. 
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Rainbow History in the xvnth Century: Artistic and Scientific 
Representation Systems 

P. Fagot 

The xvnth century marks in the western world , a decisive period in the knowledge we have 
on rainbow phenomena. Due to the decrease of scholastic influence on the European 
thought, we assist to a separation between concepts associating the spiritual ideal, the 
scientific thought and the aesthetic expression of a philosophical model which is the rainbow. 

Our purpose is to compare the philosophy elements that drove Rene Descartes to conceive 
his rainbow theory (epistemology and exegesis), to present through the experience of Petrus-
Paulus Rubens the sensitivity of contemporary painters towards the figuration of this meteor 
(aesthetics and exegesis) and to enlighten the common and differential characteristics about 
colour. This study will present the conditions in which the cultural history of colour has 
developed, through the rainbow experience, during the first seventy years of the century until 
the Newton's explanation. 



Application of objective colour measurement to the study of 
natural pigment stability: the case of anthocyan ins 

Fiorini, M, Barbiroli, G 

Anthocyanins have to be considered as a significant example as they are a very 
important class of natural pigments; in fact they are responsible for most red and blue 
colours found in many flowers and fruits . 
They have been widely studied as potential foodstuff dyes since the early 70's, when 
major questions were raised on potential hazards to health connected with the use of 
synthetic dyes. The major problem in anthocyanins application as foodstuff dyes stems 
from their relatively poor stability, at least as compared to their synthetic analogues. 
Heat treatment during food processing, long storage periods and unfavorable pH 
conditions in foods lead to significant colour loss, often accompanied by the 
development of undesirable brown off-colours. 
The question of anthocyanins stability has been investigated by using many analytical 
techniques, from UV spectrophotometry to chromatographic techniques, but it 
seemed to us that colour measurements, in their various dimensions, have not been 
applied as widely as a research concerning colours would have required. In the course 
of a research project aimed at investigating the degradation pathways we performe4 a 
series of colour measurements, according to CIE, on several anthocyanin model 
solutions and compared the results obtained at different pH values over a range of 
temperature. From the correlation between colour parameters L *, a* and b* we 
wanted to find out whether the colour, as a complex phenomenon, may be considered 
a meaningful parameter for natural pigment stability. 
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Lumiere fantastique 

Fogliatti , P 

D'ou surgissent ces fantomes de couleur, ces ephemeres visions d'arc-en-del 
qui se derobent, se transfonnent? Par quelle tromperie notre reil est-il abuse? La, sur fond 
sombre, toume un objet, 25 secondes de mouvement, 5 secondes d'arret. Cest lui et sa 
comparse Ia lumiere qui nous jouent une farce. Quand rien ne bouge, Ia lumiere parait 
blanche.lJne illusion savamment organisee pour notre reillimitL Car cette lumiere n'est 
qu'un melange bien dose de rouge, vert et bleu. lJne superposition rapide de faisceaux 
colo res, obtenus en eclairant avec un projecteur (cache) une gelatine multicolore toumant 
a 1000 tours par minute. Si rapide que notre reil - avec sa persistance n?tinienne d'un 
sixieme de seconde - n'y voit que du blanc. 
Voila que I' objet se met a bouger. Son agitation vient perturber 11nvisible mouvement d'ou 
sort le melange de lumiere. La stabilite blanche est rompue. Les superpositions sont 
demasquees : selon le rythme de I' objet, naissent des violets, indigo, jaunes et rouges_ 
Lumiere fantasque et fantastique. 



Bioethics of color dynamics 

Greguss, P 

The topics of this presentation seem, at first glance, to be more 
philosophical than scientific in the sense of natural sciences. 
However, according to teaching of history, color perception is an art 
acquired by experience - if under perception awareness, consciousness 
is understood - thus, the title may cover a rather important aspect of 
behavior for those who are involved in color applications. 

Color sciences cannot be treated - especially not color dynamics 
separately from the rules in which society is organized. On the other 
hand, society - as we are well aware today - is being transformed 
under the impact of new scientific applications, and this interaction 
is not always a smooth one. Color research cannot afford to remain 
indifferent to the implications of research for its future 
development, especially, when its results are applied in medical 
field. 

The scope of this presentation is to show on hand of examples (iris 
diagnostics, various therapies with color light, etc.) how the 
misinterpretation of the biological effects of color dynamics may lead 
to medical quackeries, which undoubtedly is a problem of ethics. 
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The arrangement of colours on the Moebius-loop 

Hadnagy, A 

ABSTRACT 

The author consideres it possible to ar-
range the colours by means of a Mobius-
band. The idea required the revision of 
the colouration index/hue/.Brightness,ea-
turation and colouration are contradicto-
ry concepts and they are not independent 
of one another.Finally, a colour system 
is proposed, where a solution independent 
of the Mobius-band is preferred. The pos-
sibilities of colour arrangement on a 
face require further research. 

DIE ORDNUNG DER FARBEN AUF DEM BAND VON 
MOBIUS 

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG 
Der Verfasser halt die Ordnung der Farben 
mit Hilfe des Mobius-Bandes fUr moglich. 
Diese Vorstellung hat die Revision der 
Farbungsmesszahl erfordert. Die Hellig-
keit, die Sattheit und die Farbung sind 
widersprUchliche und voneinander nicht urr-
abhangige Begriffe. Schliesslich schlagt 
er ein Farbensystem vor, wo er eine vom 
Mobius-band unabhangige Losung bevorzugt. 
Die Moglichkeiten der Farbenordnung an der 
Oberflache beanspruchen weitere Forscbung. 

LA DIS POSITION DES COULEURS SUR LA BANDE 
DE MOBIUS 

RESUME 
L'auteur retient possible lea 
couleurs a l'aide du ruban Mobius. Cette 
conception a exige la revision du taux de 
coloration. La clarte, le nourri et lace>-
loration sent des notions contradictoires 
et non independantes l'une de l'autre. A 
la fin, il suggere un systeme de couleurs 
ou il prefere une solution independante 
du ruban Mobius. Lea possibilites 
gement des couleurs sur la surface exigent 
des recherches ulterieures. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

As it is known, the colours are characte-
rized by three quantities: 
saturation/C/ and brightness/1/, -Hue, 
Chroma and Lightness.From the metric point 
of view, these quantities can be derived 
from the reflexion or transmission curve 
/after establishing a colour system/ in 
such a way, that essentially the curve is 
characterized according to torsion/direc-
tion/,shape and magnitude.These corres-
pond in turn to the concepts of hue,chro-
ma and lightness. 
'rhese 3-3 associated basic concepts are 
contradictory, moreover they are not in-
dependent of one another. On the assump-
tion of trichromatic colour vision, the 
colour field is formed essentially by the 

vectorial addition of the three basic co-
lour vectors. 
In the establishment of the plane colour 
system LvLyLz a new principle emerged:the 

of assignment. In case of 
the plane colour system a colour 
plane is obtained in such a we:y, that from 
a point of the plane normalized tristimu-
lus values/vectors6 Lx•Lr•Lz are placed 
at an angle of 120 • /See Fig.l/1 
In this system shape and torsion, that is 
chroma and hue can be interpreted on the 
obtained colour plane, - lightness, as the 
index of magnitude, is given by assign-
ment, as the third coordinate. 

Ly 

Lz 

Fig.l LxLyLz tristimulus 
plan//plane trichromatique/ 

The concepts of hue,chroma and lightness 
are basic concepts, of which our ideas 
contain subjective elements as well.Befo-
re the spreading of the metric system,the 
use of colour names was wide-spread. The 
use of colour names is based on the dis-
tinguishability of colours, and not only 
according to hue,chroma and lightness. Op-
tical appearance also has a role. The 
gloss, texture, material of the surface,. 
•• etc. all have an influence on the for-
mation of the colour name. 
The serious problems related to the cole>-
ur names affect the three basic concepts 
mentioned above. The colouration/hue/ at a 
colour is characterized by the colour na-
mes red, orange, blue or purple 
and their combinations. At the same time, 
the overall colour stimulus is also cha-
racterized by the adjectives "red", "yel-
low", etc. These are vague concepts. The 
origin is obviously the similarity to the 
colours of the rainbow, - this leads to 
the concept of colour cycle and to colour 
metrics in general. 
The c olouration index/hue/, because of the 
origin, aims at the definition of the 
most important concept, nevertheless, in 
the systems established so far, the hue 
is contradictory and emerges as a problem. 
In general, there is no unambiguous cdku-
ration index. Just think of the Munsell-
colour system, where hue appears as a 
combination of a letter and a number.Itis 
true, that in fact the Munsell-system is 
an empirical colour arrangement /colour-
body/.Thus the hue/colouration/ are in 
fact "colour names". 



It is understandable, that objective for-
mulation cannot really handle hue, The 
CIELAB-system approximates to the 
system well, however, hue/H/ is not 
11 defined here either. There is no abso-
lute hue-scale, though it is suggested by 
the notation: H, as hue, The colour diffe-
rence is definied in an indirect way, by 
using the colour difference formula. And 
finally, the colour difference is measunrl 
in a contradictory way depending on whet-
her the hue angle or the hue-difference 
is used I LlHab I. 
Now let us follow the pattern of the pla-
ne LvLvLz /Fig.l/,that is let as consider 

Lv.Ly,Lz to be on the same 
they shall be parallel, 

- as if starting from an ideal point/Fig. 
2/ 

R 

- 1 0 

Fig.2 LxLyLz trisimulus plane/Farbwerte-
plan,plane trichromatique/ 

Without giving the details of the procedu-
re, a representation of the colour body 
and the formulae are shown/Fig,)/. 
V0 •lLx+Ly+Lz) I 3 , !f..2oo ( Lx-Lz )/ JV0

, 

a 0 • lLx-Ly) 20013-t: b0 200 ( Ly-Lz )/3V0
, 

co.--,.f a2+b:E v 0 0 

SIO_i 
·>·,,(JO 

Ho 
___ __ 

Fig.) Optimal colours at C in 
such a way , as if the V 10ghtness 

Y tristimulus value/ H•hue and 
C • chroma I. 

The principle of assignment/chroma was gi-
ven by assignment/ and the principle of 
cyclicity /in the formation of hue 0 chroma/ had an important .role. Plane H-C 
is considered to be the colour plane. 
Thus representation is possible in the 
usual way, with the difference,that here 
we have a real hue-scale and not a hue di-
fference scale. However, the hue-scale do-
es not correspond to our concept of hue 
in the traditional sense, though that is 
contradictory,but it stresses the simila-
rity to the colours of the rainbow in 
such a way, that at the constant lightnam 
values it really characterizes the c onoept 

of colouration we are used to in case of 
the colours of the rainbow./Thereis prob-
lem:double-points in the plane, -see 2./. 

2. Vab,VHC and COLOUR SYSTEMS 

Vab-system:see in this book the No.20. 

In 1 : v 
H11

• H 
c". c 

In 2 v•. v 
H 

c•. <fil-e 

Fig.4 in Vab-system. 

In 2!: 
If a>O and 

and b/a') 
or 
If a>O and b<.O 
or 
If a'O and b<.O 

and 
or 
If a•O and b•O, 
then 

c•. 2IHI-c 
There is the 
real colour-
body in v•H•c•. 

H•6/Nx- N2/.l 

Fig. 5 Optimal colours in VHC, 

).THE MOBIUS-LOOP,CONCLUSIONS 

Colours with the 
same lightness 
are represented 
on a loop. Each 
colours occurs 
twice this way. 
By placing one 
layer on the ot-
her,a "quasi" 
colour-body can 
be formed. Due 
to arrangeabili-
ty in a cubic 
lattice the M(j-
bius-loop loses 
its significame. 

Fig.6.An example for the arrangement of 
colours with fixed lightness on a 
MBbius-loop. 

The colour difference is determined in 
such a way, that proceeding along the 
eld lines the Ferma-principle is 
The colour-body can be arranged in a cu-
bic lattice as well, in the traditional 
way.It should be emphasized,that in fact 
classification according to magnitude/VI, 
shape/C/ and torsion/HI is contradictory 
in itself,as they are not independent of 
one another.The colour difference is the 

empirical control. 
ANDRAS HADNAGY physicist,l088 Budapest 

Muzeum krt.lO./Hungary/. 
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Colour-segregating science 

Huff, BE 

Drawinc nearer to the turn of secend ailleneua, when people who 
cot disillusioned in the and ,.post-aodern" theories, are 
lookinc for new aentalities, aven the attitude towards the colours 
cannot stay intact. lt is the diaensions and the cnosis /cocnition/ 
we are askinc ebouto 

The secre&ation of the colours is traditionally actinc as a part 
of the ontgloCY of the natural sciences. The odd think about it 
is, that the sicnificance of the segrecation in the SGcial-, and 
art-sciences has not been discovered and aaphasised. 

The first phrase of the secrecation is the eva sensous separation 
of the everyday eventso Froa here we can tak.e two directions: 'fhe: 
first is the one of the natura1 sciences, which is applied in the 
secrecatinc colour-tests. The other is the way of the secial 
sciences /socioloCY, socio-psycholoCY, seaiotics, ad•research, 
lincuistics, etc./, and also the one of the theoretical arts 
/history of arts, desicn, architecture, scenics, etc./, which are 
constrained to exaaine the aeaninc of the celours. 

The science of the colour-secrecation enables us : 
lo to have creater awareness in choosinc the coleurs; 
2. to discover the ethos and its diaensions in the colours. 



Low thermal emittance aluminium pigmented paint coating 
for textiles 

Kocbek, L, Orel, B, Jeler, S 

The aim of our work was to make paint coating with low emittance which 

could be applied on textiles. Various paint dispersions based on polyure-

thane resin served as paint binder and different type of aluminium 

pigments have been used for the paint preparation. Optimization of the 

paint formulation regard to the low thermal emittance properties has been 

achieved by varying pigment-to-volume ratio and pigment particle size of 

the pigment used. 

It was found that aluminized paint applied on carbon-aramide substrate 

gives thermal emittance of the paint/textile tandem about 0.45. 

Determination of the emittance properties of the paint/textile tandems 

were done by measuring diffuse reflectance infrared Fourier transform 

spectra of the samples. Some comments about the realibility of the 

spectrometric determination of the thermal emittance properties in 

relation to the calorimetric measurements are given and discussed in 

details. 
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Same statuted or provisions in Japan concerning colours of various 
structures 

Kodera, S 

In July 1991 the Ministry of Construction of Japan decided to set about making rows of houses, 
unifying the colour of public structures, regulating colours of private building as well. They say 
that they hope to add colour regulations of roads and buildings to town planning, and to guide 
local self-governing bodies to make ordinances. Now, I'd like to clarify why the government of 
Japan had to make these plans, leading other countries, and the purposes, as well. 

1., In 1977, I made research into the conditions of colour regulations of structures in Japan and in 
other countries in the world . In this research, I asked for replies to Ministries of Environment, 
Academies of Design, and some organizations concerning to colour affairs, etc. (250 bodies) in 
those countries. And I got replies from 83 bodies finally, but, at that moment, none of those 
countries had any regulations or ordinances, concerning to colours. In Japan, I got replies from 
37 prefectures and 40 cities. Judging from those replies, any prefectures and cities have no strict 
ordinances, regulating colours for town planning, some of them have ordinances giving some 
examples of disagreeable colours in scenic places, though. 

Here I have analyzed the conditions in Japan, as follows: 

A. A rapid industrialization after World War II, caused an overpopulation in urban districts 
and depopulation in agricultural districts. And an extraordinary economic growth has changed the 
urban districts completely into commercial spaces. Intentional and comfortable town planning 
being treated lightly, disordered urbanization was accelerated. 

B. Costructions in urbanization disregarded Japanese traditions and construction materials 
changed rapidly, pursuing various styles. 

C. Both of construction designers and clients have problems. The clients are interested in 
functions and economy, but, as for colours and shapes, they tend to leave whole thing to 
designers. On the other hand, designers tend to make more account of remarkability of 
structures, rather than the harmony with the environment. When 29 construction designers were 
examined in colour sense, their marks were much lower than average of those of ordinary 
persons. 

II ., Recently. in Japan, they are beginning town planning, making account of colours, in 
YOKOHAMA and in some other cities. 

Based on concrete examples, I made it clear what the local self-governing bodies have done, 
and the contents of the government of Japan would deliberate, concerning to colour affairs. 
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Lichtregie fOr Theater 

Krzeszowiak, T 

Heute in einer hoch technisierten Welt, in der wir leben, ist 
eine Theaterauffuhrung ohne Licht kaum denkbar. Das zahlreiche 
Instrumentarium auf dem Gebiet dcr Lichttechnik, Elektronik und 
Computerisation, auf der einen Seite, geben dem Theater eine 
unfangreiche Zahl der Lichtgestaltungsmoglichkeiten. Auf der 
kUnstlerischen Seite aber verlangt man das Licht als eine Aus-
drucksform des Theaterstuckes anzuwenden. In dieser Sytuation 
kommt es zu einer Fusion der Technik des Lichtes und der Kunst 
des Lichtes -was im heutigen Sinne zur fuhrt. 

Lichtregie bedeutet im Grunde nichts anderes, als das physische 
Lieht so anzuwenden, daB es den Sinn des Geschauten und Gehorten 
miterklart und die kUnstlerische Konzeption einer Inszenierung 
in visuelle, geistige und seelische Bilder transponiert. 

Im Referat werden die heutigen Funktionen des Buhnenlichtes, 
die Schwerpunkte zwischen Licht und Kunst im Theater wie auch 
die Problematik der Lichtgestaltung bei Vorbereitung einer 
neuen Theaterinszenierung besprochen. Es werden die klinstlerisch-
technische Probleme der Anwendung der herkommlichen Licht-
einrichtungen \•Tie auch der spezifischen (z.B. Laser und die 
Laserstrahlenschutz, Holographie) vorgestellt. Der Referat wird 
mit zahlreichen Farb-Dias, Video-Aufnahmen und Jl'1usik aus den 
weltberlihmten Oper (z.Bo "Der Ring" R. 1.r!agner, "Zauberflote" 
VJ.A. I"'ozart) und l\Jusicals (z.B. "Phantom der Qper" "Cats" 

- ' ' 
"Les i-1iserables 11

, "Freudiana ") erganzt. 
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Normacolor spatial system 

Louche, F 

NORMACOLOR SPATIAL SYSTEMS TM: "The intelligent 
reference becomes reality" 

MECANORMA had been working over a number of months on 
perfecting a new system for color definition and communication. 
After presenting the system in its broad principles a few months 
ago, MECANORMA has been launched NORMACOLOR SPATIAL 
SYSTEMTM 

An universal language of international reference 

NORMACOLOR SPATIAL SYSTEM TM is based on an objective 
colorimetric definition and methodology, as it is based on the 
science of color measurement known as colorimetry. Every color 
sample has its own spectral reflection curve which colorimetry 
can scientifically translate into specific values. On this basis, 
MECANORMA created NORMACOLOR SPATIAL SYSTEM ™. 
NORMACOLOR SPATIAL SYSTEM TM is a modern and 
international communications system. It is non limiting and non 
exclusive, and overlaps the boundaries between creative, research 
and production work. It enables the description and retranslation 
of any color to all potential users and across all industries, 
independently of the product, medium or process used. 

NORMACOLOR SPATIAL SYSTEM TM works on the same basis as 
the human eye, using three dimensional analysis, which is subject 
to three dimensional "variation in space". The principle is both 
simple and classic: 

- a vertical axis relating to clarity, running from black to white, 
-a circle around the axis on which chromatic dominants are 
distributed, 
- the radius of the circle, which defines the degree of saturation 
of each basic tint within the system. 



NORMACOLOR SPATIAL SYSTEM ™: product range 

NORMACOLOR SPATIAL SYSTEM TM offers over 900 samples 
of unique colors which are distributed at regular visual intervals, 
and classified and referenced according to a coordinated three 
dimensional system : L* (clarity), C* (saturation), h (basic tint), 
according to the scientific principles of colorimetry. 
The 36 basic tints have been carefully selected so that each 
provides a balanced chromatic circle and when combined enable a 
true, comprehensive and consistent color atlas to be developed. 

NORMACOLOR SPATIAL SYSTEM TM ATLAS 

The Atlas is the system's basic reference material and offers a 
selection of over 900 color samples. The Atlas plays a double 
role. It makes color selection easier and educates the eye into 
rational color classification. 
Every page of the Atlas shows the variations on one of the 36 
basic tints across the range of its shades, on 170 g glossy paper 
and on 170 g mat offset paper. A page of achromatic greys and of 
subtly colored greys completes the range. 

THE SAMPLERS: COATED SAMPLER, UNCOATED SAMPLER 

The two samplers are color transmission and communication 
tools, providing references for all the Atlas tints in the form of 
detachable tags. Each color with its L *, C*, h, visualization and 
references can be reliably communicated to all actors on the 
graphics chain. 
Both samplers are printed direct, one on 170 g offset mat paper, 
known as the uncoated sampler, and the other on 170 g glossy 
paper, known as the coated sampler. 
Each sampler card may be ordered separately on a unit basis for 
matching and repeat order work. 

COLOR CONTROL 

The 923 Atlas colors, printed on coated and offset paper in direct 
tones are presented in a single 250 sheet booklet whose shape 
and size have been specifically designed for intensive use. 
Color control has been specially developed with printing work 
in mind, to make the task of color control easier in the course of 
production. 
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Hand-Held Multi-Angle Colour Measuring Instrument 

F. Maceo 

A hand-held colour measuring instrument is presented with a geometry that allows colour 
measurement on surfaces with angle dependent reflectance's like, e.g., metallic or 
pearlescent paints. 

Even though hand-held, it is a full scale colour measuring system featuring flash illumination 
plus true double beam technique with monolithic miniature spectrometers of high 
mechanical/optical stability, light sensitivity and dynamic range. 

An on-board PC is provided for instrument control, colour evaluation, data display and 
handling. Data are stored on RAM cards for easy data exchange with external computers. 

Technical details of the instrument are presented and discussed along with application 
examples. 



On the teaching of colour 

Mattiello, MLF de, Dominguez, M, Pfafendori, C 

In the 6th AIC Congress (1989) a proposition for the teaching of 
color which was subsequently published by Die Farbe (35/36 -
1988/1989), was put forward. A list of contents and comments on 
exercises that we considered basic to be imparted in an intro-
ductory course in color was presented in it. 
Now that the proposition has been improved, we present through a 
video the development of each exercise shov1ing our students' work. 
they did not have previous training. 
The course given at the School of Architecture of the University 
of Buenos Aires, develops the following themes in eigh classes: 
1- Recognition of the chromatic variables: 

• hue, value and saturation • 
• concept of scale; just perceptible steps; regular steps • 
• absolute, recognition and differential threshold • 
• concept of color order. 

2- Standard Rediometric and photometric units: 
. normal observer • 
• photopic, mesopic and escotopic vision. Purkinje effect • 
• lrnainosity curves • 
• concept of metamerism. 

3- Chromatic reproduction: 
• additive and substract.ive u1ixtures. Pr ii:nary colors • 
• RGB system and its derivatives • 
• concept of opponent or complementary hue • 
• restriction of color from a given hue. Light, surface and T.V. 

screen colors. Related and non-related colors. 
4- The use of order systems as a guide for a design: 

• constant scales of hue and saturation • 
• constant scales of hue and value • 
• constant scales of value and saturation • 
• variable scales. 
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5- Relativity of color: 
• chromatic and achromatic contrast influence • 
• area influence • 
• right and left • 
• the problem of adaptation. 

6- Color connotations: 
"intimate" color: places for abstraction, privacy, relaxation • 

• "festive" color: shops, clubs, meeting rooms • 
• "formal" color: public buildings, banks, offices. 

7- - Color and shapes: 
• color as complement of form ans spaces • 
• predominant and subordinate color. Its dialectic • 
• monochromatic and polichromatic organizations • 
• color in arclli tecture. 

8- Recognition of the problem including exixting colors and shapes • 
• study of possibilities • 
• formulation of possible propositions. Their analysis • 
• Final proposition • 
• conclusion. 

We consider that the present syllabus can be easily adapted to 
other schools of design. 



Colour in specializing and decorating process 

Munoz, B 

We could summarize our proposal saying that to 

distribute colour in a space is to distribute both 

energies and physicals and physiologicals. In one 

hand, wave length, saturation and brigtness . 

influence in the colour perception; while on the 

other hand it is physiologically proved that blood 

pressure and hearth rhythm get stablished in a 

different way according to the colour existing in 

the environment. 

Actually, if we accept the fact that cultural and 

antropological changings are specifyed and 

expressed in spacializing and decorating processes, 

we will agree that the design of spaces and 

atmospheres should synthesize the acknoiegments of 

all those disciplines which study, from different 

fields, aspects which have influence in the way 

individuals are. 

It is evident that we can no ignore the coexistance 

of all these factors with the aesthetics influences 

of visual 

aesthetic 

arts, neither can we ignore that our 

judgments are substancially modified by 

no sensory facts coming from the social experience 

and media. These last ones have become generators 

of persuasion and consumption. 
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Neither can we ignore studi es on the colour 

application to industry through which we can know 

how colours distribution influences in factors 

which have to do with health, security and 

signalling. 

In interior spaces formed by architecture to 

acomodate the human beings, the welfare will on l y 

be possible if we reach the emotional ba l a nce 

throug an intelligent interactive use of light and 

colour, in a way as sutil and chanching as i t 

happens in nature. 

And starting from the existence of a chr oma t ic 

balance in the nature, . must of the psychological 

surveys can help us to confirm our theory above the 

necessity of achromatic interruptions, since 

harmony on the compositions of colour is stablished 

through the beat of tone sequencies and intervals 

as in music. 



Chromatic adaptation effect on the Pulfrich phenomenon 

Perez-Carpinell, J, Roldan, E, Climent, V 

The differences encountered in the temporal contrast sensitivity (feS) curves obtained with 
different chromaticities, as well as obtaining three peaks in the TeS recorded with white light, are 
phenomena which hypothetically seem to indicate the existence of different temporal properties for 
the different chromatic canals I. 

In vision, assumptions arrived at as a result of the findings of an are frequently 
tested by conducting psychophysical experiments of a different kind; the aim of this study therefore 
lies in reinforcing the above assumption, by means of the Pulfrich stereophenomenon, which is 
readily demonstrated with a pendulum bob swinging in the frontoparallel plare of an observer. 
Thus, when a light-attenuating filter is placed before one eye, the path o the bob appears 
approximately elliptical in depth, and the bob appears to move clockwise in depth when the filter is 
over the left eye. The interpretation of this phenomenon is based on the reduction in the level of 
illumination in one eye producing a time delay in the neural signal of the eye with the filter. Thus 
each eye sends the brain signals of one and the same object which correspond to different 
positions, therefore giving rise to spatial disparity, which is shown in the pendulum bob being 
perceived in front of and behind the oscillation plane, tracing an ellipse. 

The paths traced by a Pulfrich pendulum when it moves over backgrounds illuminated with 
different chromaticities are compared, under identical conditions, in order to verify if the temporal 
properties depend on chromaticity. The differences found in the pendulum paths will only be due 
to the time delay associated with each chromaticity. 

The experiment is carried out with a Pulfrich pendulum made up of a small metal sphere 
hanging from a 38.8 em inextensible thread, oscillating in a vertical plane by gravitational action, 
the oscillations being maintained by the synchronized action of an electromagnet connected to the 
amplified signal of a low-frequency generator. The oscillation plane of the pendulum lies 5 em in 
front of a screen illuminated uniformly by transmission, by light filtered through an interferential 
filter, emitted by a halogen lamp. The observer is situated 2 m away from the pendulum, and 
follows its oscillations, a neutral filter having density D = 1.0 . being placed before the left eye. 

The apparent displacement of the oscillating bob was recorded for near position (eN), 
obtained with two observers having normal vision, and four chromaticities green, red and 
white), the first three being obtained with interferential filters with a 20 nm band width, whose 
transmission peaks are located at A= 480 nm; A= 515 nm and A= 640 nm respectively. The 
·experiment was carried out with 8 levels of luminance ranging from 50 to 400 cd/m2. 

The eN corresponding to the four chromaticities and only one level of luminance were 
recorded in each session, for each observer. Each measurement is the average of six observations. 

The eN obtained with observers J.P. and V.C. are shown in Figs. I and 2 respectively, for 
the blue and red chromaticities and the 8 levels of luminance utilized. The values corresponding to 
the other chromaticities (green and white), are generally situated between the curves represented 
(this condition only remains unfulfilled in the case of observer J.P. with 50 and 100 cd/m2 

luminances). 
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It may be inferred from Figs. 1 and 2 that stereoscopic disparity is greater with blue than with 
red radiation, the eN values (disparities) only tending to be equal when the level of luminance is 
very high or very low. This means that in the case of blue radiation, the same difference in 
luminance between the two eyes (in this case brought about by the neutral filter having density D = 
1.0), gives rise to a greater latency between the signals of one eye and the other, than that obtained 
under the same conditions with red chromatic illumination. The difference in depth eN is related to 
difference in latency between the two monocular percepts by the equation2: 

2a CN 
-d c (1) v - N 

where 2a is the interpupilar distance of observer, d is the plane pendulum oscillation-observer 
distance and vis the maximum velocity of the pendulum. 

It may be inferred from the application of Eq. (1) to the results represented in the figures, 
that the latency times found with blue chromaticity ('t = 9.7 ms for V.C. and 't = 15.7 ms for J.P.) 
for intermediate luminances (L = 250 cd/m2), are of the order of 1.5 to 2 times greater than those 
corresponding to red chromaticity ('t = 6.6 ms for V.C. and 't = 7.53 ms for J.PI). 

[1] V. Van Toi, C.W. Burckhardt, and P.A. Gronauer. Applied Optics 30,2113-2120 (1991). 
[2] A. Lit, in Frontiers in Visual Science . SJ. Cool and E.L. Smith Editors. Springer series in Optical 

Sciences. Springer Verlag, New York (1978). 



Color in optometry 

Pillai, S 

The present poster aims at displayng the activity of Associazione Ottica ltaliana in 
matter of facts concerning color to the students in optometry, to the practitioners and 
teachers. 

This activity includes: 

- annual course 

- practical laboratory activity 

- annual meeting 

thesis on specific related topics 

- annual meeting on a selected topic 

A general program includes: 

a) Testing methods 
b) The optical aids for color vision defectives 
c) The acquired color vision deficiences 
d) The practical consequences of the use of tinted lenses 
e) The macular pigment 
f) The physiological changes 
g) Color vision defects induced by particular stimulation conditions 
h) Eye chromatic aberration 
i) Attitudes, occupational selection 
I) (Relatively) new tests for special purposes 
m) The use of colors on VUD's 
n) Why tinted glasses are used by the "layman 
o) The chromotherapies 
p) Color in architecture 
q) Chromatic symbolis 
r) Psychological effects of color 
s) Color harmony 
t) Colorimetry and related simple calculations 

At last , the topic mainly considered in the current year color in sport is presented in 
some detail 
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Der Weissgrad als Funktion des Zeta Potentials 
umweltfreundlich gebleichter Baumwolle 

Stana, K, Jeler, S, Ribitsch , V 

Chlorverbindungen, mit denen wir sehr gute Bleicheffekte auf Baumvolle ereichen, haben 
ihre Bedeutung wegen ihrer umweltbelast.ung verloren. Heute wird deswegen H20 2 als 
geaignetes Bleichmittel fUr die Baumwollbleichung verwendet. 

Die Peroxidbleiche verUiuft unter Mittverwendung eines Stabilisators. Da das meistens 
gebrauchte Wasserglas als Umweltunfreundlich gilt, wird es durch organische Stabilisatoren 
ersetzt. Diese Substitution gevahrleistet aber Ieider nicht dieselben Bleicheffekte. 
Die Kompensation des Bleichmangels kann auf verschiedene Wege erreicht werden. Bei 
unserer Arbeit wollten wir den niedrigerer Bleicheffekt mit nachtdiglicher optischer 
Auffellung kompensieren. Fiir die Optimirung der Aufhellung haben wir das 
OberfU:ichepotential als Kriterium ausgewalt. 
Der Weissgrad war nach CIE-Formul bewertet, es wurde auch die Fluoreszenz (OreJ 
gemessen und das Zeta-Potential nach der Stromungspotential Methode festgestellt. 

Dabei wurde ermittelt, dass die chemische Bleiche einen Einfluss auf dem gesamten 
Bleichgrad hat. Den niedriegeren Bleichgrad bei Verwendung eines organischen Stabilisators 
kann man mit optischen Aufhellen nicht kompensieren, sondem nur verbessem. Der 
ungewiinschte Gelbstich bleibt erhalten. 
Es wurde auch ein Zusammenhang zwieschen Zeta-Potential und dem gesamten Bleichgrad 
ermittelt. Die Muster mit dem hochsten Bleichgrad bzw. Weissgrad haben auch das hochste 
negative Zeta - Potential. 



A research for colour environment views from Yamanote and 
Chuo lines Japan Railways, Tokio 

Yamagishi, M 
1. Purpose 

In this study, I hypothesized that color environmental problems 
occured in views from the train window and researched them. 

For this example, I chose the view along Tokyo-Yamanote line and Chuo 
line that many people use frequently (Fig (i)) • Because many people, 
living in the overpopulated city who go to school or work by train, see 
view from the train window and these views make them felt good or bad 
on the time and disposition of their own. I thought this thing became 
the one environmental problem. There is the environmental research 
including the theory of the color pollution said "Sohsyoku" to be 
similar meaning to "noise" today. 

2. Method 
At first everyone might thinks that I had questions and examined them, 

but I wondered if I could understand the color of Tokyo even if I 
examined the only view from the train window. It is known "Les 
couleurs De Tokyo 1972" written by Jean Philippe Lenclos and Dominique 
Lenclos who collected and arranged real materials of the color of a 
clod and so on in Tokyo. As a result, I tried to research them in the 
way to think and write from the following points. 

·To make materials to take color pictures scenery and views along the 
train window. 

Because I realized again that the only way was to approach the 
situation of people saw the views and to observe as if I had been in 
the train. And I made use of "Color of the Historical City of Kanazawa, 
Japan (AIC 1977)" written many experiences of researchers to study this 
field. 

Content of Research 
*Date : Fine from a.m.ll:OO to p.m.3:00 in early summer, 1990. 
*Point : The views from the window of the JR train that was moving. 
*Object : It was possible that I took continuous pictus·es views along 

Ya11anote line (34.5km), Chuo line from Shinjyuku to Ochanomizu 
(7.7km) and Soubu line from Ochanomizu to Kinshi-cho (4.3km). 

* Number of pictures 250 pictures (9cm X 25cm) were taken by Fuji 
Panorama Camera. 

*Analyzing Method : 
!)Survey of the different colors 

Hunter Lab Diagram 1948, one of UCS model. 
2)Calculation and interpretation of Hue, Chroma and Value. 
3)I gradated a part of pictures. 

• These sample are a part of my collection of data. 

<D 
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3.Result and Examination 
(!) Color data 

There are two things I predicted before this research. One is that 
the hue has many colors on the whole, and is plotted in the high chroma 
which we can see. The one is that this is full of various colors 
including a bright and dazzling color like a mirror. 

This result is Fig and 
7.5Y of the hue is the most in colors. 
The fork of the value is 6-7. 
The fork of the chroma is 3. 
By the way, the color of the big city, Tokyo was urbanize color 

coaparing with that of traditional city, Kanazawa was 5YR5/4. 
I researched from the different point of the view. The color that we 
can see is not different. Because man discriminate colors not by 
itself (in its environment ), but in comparison, which colors are there 
behind them,whether they can see or not. 

The relation with environment 
It is note worthy points how color -range colors of buildings which 

are on a railway line have and how environment those have built up in a 
chain of space of the view of the window of the train. Colors of Tokyo 
are bright beige gray, that of Ueno is dark, and that of Takadanobaba, 
Shinjyuku and Harajyuku are the high chroma. The color range is up and 
down all the way from Shibuya and Shinagawa we get glimpses of yellow 
buildings. In one side of Chuo line from Ochanomizu and Ichigaya, the 
color that we felt like being bad was continuing, but in the one side 
of that, the bright color spread. 

On the Sobu line (from Ochanomizu to Akihabara and Klnshicho) , many 
brilliant colors of drop curtains and signboards by street side 
attracted my attention. That have done duty as bustle space that is 
indispensable to city. From above statement, I understand that it is a 
factor of ay research that the color environment along the train line 
give people living in big city pleasure. Therefore, it is related with 
the color that aany people live in Tokyo and they think Tokyo is 
attractive. I will try to research the relationship of developaent 
between the color environment and city. 
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The transient versus steady dichotomy in visual stimulation 

Ronchi, LR 

The visual literature is embedded by the transient-versus-steady paradigm, as referred to 

the time patterning of both stimulation and response, once fixed the spatial patterning and 

the spectral composition. In particular, the existing models of chromatic adaptation refer to 

an equilibrium condition, synonymous of steady state ( in fact, the time as a variable does 

not appear in the proposed equations). A number of questions arise: 

a) - How is the steady state defined? 

b) - How is it reached, operatively? 

c) - In the framework of multichannel modelling of visual process how is the steadiness of 

the achromatic response related to that of the chromatic one? 

To reply to the questions above, first of all the relevant visual literature appeared after the 

thirties has been reviewed, having in mind the distinction between sensory (photic) and 

adaptive responses. It is known that the latter controls the former. The consequences at the 

site of color discrimination are finely stressed by Robertson (Die Farbe 29, 273, 

(1981))). From our review, it emerged that various authors agree that the response to a 

brief stimulus (within the critical duration) is transient in nature. The chromatically coded 

response has a longer critical duration than the achromatic one (Uchikawa and Ikeda, J. 

Opt. Soc. Am. 3A, 2109 (1986)) and the adaptive response is "sluggish". However, a true 

definition of steady state (point a)) is lacking. Operatively (point b)) various routines are 

adopted. In laboratory experiments, there are some "aseptical" limiting cases, where a small 

and brief stimulus is assumed to leave unaltered the adaptive response established by the 

background, homochrome, or with color difference appropriately chosen, not very far from 

threshold. Moreover, there are some situations intended to mimic the real viewing 

conditions, where colored samples (of various spectral compositions) are presented in a 

uniformly lit booth. In between, there are the visual photometric and colorimetric routines, 

where the match is reached dynamically, with a damped presentation pattern, or by 
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periodically refreshing the original neutral adaptational state, by looking at an adapting 

field which, in some cases, is periodically imposed to replace the test-field. Point c) is the 

most complex one. Glance techniques, intermittent exposures and similar rely upon the 

philosophy of "averaging", which is tacitly referred to the 1st stage responses, having in 

mind the concept of total integration and the sluggishness of the adaptive system. Less 

simple is the case where (as evidenced in a straightforward manner by the hue substitution 

technique), the post-receptoral stages may be thrown out-of balance by the presentation of 

highly saturated colors, while equilibrium colors leave them unaffected. Since the upset 

equilibrium tends to be restored, the concept of steady state becomes ambiguous. In any 

case, the imposition of a time change in stimulation slow enough to allow the spontaneous 

restoration within each cycle, should not be regarded as a steadiness reached through 

averaging. The fact that post-receptoral is synonymous of "neural" encouraged a collateral 

review of electrophysiological findings. From it, a complex picture emerges, starting with 

ON-, OFF-, ON-OFF cells, tonic and phasic cells, X- andY- cells, the transient versus 

sustained (re: with large time constant) responses and the magna-versus parvo- distinction. 

However, the temporal patterning cannot be considered in isolation. The reference to the 

spatia-temporal context is imperative, which, in real vision, is subserved by eye movements, 

during the acquisition of information. The complexity of this picture is discouraging. No 

clear-cut definition of steadiness emerges, susceptible of being applied, for instance, to 

chromatic adaptation models. Hence, it would be wise to test the models by making 

reference to the same viewing situations for which they were originally designed. At last, an 

experiment on the phase dependence ol' an achromatic patterned pre-adaptation on the 

comparison of the brightness of a saturated and of a neutral stimulus is described. The 

"sluggishness" of the adaptive response emerges, as well as its breakdown. Since visual 

constancy in a changing environment is subserved by the adaptive capacity of the eyes, the 

question arises how the definition of steadiness is related to that of "constancy", with its 

limitations and vagueness. 



A new color vision skill test 

Graham, LA 
For over 50 years in the United States color 
vision screening tests have been available for 
determining how accurately and consistently 
the average observer can discriminate small 
color differences. The 100 Hue Farnwsorth 
- Munsell Test was described by its originator, 
Dean Farnsworth,in 1943, and is still available 
from Munsell Color Company in Baltimore, Md. 
It is primarily designed to distinguish between 
normal and color anomalous observers. The color 
differences are fairly large when compared yo 
typical industrial tolorenaces, and are presented 
in the center of black rings. Such color surround 
and space separations are unlike the conditions 
foe almost all the color difference choices made 
in art and industry. Another test developed at 
the same time is described by the 100 Hue Test 
Manual for use in grading individuals with, qoute, 
" superior aptitude into degrees of excellence". 
This test was the Inter-Society Color Council(ISCC) 
- Federated Societies for Coatings Technology 
(FSCT) "Color Matching Aptitude Test" (CMAT). 
CMAT displays four hues ( blue, red, green & 
yellow ) which vary only in chroma. However, 
FSCT announced in 1988 that CMAT was being dis-
continued; the 1978 edition was the last. Also 
described is the Japan Color Research Center's 
complicated "Color Aptitude Test" (JCAT). This 
requires about 460 decisions and usually two 
days to complete. 

Now available is a new test, entitled the "HVC 
Color Vision Skill Test "· Like CMAT the color 
difference steps are centered about four hues, 
blue, red, green and yellow. Unlike both the 
100 Hue Test and CMAT, the HVC Test displays 
variations in hue, value, and chroma around 
each of the four hue centers (See Figure 1.) 
By doing this the HVC Test should better reflect 
the usual experiences when making color 
discriminations in business, science, art, 
and industry. 

For each of the 36 loose ccolor chips there is 
an "exact" match with a mounted chip on the 
board. To any individual there will appear to 
be other nearby choices; these carry lower 
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score value per match than an "exact" match. 
The first HVC test sets have been in use since 
mid-1991 with a variety of observers in a series 
of statistically planned experiments. This was 
to confirm that HVC with its small color differences 
does indeed correspond to the general pattern of 
normal work situations. The data gathered have 
been analyzed for comparisons of age, sex, con-
ditions of observation, and work habits. Al-
though more data are always desired and welcome, 
the results to date are informative. 

As further background to contrast with the real 
results for tested individuals, the distribution 
pattern for random, "non-decision" placement of 
the loose chips on the board score sheet has been 
developed. (This distribution is based on the 
assumption that red chip numbers will be entered 
in the red section, blues in blues, etcetera). 

All the various styles of color vision tests should 
be considered as helpful training aids in the 
field of making visual color decisions as well as 
assessments of individual skills. Skill in color 
vision decisiions should be considered as a natural 
capability to be improved, in most cases, by use 
and practice. The higher the basic capability, the 
better the skill that can be developed. 



Colour and visual reaction time 

Martinez, P, Jimenez, JR, Rubino, M, Jimenez del Barco, L 

Several studies that analyze the dependence of the visual reaction 
time (VRT) with the chromatic characteristics of luminous stimuli, show 
that the luminance channel is faster in order to detect stimuli. In the 
present work the dependence between the VRT and the stimulus 
chromaticity IS analyzed isolating the luminance channel with the 
experimental technique of hue substitution. Color stimuli have been 
generated with a CRT-color monitor that has been calibrated in temporal 
and chromatic aspects. The colorimetric calibration of the experimental 
device was done with a Spectrascan PR-705 spectroradiometer and the 
temporal calibration was done with the computer internal clock IBM PC-XT 
SFD with a 840 ns precision. 

We have selected 18 stimuli that are distributed along confusion 
lines and y-b. The luminance level 13.8 2 Stimuli r-g was cd/m. were 
presented with a 1" central foveal field and the surrounding field was 
20"x15". Two kind of experiments were done. In the first kind, the 
surrounding field was dark and the hue substitution technique was used; 
the observer's task (two observers participated in the experiments) was 
to detect hue changes of a stimulus that was permanently presented and 
changes its chromaticity in a determined moment remaining the luminance 
constant. In the second kind of experiments the chromaticity of the 
surrounding fields were red, green and blue, respectively, corresponding 
to the CRT-device pnmanes. In these cases, a 3 minutes previous stage 
of chromatic adaptation was done. The results obtained for the two 
observers were similar. Figures 2 (a, b, c) show the obtained results 
for the VRT as a function of the dominant wavelength of the color 
stimuli. Dotted curves show the results obtained with dark surrounding 
field and adaptation to darkness. Solid curves show the results with 
chromatic surrounding field and color adaptation. 

The results obtained show the inhibition of discrimination 
mechanisms that appear in the chromatic adaptation phenomena. This 
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adaptation lS detected m the increasing of the VRT for stimuli that are 
near to the foveal stimulus that changes its hue. Besides, the temporal 
detection with blue chromatic adaptation worsens m the complementary 
regton to the surrounding field. It occurs the same for the red 
adaptation , but not for the green surrounding field. 
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Temporal properties of changing color appearance mode 
studied with various surroundings 

Matsuzawa, N, Ikeda, M, Ishida, T 

Perceived color changes considerably depending on its surrounding 
and illumination conditions. Recently, there has been an increasing 
amount of research on the color mode change. In most of them, however, 
a target and its surrounding were presented at a same time and the 
spatial effect of the surrounding upon the target was investigated. In the 
present paper we conducted an experiment where a target and its 
surrounding field were presented with various SOA (stimulus onset 
asynchrony) so that the temporal properties of color mode change can be 
investigated. 

The apparatus is shown in Fig. 1. A target stimulus T and a 
surrounding stimulus S were presented to a subject with about 1 m 
observing distance. They were supported with two poles from behind so 
that the subject could see only the stimuli, T and S in a dark. They were 
illuminat.ed by projectors Pt and Ps, respectively. Solenoid shutters 
inserted at the projectors controlled the SOA between T and S from -520 
through 520 msec. The stimuli durations were fixed at 300 msec. The 
target stimulus was a color chart of 5YR4/8 in Munsell notation and with 
a size 5 em x 5 em. The surrounding stimulus was made of 8 different 
colors; N7, 7 .5PB3/8, 5YR4/8, 5Y9/6, 2G5/8, 2RP5/8, 7 .5PB717 and 3GY5/8. 

Fig. 1 

When the stimuli were presented, a subject was asked to respond 
with "Yes" when the target appeared as the object color and "No" for the 
light source color. The percentage of yes response was obtained for various 
SOA values to see at which SOA the object color mode was perceived. Five 
subjects with normal color vision participate in the experiment. 
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In Experiment 1 the effect of illumination between the target 
illuminance Et and the surrounding illuminance Es was investigated for 
three cases: (1) Et(900 lx) < Es(2200 lx); (2) Et(2200 lx) = Es(2200 lx); (3) 
Et(2200 lx) > Es(900 lx). In this experiment the gap between T and S was 
fixed at 1 em and the with of S was 5 em. 

In Experiment 2 the effect of gap between the target and the 
surrounding was investigated for fives cases, 1, 1.5, 2.5, 3.5 and 4.5 em. 
With of the surrounding was 3 em. Both Et and Es were fixed at 2200 lx. 

Results from Experiment 1 are shown in figure 2 for three 
illuminance conditions with different notations, 6. for the condition 1, 0 for 
2, and 0 for 3. The ordinate indicates the percentage for the object color 
mode averaged over five subjects, and the abscissa SOA, the minus sign 
indicating the surrounding to proceed the target. It is shown that· the 
subjects perceived the target as the object color when the target and the 
surrounding were presented simultaneously (SOA= 0 msec) as well as 
with some time difference.. Percentage the object color mode response 
reached maximum at around +100 msec,when the target proceeded the 
surrounding with 100 msec. The object color mode disappeared at about 
SOA = 300 msec regardless the illuminance conditions. On the other hand 
the effect of illuminance was found for SOA at which the percentage for 
the object color mode response started to increase. 

Results from Experiment 2 are shown in Fig 3 for five gap size 
conditions with different notations. Percentage for the object color mode 
was averaged for four subjects and plotted along the ordinate as in Fig.2. 
The peaks of the curves are also found at around +100 msec as in Fig 2. 
The effects of gap size seems to appear at the increasing side of the percent 
object, similarly to the results of Experiment 1. 
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Analysis of the color discrimination data in the physiological 
based color space 

Yaguchi, H, Masuda, I, Shioiri, S, Miyake, Y 

Discrimination thresholds in various color directions from various background 
colors were measured using a computer controlled color monitor with 12 bits of color 
resolution per primary. In the experiment, the observer saw a brief flash of the test 
stimulus with a color slightly different from a steady background field. The test stimulus 
was presented in any one of four spatial position aligned as a 2 x 2 matrix with a fixation 

point in its center, and the observer's task was to report which of the four positions 
contained the test stimulus. The test stimuli were presented in three different spatial 
conditions; (a) the edge condition in which the border between the test stimulus and the 
background consisted of an edge, (b) the gap condition in which the test stimulus and the 
background were separated with a black gap of 6 minute width, and (c) the noise 
condition in which a random dot pattern was overlaid upon the edge condition. The 
duration of the test stimulus presentation was 200 msec for all conditions. The increment 
and decrement stimuli were generated by adding or subtracting from the background 
color appropriate amounts of red, green and blue. The background color was generated 
by a fixed mixture of the video monitor's red, green and blue primaries. The 
discrimination thresholds were determined for five background colors, white, red, 
yellow, green and blue. Thresholds for 27 directions of the test stimulus from the 
background color in a color space were determined by the interleaved staircase method. 

The experimental results were presented in the three dimensional color space 
whose axes correspond to f1R/R, t1G/G, t1B/B, where R, G and B were the luminance 
of red, green and blue component of the background color, respectively, and 11R, t1G 
and t1B were the increment or decrement luminance from the background color. 

Experimental results show that the discrimination thresholds for the edge condition were 
smaller than those for the other two conditions in all directions of color space and for all 
background colors. Inserting the gap raised the discrimination threshold particularly in 
the direction of changing luminance. The random dot noise elevated the threshold as 
much as two or three times in all directions. 
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The experimental data were analyzed in the cone excitation space. The tristimulus 
values of the background color and those of the thresholds were transformed to the cone 
excitation values using the Smith and Pokorny transform formulal). The discrimination 
thresholds obtained by the experiment were replotted in the orthogonal space whose axes 
correspond to the Weber's fraction of the cone excitation, which are &/L, t1.M/M and 
t1.S/S for the long-, middle-, and short-wavelength sensitive cone, respectively. As a 

result, discrimination thresholds for all five background colors in a given spatial 
condition were roughly located on the surface of an identical ellipsoid in the (&/L, 
t1M/M, t1.S/S ) space. The evidence obtained by the present study strongly supports the 

line element theory of color discrirnination2). 

Reference 
(1) V. C. Smith and J. Pokorny, Spectral sensitivity of the foveal cone photopigments 

between 400 and 500 nm, Vision Res . 15, 161-171 (1975). 
(2) G. Wyszecki and W. S. Stiles, Color Science, 2nd edition, John Wiley & Sons, New 

York, pp.654-689 (1982). 
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Konservierung und Neufassung historischer lnnenrame 

Darmstadt, Ch 

In den meisten Gebauden waren die Innenraume bis in die 1930er 
Jahre immer dem Zeitstil entsprechend farbig gefaBt. Bedingt 
durch Geschmackswandel oder Umnutzungen sind historische 
Fassungen meist beseitigt oder - in gunstigen Fallen - uber-
strichen worden. 

Der Grundsatz im Umgang mit Innenraumen sollte 
lauten: "Erhalten, erst dann gestalten". Daraus ergibt sich 
eine logische Handlungsgrundlage fur das praktische Vorgehen 
in alten Gebauden. Konkret lautet die Reihenfolge: "Konservie-
ren, Restaurieren, Rekonstruieren, Analogisieren und erst dann 
Modernisieren". 

1. Konservieren heiBt erhalten. Wenn alte Fassungen ermittelt 
werden, sollten sie moglichst wieder freigelegt und gesi-
chert werden. Das ist nur bei intakten Innenraumfassungen 
moglich. 

2. Viel haufiger muB das Restaurieren eingesetzt werden. Teile 
alter Fassungen werden erhalten und Fehlstellen erganzt. 

3. Das Rekonstruieren kommt dann infrage, wenn alte Innenraum-
fassungen durch Kriegseinwirkungen, Wasserschaden, Uber-
streichen oder Uberputzen zwar noch zu ermi tteln, aber 
nicht mehr zu erhalten sind. 

4. Das Analogisieren bedeutet neufassen entsprechend der zur 
Entstehungszeit typischen Gestaltung. Dafur sind grundliche 
Kenntnisse der Ikonographie zur Entstehungszeit der Gebaude 
wichtig. Deshalb sollten Analogisierungen nur von Fachleu-
ten durchgeftihrt werden. 
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5. Fehlen nach grtindlicher Befunderhebung und Quellenstudium 
jegliche Hinweise auf historische Fassungen, so ist die 
Interpretation eines historischen nach heutigen 
Aspekten moglich. Und diese Fassung muB nicht zwingend weiB 
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Bei· der Neuin;terpretat.i1on ei.nes. :historiscnen . Inne.nraumes 
bleibt der Grundsatz bestehen, daB die farbige Gestaltung 
der vorhandenen Architektur dienen, ja moglichst noch 
klarend und erhohend wirken soll. 

(Vortrag mit aias 24 X 36, Doppelprojektion) 
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Towards a definition and objective measurement of 
coordination, correlation and harmony between colours in art 

and architecture, through the study of contrast and shade 

Barbiroli , G 

The function of colour in architecture and visual arts is undoubtedly very 
important, but its evaluation is tied to purely perceptive, and thus subjective 
sensations. Obviously, such sensations give rise to different results according to 
both the observer and the quality of the light in which observations are made. 
The growing requirements of analysis and evaluation mean that visual perception 
on its own is not sufficient. Think, for example of the complex questions 
connected to the restoration of important works of art, whether they be paintings, 
sculptures or historical buildings. 
Measuring coloured surfaces in an exact and therefore objective fashion has thus 
become indispensable in order to get more reliable and refined results which can 
be used both for the purposes of study and application. Equally indispensable is 
the study of the composition of colours and the effect of support materials on the 
final result. 
While the objective measurement of colours presented unsurmountable difficulties 
up until a few years ago, especially in the case of irregular or broken surfaces or 
surfaces that are not easily accessible - such as those of buildings -, new 
instruments, each with distinctive characteristics and all basically matching up to 
CIE standards, have been constructed and made available. The sensitivity and 
reproducibility of these instruments, as well as their capacity to supply 
representative data for goods and products which are highly diversified from the 
point of view of their shape and appearance, have recently been studied. 
These instruments can be successfully used to arrive at a definition and objective 
measurement of harmonies, coordination, correlation through the study of 
contrasts, shades, homogeneity, and matching. 
There are no definitions of coordination and correlation. An objective definition of 
harmony appears to be difficult; more affordable seem to be the definitions and 
measurements of "coordination" and "correlation" between colours. 
Currently, the most consolidated definition of harmony (Kandinski) consists in the 
consideration of 12 attributes: system, interval, familiarity, affinity, intuition, 
appropriateness, angular dimension of the field of colour, relative dimension of 
the field of colour, dynamics, juxtaposition, shape of the surface and of the 



bordering areas. An examination of each of these leads us to the conclusion that 
only some of them are quantifiable and expressible in objective terms: familiarity, 
affinity, relative dimension of the field of colour and perhaps also appropriateness. 
Experimental research has allowed us to establish the most suitable ways of 
measuring them in different situations, and to formulate some homogeneous 
categories from which it will be possible to arrive at an evaluation of harmony 
after having fixed a valid method for combining the attributes expressed 
objective! y. 
However in the evaluation of harmony, coordination and correlation, as well as 
these attributes, it is necessary to include some other factors which synergically 
and indissolubly contribute towards it: contrast and shade. To reach a high level of 
quantification, some measurements were made on special test cases; the results 
allowed us to make a proposal to accurately measure both of them. 
Contrasts can be measured and thus evaluated by using a formula which correlates 
the differences of saturation and those of lightness and which determine both the 
ratio of contrast and the difference of contrast. Among other things this 
formulation permits the measurement of the "temperature" of colours (hot and 
cold). 
Positive and concrete results were also achieved for the definition and 
measurement of shades via the evaluation of the "interval" between colours, 
considering the small variations of hue with constancy of saturation and lightness, 
or variations of lightness with constancy of hue and saturation, or, finally, 
variations of saturation with constancy of hue and lightness. 
On the basis of the quantitative values obtained by measuring these parameters, 
and on the basis of an already tried and tested algorithm which correlates them, it 
is possible to begin to compose a definition of coordination, correlation and 
harmony between colours. 
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Dusky, bright- The charm of the architectual colours of the 
ancient city, Beijing, China 

Chunfeng, Y, Congfei, Y 

Beijing was one of the six capitals in China and it is also a famous 
ancient city in the world. About 690.000 years ago. the early civilization ,:of 
human beings originated from this place. 

From 1.100 B.C. to 1.000 B.C. t the meeting ,:of the Shang dynasty and Zhou 
dgnasty), this place was a small country. named Ji. From 25 A. D. to 220 A.D. 
( the Eastern Han dynasty), Youzhou was set up here. Frc·m 265 A. D. to 534 A. D. 
(from the Western Jin dynasty to the Northern Wei dynasty ), this place was 
administered by Yanjun and Youzhou. During the ancient time. Beijing had always 
been called Youyan or.Jibei.ln 938 A.D.Ithe Liao dynastyJ.it was renamed Yanjing. 
In 1153 (the jin dynastyJ, it was renamed Zhongdu. In 1272 ( the Yuan dynasty). 
it was changed into Dadu; In 1368 (the Ming dynasty!, it '.Vas changed int,:- Beiping; 
In 1403 <January of the governing of Emperor Yongle of the Ming dynasty!, it was 
renamed Beijing and hitherto it has maintained the name. 

In 1150 (the J in dynasty), Yuan Yanl iang ordered Zhang Hao to extend the 
old city and to build palaces. In 1272 Cthe Yuan dynasty!, the city of Dadu was 
designed by the famous scholar Liu Jianzhong and thus it became one of the 
magnificent capitals in the world at that During the period between 1404 
and 1420 (the period of the governing of Emperor Yonglel, the city was rebuilt. 
All palaces were pull down and the palatial city and the imperial city were 
built up (the early palatial city of the present Forbidden Cityl. When the Oing 
dynasty made Beijing its capital, all of the palaces and cities were preserved. 
And on its foundation. extension were kept practising. The Oing dynasty mainly 
added many imperial courts and gardens. Our ing the half century of the end c•f the 
Oing dynasty the city of Beijing was seriousaly damaged. The ancient 
architectures and scenic spots existing in Beijing now are mainly the historical 
remains of both the Ming and Oing dynasties. 

The designing conception of the archi tedual colours of Beijing was carefully 
considered. The strong contrasts and unity of the two characteristics--
•dusky" and "bright" have formed the unique charm of the colours of Beijing. 

Because Chinese traditional architecture is principally of timber construction 
which needs coats of paint for protection, hence the application is mostly 
artificial. The large area of dusky colours needs not lead to defficency in colour 
and the misuse of •explosive• bright colour is rare. All social stratems, •)Ut 
of their political requirements and basing on the natural performance of the 
colour and with the multifarious mutation to seek for an environmental disposition 
of colour require the exercise of restraints in appl ication.balance •)f structure, 
contrasts and conjunction. modulation and variation so that all will be in 
complement with each other to realize the high possible values in colour. 

The architectural colour schemes in the ancient city of Beijing may be divided 
into two colour areas: (a) dusky achromatic mansions of noble families lmainly 
courtyard houses), grey N 5.3 grade; (bJ bright imperial palace buildings of high 
chromaticity, tonal value between 9. 5 YR 6.1/10.2 and 9.9 R 3.5/3.7. 

The ancient city of Beijing has an area of 67 square kilometres of which the 
Forbidden city takes up 0.81 square kilometres. Subtracting therefrom lakes and 
green spaces• the large area of dusky achromatic in contrast with the relatively 
small area of high chromatic area creates an effective background for the 
glittering in magnificence of the palatial architecture. 



Within the large area of dusky achr omatic are dotted ;r,rith a few co lourful 
imperial temple. monastri.:-s and · landscape architecture s•:o that tho:- flamb.:•yant 
imperial palaces may not appear to be too lonely and conspicuous in the core 
of the city. And in the case of architectural embell ishlll€nt - the applicati on 
of decorative painting-in spite of the fact that the rigid so:•cial hierachy exists 
to rule over all bui I dings. from the palaces to temples. monastr ies. gardens. 
dwelling houses and shop fronts but the colour theme al ways remains unaffected-
blue green of high chromacity is ever constant like broken threads lead the 
co lour the and diffuse them to areas of non-col our to establish the relati onship 
of the buildings and t o adjust the chromatic differences among the arious 
building ensemble thereby the colour scheme of the city becomes an organic whole 
unifying the building decorative styles in the city. 

Planning for colour for the ancient city of Beijing is carried out according 
to a unified concept. it starts from the peripheries and centres on the core 
to build up a colour scheme like a successful works of music with its main 
rhythematic theme. chimax and accompanying passages and in the midst of high 
strains there may be meanful pauses- soundless voids and finally. the matchless 
softness of the grey to echo the beginning of the music just like the finale of 
the music. We are left with elated feelings in the enjoyment of the after - taste; 
bright colour and dusky achiomatic accomplished their contributions to this city 
beauf i full. 

The chromecity as appearing in the Chinese palatial buildings has very high 
intensity. the chromecity of the brightest roof can reach as high as 10.2 and blue 
in the decorative painting 14. 5; from the following chromatic scale, it may be 
noted that how varied are the layers grading from the high to the low in the 
chromatic gradation : 

yellow glazed tiles 
under the eave (primary colours .! 

pillars. doors & window (red) 
(green) 

large red wall 
white marble balustrade 
grey brick paving 

9.5 YR 6. 1110.2 in the day! ihgt 
2.5 PB 3.0/ 14.5 
1.9 BG 5. 1/ 09.7 in shade 
8.6 R 4. 6/ 13.1 
2.5 YR 2.9 / 06.3 
2.5 G 3.1106.1 in the day I ight 
9.9 R 3.5 / 03.7 

N 8. 1 
N 5.3 

The Chinese people have their own knowledge •)f colour: red representing 
auspiciousness, yellow the arthority.Red. orange red and vermillion the the mind of 
the ancients are symbols of the staunching pillars. the main backbone and great 
vitality. Whoever with the .state power in hand would wish for his realm everlasting 
and the stability in the country. therefore only the ruler is entitled the use of 
red and yellow colour representing auspiciousness and authority to further the 
h ierachy to alienate the noble from the commoners. While the dwelling houses of 
common people can only be applied with dark colours. like black and grey, as well 
as white. 

Deeply rooted in the native soil of the country can possess strong vitality. 
The Chinese people with their national tradition for colour and bias. the cimatic 
characteristics of the natural envir onment. the structure of the building, 
properties of the building materials. the colour of finish, the rigid hierachy and 
so on have created the traditional art of architectural use of colour with 
everlasting charm which has become the common wealth of the cultural treasury of 
human beings. 
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Emile Aillaud et Fabio Rieti: une entente examplaire entre 
architecte et coloriste 

Prieto, S 

L'entente architecte/coloriste-conseil, est-elle toujours possible? Deja le groupe 
De Stijl aspirait a une communion entre les deux arts, architecture et peinture. Mon-
drian parlait d 'une "chromoplastique-en-architecture". Mais 1 'exemple de la collabora 
tion entre deux membres du groupe,l'architecte J.J.P. Oud et Theo Van Doesburg , vers 
1917/19, a !'occasion de la construction par Oud de l'immeuble Devonk ou, plus particu 
lierement, des maisons Spangen I et V (a Rotterdam), ne fut pas du tout convaincant-:-
Doesburg, en effet, a regrette de devoir se soumettre aux "restrictions imposees par 
!'architecture de Oud", sans parvenir a l'ideal d'une synthese harmonieuse. 
D'autres architectes, un peu plus tard,ont eux-memes choisi les couleurs de leurs im-
meubles, comme Le Corbusier ou Bruno Taut. Mais Le Corbusier et Taut avaient une expe 
rience d'artistes peintresjustifiant a leurs yeux cette double pratique. -
Plus recemment des coloristes-conseil, tels France Cler et Georges Patrix, se sont plaints 
de la difficulte d'entente avec l'architecte .C'est un probleme qui se presente 
Mais nous voulons decrire un cas d'alliance positive entre un architecte et un cowris 
te, en France. Il s'agit de la collaboration professionnelle entre Emile Aillaud etFat 
bio Rieti. Des le milieu SO, Aillaud convia Rieti a visiter une cite qu' il-
construisait. Il s'ensuivit une entente de vingt ans: l'oeuvre commune est unede plus 
coherentes; exemple rare de plein accord,de complicite entre coloriste et architecte. 
En 1957, Rieti se voit confier, pour la premiere fois, la mission du choix des couleurs 
pour des batiments construits par Aillaud a Bobigny, peripherie de Paris . La Cite de 
l'Abreuvoir est un ensemble compose d'une majorite d'immeubles-tours, accompagnes d'u-
nites de cinq etages aux traces onduleux. La coloration proposee se voulait populake . 
Elle fut inspiree par les couleurs des peignoirs, des fleurs, des ces elements qu' on 
voit aux fenetres, ceci pour affirmer "une rupture tres nette avec le purisme et le bCJI 
gout alors en vigueur", commente Rieti, et pour "obtenir un lieu habitable et non ele 
gant". Aujourd'hui i1 rappelle que l'Abreuvoir fut sans doute "le premier grand ensem 
ble ou la couleur etait employee pour creer une atmosphere". -
Ensuite, au debut des annees 60, Aillaud engagea Rieti comme coloriste d'un autre en-
semble d'habitations, a Pantin: Les Courtillieres. Cette fois-ci, les tonalites nocent 
plus discretes - une palette de bleu, blanc, gris, composee par des regroupements de 
tons a partir de ces trois couleurs. 
De 1960 a 1965, l'architecte s'est consacre a une oeuvre monumentale a Forbach, en Mo 
selle. L'ensemble des batiments constituait un quartier, le Wiesberg,"tout en couleurs 
et de formes pas communes", precisa J.F. Dhuys. lei, la gaiete de la polychromie de 
Rieti etait manifeste et plut aux habitants, fatigues de l'environnement gris caracte 
ristique de Forbach. A l'epoque, les couleurs du quartier Wiesberg contrastaient effe-c 
tivement avec la grisaille emanant des constructions voisines et signe marquant de la 
region miniere. 
La collaboration entre l'architecte et le coloriste a continue au dela des annees 70. 
On a pu voir, en 1971, le resultat de cette alliance ala Grande-Borne,un grand 
ble de petits quartiers situes a Grigny, dans la ville-nouvelle d 'Evry ,au sud de Paris. 
La construction de ces 3800 logements sur 90 hectares a pris quatre ans. Aillaud, tou 
jours partisan de la participation du plasticien dans son travail,fit appaaplusieur; 
artistes pour animer des squares a l'usage des enfants et d'autres espaces ouverts de 
la Grande Borne. Ils creerent en majorite des sculptures geantes - de 
ludiques plutot que des oeuvres d'art - par exemple, une grande pomme rouge ,des piliers 
decores de visages en mosaiques, un serpent surgissant d 'un grand bassin de sable.Quant 
aux des batiments, elles furent revetues de mosaiques de pates de verre obtenues 
par prefabrication, methode tres utilisee dans ces annees-la. La mise en couleurs de 
ces par Rieti, ne presente pas toujours des motifs figuratifs, la plus gran-
de partie est faite de tonalites unies: certaines courbes sont d'un jaune in-



tense ou d'un vert franc; une serie est en bleu-violet ou bien en tonalites de 
bleu; il y a aussi des murs rectilignes que des tonalites chaudes conune 1 'orange ou 1a 
terre de Sienne mettent en evidence. 

Le role de la couleur a la Grande-Borne est, pour Rieti, plus poetique que decoratif: 
elle propose des situations sans viser a une simple ornementation des Il est 
incontestable que le denominateur commun aux formes de cet ensemble- tant de l'archi 
tecture que des volumes sculpturaux- fut la polychromie, selon le commentaire d'Emi= 
le Aillaud en 1975: "La couleur me semble maintenant indispensable pour !'animation 
des grands batiments. Je l'ai appliquee dans toutes les cites que j'ai faites 
en collaboration avec Fabio Rieti et j'ai pu dire de la Grande-Borne que c'etait une 
cite de peintre autant que d'architecte". 

De 1971 a 1975, Aillaud fut charge d'une nouvelle serie de logements sociaux,a Chante 
loup-les-Vignes, dans les Yvelines, a l'ouest de Paris. Les edifices, qui comportaient 
un total de 2500 appartements furent de nouveau construits selon les procedes de pre-
fabrication identiques a ceux employes a la Grande-Borne(des panneaux revetue de pa-
te de verre) et les couleurs,_de nouveau choisies par Rieti, etaient d'une polycliromE 
assez vive. 

Mais la plus heureuse conjugaison de la creativite de l'architecte et du coloriste eut 
lieu lors de leur derniere association: les tours d'habitation erigees a Nanterre,pres 
de La Defense, de 1974 a 1978. L'architecte projeta des tours allant jusqu'a 39 eta-
ges (grande hauteur d'immeubles induite par un fort coefficient d'occupation des sols 
du secteur- 240 logements par hectare), dans une forme arrondie,contenant au 
total 1600 appartements. Le temperament inventif d'Emile Aillaud s'est manifeste dema 
niere percutante dans cette oeuvre. Il semble s'etre ingenie a concevoir des formes iiii 
prevues pour les ouvertures: rondes, en forme de goutte, en forme de feuille, evitant 
resolumment l'angle droit et l'alignement conventionnel des fenetres en en 
trees principales des immeubles sont egalement arrondies. Son intention semble avoir 
ete, en la traitant avec lyrisme, d'humaniser une architecture populaire qui apparais 
sait bien souvent comme simple resultante triste et froide de calculs. Ces formes ont 
ete harmonieusement mises en valeur par la polychromie choisie par Rieti.Les 
sont revetus de pates de verre colorees dont les dessins representent en general un 
ciel avec nuages et, sur quelques tours, des themes vegetaux. Sur les premiers,les cou 
leurs sont plutot pales (des bleus,des gris,des roses); sur les derniers, les 
tes de vert et d'ocre donnent un plus grand impact visuel mais perdent en subtilite 
par rapport aux autres. Cette realisation fut pour Rieti un nouveau pas dans sa crea-
tivite (qui l'amenerait par la suite a se consacrer aux murs peints). Dans une inter-
view qu' il nous a donnee, il a declare que ce fut son premier essai "d 'aller au del a 
de la coloration", c'est a dire, faire une authentique coloration figuree. La vue de 
cet ensemble d'immeubles de Nanterre, qui se detache avec sa singuliere beaute parmi 
les autres constructions contemporaines environnantes, est frappante, d'une puissance 
indeniable. C'est la confirmation d'un vrai accord entre un architecte aun coloriste. 
Un tel accord, entre les deux hommes, vient du fait qu 'Aillaud etait sensible a1 monde 
poetique de Rieti, tandis que celui-ci a toujours avec acuite l'espace architec 
tural. Le · travail de Rieti, disait Aillaud, ne se limite pas a un "coloriage de fa= 

c'est pratiquement "le paysage entier qui est colore". 
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Colour spacing requirement systems in architectural 
environment design 

Szende, A, Csanyi , S 

The forminR and continued building of settlements is a permanent 

program and desire of people living there. 

Nowadays, however, in more and more areas of the world this 

can't be done without regard to continuity, to the meaninRs of 

people and without profound knowledge of the past. 

Our , investigations ai• at exploring and drafting existing data and 

recognizable principles in the field and with the methods of 

colour science. The results may be grouped according to their 

app11cab111ty and are so recommended for use for designers, 

authorities and all those being active in the field of town 

planninR. architecture, environment planning and colour design. 

These methods are not atated being the only expedient ones since 

further statements here would contradict this, but in certain 

fields they are undoubtedly serviceable and useful. 

Results of this research series will be published hare. 

In the course of on-site surveys, experiences were gained not only 

by personal sensing but also by taking samples and making 

photographs about characteristic details of the settlement•s 

structure. 

After carryinR into the laboratory. the numbered samples in dry 

and wet (precipitatous) state and the photographs were 

measured, respectively. 



The results of measurements and calculations are summarized in 

table 1 both for CIELAB and COLOROID system. 

Numeric data are plotted in Figures 1, 2 and 3, so the situation 

and scattering of the samples• colour-points in the colour space 

became visible. 

It could be stated unequivocally that the situation of the 

samples• colour-points determined by colour measurement 

concentrates on a certain area In the colour space. These areas, 

reckoning with the frequency of the points• occurrence, possibly 

independent from weather (dry, moist, photo) can be 

best modelled with triangles given by fixing the coordinates of 

the peaks. 

Fixing and defining as basic planning data the above detailed 

colour Intervals makes possible colour limiting of the 

object being realized in a given settlement. Also the formation 

either of previously specified or planned harmony becomes possible 

by the rules of colour dynamics already known. 

Procedure according to this methodology is of course applicable 

also for designing other surfaces, materials and colour carriers 

but the colour data of the products and manufacturable carrier 

surfaces, respectively, are, to be known. In the future 

measuring and colour defining methodology and the 

tolerance determination possibilities of colour carrier surfaces 

and products will also belong to our field of investigation. 
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Ye offer for use the above detailled method for it creates 

the real, but not boundless freedom for the designer, takes into 

account, even sets out from the existing settlement and 

environment, in one expression living-space that represents the 

past and is by the way functioning and thus it helps to create 

something that is qualitatively better, possibly considerably 

better than the existing. 



Visuelle Ordnung des Farbenraumes - Bildraume konkreter .. 
Malerei 

Albrecht, HJ 

Fruchtbare Wechselbeziehungen zwischen Konstruktionen theoretischer und kiinstlerischer 
Art entstehen primar im Erfahrungsaustausch einzelner Maler und Wissenschaftler. lhre 
Tatigkeiten iiberkreuzen sich manchmal sogar: Kiinstler schaffen Farbordnungen und 
Wissenschaftler beschaftigen sich mit malerischen Studien. Doch auch im normalen Fall des 
Nachvollziehens, beim Lemen und Anwenden, kommt im Ergebnis alles das zum Tragen, 
was als Vorbild, Muster, Mittel, Verfahren gerade zur Verfiigung steht. So dringt das 
theoretisch und praktisch Mogliche standig in die Welt der Maler ein, die wiederum durch 
intensiv verarbeitete Beobachtungen das Sehen erweitem. 
Zwischen asthetisch relevanten Farbordnungen und Bildem konkreter Malerei bewegt sich 
unsere Aufmerksamkeit, geleitet von dem Interesse an den Ordnungsprinzipien, die hier wie 
dort gefunden worden sind und jetzt erkennbar und deutbar vor uns stehen. Beachten wollen 
wir vomehmlich die Flachen- und Raumbildungen. 

Die raumliche Natur der Farben ist fundamental und am besten in den Erscheinungsweisen 
von Licht und Farben wahrzunehmen. In ihnen eroffnet sich den Sinnen eine gro6e Vielfalt 
qualitativer wie auch quantitativer Empfindungen, die in eine geschlossene, iibersichtliche 
Farbenordnung schwerlich einzubringen sind. 
Diese Schwierigkeit hat auch Philipp Otto Runge gefiihlt, dessen Farbenkugel als erster 
komplexer, einheitlich konzipierter Ordnungsraum der Farben anzusehen ist. Jede 
Gliederung der Farbenmannigfaltigkeit mu6 die von ihm erkannte dreidimensionale 
Organisation aufgreifen. Runges Modell hat besonders dann als Vorbild gedient, wenn der 
asthetische Aspekt im Vordergrund stehen sollte. Natiirlich ist nach ihm der Farbenraum 
durch kritische Methoden und prazisere Mittel abgewandelt und wesentlich verbessert 
worden. Auf die wichtigen Farbordnungen von Wilhelm Ostwald und Albert Munsell wird 
nur kurz eingegangen, da sie (in diesem Kreis) als bekannt gelten konnen. 

Runge bemerkt aber einen Zwiespalt, der ihn hindert, seine logische, glatte LOsung absolut 
zu setzen. Dieser entspringt, wie er erkannt hat, der Doppelheit der Farbe, d.h. jener 
wichtigen Unterscheidung zwischen der durchsichtigen und der undurchsichtigen Farbe. Die 
formulierten Relationen und Gesetzma.Bigkeiten seines Farbenraumes gelten nur fiir die 
undurchsichtigen Farben, also fiir die OberjUichen- oder Korperjarben. Versucht man 
dagegen, das Kugelmodell in durchsichtigen Farben zu denken, bleibt allenfalls auf seiner 
Oberflache ein geordneter Zusammenhang der Farben sichtbar. Das transparente Innere 
geht in eine tiefe, ungeschiedene Dunkelheit tiber, a us der allein das Licht die bun ten 
Elemente erwecken kann. Eine dynamische Auffassung der Licht- und Farbbehandlung ist 
hiermit geboren, die in die Emeuerung der Malerei und Kunstpadagogik unseres 
Jahrhunderts hineinwirkt. (Johannes Itten, Paul Klee) 

Mit dem Auftreten nicht-figurativer Malerei gewinnt die Farbtheorie eine zusatzliche 
Bedeutung fiir jene Kiinstler, die sich ganz von der gegenstandlichen Welt abwenden. 
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Gerade die mittels der abstrakten Freien Farbe darstellbaren Relationen regen die Maler 
aufierordentlich an, weil ihre Wurzeln in den objektiven physischen Konditionen des Lichtes 
begriindet sind und zugleich in den subjektiven Wahrnehmungsprozessen. Das Tor zum 
Farbland ist aufgetan. Auf verschiedenen Wegen, i.iber mehrere Schritte, gelangen nun 
Maler in die abbildfernste Formenwelt und damit zu konstruktiver oder konkreter Kunst. Sie 
bemi.ihen sich, ein umfassendes Wissen i.iber die Farben zu erwerben, weil diese zugleich 
Medium und Inhalt der neuen Kunstrichtung geworden sind. 

Andrei Werkbeispielen konkreter Malerei werden die ki.instlerischen Konzeptionen skizziert 
und ihre grofie Spannweite durch wenige Bilder vorgestellt. Dabei finden die in jedem Werk 
eingelassenen spezifischen Raumauffassungen vorrangige Beachtung. 

Hans Hinterreiter (1902-1989) verfolgt schon als junger Architekt und Maler i.iberaus 
aufmerksam die Theoriebildungen in seinem Arbeitsfeld. Sein Weg erhill.t Richtung, als er 
die Farbenorgel und auch die Formorgel Ostwalds entdeckt. Jetzt bezieht er seine Malerei 
ganz auf diese Grundlagen, die ihm eine der Ornamentik vergleichbare, vollstandig 
abstrakte Ausdrucksweise gestatten. In Iangen Jahren, in denen er als Farmer lebt, erganzt 
er sein formales Konzept mit einem Kompendium aller Netze, durch die sich seine 
kristallinen Strukturen in organische Kompositionen verwandeln lassen (Die Netzorgel, 
Grete Ostwald gewidmet). Die Ergebnisse seines Schaffens, die Bilder, nennt Hinterreiter 
Farbgedichte. Ihre KHinge und Rhythmen i.ibertragen sich auf den Betrachter, ohne sich zu 
verstromen. In einem Schichtenraum, der wohl durchdacht, aber dennoch unfaBbar und 
unergriindlich erscheint, bleibt ihr Eigenleben spi.irbar. 

Richard Paul Lohse (1902-1988) stellt sich kritisch, doch ohne Zogern in die Traditionen 
der konstruktivistischen Kunst, zu deren ideellen Komponenten auch die "reine" Farbe 
gehort. Ebenso aber kennt er aus seiner langjahrigen Arbeit als Grafiker die angewandte 
Seite der Farbtheorie. Im Laufe der Zeit beschdinkt er seine Palette auf das erweiterte 
Spektrum hochgesattigter Farben, deren dynamische Eigenschaften er systematisch 
formuliert: In Gruppenordnungen, die Modulare Ordnungen heifien- gegeni.iber den 
Seriellen Ordnungen, die aus Farbreihen entwickelte Feldordnungen sind. Kontinuittit und 
Komplementarittit (Polaritat) werden miteinander so verquickt, daB fliefiende Bewegungen 
und abrupte Versetzungen im gleichen Feld einen geradezu "paradoxen" Oberflachenraum 
erzeugen. Er wirkt elastisch verspannt. Vor den Bildern kann sich niemand der 
energetischen Kraft der lichthaft leuchtenden, kalten und warmen Farben entziehen. 

Ellsworth Kelly (geb. 1923) lernt als Student Munsell's Farben-Baum kennen, wobei ihn 
die gleichmaBige Anordnung der Standards in Gitterfeldern anregt. Fi.ir seine friihen 
Collagen verwendet er handelsi.ibliche Farbpapiere, deren Sortimente nur die "Hauptfarben" 
enthalten, vergleichbar den "Hauptwortern" einer einfachen Sprache. Zufallsveifahren, die 
diese Mittel auf Rastergriinden plazieren helfen, erleichtern ihm die Uberwindung tradierter 
Vorstellungen von Komposition. Die beliebige, lockere Verteilung der Farben 
beriicksichtigt ihre Eigenheiten, zeigt ihre Unverwechselbarkeit. Folgerichtig erhhlt jede 
Farbe ihren besonderen Trager. Ihre Zuordnung und ihre Abstimmung auf ihn werden zur 
wesentlichen Aufgabe. Gleichzeitig und wie selbstverstandlich geschieht der trbergang 
einzelner Farbeinheiten vom Bildfeld in selbstandige Objekte. Vor ihnen konnen wir 
erleben, wie ihre verdichteten Grenzflachen und ihr jeweils ausgepragter Farbcharakter den 
Zwischenraum zu uns hochempfindlich machen und aktivieren. 



Appearance (Cesia): Variables, scales, solid 

Caivano, JL 

Appearance refers, in a broad sense, to a series of 
visual aspects in which color, texture, gloss, transparence, 
and even -sometimes- shape and size of objects are included. 

Color is defined as that aspect of appearance resulting 
from the differences in spectral distribution of light. 

On the other hand, there is a whole domain which refers 
to conditions that produce differences in the spatial dis-
tribution of light, such as those making something to be 
seen as transparent 1 translucent, specular, glossy, matte, 
etc. The name cesia has been proposed for these visual sen-
sations. 

A system for cesias has been developed contemplating: 
- A set of five primary sensations: transparence, specular 
reflection, translucence, diffuse reflection and absorption 
(black). 

A coordinate set of three variables or dimensions 
(permeability, absorption, diffusivity) by which any sensa-
tion can be specified or defined. 
- A notation system by which numerical values are assigned 
to each dimension, these numbers representing not physical 
measurements of stimuli but percentages of primary sensa-
tions as perceived. 
- A solid model for the organization of sensations. 

Recently, scales of cesia have been developed with the 
aid of rotatory disks holding percentages of materials pro-
ducing the stimuli for the five primary sensations. The 
basic scales are those located along the edges of the solid 
of cesias; they are: 

1) matte white - black -----------
2) specular - black ------------- - ] scales of 
3) translucent - black ----------- absorption 
4) transparent - black -------- - --
5) specular - matte white - ------- scales of 
6) transparent - translucent ----- ] diffusivity 
7) specular - transparent -------- scales of 
8) matte white - translucent ---- - J permeability 

Any other intermediate scale can also be produced . 
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Scales of cesias can be constructed not solely by 
locating the white at the place of matte opacity, but start-
ing with any matte color, in which case permeability, 
absorption and diffusivity are taken for the selective radi-
ation of the color in question. Even the primary sensations 
-except for the absorption (black)- may appear having spec-
tral selectivity; we can have a colored transparence (as in 
a transparent filter), a colored translucence, a colored 
specular reflection (as in a tinged mirror); and, of course, 
a colored diffuse reflection (as in a matte color). The dif-
ferent cesias in which a color may appear can be adequately 
explained in terms · of the trichromatic theory by referring 
the variables or dimensions of cesia to each primary compo-
nent (violet, green, red). 

Starting from these facts, and using the technique of 
mixture by spinning disks, any sensation of cesia associated 
with any color can be matched. 



Linear basis for spectral reflectances in color recognition 

Garcia-Beltran, A, Romero, J, Nieves,JL, Yebra, A 

Actual color recognition and identification algorithms,1
•
2 and color constancy models3

, demand 
the limitation in the number of necessary parameters for illuminant power distributions and spectral 
reflectance functions recovering4

• Stiles et a/ 5 preview that most of spectral reflectances could be 
considered as limited bandwidth functions, with a bandwidth equal to 0,01-0,02 c/nm. 

GFC 
A previous studl on our 

samples colection led us to the 
conclusion that we can not strictly 
say they are limited bandwidth 
functions, but their Fourier 
transformations' shape nearly reduces 
to zero beyond 0,02 c/nm. 

0.95 

0 .9 

0 .85 

o.8r---.,.. 

Our aim was to confrontate 
three methods (Sampling Theorem6

, 

Linear Model 
Fourier Basis 
Sampling Theorem 

0.933 0.96 0.968 0 .976 0 .98 
0.827 0.866 0.894 0 .912 0 .919 

0 .869 0 .927 

Number of Basis Vectors/Parameters 

- . ufl8ar Model [.. Blleis 
o SaiTtpllng Theorem · 

Fig. 1 

Linear Mode(8 and Fourier Basis) in order to find out which one is the most suitable for a 
mathematical recovering of spectral reflectance from objects. This work was done on a set of 
114 Munsell spectral reflectances, 13 spectral reflectances from commercial glazed tiles, all of them 

experimentally measured, and 14 samples used in color redering index computing; every sample was 
clustered in one of these 5 hue classes: _reddish, yellowish, greenish, bluish and purplish. In order 
to be able to compare the goodness of the recovering performancing, we defined a goodness-fitting 
coefficient ( GFC): 

31 

L pA(A.)I 
GFC = 1 - 2 i=1 

L + pp •. j)l 
i=1 

with: A.= (390+j·10)nm 
I 

where PA(A.) is the recovered reflectance, with a determinated number of parameters, from a 
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particular function p(A.). A GFC equal to 0.925 indicates a good recovering; if this value is greater 
than 0.95, the recovering is very good, and if it is greater than 0.99, we can say the recovering 
is excellent. 

Figures and 2 show 
GFC 1.----------------------. 

average G FC values in reddish and 
greenish hue class, respectively, using 
different number of vectors in Linear 
Model and Fourier Basis, and two 
different values of bandwidths 
(0,01 dnm -7 parameters- and 
0,02 c/nm -13 parameters-) with 
Sampling Theorem. 

0.95 
0 .9 

Linear Model 
Fourier Basis 
Sampling Theorem 

0.887 0.907 0 .919 0 .941 0.946 
0 .918 0 .941 0.962 0 .97 0 .976 

0.922 0 .972 

Number of Basis Vectors/Parameters 

. . ... · ·· - ·-····· 

Fig. 2 

Reddish, yellowish and purplish hue classes (long wavelengths major contribution in spectral 
reflectance shape: step-kind functions) are the ones better recovered by the Linear Model 
(5 parameters). Opposite to that, greenish and bluish hue classes (peak-kind or bell-kind functions) 
are better recovered using Fourier Basis and Sampling Theorem (7 parameters). 
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A quantitative study of dichoptic color mixing 

Mattiello, MLF de, Biondini, A, Salinas, H 

Classical colorimetry refers to mat?hes performed by viewing with one eye 

(monocular vision), or simultaneously with both eyes ( binocular vision), a biE 

artite field:one half-field shows the test-field, the other half-field shows a 

variable mixture of three primaries. To investigate the hierarchy of visual 

functions as related to color mixing, some workers have been using dichoptic 

vision, that is, the two eyes are presented with different stimuli. For inst 

ance, one eye is presented with a specific wavelength, the other eye with another 

wavelength. The question is raised whether the mixing can occur centrally, where _ 

the - two monocular paths converge. Contradictory conclusions have been obtained. 

Our experiment aims at affording a contribution to the above problem, by 

supporting our with a quantitative colorimetric assessment. In 

fact, our monoptic and dichoptic matches are performed by the use of the WDW 

colorimeter, flanked by ' an additional channel equipped with interference filters. 

The 'observer sees two test spots, 1° diam., 1° far apart from one another. 

The experiment includes the following steps: 

1st step: monocular vision. 

Test-spot c< : monochromatic stimulus produced by the additional 

channel, of , in the range 450 to 650 nm. 

(1:>: .adjustable mixture of the three primaries, with 

WDW colorimeter. 

Task: to obtain a full match, resulting in the colorimetric 

equations for seventeen monochromatic stimuli ( basic calibration) 

2nd step: monocular vision. 

Test-spot produced by channel w
2 

of the WDW colorimeter, 

ing a mixture of a pair of wavelengths, with a given ratio of 

their intensities. 
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Test-spot t : produced by channel W1 of the WDW colorimeter, 

showing an adjustable mixture of the three primaries. 

Task: to obtain a full match, to be used as a reference in the 

subsequent stem(s). 

3rd step: dichoptic vision. 

left eye: presented with of given wavelength, 

right eye: presented with test-field , of another wavelength, 

and with the (reference) test-field whowing the mixture of 

the colorimetric matches established, separately and monocularly 

for the wavelengths shown by d.. and , respectively (test-spot 

is presented intermittently during the session. 

note: to minimize the consequences of ocular dominance, observations are repeated 

by inverting the presentations of left-and right-eyes, respectively, and by 

ing the responses. 

Task:.to obtain the binocular fusion (eventually with 

the help of a variable prismatic-like optical device). 

" to compare the dichoptically fused i . test-spots with ''( 

If the equality in appearances is acceptable, no further observation is needed, 

and one passes to consider the mixture of two other ... a·telengths. If no equality 

is ·tPsted, the observer manipulates the amounts of the primaries used to match 

, and a new match is attained, with the (monocularly) obtained t 
The dichoptic-monocular discrepancy may thus be calculated colorimetrically. 

The main conclusion is that the dichoptic mixture is possible, whatever 

the mixed wavelengths. No rivalry is observed, as reported· by some authors, 

rather, we are faced with the summation of brightnesses, even if the monoptic 

intensities differ to a greater or lesses extent from one another. 

An exception is reported, consistently validated by several observations: 

when the blue primary, with a high intensity, is presented in tP.St-field 

(3rd step), instead of fusion, (whatever the wavelength shown by test-field 

a sort of chromatostereopsis is observed. This fact renders impossible to 

attain the colorimetric match. 



Systems for descriptive colour notations - problems of 
spacing and methodology 

Sivik, L 

There is one descriptive colour system that is by far the most commonly used- in the whole 
world. Hold up a coloured object and ask anybody to describe the colour and he or she will say: 
red, blue, brown, or any other colour name - or a combination of colour terms like blue-green -
or with an adverb, like light blue-green. Even colour specialists of all kinds use these terms, also 
when they talk to each other. I am sure that if Judd said to Wyszecki "What a nice blue tie you 
have", he would not use Munsell notations (and certainly not CIE-values). 

But as there is a need to be able to describe colours somewhat more precisely, colour 
systems have been developed. I shall not here present an historical review of colors systems, 
many others have already done that. I only want to point out that the earlier systematised color 
descriptions, outlined by persons like Leonardo da Vinci, Forsius, Goethe etc., quite naturally 
started with the colors as these were seen and they used colour words that were used also by 
ordinary people - this to the best of their knowledge. This was before the CIE-system with its 
freshly acquired (but in the context of colour appearance systems somewhat inadequate) 
knowledge of wavelengths and channel capacity of visual receptors. With a sometimes 
somewhat naive hubris in the early 20th century the naturale sciences seized sole rights to the 
whole area of colour systematisation. Today we are witnessing a sobering up, an increasing 
understanding of the complexity of colour vision, which has lead to the reestablishment of the 
idea that, as concerns descriptive colour systems, it might be better to start from the colour 
phenomena as such and not proceed in reverse order - from physics to perception. It is 
impossible anyway to incorporate all the physical and neuro-physiological intricacies found 
along the passway from stimulus to perception - no matter how many constants and exponents 
are included in the equations. Ewald Hering made the same point more than hundred years ago, 
but it is not until now the world seems to understand what he said. 

Measurements of colour stimuli and the areas of physics and psycho-physics related to this 
are of course important for the reproduction of coloured materials, and also for the illustration of 
colour order systems - but these domains are secondary and irrelevant for the psychological 
sciences of cognition and perception that deal with colour appearance systems. Then, of course, 
it may be of crucial interest for the neuro-physiologists to investigate what is seen or what 
happens in the visual system when stimulus parameters are varied in certain ways. But this 
knowledge, like the knowledge of stimuli, is not necessary for the structuring of colour-
appearance parameters. It should be time now to keep these different aspects apart theoretically 
and put a stop to the prevailing contamination of different concepts. This would, for example, be 
fruitful for the discussions within the ISO- and CIE-committees studying the possibilities for 
standardisation of descriptive colour systems. 

Examining the various colour systems in use today one finds that only a few are pure 
appearance-systems. Many are hybrids and some are entirely stimulus based, but for which half-
hearted attempts have been made to adapt them to the perceptual reality (CIELAB and CIELUV). 
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In my lecture I intend to discuss some of the basic perceptual colour appearance parameters 
that are used in several systems and for which there is at least superficial consensus, such as 
hue, chromaticness/chroma, lightness, blackness, whiteness (The concept of brightness I leave 
for the English speaking communities to quarrel about). Even if these parameters, or dimensions 
of appearance are relatively unambiguous as regards their perceptual and cognitive meaning it is 
not completely unproblematic how to apply and construct psychometric scales with them. 

There has been a tendency to forget that the models we make in order to describe - both the 
physical world and its perceptual correlates mediated by the senses - are just theoretical models. 
Some of these models are good for one purpose and some are good for others. A question we 
can ask ourselves when choosing colour systems is, for example, if we want to describe the 
colors as qualitative phenomena- or if it is the differences between the colors that is the essential 
and pertinent issue. This question has implications for our choice of terminology and, through 
this, also for our underlying cognitive model. When studying the basic thoughts behind the 
various colour systems one finds substantial differences - not only regarding the professional 
considerations of the originators, but in particular concerning the degree of consciousness of the 
problem's inherent theoretical and cognitive psychological implications. 

In order to exemplify the discussion about the relativistic nature of the various colour 
parameters I shall compare the Munsell system with the NCS and show how differently one can 
conceive of concepts which many would assume to be unambiguous. 

If we start with the concept of hue, it is possible to see this, as Munsell did, as a continuous 
and cyclic scale- on which one can start at an arbitrary point and then come back to the same 
spot. This parameter has been called cyclic and consequently one's imagination is guided to think 
that a circle represents the best theoretical model. And it is of course possible to see it in this 
way, among other things it reflects knowledge of Newton's continuous scale of wavelengths 
within the visual spectrum. Ewald Hering also knew of this, but he also noticed with his 
introspective clear-sightedness and theoretical sophistication, that perceptually and cognitively it 
is not that easy. The hue scale, he said, is not one but four bi-polar scales. When we, within the 
bipolar variable yellow-red go towards red the yellowness decreases and the redness increases -
until we reach the point red. There this scale ends and a new one begin, the red-blue, but this is 
an entirely different bipolar hue-variable. 

In similar ways we can scrutinise the other colour parameters from various theoretical and 
practical viewpoints. How well do they describe colour as such? Are the different parameters of 
one and the same system logically consistent with each other regarding the psychometric scaling? 
Many systems claim that they are globally "uniformly spaced"- a statement which must be a 
slight exaggeration as it is a theoretical impossibility. Some systems are qualitatively colour-
describing and others can be classified as discriminative, for example, the Munsell in its claim 
that differences are comparable between different dimensions. What does this difference imply? 
An important criterion for a good descriptive colour system is that even laymen, from the 
notation, should understand what colour it is. Can all systems fulfil this requirement? 



A challenge for a potential global research agenda in 2000 

Burton, CM 

Color users around the world are aware that there is a great need for 
color research. Each discipline is conscious of the lack of useable or 
appropriate research. Generally, different disciplines focus on their 
own relevant areas or issues. What issues? Can more research issues 
be coordinated among artists, designers, educators, psychologists and 
scientists? Though the vocabulary may be different many of ' the issues 
overlap. It is difficult to know where to begin. Let us first 
document our color research needs, establish priorities and prepare a 
global research agenda. 

One ideal goal is that surveys could document input from countries 
worldwide. The survey could be given at national color meetings and/or 
be distributed in color related journals. This input could provide a 
global research agenda, linking the various disciplines country to 
country. Members of the AIC could be instrumental in coordinating this 
effort . 

A survey would provide data: 1) to document the scope of color work of 
respondents, 2> to determine where they obtain color research 
information, 3> to determine problems with the available color research 
and 4> to document color research issues. There appears to be no 
similar survey documenting the needs for color research. 

A preliminary survey was conducted June 21, 1992 at the AIC/Inter-
Society Color Council <ISCC> meeting in Princeton, New Jersey, U.S.A. 
during "Color Conversations". "Color Conversations" was held as a 
panel session during Special Interest Group III: Art, Design and 
Psychology, co-chaired by Magenta Yglesias and Christina Burton, U.S.A. 

In this preliminary one page survey, there were 36 respondents. The 
survey is included at the end of this abstract. The respondents 
included: artists, designers, educators, psychologists, and 
scientists. Many participants were involved in several disciplines. 
The data discussed will also be correlated to their discipline<s>. 

In a world of advanced technology and mass communication, where 
color users looking for color research? Question # 2 documents that 
83.3% of these respondents look for information in COLOR Research and 
Application <endorsed by eight national color organizations>. Other 
sources are also stated and will be presented. 

Question # 4 addressed respondents opinions regarding the greatest 
problems with color research: 30.6% said that it is not applicable; 
16.7% said that it is not appropriate; 13.9% said that none is 
available. Other specific problem were stated by 50% of the 
respondents. 

The areas of color that the respondents would like to see more research 
done provided a wide range of issues from question # 5: 
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P E R C E N T A G E S 
A R E A S Oi. 25i. 
Art ........•.. : ---------------27. 87. 
Biological •.•• !--------------257. 
Design ........ !--------------------36.1/. 

50i. 

Education ••••• :---------------------38.9/. 
Lighting ..•••. :--------------------36.17. 
Psychological. : ------------------------------61.1/. 
Physiological. :-------------------33.3% 
Vision .••..••• :-------------------------47 .27. 

757. 1007. 

Other-stated*.:-----------------30.6/. *to be presented 

Next, the responses to question #6 were tabulated: "What 3 color 
research issues should have priority as a basis for a color research 
agenda in the nex t ten 1101 years? " . The issues generally dealt with 
topics 1-6 as listed for COLOUR 93 in Hungary: fundamentals, 
colorimetry, colour systems, human factors, applications and education. 
These and other issues will be elaborated upon in this paper. 

"COLOR CONVERSATIONS" SURVEY 

1. How are you most frequentl y involved with color? Please check THOSE 
THAT APPLY. IF YOU ARE INVOLVED IN MORE THAN 1 AREA, INDICATE i. OF 
TIME INVOLVED IN EACH! MUST = 1007. 

i: archi teet 
/. artist 
'l. designer 

'l. educator 
/. psychologist 
'l. scientist 

____ 'l. specifier 
other-BE SPECIFIC /. 

2. Where do you look for your color research information? 
that apply: 

Check those 

___ AIC Meetings COLOR RESEARCH & APPLICATION 
ISCC Annual Meetings other-BE SPECIFIC ____________________ _ 

3. Would you like more color research done in your area? Check one: 
Yes No I do not know. 

**If NO, you are finished with the survey. Thank you for your input. 
**If YES, please complete the rest of the survey. 

4. What is the greatest problem with the color research available in 
your area of study? Check all that apply: 

not applicable ___ not appropriate none available 
other-BE SPECIFIC _________________________________________________ _ 

5. In what areas of color would you like more research? Check those 
tn .. t ar!=Jly: 

art 
biological 
design 

education 
lighting 

___ psycho! ogi cal 

___ physiological 
vision 

___ other-BE SPECIFIC _____________ _ 

6. What 3 color research issues should have priority as a basis for a 
color research agenda in the nex t ten 1101 years? Rank in priority by 
one (1 ) being the most i mportant: 
!. ______ ___________________ _ __ _ _______________________________________ _ 

L· ---------------------------------------------------------------------0·---------------------------------------------------------------------Christina M. Burton, Color and Design, June 1992 



Classifying 3-color combinations by their associated images 
on the warm/cool and clear/grayish axes 

Kobayashi, S, Horiguchi, S, Suzuki, H 

1. Objective 

The Color Combination Image Scale classifies a large number of color 
combinations by their associated images on the two axes WARM/COOL 
and SOFT/HARD . . However, there is a third axis, CLEAR/GRAYISH, which 
can also be used to classify colors by images (refer to "The Aim and 
Method of the Color Image Scale" in Color Research and Application, 
No. 2, 1981), and until now the authors have given very little 
attention to this third axis. This paper will therefore describe 
the results of studies into the role this axis can play in analyzing 
the relationship between 3-color combinations and images. 

2. Method 

1) Materials: The color system employed consisted of 130 colors, 
120 chromatic and 10 achromatic, with 10 hues and 12 tones. 

2) 180 image words (adjectives): Many 3-color combinations were 
created for each of the 180 image words and the ten 
combinations that matched the image most closely were selected 
by a group of about 40 people. 

3) Classification by image axis: 180 image words x 10 color 
combinations (=1800) were arranged by coordinates on the 
WARM/COOL and CLEAR/GRAYISH axes. The coordinates represented 
four grades of intensity: 3 extremely (warm or cool, clear or 
grayish) 2 fairly, 1 slightly and 0 neither one nor the other. 

3. The CLEAR/GRAYISH intensity in image words 

The results of the analysis are as shown in the attached table. For 
example, the ten 3-color combinations representing the image "vivid" 
were all regarded as extremely warm and extremely clear and are thus 
positioned on the top left of the table with warm and clear 
intensities of 3. On the other hand, the ten 3-color combinations 
representing the image "clear" are positioned within an area that 
can be described as "extremely cool" and "clear." Also, the image 
"serious" was classified as the most grayish of the 180 image words. 

4. Application of the CLEAR/GRAYISH axis 

In Japan at present, a problem exists concerning very subtle 
differences in sensitivity. This can probably be accounted for by 
the fact that the culture is still in the process of maturing. The 
CLEAR/GRAYISH axis is therefore useful because it is effective in 
detecting such kinds of subtle image differences. 
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Table:Color Imaqe on axes WARM/COOL and CLEAR/GRAYISH 

--------
w A R M c 0 0 L 

----------3 

fl :.:!.yont 
open free ct trus lrYIOCent youthful clear 
cure healthy IC fresh & young pUre 

ct.orful merry sweet-sour dre- young cle., 
heppy cher•ing fresh neer 
festive inti•te licjll crystal I ine 
bricjlt childlike -rty refreshing 

3 dllzzl ing pretty cl.., & fresh 3 
onjoyeble egi le 
lropicel speedy 
cesuel 

""'' soft pUre·' elegant 1 sherp . 
friendly •-t & dro- $U11Pie steedy progresstve 

vigorous SU'IIY gentle f•inine -rt los rem 
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sober 
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quiet I 
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Semantic aspects of visual perception 

Shangina, E, Gabidulina, S 

INT"RODUCT10l-l 

Pel"ception of al"t worl-: s was first studied at the end of 
century. Spectators charactel"ized their visual lmpl"essions using 
"open" quest-ions < descl"ibing theil" associations by own mear.s) anc:l 
"closed" <choosing from the list of adjectives). The aim of an in-
vestigator was to distinguish cognitive components and emctional 
reactions. Th2 same object can be pe1"ce1ved diffel"ently in depen-
dence with criter1a and individ•.tal tl"aits of a spectator, conditi-
ons of pel"ception (lighting, bl"ightness, backgl"ounds etc.), quali-
ty of object. 

Intel"ior lighting fol" exhibiting of a sculptul"e has Ol"-
ganized diffel"ently as compared with paintings. Among three main 
kinds of fine arts - paintings, drawings and sculptul"e - the last 
one is usually considered as the most difficult fol" an untl"ained 
spectator. Pel"ception of a sculpture must be concentrated as well 
as active. Activity of perception in this case is implied as 
changing points of s•Jl"vey, fol"eshol"tens, conditions of illmninati-
on as well as changing backgrounds, component of inner space etc. 

A compl"omise can be l"eached between the composition of the 
exhibition space, the quantity of al"t works, illumination of the 
wha1e apal"tment and illumination of evel"y exhibit. 

Disadvantages of the majol"ity of museums al"e as follows. 
Plentv ':Jf exhibits which need different conditiGn5 of illumination 
al"e exposed in the same l"oom. In these cases a sculptul"e loses its 
volume, plastic significance and consistency museum interiOl"· 

Changing i 11umination fl"om nah.tl"al to al"tificial one 
the al"tistic quality of a sculptul"e· The brightness of a s::ulpt"Ln'e 
being less than the bl"ightness of a field of adaptation, the qua-
lity of visual perception is impaired. A scuiptul"e needs a speci-
fic 1 i ght i ng en vi l"onment which must be apt i mum. The ana 1 yses of 
lighting conditions in a lot of Moscow musem•s;s reveals the main 
types of them such as the ,_tpper light stream, the latel"al light 
st-ream, the combined 1 ight st-ream and the uppe>-r :md latel"al 1 ight 
stl"eam. 

The objective of this papel" is to present t'es•.11ts cf the 
study of visual pe-rception of a sculpture in diffel"ent light con-
ditions in which the main factors of a semantic space mediating 
pel"ception wel"e discove-red. 

In expel"imental study 30-scaled Semantic Diffel"ential 
que was used (see Appendix). 15 al"chitects participated 
strJdY • 

Techni-
tn this 

Six aesthetic situations with diffe-re>nt light canditior.s wel"e 
created. 

1. Tl"acel"y situation. The mair. feature of this situation was 
a decl"easing of exp-ressivity and volume of a sculptul"e· This situ-
ation exclude using of di-rectional light stl"eam. 

2· Simulating situation. It is created by the uppel" light st-
l"eam at 45 deg. In this case light and al"e hal"monically dis-
tributed ovel" the sculptul"e• 

3. D-ramatic situation. It is ral"ely met in museums but was 
cl"eated in ancient times du-ring mystel"ies when spil"itual cal"ved 
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images were illuminated from the bottom upward. 
4. Neutral situation. It is characterized by using the upper 

dissipated light Falling shades are almost absent. The 
shades of a sculpture are marked by soft half-tints. This is the 
most common of exposing a sctJlpture • 

..J• Silhouette situation. It is by dil"ectional 
sliding light which accentuate out-lines of a sculpture. 

6. Expressive situation. It is conferred by the upper direc-
tional light stream and characterized by sharp shades and cont-
rasts. This situation is close to simulating one. They differ in 
that of expressive situation the emotional aspects dominate over 
cognitive ones. 

Every subject evaluated 17 situations <6 with a plaster scul-
pture, 6 with bronze sculpture and 5 with bronze sculpture using 
different colour filters). 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The results were factoranalysed and varimax-rotated. 
main factors were revealed-

The 5 

1· Activity factor (251. dispersion). This factor consists of 
scales: bright <0-869>, cheerful (0.865>, happy <0-862>, active 
<0-842>, dynamic<0-792>, gaudy (0.774>, constructive <0-764>, dis-
tinct (0.648>, exiting (0.609>, hot <0-740). The activity factor 
corresponds with factors which were revealed in the studies of 
perception of paintings. 

2· Evaluation factor < 18.61. dispersion>. It consists of 
scales: beautiful <0-862>, elevated <0-858), delicate <0-797>, 
exalted (0.782>, poetic <0-740>, pleasant (0.722>- This factor 
looks like the factor of evaluation of Osgood semantic space. 

3. Formative factor <17-51. dispersion> including scales 
three-dimensional (0.871>, sensible (0.840), firm \0.814), clear 
(0.747>, complicated (0.649). 

4- Originality factor < 15,71. dispersion> with the scales: un-
usual (0.850), emotional <0-778>, unique <0-761>, accidental 
( 0-668). 

5. Factor of wholistic perception (9.11.>· It consists of only 
two scales: regulated (0.810) and whole <0-600). 

The last three factors are specific for the perception of a 
sculpture. 

All of 17 situations were compared with each other. 
The expressive <with plaster sculpture>, simulating (plas-

ter>, dramatic (plaster> and situation with red filter were consi-
dered as more "active". The silhouette (bronze), neutral <bronze>, 
tracery (plaster) and neutral (plaster> are the opposite of them. 
They are considered as less "active" or more "passive". It is evi-
dent that directional interior lighting < expressive, dramatic and 
stimulating) are perceived as "active". 

The situations where scattered illumination was used <neut-
ral, silhouette and tracery) were evaluated as "passive". High ac-
tivity of situation with red filter confirmed the fact of "active 
nature" of red colour. 

As for evaluation factor the simulating, expressive <bronze> 
and expressive (plaster> situations were highly estimated- The 
dramatic (bronze>, dramatic (plaster> and neutral (bronze> were 
considered as "the worst". The sculptures which were illuminated 
from bottom to top were perceived as unpleasant. The situations 
which were illuminated from the top down caused positive fP.elings. 
The best estimations correspond with blue and achromatic colours! 
The situations which were illuminated by red, orange and green we-
re poorly evaluated-

As for the formative factor the best situations were simulat-
ing, and tracery ones- So the directional light streams 



were 
tur•e 
blue 

more preferable than dissipated. The pe:t'CEFtion 
shape Wds better achieved by using ach:t'Omai:.ic: 
and green f i 1 ter·s. 

of a >=culp-
1 -t i:_iht i Tt9 a11d 

Dramatic (plaster) and silhouette (plaster and bronze) situa-
t io·n·=. ¥<:ter·e as mor•e or·i9 i 110.! .. 

and simulating <bronze) were less original-
pated lighting does n0t the un i queness of 
Unex";:>2cted 1 :C\,I"hting m-'ly be or·iginal. 

So the di!:si-

The tracery (plaster) and neutral lpl2ster and bronze) situa-
t1ons ge-t the best estim3.tions accorL'ilny t o the fa.ctcr· cf 
tic. peY•cept.icl'l · ":;:'l-,e dramatic si tuatior: ; b:Ponze), si 11··.ouette and 
cor.sider•ed as.. ""1h;:;le" when it 1s 11luminatt.-c! by the UPPE1' dis.sipa-
ted l 19h t; 'in.,. w i thot_1t :hades. Usage Df co 1 o:nn'· f i! ter<: t.be 
whole ilr.pr·e<:.sion of a sculpture. 

The expressive and simulating sit;uatiol'lS got the 
highest estimatio·ns ir, most factors., ThP directior,al 1 ight ir:':l is 
more preferable than dissipated. 

The preliminary results the influen=e of colours 
on perception show that i t is nec-essary to take into account mul-
tidimens1or.a1 natt.1re of percepticn. For example use of red fi iter 
has the highest estimatH:ms accoPdirig to the factor of activity 
but is the lowe;:.t accordi11g i;c the foY'mco.tive and evaluation fac-
tO't'S • 

So the influence of light envit'onment is a comp!icated 
tion of many factors which must be allowed for-

O:..:Oi>JCU.JS IONS 

It is proved thc.t evaluation of at•t. wor1<s 
tects) is mtJltidimenslcna1 and ctiffer·Fr:ti?.ted. 

by experts 
It is represented 

by 5 dimensions: activity, evalue<.tion,formative, origirtality and 
whol1stic perception factors-

Artificial illtJmi>"lation w1th colours and spectra 
can be used for solving some artistic tasks of light I spatial or-
ganization of exposition. 

Healiza.tion of aesthetic of "" 
cant1y depends on the inte't'ior. To our mind it 

sculpture 
is preferable to 

expose sculptures in halls with plura li ty of artificial illumina-
tion (dissipated, directional etc.). The ideal hall for exposir,g 
of sculptures must satisfy the fo11ow;.ng requirements. Architec-
tt..,r•e has to be neutral, inter·ior mtJst be defir.ed by the expositi.:rn 
and various aesthetic situat1ons and light environments can be 
simulated for every sculpture. 
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SEMANTIC DIFFE'RENTIAL TECHNIQUE 

PLEAS.ANT 
BRIGHT 
HAPPY 
'REGULATED 
ACTIVE 
GAUDY 
SENSIBLE 
COMPLICATED 

UNPLEASANT 
PALE 
GLOOMY 
CHAOTIC 
PASSIVE 
DEADEN 
SENSELESS 
SIMPLE 

environ-

APPENDIX 
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DYNAMIC 
HOT 
WHOLE 
SOLID 
DEST:RUC:TIVE 
CLEA:R 
TH:REE-DIMENSIONAL 
EXP:RESSIVE 
CHEE:RFUL 
ELEVATED 
BEAUTIFUL 
EXALTED 
POETIC 
DISTINCT 
O:RIGINAL 
EMOTIONAL 
DELICATE 
FI:RM 
UNUSUAL 
POWE:RFUL 
EXITING 
:REGULA:R 

STATIC 
COLD 
F:RACTIONAL 
F:RAGILE 
CONST:RUCTIVE 
VAGUE 
PLANE 
INE:RT 
SIN 
DEPHESSING 
UGLY 
LANDED 
P:ROSAIC 
DIM 
miTE 
:RATIONAL 
CRUDE 
SOFT 
USUAL 
WEAK 
CALM 
ACCIDENTAL 



Does color influence blood pressure and heart rate? 

Yglesias, M, Stewart, KT, Gaddy, JR, Zivin, G, Doghmmji , K, Thornton,W, 
Bruinard, GC 

Color, or more specifically hue, selection has historically been based on 
preference, habit and cultural experience. Not every hue selection is critical. 
However, as our culture expands into more and more designed social spaces 
(theme parks and malls, day and health care facilities for the young and the 
elderly, provision for the disabled, and any function-specific space) color in 
all of its dimensions can be critical. Color is an important stimulus to the 
visual system of humans. There is an extensive literature which suggests that 
color influences mood and feelings and has physiological effects on the human 
body. Most of this literature, however, is anecdotal or without a controlled 
scientific basis. As a consequence, there is a wide variety of opinions as to 
how color affects human physiology and the precise nature of these effects. 
One of the ideas more frequently expressed is that color can influence blood 
pressure and heart rate in humans. One study (R. Gerard, 1958), provided a 
clear, complete description of an empirical study demonstrating a differential 
effect of blue light versus red light on blood pressure. We chose to design an 
experiment which would attempt to replicate and extend those results. 

The primary aim of the first study was to determine the influence of specific 
wavelength stimuli on cardiovascular physiology. In this study, 16 healthy, 
male volunteers (mean +/- SEM age = 24.3 +/- 3.7 years) were interviewed 
and screened to determine if they met pre-determined criteria of physical 
health, mental health and normal color vision (Ishihara Color-Blindness Test). 
Prior to the experiment, each volunteer signed an informed consent 
document. Volunteers also completed a Meyers-Briggs personality test and a 
test for their expectations of how the spectral stimuli might affect their blood 
pressure and heart rate. Prior to testing with the blue and red stimuli, 12 
minutes of baseline measures of heart rate, mean arterial blood pressure, 
systolic blood pressure and diastolic blood pressure were automatically 
measured (Dinamap Vital Signs Monitor #1846SX, Critikon, Tampa, FL) and 
recorded in all volunteers while they sat quietly under dim white light. Eight 
of the volunteers were then exposed to equal photon densities of patternless 
blue monochromatic light (A. max 460 nm, 10 nm half-peak bandwidth) for 15 
minutes and then to red monochromatic light (A. max 620 nm, 10 nm half-
peak bandwidth) for 15 minutes while heart rate and blood pressure 
continued to be recorded. Subjects were given a 5 minute rest interval 
between exposure to the red and blue stimuli. The other eight of the 
volunteers were exposed to the same stimuli, but in the reverse order. 
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The subjects' response to the Meyer-Briggs personality inventory classified 4 
of the subjects as introverts and 12 as extroverts. Relative to pre-test 
expectations, the subjects "liked" the blue color better than the red (t=4.899, 
df=15, p<0.001), predicted that blue would be more relaxing than red 
(t=8.062, df=15, p<0.001), and predicted that red would raise blood pressure 
more than blue (t=3.794, df=15, p<0.002). Two level analysis of variance 
(ANOV A) showed that none of the cardiovascular response parameters varied 
significantly relative to the color stimuli (mean arterial blood pressure F= 
0.186, df=1,15, p=0.672; mean systolic blood pressure F=1.417, df=1 ,15, 
p=0.252; mean diastolic blood pressure F=0.171, df=1,15, p=0.685; mean pulse 
rate F=1.190, df=l ,15, p=0.293) . Further two level AN OVA revealed no 
significant effects of Meyer's Briggs personality traits on either expectations 
or physiological response. These results demonstrate that our test population 
had very significant psychological expectations that the color would influence 
their blood pressure. Despite this positive mental attitude, the red and blue 
stimuli did not induce any significant changes in blood pressure or heart rate 
in the subjects. 

The interior designer, architect or any professional charged with color 
specification for a human environment, must go deeper and beyond the 
vernacular expectations of blue/cool=calm and red/hot=excitement. The same 
caution and thoroughness practiced by a medical diagnostician must be 
applied to color selection for careful and critical environmental installations. 
Future studies similar to the experiment reported here would immensely 
benefit the designer and add significantly to their knowledge use of the color 
dimensions -- hue, value, saturation and texture. 



Colour and the Visual Display Unit 

J . Schanda 

In visual display technology colour was first used to code information, to make search and 
identification tests easier. Later colour was used to characterize different entities in the 
display, as e.g. in using false colours in a temperature scale identification. In all these 
cases a finite, easily distinguishable number of colours was used, as to every hue or shade 
a well defined information content had to be associated. 

As the reproduction of half-tone pictures on VDUs became feasible, the use of colour got 
an other dimension. The number of shades had to be increased, and the colour on the 
VDU had to get into a well established relationship with the colour of the real world that 
was displayed on the screen. 

To be able to accomplish this task first two issues have been addressed: 

• The device independent description of the colour on the VDU, and together with 
this the development of device and system independent rules of communicating 
the colour information among the different units of a computer system or 
network. 

• Rules had to be worked out for the mapping of the real world colour space into 
the colour space of the VDU, and as a second step from the VDU to a hard copy 
representation. 

Only recently becomes colorimetry able to address the VDU colour appearance problem. 
From some fundamental colour vision experiments it became obvious that the colour 
appearance of samples on the VDU - even if viewed in a simulated surface colour mode -
is different from that of real surface colours. 

The present paper will review the above sketched steps of using colour in VDUs, will 
mention those items, where an international standardization has been achieved and where 
such work is in progress and will show some examples, where - based on colour 
appearance models and some advanced colorimetric knowledge - colour appearance of a 
scene on the VDU can be predicated. 
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Co!or appearance specification for cross-media color 
reproduction 

Fairchild, MD, Berns, RS 

A new color space, RLAB, for cross-media color reproduction has been 
developed. This space is a modification of the CIE 1976 L *a*b* (CIELAB) color 
space which is widely used in a variety of industries. The RLAB modification of 
the CIELAB space allows for more accurate predictions of changes in color 
appearance due to chromatic adaptation, prediction of differences due to the 
mode of viewing, and adjustment for changes in the relative luminance of the 
image surround. In addition, the RLAB space can be used for the accurate 
calculation of color differences through a modification of the CIELAB color 
difference equation. These enhancements allow useful application of the 
CIELAB color space to problems of device-independent color imaging. 

This presentation will discuss the formulation of the RLAB color space, its 
implementation, and the results of ongoing psychophysical experiments to 
compare its performance with other color appearance models. RLAB is based on 
the chromatic adaptation models previously published by Fairchild and the 
Bartleson and Breneman corrections for image surround. Image tristirnulus data, 
together with data on the adapting stimulus and mode of viewing, are first 
converted to corresponding tristimulus values under a reference viewing 
condition. These corresponding tristimulus values are then used to calculate 
RLAB coordinates using the CIELAB equations with exponents that vary 
according to the relative luminance of the surround. The RLAB coordinates can 
then be used as approximate predictors of lightness, chroma, and hue. 
Additionally, the RLAB model is easily reversed-a necessity for applications in 
color reproduction in which the device signals required to produce a desired 
color appearance must be calculated. 



Color selection and palette editing on high resolution graphic 
displays 

Foldvari, M 

For the education and the creative applications of color on com-
puters (design, arts, coding, etc. ) color palettes with some 
given number of colors need to be collected from the gamut of 
the color graphic device used. Methods for the selection of 
colors and color assortiments may either 
independent principles, or alternatively, 
color production capabilities of the devices in 

follow some 
may depend 
use. 

device 
on the 

Device-dependent color models are RGB (the additive model for 
CRT monitors) and CMY (or CMYK, the subtractive model for color 
hardcopy devices). Device-independent is color identification 
by names, which is very simple but less effective, and methods 
using color attributes based on human perception or the mental 
model of colors, like HCV and HWK. 

The principles of an interactive color palette editor program are 
presented, which provides the designer with a continuous visual 
feedback about the color being elaborated on, and those already 
put into the palette. It provides for a choice of five different 
color models : RGB, CMY, color naming, HCV (Hue, Chroma, Value) 
and HWK (Hue, White, Black). The user may work with the model 
which is the most expressive for her/him, or which depends on the 
applied device, and even may change the model of selection in 
order to see the components of the same color in various models. 
The graphic representations of the various models are at help to 
understand the structure of color models, and the relations among 
color attributes. 

The services of the program include a visual test 
between colors, and the storage and transfer of 
palettes as data files . 

of contrast 
the edited 
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New method for specifying color rendering properties of light 
sources based on the affection of contrast 

Hashimoto, K, Yano, T, Nayatani, Y 

1. Introduction 
"Visual Clarity" or "Brightness Sensation" of colored objects changes by changing 

the color rendering property of their illumination. Though the effect is considered 
one of the most important characteristics of color rendering properties of light 
sources, it can not be estimated adequately by using the present CIE Ra system. By 
this reason, we studied the cause of this effect and confirmed that the effect of 
visual clarity was caused by an affection of contrast between colored objects under 
the illumination1l. Also we gave the method for predicting the illuminances for the 
same affection of contrast under various illuminants2l 3l . The purpose of the present 
study is further to develope the estimation method of the effect of affection of 
contrast under various illuminations and to make its predictions directly correlate 
with the experimental results on equi-visual-clarity illuminances reported so far. 

2. Estimation equation of color rendering properties of light sources 
based on the affection of contrast 
We already reported2l 3l that the affection of contrast between object colors under 

their illumination could be estimated adequately by using a four-color combination 
consisting of red, yellow, green, and blue test color samples similar to those for CIE 
special color rendering indices Ri (i=9-12). In addition, we already found 2l 3l that the 
effect of affection of contrast of any light source could be evaluated accurately by 
using a gamut area made by the four component colors of the four-color combination 
in a three dimensional space consisting of brightness and colorfulness on the 
nonlinear color appearance by Nayatani et al.. 

Based on these studies, we developed the estimation equation as follows to the 
effect of affection of contrast under illuminations with different color rendering 
properties and kept at various illuminance levels. 

M= [ G ( T, E(lx) ) / G ( Dm. l(XX)(lx)) ]L 6 X 1 0 0 ( 1) 
where, G ( T, E(lx) ) : Gamut area under illumination by test illuminant T 

and kept at illuminance E (lx). 
G ( D65, I(XX)(lx)) : Gamut area under illumination by reference illuminant D65 

and kept at illuminance (l(XX) lx). 
In eq.(l ), the value M changes by changing test light source T and test illuminance 

E. The value M is a psychological correlate to the affection of contrast or the 
visual clarity of any test illumination. In addition, it gives the following 
practical information. The two extreme cases are shown. 
(a) T=variable and E=l(XX) lx 

The value M changes only by changing the color rendering property of test light 
source T always kept at E=l(XX) lx. In this case, it is confirmed that the M value 



corresponds to the ratio (1000/ E0) X100 , where Eo is the illuminance of the test light 
source giving the same affection of contrast as the reference illuminant kept at 
1000 lx. When M (T, 1000 lx)=120, the illuminance Eo=830 lx . 
(b) T=D65 and E=variable 

Fixing the test light source T to illumina nt D&>, the M value increases only by 
increasing the test illuminance E. The affection of contrast of object colors under 
the test illuminant D&> also increases. It is confirmed that the M value in this case 
corresponds to (E/ 1000)X100 . The M=120 corresponds to E=1200 lx . 

The same value of M in the above two conditions shows that the affection of 
contrast of object colors under the test light source T and E=1000(lx) is the same as 
that under test illuminant Dm kept at E=1200 lx. The value Min eq.(l ) is a general 
form to estimate the affection of contrast or visual clarity for any combination of 
test light source T and test illuminance E. 

In comparing the effect of affection of contrast or visual clarity between various 
test light sources T, eq.(1) is recommended to use at a constant test illuminance, for 
example E=lOOO lx. Because the psychological estimation or capability of affection 
of contrast or visual clarity between test light sources is assessed by keeping their 
illuminances at the same level. Finally, a comparison is shown in Fig.l between the 
three kinds of high pressure sodium lamps with different M values predicted by 
eq.(l). In each of Fig.1, the values of M and Ra of each lamp are given together 
with its spectral power distribution . By changing the lamp from Fig.1(a), through 
(b), to (c), successively, observers usually recognize the increase of the 
perceived chromas of object colors under the illumination and also they perceive 
the increase of the affection of contrast or visual clarity. These trends correlate 
well to the values of M by eq.(1), but do not correlate to Ra values. 
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Fig.l The M and Ra values of three kinds of high pressure sodium 
lamps and their spectr,al power distributions 

3.Conclusion 
We proposed a new method for specifying color rendering properties of light 

sources based on the affection of contrast. By using the method together with the 
present CIE method, the color rendering capabilities of light sources can be well 
clarified . 

References: 1)K.Hashimoto and Y.Nayatani: J.Illum.Engng.Inst.Jpn.,70(1986)55-61 
2)K.Hashimoto and Y.Nayatani : J .Illum.Engng.Inst.Jpn .,74(1990)674-680 
3)K.Hashimoto and Y.Nayatani : AIC Color'89 (1989)262-264 
4)Y .Nayatani et al. : Color Res. Appl. 12(1987)231-242 
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Development of Color Targets for Input Scanner Calibration 
N. Ohta 

Color input scanners do not see color the same way the human eye does. These devices are 
designed to optimize the signal generated when typical materials are scanned. Color 
photographic products use various combinations of proprietary dye sets to achieve visual 
responses that simulate the color appearance of natural scene elements. 

This ability to achieve the same color appearance from different combinations of dyes is 
referred to as sensitivities vary from product to product, there is a variability in the scanner 
response to metameric colors produced by the various materials. 

The intent of this study, conducted as an activity of ANSI IT-8 committee , is to define an 
input test target that will allow any color input scanner to be calibrated with any photographic 
dyes set used to create the target. The method is intended to address the color photographic 
products wh ich are generally used for input to the preparatory process for printing and 
publishing. 

The target is designed to be usable for calibration by visual comparison and as a numerical 
data target for electronic systems and future development. The target design makes use of a 
uniform color space to optimize the spacing of target patches. The tolerances developed for 
individual colored patches meet the values needed for both numerical and visual analysis . 

The color target is provided both for transparency color film and for reflection color print. The 
basic idea of designing sample colors will be described and the actual target layout will also 
be demonstrated in the presentation . 



Decision through vision 

Travis, P 

Abstract not received in form suitable for publication 
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Is there a relationship between the music and the colours of the visual 
sensation 

Hamori, T; Konok, T 

Abstract not received ir, form suitable for publication 



Farbe-Kreativitat in der BUhnenbeleuchtung 

Krzeszowiak, T 

Das Sehen im Theater erfolgt auf dem Wege der Reflexion und/oder 
Transmission ees Lichtes: 

-Lichtquelle + Farbfilter = farbiges Licht 

-Beleuchten des Blihnenraumes mit Dekorationen, Kostlimen und 
Darstellern 

-Sehen flir Theaterbesucher = reflektierend-es und/oder 
durchfallendes Licht vom Blihnenraum 

-Psychophysiologische Wirkung Lichtes = Leuchtdichte-, 
Farben-, Simmultan- und· Sukzessiv-Kontrast, 
Additive- und Subtraktive-Farbmischung. 

Gllihlampen und Entladungslampen in mit der ab-
bildenden Optik, Gobos- und Farbfiltern ermoglichen vielfaltiges 
in Farbe und Gestalt Blihnenlicht zu erzeugen (z.B. statische oder 
dynamische Projektion). 

Der 3lihnenlaser (He-Ne, Ar+-, Laser) gibt dem Theater neue 
faszinierende J•1oglichkeiten in Form der ein- oder mehrfarbigen 
Interferenz-Beugungsfigureno 

J 

Abb. 1 . Schematische Anordnung des Bilhnenlasers 

1- Kryptonlaser, 2- Argonlaser, 3- . Farbfilter, 
4- Intensitatsregler, .s- Pr1sma, 
6_ Lichtsperre, 7- ObJektlv, Cuvette, ffekte 
9- PreBglas, 10- struktursche1be, 11- Lasere 

Zuletzt die Holographie 

ermoglicht dem Theater 

eine 3-dimensionale 

Raumgestaltung der 

Buhne. Mittels dei 

Hologramme konnte man 

sogar die ganze Buhne 

nur mit Licht aufbauen, 

also z.B. ohne materie-

lle Dekorationen. 
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La couleur synthesique a l'enseignement- Ia couleur des 
instruments musicals - systeme empirique 

Mossi, AF 

A Ia fin du :X:Xem. siecle en Espafia s'ouvrent de 
grands chemins pour cette nouvelle science de Ia 
Synesthesie et de Ia Couleur. La synesthesie. c'est Ia 
sensation associee produite dans un point du corps 
humain comme consequence de I· application d · un 
stimulant dans un autre point. Le Comite Espagnol de 
Ia Couleur. separe du Comite International de Ia 
Couleur (organisme pas gouvernamental de Ia 
UNESCO) demontre les avances realisees sur Ia 
couleur dans notre pays. Aussi Ia Groupe-Couleur. 
fondee entre autres par Mr. Sergio Garcia Bermejo 
(Agrege). les investigations Lurniere-Couleur 
promouvees par les Mrs. Garcia-Montero, Balard. 
Aranda et Luque. ce soot les ouvres que je liens a 
developer en completant les plus recents avancements 
de I· investigation de Ia couleur dans le contour 
d'associations de Ia couleur de point de vue des avant-
gardes esthetiques-artistiques de derniers temps et 
experimentes dans centres d 'enseignement de tousles 
niveaux ooucatifs. I 'Universite et Ia population adulte. 
dans ou hors du monde artistique de Valencia . 

Les recepteurs optiques. acoustiques et du cerveau 
hurnain soot prepares pour les asSOCiations 
synestbesiques. Oeil et oule discernent les trois types 
de bandes visuelles et acoustiques respectivement. La 
couleur-lumiere et le pigment distinguent trois 
couleurs primaires. cornme le timbre de 
I· instrumentation musicale ( de I· orchestre classique ) 
diversifie le son en trois types: cordes, vent et 
percussion. Le timbre musical decompose les sons en 
simples et composes. Les sons composes formes par le 
son fondarnental et les sons harmoniques ont ete 
etudies par Fourier (XIX S.). Tous les systemes de 
representation de Ia couleur montrent des chromes 
fondarnentals et harrnoniques en secundaires qui 
vibrent entre eax ( couleurs complementaires, 
interaction de Ia couleur). 

Les postulats phisiques et optiques de Ne'"1on. 
Goethe et les apports contemporains de Maxwell, 
Hemholtz et Plank. les decouvertes psychologiques de 
Ia perception 'isuelle de Ia Gestalt. A.R Luria et de 
Ia psychologic moderne manifestent le caractere de Ia 
relati,ite des deux moyens artistiques et nous 
orientent a annoter les investigations de caractere 
phenomenologique et empirique pour traiter les 
synesthesies et unir ce deax niveaux de frequences 

"energetiques". Les dernieres etudes des zones ou 
hemispheres cerebrates et de la localisation de 
fonctions et associations. realisees par Broca. 
Wernicke. Brodmann, Carlson et autrcs. acreditent 
que les interrelations sensorielles neuro-
psychologiques se donnent a 1 'homme en developpant 
des fonctions de caractere stimulant-reponse. 
aplicable ala couleur. le son musical et !'interrelation 
des deux-memes. Les musico-tberapeutes Juliette 
Ahin. Bennenzon et Willems aussi ont analyse d 'une 
manieie systematique d ·etudes de sonorite timbrique 
et d 'association S}nesthesique-chromatique. Et nous. 
les artistes. les mooecins, les musiciens, les esthetes 
etc. nous nous basons a "1 · exterieur" ct cherchons le 
monde "interieur" dont I· essence porte la veritable 
identite de ce qui est exprime. Nous necessitons 
manifester ce que nous "sentons" au milieu de 
I' ell:pression de 1' interieur (ontologie et/ou 
ontomatique de Ia couleur). La representation 
"sensible" surpasse les barrieres. Ia science. Ia 
phychologie et l'inteligence pour parler de "l'ETRE 
CHROMATIQUE". D'apres Aristote. !'ontologie est 
la forme de perception sensible pas inteligibles. 

"L'etre humain, le mediateur entre ce qui est 
musical pereevu et ce qui est chromatique 
progecte, etablie de clairs modeles d. associations 
synesthesiques entre les timbres d'instruments 
musicals et les couleurs. Apres Ia perception 
soneur-musicale l'homme rappelle, assimile, 
devine, rapporte et associe en expressant avec 
couleurs "I' essence" de Ia force energetique 
musicale (Ia premiere foree qui, selon ses 
caracteristiques a01m1ques, penetre dans 
r organisme humain et il est . capable de 
reconnaitre sans Ia connaissance inteligible). La 
couleur des sons des instruments musicals a ete une 
conception subjective jusqn'a Ia date etudiee a 
travers de rhistoire par: 1er. John Locke (1690), 
2eme. Medecin anglais Woolbouse (XVUIS.), 
Jeme. Perc Castel (1735), 4eme. Leonhard 
Hoffmann (1786), 5eme. Louis Destouches (1899), 6 
eme. Kandinsky (1912), 7eme. Paul Klee (1925), 
seme. Albert Welek (1931), 9eme. Edgar Willems 
(1981). Dans ractualite et d'une maniere 
empirique a ete investiguee par Alberto Facundo 
Mossi (1989)." 



"La couleur des sons produits par le violon, le 
timbale, Ia trompette, le triangle, Ia flute et Ia 
clarinette, les instruments elires dedans cbaque 
famille d'instruments de rorcbestre ont de 
relations directes a\·ec les couleurs plastiques 
representees en forme spectrale composee par one 
couleur qui predomine et par d'harmoniques 
diverses a celle-ci; cette couleur est le resultat de Ia 
vibration provoquee par les bandes sonores 
complexes que ces instruments emettent. Quant 
aux instruments anterieun, ce soot les chromes des 
SODS timbriques emues par eux, en pourcentage ( le 
systeme de representation qu 'on offre est resultat 
des systemes CIE (perception de Ia couleur), 
Sergio Garcia Bermejo (ontologie de Ia couleur) et 
A. Hicketbier (representation plastique de Ia 
couleur). C' est one representation arbitrairc 
quand a Ia forme ou le dessin graphique, 
modificable parlaitement selon le goUt de chacon. 
On resume on systeme empirique d' associations de 
sons d'instruments musicals avec les couleun 
plastiques representees dans r acte posterieur a Ia 
sonorite percevue et a Ia perception des couleun 
spectrales assumies: 

TIMB CLAR FUIT TROl\1 VIOL TRIA."! 
ROUGE ll-'5 18 40 10,60 1590 11,25 1015 
ORANG 10,30 15,20 18,30 10 45 19,20 17,20 
JAUNE 7,50 10.55 17.20 16.25 ll.J5 33 -'5 
VERT 15.50 lO 15 1140 10,60 1715 1740 
BLEU 19.20 19M_ 2260 16,85 1870 1410 
VIOLET 15 05 16,05 990 995 10.J5 770 

De 1.200 cas investigues au totaL 1.076 0111 et.e pris pour valides. 
Les preuves 0111 et.e dessinees et introduites dans Ia pratique pendant 
les annees 1980-1988. La population d ' age entre quatre et soixantc:-
dix ( 4-70) ans est bien comprehensive. Lieu de rea.!isation: villages et 
villes de Ia Valenciana, Valencia . Date de Ia publication 
des notes le 22 mai 1989. Espaila. 1993. 

"Les couleun qui soot plus claires visuellement 
s'associent aux sons d'instruments d'intensite et 
etendue musicale plus brillantes et ainsi elles 
etablissent one relation directe entre les notes, les 
clefs, les caractheristiques phisiques et 
psycbologiques musicales et les chromatiques. Les 
sons de plus pure coloration soot qui manquent de 
vibrations complexes determinees par Fourier. On 
associe le triangle avec Ia couleur jaune car il est 
un instrument tridimentionnel sans barmoniques, 
bien que ne r exclue pas des restantes 
colorations spectrales (on peut obtenir seulement 
UD SOD pur avec d' apparats electroniques, pas 
propres de r orchestre classique). Les restants 
instruments presentent one variabilite spectrale 
plus divenifiee mais elle decante jusqu' a Ia 
couleur determinee froide ou cbaude. Les plus 
brillants instruments (quant a son) qui utilisent le 
clef de Sol, possedent one coloration plus 
luminique, comme le violon, Ia trompette, Ia flute 
et Ia clarinette. La plus eteinte coloration 
correspond au son de le timbale qui est on 
instrument en clef de Fa. De meme que les 

compositions musicales que utilisent le plus grand 
nombre d ' instruments de clefs et notes plus minces 
s · associent a couleun plus claires par leur capacite 
luminique et leur saturation, et au contraire, les 
compositions de clefs et notes plus graves 
s'associent a couleurs obscures. Dans les 
compositions musicales, en plus, les associations 
synestbesiques de Ia couleur soot determinees par 
Ia dynamique, le temps, le nombre de compas dans 
lesquels participent les timbres des instruments, et 
le caractere musicale que le compositeur 
imprime". 

"L'utilisation de Ia synestbesie est un recours 
pedagogique qui developpe Ia sensabilite de I' 
et l'habilite pour discerner intuitivement les lois 
physiques et phisiologiques de Ia couleur et de Ia 
musique de forme primaire, en deduction. Le 
timbre musical permet qu ·on comprenne les tons 
et les nuances de Ia couleur, le rytbme, Ia melodic, 
l'harmonie musicale et plastique. En plus, il 
permet le developpement de Ia creativite. Les 
differences qui existent dans les resultats des 
associations soot donnees par Ia meme variabilite 
de l'etre humain (subjectivite); mais Ia somme 
d 'elles permet Ia connaissanc:e do reprochement a 
r objectivite de Ia beaute. L'utilisation de ce genre 
d'associations permet qu'on rencontre releve de 

ludique et qu'on decovre "rinterieur" d 'etre 
sonore et cbromatique pour offrir "I' exterieur" 
Musique et Couleur." 

"L 'association synesthesique corrobore dans 
I' equilibre de Ia Beaute harmonique ou 
contrastee, un equilibre du a Ia loi invariable 
de Ia contemplation empathique de ce qui est 
devine a travers de Ia musique. 

Au meme temps je propose Ia necessite de 
pratiquer cettes sensations associees depuis les 
premieres annees de I' education sensible de 
l'homme parce qu. elles aident a decouvrir 
"I' essence" de Ia couleur de maniere 
primaire". 
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An experimental research into the perception of colour and 
illumination in pictorial images. 

Pas, 0 da, Urlandova, A 

It is well known that the perception of the illumination is not 
independent from the perception of the surface colours, and many 
factors contribute to determine how they split from the single 
colour-stimulus arriving at the eyes. Our research was restricted to 
the study of simple pictorial images, in which the general 
environment played the role of the background and was represented 
by a blu (R90B, NCS colour notation) sky and a green (G30Y) 
meadow, while a sketch of building, with its two outside red (Y90R) 
walls visible, played the role of the figure. 

On the ground of previous observations, performed in a natural 
environment, we formulated the following hypotheses: 1) the 
environmental illumination appear clear vs. diffuse depending on the 
chromaticness of the sky and meadow colours (more chromatic -
clear, less chromatic- diffuse), and 2) the surface colours of the two 
walls of the building appear either the same or different depending 
on their whiteness (the same whiteness - the same colour in 
different illumination, different whiteness - different colours). 

To verify these two hypotheses, 28 subjects (17 psychology 
students and 11 non-psychology university students) were shown a 
series of 25 pictorial images, evenly illuminated by artificial light, in 
which 5 background hi-colour combinations were coupled with 5 
figure hi-colour combinations in all possible pairs to cover a large 
range of hypothetical cases. 

Results. As far as the variations of the background colours are 
concerned, four out of the five groups of situations were judged by 
the observers in agreement with the hypothesis n. 1, with the 
exception of one case, in which the two background colours were 
separated by three NCS steps and which led to a perception of clear 



instead of diffuse illumination. As far as the variations of the figure 
colours are concerned, all situations were judged, at a statistically 
significant level, according to the hypothesis n. 2. 

A second experiment was conducted to confirm the previous 
findings and to . show that the perceived singleness of the walls 
colours does not 'depend on the environmental colours/ illuminations 
but only on the reciprocal relationship between the two walls 
colours. The same subjects were shown a second series of images in 
which a pair of walls (figure) colours, which were supposed to give 
the impression of one colour, was kept constant and different 
couples _gf blu and green of the same nuance, varying in blackness, 
whiteness and chromaticness, were put in the background. 

Results. The pair of walls colours was perceived as a single 
colour at a highly significant level, according to hypothesis n. 2, 
independently of all other variations in the background colours. 
Moreover, at the same statistical level, also the environmental 
illumination was judged in agreement with the hypothesis n.l. 

Final remarks. First of all, there was no difference between the 
group of psychology students and the other group of observers. 
Secondly, it seems that the distinctness of the borders separating 
the various colours must be taken into account to explain the 
exception in the experiment 1. Thirdly, it appears that, using the 
Munsell colour notation, the formulation of the hypotheses appears 
much more complicated. Fourthly, it remains to ascertain whether 
equal-saturation colours are more efficient than equal-whiteness 
colours in producing the impression of a single colour in the building 
walls. Lastly, it turned out that some relationships between the 
chromaticness of the background colours and the chromaticness of 
the figure colours account for the perception of the same 
illumination in the overall environment and over the figure, vs. the 
perception of two different illuminations, one general and one local. 
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Psychophysical response to chromatic stimuli dependent on 
time 

Brizuela, M, Mattiello, MLF de, Tonti, A 

The temporal response to red-green isoilluminated of the 
visual system is examined at different SOAs, with sequence of 
variable presentation: R-G or G-R. 
The aim is to analize the chromatic cancellation produced by the 
priority of arrival at the visual system of one of the pulses. 
This study would allow to measure the elementary period of time 
of the neural response and of its refractive part. 
The following equipment and methodology were used for this research: 
The equipment carru out the following functions, 

Generation of two rectangular periodical red-green pulses using LED. 
- Repetition rate of the pulse. 
- Independent control of the luminance for each color. 
- Continuous variable delay of a pulse with regard to the other 

between 0 rns and 150 ms. 
The width pulses and delay times were variable by means of a 10 to 1 
Vernier control. 
The LED was a bicolor, Telefunken model TLUV 5300, of 630 and 565 
ruu wavelengths for red and green respectively. 
Figure 1 is a scheme of the pulses used. Time is represented on 
the abscissas axis showing that the pulses duration is constant and 
equal to 20 rus during the whole 
The delay between pulses varies continuously, being the variable 
independent from the proposed test. 
The light intensity of the red and green pulses is represented on 
the ordinates positive and negative semiaxis respectively. 
Luminance-s and colorimetric coordinates for red and green stimulus 
were calibrated by a Gamma Scientific Telephotometer model IC 2000. 
The equipment's controls for the width of pulses and the delay 
between them were calibrated by a digital oscilloscope. 
The 10 normal observers in the experiment were aged between 20 
and 25 years. They informed on the difference or change in the 



perceived hue using the limits method. 

It is observed that the behaviour is different according to the 
color first sent in the unit of time. 
Starting with red it is observed that at a SOA of 
8 0 mseg, the green stimulus is canceled. On the other r.,-vay, red 
cancellation is observed at a slightly higher SOA value.That is 
to say, the stimulus that first arrives at the visual system 
always has priority. 
Starting from the point of cancellation, the stimuli are 
added according to chromaticity and lu.llinosity. As the SOA 
decreases, the luminosity of the resulting stimulus increases 
and saturation decreases. Hhen the red impulse is presented 
first, the colors that are generated cover the spectral part 
goes from red to pale yellow. starting with green, the 
portion between green and orange yellow is covered. Coinciding 
with this color, it is observed that the functions red-green 
and green-red become equal at a crossing point that corresponds 
to a SOA of about 20 mseg. At this point, the chromatic percep-
tion does not vary if the sequence R-G and G-R is exchanged. 
The present work allows to hypothesize a r,1odel of visual system 
mainly composed by lov1 pass filters of different frequency of 
cut. 
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Toward an Applied European Chromatic Chart 

A research program on the practices, usage, and perceptions of the aspects of light, texture , 
and colour utilized in Europe, and their applications in the fields of urbanism, architecture, 

urban furniture, interior design, product design, and clothing and fabric design 

M. Cler 

In view of the widespread recognition of the impoverishment or even the loss • of 
Chromatic memory, of the lack of information or the drift of information supports, and of the 
hasty or reductive behaviors and attitudes on the part of users, industrialists, and 
administrative authorities, we have constituted a pluridisciplinary team of researchers and 
professionals able to conduct, on the one hand: 

a diagnosis of the practices and perceptions of the Chromatic palettes currently utilized 
in Europe, and on the other hand: 

an evaluation of the means to be developed so as to complete or enrich existing 
Chromatic information. 

The aim of our research program is to preserve and enlarge the capacities of a better visual 
perception of the symbolic qualities and information transmitted by colour within our 
everyday environment, for the use of "consumers", industrialists, and administrative 
authorities. 

In other words, the overall objective is to work out the conditions of the elaboration of a 
European Chromatic Chart, based on the constants, the particularisms, and the degrees of 
signification, perception, and utilization of the coloured aspect in our daily environment, the 
notion of coloured aspect being relative to given cultural, economic, social , or geographical 
groups. 

RESEARCH PROBLEMA TICS AND OBJECTIVES 

In all of the fields under study, the chromatic aspect contains and presents cultural, symbolic, 
social, economic, and industrial information; it is thus possible to speak of the "Chromatic 
Memory" of a site, a city, a space, or a group. This memory may either be enriched or 
impoverished, as the case may be. In the industrialized countries, it may be seen that there 
is: 

on the one hand, an increasing complexification of the modes of communication and 
information exchange due to the number and the diversity of chromatic messages and 
to the increasing frequency of their supports; 

on the other hand, a reductive normalization of the usage of chromatic aspects; the 
collusion - whether conscious or unconscious - among industrials, legislators, and works 
commissioners, the relative ignorance in the field of colour, and the regulatory 
constraints imposed on the contractors effectively result in amplifying the phenomenon 
of devitalization and banalization to the benefit of a more strictly signaletic or functional 
- or economic- usage. 

The current general trend seems to be that of a reduction or a "simplification" of the 
application of colour, either through conformity, or misappreciation. After Observation, 
Analysis and Diagnosis on the up-side, will concern modes of perception, common elements, 
vocabulary. 



On the down-side will be situated the deficits, the redundancies, the inadequations, then the 
various proposal from "Site" or "Supports" to "Materials" and "Consumers" those being basic 
supports in their own "identity". For that part the technical vocabulary to identify the colour 
visual aspect is the NCS. 

The Chromatic Chart will assist industrialists and conceivers in organizing new associations 
of "information", as well as hybridization of materials, with the help of a chromatic vocabulary 
and scenarios of organization. 
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Farbmetrische Bewertung eines Farbfilters 
bei Anderung der Filterdicke 

L. Crepinsek, S. Jeler, D. Golob 

Durch Anderung der Dicke eines auf Absorption beruhenden 
Farbfilters kann die Transmissionsfunktion erheblich beeinflusst 
werden. Bei etwa glockenfl5rmiger Filterkurve wird der 

mit zunehmender Dicke eingeengt, damit 
nimmt die erheblich zu, der Farbton 
nahezu konstant bleibt. Bei gegebenem Transmissionsgrad und 
Lichtart kann man mit dem Programm schnell und Ieicht die 
Normfarbwerte, Normfarbwertanteile und die Helmholtz-
Koordinaten als Funktion von der Filterdicke ausrechnen und 
graphisch darstellen. 



Editing color scales on high resolution graphic displays 

Foldvari , M 

Harmoniuos color scales have an important role in color design, 
education, computer graphics and the scientific vizualization . 
Color scales studied in Color Dynamics, can be tested using in -
teractive computer graphics techniques. High resolution graphic 
displays may provide us with an exact representation of colors, 
and fast computer simulation may replace lengthy and costly 
mixing of various paints. 

This program allows us to generate color harmonies, and analyse 
them . Equal-hue harmonious colour scales are generated by first 
selecting a hue from the color wheel, for which the program gene-
rates nine characteristic scales to demonstrate the variety of 
color scales obtainable from but one hue. The sccle is define:::! by 
a linear geometric arrangement sequence in the HLS equal - hue 
triangle . 

For each sequence in analysis is presented : the color components 
of each element in the scale· are demonstrated in both the RGB 
(red-green-blue) and in the HWK (hue-white-black) models. 

The final picture gives a kind of a "feel" for the color sequence 
via two compositions: one illustrating the depth feel expressable 
by the sequence, the other one is a simple random mosaic of the 
elements of the scale . 
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Measuring the whiteness of human teeth 

Garcia, JA, Rubino, M, Garcia-Beltran, A, Hita, E 

Whitening teeth currently appears to be fashionable, stirring many 
patients to seek professional help in modifying tooth color. In recent 
years various whitening systems have appeared on the market, the results 
of which are almost always subjectively evaluated. For an objective 
evaluation of their treatment, Rosenstiel et al.l used the CIELAB color 
difference, LiE, between sample colors before and after treatment. 

Our aim has been to determine which colorimetric method best 
enables us to evaluate the whiteness of teeth in order to make possible 
a good evaluation of these treatments. 

The three currently most used whiteness indexes are: the index 
proposed by the CIE (WIC) described in rule UNE-72-321-85, the whiteness 
index according to the rule ASTM E-313-73 (WI); and the Z%. Another way 
of measuring the whiteness of a given surface is to calculate the 
distance in the color space between our white and a standard. 

So we can establish a degree of whiteness for a surface 
its color coordinates m the CIELAB system and calculating 

measunng 
its color 

difference with respect to the standard white. 
The samples were chosen to cover all the possible colors of human 

teeth, and to have the same form and texture so that the observer 
comparing colors would not be influenced by parameters other than 
whiteness. We chose to use the dental color guides Chromascope of the 
commercial firm lvoclar, a series of 20 porcelain teeth samples 
fulfilling the above requirements. 

Our second objective was to classify the 
from 1 to 20 with observers and establish 
classification with the whiteness indexes. 

whiteness of these samples 
a correspondence of this 

Paired samples were 
illuminated with lamps of a chromaticity similar 
the observer was asked to judge which sample was 

to the D 
65 

light and 
whiter. In this manner, 

the observer judged 190 pairs. This procedure was followed by 20 
observers, a sufficient number of participants to form a group 
representative of the general population. 

We obtained a classification of the samples from adding all the 
times a sample was classified as being whiter or equal to the other, and 



then dividing by the number of observers. This 
based on the previous hypothesis of a normal 
whiteness, and serves also to eliminate 

classification method was 
distribution in measuring 
a possible lack of 

transitiveness in the classifications. With these criteria we obtained a 
complete and orderly classification. 

Afterwards, from the same samples, we obtained the three whiteness 
indexes as well as the CIELAB color difference with the standard white, 
for which the UltraScan spectrophotometer of HunterLab was used. 

We determined which whiteness index best suited the classification 
expressed by the observers, using 
an index commonly used to gauge 
ordinally measured. 

Spearman's correlation coefficient 2
, 

the association between variables 

The results of this comparison appear in Table 1. 
The t of Student takes in 

our case the values 15.16, 8.094, 
14.59 and 12.56 for the whiteness 
indexes WJC, WI, Z% and 
respectively. Bearing in mind 
that the significance level 
a= 0.01 t = 2.552, 

0.99 
for 18 

degrees of freedom, we can, with 
a confidence level of 99%, reject 
the hypothesis that there is no 
corrdation according to Spear-
man's correlation coefficient. 

WIC 

WI 

Z% 

C IE LAB 

Order given by 
the observers 

r = 0. 9632 

r = 0.8857 

r = 0.9602 

r = 0.9474 

In view of the experimental results obtained, we can state that any 
of the WIC or Z% indexes, as well as the CIELAB color difference, Llli, 
are appropriate for measunng the whiteness of human teeth. 
1'\evenheless, we should that the index which gives the best 
results is that of the CIE, WJC, and therefore is the one that should be 
used, above all when the samples are nearly white, that IS, samples 

a • • • 

whose chromaticity coordinates (a , b ) have relanvely low values. 

REFERENCES 
1.- S. F. Rosenstiel, A. G. Gegauff, R. J. McCafferty and W. M. 

Johnston, Quintessence lnt 22, 7-12 (1991 ). 
2.- S. Siegel, McGraw-Hill Book Company, (1956). 
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Computer colour prediction in pigment printing of textiles 

Illes, T, Csanyi, s 

Due to steadily strickter economical and quality requirements the 
importance of computer colour prediction is rapidly increasing 
not only in dyeing but also in printing of textile. In spite of 
similarityes in printing technology of dyes including the pigment 
type too, remarkable different can be found between colour 
matching of pigment printing paste and printing paste containing 
other type of dyestuffs. 
The computer colour prediction applied c' to conventional dyestuffs 
printing requires for the data bases much more evaluated samples 
then for the same purpose would be necessary in the manufacturing 
of inks and paints. 
The redaction of the number of printed sample necessary for colour 
prediction has been attempted. 
The effect of the pigment concentration in the printing paste 
has been studied on the accuracy of the calculated theoretical K 
and S values. Colour matching could be made by using the obtained 
K and S values with hekp new mathematical model. 

Comparison could be made between K and S values obtained with the 
conventional and the nowly developed method of calculation, respec-
tively. 



Transferability of computer receipts on different PA fibres in 
hoisery 

Jeler, S, Bolaric, S 

Basic raw materials in modem hoisery production are predominantly 
based on different types of PA fibres (PA6.6, PA6, PA6.6!6), which also 
have differences in fineness of elementary filaments and of the yam in 
the whole, differences in fibrilar structure, differences in content of 
additives in polymer dope and also differences in setting treatment (during 
the spinning process and later during the stage of thermo setting in the 
dyeing process). 

The research deals with: 
- applicability of computer receipts which are made on the base of 

- data for substrate 1 (text. PA 6.6 dtex 17!3) with 5 disperse 
dyes made in our own laboratory and 

- data for unknown PA 6. 6 substrate with the same 5 disperse 
dyes, made in Ciba Geigy-s laboratory; 

- transferability of computer receipts made on both data-bases to 
different, but similar types of P A fibres: 

- substrate 2, text, P A 6. 6 dtex 22/7, 
- substrate 3, thermo setting PA 6.6/6 dtex 22/3, 
- substrate 4, text, P A 6 dtex 22!7 
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Determination of brightness scale for achromatic colors on a 
CRT 

Kawai, M, Kawakami , G 

1. Introduction 
In a process of colour matching between surface colours and colours representing in the 

CRT(cathode ray tube), most important issue is a disagreement of these tristimulus values, 
although we can perceive these objects having the same appearance . This is considered to 
be caused by the absence of a colorimetric system which is based on the colour appearance 
and applicable to the colours representing in the CRT(CRT colour). 

The colorimetric system is constructed using brightness scale and chromaticness scale. 
Therefore, in this study, a determination on a brightness scale of achromatic colours about 
the CRT colours was searched. Consequently, the brightness scale will be determined, it is 
the same things as the ULS (uniform lightness scale) in the domain of surface colours. 

2.Characterization of the CRT and determination on the reference white 
It is clear that an appearance of the CRT depends on the characteristics of the CRT, and 

therefore the brightness scale will be depended on a characteristics of the CRT. Hence the 
characterization of the CRT and determination the reference white and/or reference light 
source is indispensable. 

The CRT represents a colour using additive mixture of primary colours ; red(R), 
green(G) and blue(B). Thus, a "white colour" is represented using additive mixture of R,G , 
and B having equal intensity . But, according to a measurement obtained by the authors, the 
correlated colour temperature of that "white colour" on a CRT is approximately 10000K or 
more, and the same result had been already reported by Dr. Hunt[l] . The "white colour" is 
very bluish, not always be white. Hence, a reference white which has the same appearance 
of the CIE standard illuminant 065 is needed to represent on the CRT for our experiment. 

To generate an achromatic colour having the same chromaticity coordinate as the CIE 
standard illuminant 065 (x=0.3127, y=0.3291) on the CRT, some following procedures had 
been taken. First, the relationship between the intensity of primary colours (R, G, B) and 
the tristimulus values (X, Y, Z) was characterized. Next, an function approximation 
method was applied to quantifying these relationship. The power function was chose for 
this function approximation. In this study, this function is called as "characteristic function" . 
An example of a characteristic function of the CRT used in this experiment was shown in 
Fig. 1. In last, the computer simulation method was used for getting the R, G and B values 
for representing the colours having the destination chromaticity coordinates. 

3.Set up of the experiment 
Viewing conditions of the CRT are as follows. 

Showing test colour patches : 
(!)Surrounded by 20% reflectance gray paper and illuminated this paper using the 
fluorescent lamp simulated illuminant 065 . 
(2)In a complete dark room and the surface of the CRT was covered by black paper except 
the windows for showing test colour patches. 

The condition of the apparatus for the experiment are as follows: 
(a)Distance between the CRT surface and the observer is 1 meter. 
(b)Size of test colour patches has viewing angle 2 degrees. 
(c)In the viewing condition (1), the illuminance level of the CRT surface is 1300 lux. 



X 

z 
·. . .. 

Digital Value 

Fig. 1 Characteristic function of the CRT 
used in this experiments. (R phosphor) 

D.- Bri hter Sample 

Back ground (Gray paper or Black Mask) 

Fig. 2 Viewing sample 

The method of the experiment was followed the method of Munsell et al[2] . In short, 
the observer watches a part of apparatus (Fig. 2. shows this situation). The observer 
changes the middle achromatic colour (test sample) until the sample is found which looked 
(in sensation) halfway between the samples in upper side and lower one. In the first 
procedure, the upper side colour is the brightest sample in the series of achromatic colour 
obtained in last section, and the lower side colour is the darkest one. When the middle 
point (No.5) of a brightness scale had been selected in this way, the same procedure was 
repeated about the middle point sample and the brightest one, and the middle point 
sample and the darkest one. After repeated the procedure in 7 times, a 9-steps brightness 
scale of achromatic colours could be obtained on the CRT (CRT brightness scale). 

4.Results and discussion 
A result of the brightness scale of the CRT colours in the viewing condition (1) was 

shown in Fig. 3, and the viewing condition (2) is in Fig. 4. 
A graphical shape of these two figures is looked like a nonlinear function , in example, 

the power function . This means that, in the sensation of brightness of the CRT colours, the 
relationship between physical values and psychological values is nonlinear. These results 
have the same phenomenon of the ULS in the domain of surface colours. However, the 
difference between Fig.3 and 4 means that the difference of the viewing situation affects the 
appearance of the CRT colours, because the graphical shapes of these two figures are quite 
different. The main reason of this phenomenon will be depend on the difference of the 
viewing situation, but an adaptation of the observer's eye is not always be allowed. Further 
study will be considered to need for clarifying this point. 
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Fig. 3 The scale of Illuminated condition Fig. 4 The Scale of Dark room condition 

S.References 
[1]:Hunt, R.W.G., The Reproduction of Colour, 3rd Ed.,Fountain Press, 1975, pp439-440 
[2] :Munsell, A.E.O ., Journal of the Optical Society of America,Vol.23, Nov., 1933, pp394-411 
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New integrated possibilities of color application in the design 
and the industrial practice 

Kiraly, s, Jaky, G 

Nowadays we witness changes of speeded-up pace in development 
of new materials resp. plastics, pigments and varnishes of 
natural base, applied colour techniques, industrial tech-
nological procedures. The reactions of these changes are in a 
particular manner reflected in the architectural-, objective-
and product planning and in the design, too. 
The fundamental targets of the design itself remained intact. 
In a more precise wording, their spectrum amended with further 
e 1 ements has established widening of poss ibi 1 i ties of the 
responsible designer's answering-, solution proposal making in 
the last 10 years. 

An even more striking change is observable in realization of 
the speeded-up designing activity of shortened time, where the 
handicraft "colour drawing conception" and work modelling are 
more and more replaced by the picture creating facilities of 
various computer aided graphic editing programs (MACINTOSH, 
IBM, etc.) and animation studio systems (ALIAS, CROSFIELD, 
etc.), coming into the foreground. The "co 1 our menu" as-
sortment of these programs can be considered as colour maps of 
the nowadays more common colour systems (such as PANTONE, RAL, 
NCS, BRITISH NORM, etc.) used in the international practice. 
The computer aided picture colour proposals can be selected 
from the above mentioned systems. Parallel with this, recog-
nizing the possibilities of the integration, the multinational 
firms of the paint industry (such as HERBERTS) have created a 
new system of industrial varnish and paint products in the 
field of the industrial colour applications. In the colour 
mixing technology of these product systems the application of 



the computer aided colour formulation has already been in-
tegrated and the assortment of the colour menu is based on the 
very same colour systems as used in the editor graphic 
programs. 

Within the frame of the above 1 ecture we want to give an 
introduction of the common colour mixing system of these 
industrial varnishes and paint systems, the HERBERTS "MULTIMIX" 
colour mixing system. The purpose of the development was to 
shift the colour mixing from the phases of the paint production 
near to the users, thus facilitating flexible satisfaction of 
all designer's demands with application of appropriate colour-
ing (pigment) pastes. Included in the assortment are the 
formulae of the colour systems and, with the aid of the 14 
different binding materials involved all structural materials 
(wood, metal, plastic) can be made paintable, even under the 
mostly aggressive environmental conditions. The paints can be 
produced in small quantities in a reproducible manner, likewise 
in a design workshop. Utilizing this possibility the environ-
ment, even an industrial one, becomes perfectly formable in 
respect of colour dynamics, meanwhile all structural materials 
are given an appropriate anticorrosive protection. 
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The study of color images through color combination picture 
data bases 

Kobayashi, S 

1. Objective 

Color combination research has up to now been conducted principally 
through the use of color charts or color samples . At our institute, 
we have successfully created a color combination data base by 
inputting a great many 3-color combinations in a computer on the 
basis of the color image scale. However, color combination research 
using color charts alone is abstract and always difficult to realize 
in concrete terms. 

It could be said that people discover new meanings when they find it 
necessary to recall the images recorded in their minds as a result 
of experience and relate these images (color combination images) to 
an actual situation. This is the faculty of conceptualization and 
sometimes leads to remarkable innovations. 

Following this line of thinking, we selected pictures containing 
color combinations and color images that evoke the feeling of "being 
there" and incorporated them in a data base. As the first step, 
color combination images in the form of slides were classified using 
color combination checklists, image checklists and other keywords, 
and then put in the form of data according to a fixed rule. The 
resulting color combination picture data base made it possible to 
retrieve and make use of information whenever necessary. 

2. Method - Creating software on a Macintosh PC 

a. Establishment of classification scheme for the purpose of 
systematizing image picture data 

Slides selected as picture data are input based on keywords as 
described below. 

b. How to use the keywords [i)-vi)] 

Keyword Meaning of keyword Reference code 
i) City element Establish the basic viewpoint Living Store/display/sign/house 

from the various elements of Scene Row of stores and houses 
which the city is composed on a street/street 

furniture 
Recreation Park/greenery/river bank 
Symbol Administrative 

facilities/office 
buildings/cultural 
facilities/stations, 
airports 

ii) Basic photography The place where each slide City name/region name/population 
data picture was photographed and 

other details 



Keyword Meaning of keyword Reference code 
iii) Color name In order to classify colors 1 Red 2 Pink 3 Brick Red 4 Orange 

classifica-tion for the hues and tones system, 5 Beige 6 Brown 7 Yellow 8 White 
they were divided into 14 9 Green 10 Blue 11 Purple 12 Wine 
color types and coded with 13 Gray 14 Dark gray 
color names. 

iv) Classification by In order to put the meanings Color system 
color combination of color combinations in the 1 Hue color combination 

data, a twelve-point checklist 2 Tone color combination 
was devised. Overall impression 

3 Completion 
4 Contrasting 

Color sequence 
5 Gradation 
6 Separation 

Observability 
7 Basic color and accent color 
8 Eye-catching 

Suitable to surroundings 
9 Clear color and grayish color 
10 Color coordination 

Enhancing the shape 
11 Create a rhythm 
12 Achieve a balance 

V) Classification by If similar images are gathered Bright : Pretty, casual, dynamic, 
image together on the image scale, gorgeous, ethnic 

they form roughly 14 patterns. Calm: Romantic, natural, elegant, 
chic, classic, dandy 

Refreshing: Clear, cool / casual, modern 
vi) Taste The basic lifestyle of the Casual, modern, rcmantic, natural , 

Lifestyle Japanese was classified into elegant, chic, classic, dandy 
roughly 8 groups according to 
images of taste. 

c. Simulation through the combination of picture data 

By retrieving the image pictures that have been input together with 
the keywords given in b., a variety of color images can be 
simulated. This makes the discovery of new meanings possible, and 
these can then be applied in marketing and other areas. 

3. The application of the color combination picture data base 

By developing a color combination picture data base as described 
above, the following developments can be realistically envisaged in 
the future. 

i) One can check one's own idea or plan with a color combination 
picture. 

ii) One can perform a check of the present state of affairs by 
adapting one's design to a variety of scenes. 

iii)The data0 base can be applied to marketing . 
iv) It can be used as a means of communication or for developing a 

sense of color combination. 
v) It can be used in realistic presentations. 
vi) It can be used to check customers' lifestyles. 
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Photometric and Colorimetric Estimation of Printing Papers 
for Colour Reproduction 

M. Kumar 

Visual appearance of the full colour reproduction as well quality of the prints correlate with 
paper properties very much. It is important and desired to plan paper category already at the 
beginning of the job, at least before the purchase of the colour separations. Only in this case 
is it possible to fit colour separations to specific conditions and achieve gray balance, this is 
optimal reproduction of colours. 

In ideal case the proof printing is also carried out on the same paper as later the production 
printing. The standardized conditions in both cases are obvious. At least prescribed inking 
level and dot gain have to be maintained. 

Because of practical and economical reasons it is unfortunately not possible neither to fit 
colour separations nor to adapt proof printing to a particular production paper quality. The 
market simply offers too much diverse papers. Therefore it is reasonable to classify them 
into standardized groups. The papers of the same group have to assure at least the same 
visual appearance of the prints, but the same printability and runability properties are desired 
too. 

Classification method must be fast and simple. Partly according to visual appearance, partly 
according to technology of manufacture printers divide papers at least into uncoated, matte 
and gloss coated papers. The shade of the paper is obviously not involved. Fogra method for 
printing paper classification is very similar, but the printer has to find visual match of the 
actual sample within 9 standards. Matching is based on shade, (whiteness/yellowness) and 
gloss, but viewing conditions are not prescribed. On one hand visual colour matching 
repeatability and reproducibility are poor, on the other no numeric data are obtained. This is 
why our investigation concerns conditions for photometric and colorimetric classification of 
printing papers. 

Standard papers from BVD/Forga collection and some production papers have been 
measured under d/0, d/S, 45AIO measuring geometry, with and without UV part, with and 
without specular part of the reflected light as well with large and small aperture, with 
spectrophotometers and tristimulus colorimeter. Measuring geometry according to 
DIN/TAPPI standards have been employed for specular gloss estimation. 

Colorimetric results are disappointing, photometric ones agree with published values very 
well. Anyway, investigation enabled the standardization of photometric and colorimetric 
conditions for classification of printing papers. 

It is the fact, that neither appearance of the printed image nor printability and runability 
behavior of the paper do not depend on the surface shade and specular gloss only. In order 
to obtain really objectively classified paper categories printing absorption has to be involved . 
Under the same, already standardized conditions, two further methods implemented with the 
penetration of ink into paper have been developed. 



The influence of color-matching functions on chromatic 
discrimination thresholds 

Melgosa, M, Martinez, JA, Perez, MM, Hita, E 

Color-discrimination thresholds previously obtained by one of 
us with a visual colorimeter [J. Optics, 21, 5, 223-231, 1990] 
have been recalculated using different sets of color-matching 
functions (emf) given for small-size fields. In addition to the 
emf of the CIE 1931 Standard Observer, we have also considered 
those proposed by Vos [Color Res. Appl., 3, 125, 1978], the mean 
observer results published by Trezona [J. Opt. Soc. Am., 4, 4, 
769-782, 1987] and the emf measured for our own observer at some 
wavelengths using a Wright colorimeter. When the r,g,b data giVen 
by Trezona were translated to the CIE system 
appeared and, to solve this problem, all the 
referred to a new system analogous to the CIE 
appeanng in threshold parameters calculated 

some negative values 
emf used here were 

one. The variability 
at the five CIE 

centers with these emf is not significant m most cases, the 
largest modifications being obtained when the emf of our own 
observer were used. 
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Observer metamerism with small-size fields 

Melgosa, M, Martinez, JA, Perez, MM, Hita, E 

Most of the Standard Deviate Observers that have been 
proposed start from the color-matching functions (emf) of 20 
observers measured by Stiles-Burch usmg a 10° size-field. A 
direct estimation of a new Deviate Observer for smaller fields is 
proposed for comparison, from the individual observer data 
published by Trezona [J. Opt. Soc. Am., 4, 4, 769-782, 1987] . 
First calculations with 12 theoretical reflectances, metameric for 
the CIE 1931 Standard Observer and D65 illuminant, showed that the 
spread of the chromaticity coordinates is greater using the emf 
given for Trezona's mean observer than with the emf given by Vos 
[Color Res. Appl. , 3, 125, 1978]. Results obtained using the CIE 
method for observer metamerism [Publication CIE N. 80, Vienna, 
1989] are also mentioned; in addition, a suggestion is made for 
clarifying the procedure that must be followed when small negative 
values appear for the emf's at several wavelengths. 



Chromaticity-discrimination ellipses translated from CIE 1964 
(x,y) diagram to CIE 1976 (a*,b*) 

Melgosa, M, Quesada, J, Roldan, J, Hita, E 

Departures from exact ellipticity when color-discrimination 
ellipses are translated to CIELAB have been numerically analyzed. 

from the experimental 
Rigg at the five CIE 

1986] . Four different 

Calculations were 
ellipses reported m 
centers [Color Res. 
methods were used 

carried 
(x,y) by 

Appl., 

to fit 

our starting 
Cheung and 

11, 185-195, 
the ellipses m CIELAB and the 

distortions were measured by appropriately defined parameters. In 
agreement with Pointer [Color. Res. Appl., 6, 108-118, 1981] small 
distortions (lower than 2 %) were always found. However, the 
transformed ellipses could significatively differ for the 
different fitting methods employed. The present results are being 
completed analyzing a wider set of 132 ellipses [Color Res. Appl., 
11, 25-42, 1986] and different luminance levels. Although the 
distortions calculated will perhaps be negligible too, we think 
that this work should be a useful tool in next research checking 
the performance of new color-difference formulas derived from 
CIELAB by adding appropriate weighting or parametric factors. 
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The quantification of general and special indices of 
metamerism 

Neral, 8, Jeler, S 

Metamerism occurs when two coloured samples match under one set of 

conditions, but mismatch under second set of conditions. In terms of 

colour measurements, the two samples have the same tristimulus values 

for specific combination of illuminant and observer, but the reflectance 

curves are different . We know four types of metamerism, they are 

Illuminant metamerism, Observer metamerism, Field size metamerism and 

Geometric metamerism. 

There have been suggested two ways to determine the degree of 

metamerism, with general and special index of metamerism. CIE has 

recomended a special index of metamerism for change of ill uminant and 

special index of metamerism for change of observer, which are widely 

used. 

In our investigation we determined for the set of metameric pairs 

special metamerism indeces (change in illumination, change in observer, 

change in field size) and some available general indices (Judd and 

Wyszecki, Nimeroff and Yurow, Bridgeman) . 



Tolerances of NCS Colour Samples, Two Different and 
Incompatible Demands 

A. Nilsson 

Introduction 

Before talking about the subject of tolerances of the NCS (Natural Color System) colour atlas samples 
it is important to emphasize the difference between the NCS colour atlas and the NCS as a colour 
system. The NCS is a visually based colour system; it can be used to specify perceived colours in any 
viewing condition, using the visual references of the system, e. i. the elementary colours. This will of 
course give different colour notations for the same surface, depending on the actual viewing 
conditions. The NCS colour atlas is a visualization of the NCS with viewing conditions restricted to CIE 
standard daylight and the CIE 2° standard observer. 

The tolerance of colour atlas samples and particularly the NCS samples have been the 
subject of much debate and investigations during the last years. But one thing has not been observed, 
namely the two different and usually incompatible demands on tolerances of colour atlas samples: 

1. Tolerances against aim points in colour space. 
2. Reproduction tolerances against earlier productions of the same samples. 

Tolerances against aim points 

Every colour space is normally based on some underlying basic principles, e.g. equally spaced 
colours, this means that equal steps in colour space should represent equal colour differences. 

To achieve this visualization a selection of aim points in the colour space is made. This is 
made in such a way that the basic properties of the colour space will be shown. 

It is important that the differences between the colour samples and the aim points are not so 
large that the visualization of these properties is lost. 

Reproduction tolerances 

When the first version of a colour atlas samples is produced the goal is to reach some aim points in 
colour space, but due to the difficulties in colour mixing and to produce colour samples, there are 
normally small deviations. 

When these colour samples are used by a large group of people there will sooner or later be a 
need to reproduce them. For this reproduction the question arises, if the goal should be to hit the aim 
points or to minimize the differences against the first production. 

The answer to this question must be seen in the light of the great economic interest by the 
industry who is using the colour samples as standards, e.g. a paint manufacturer may have produced 
large stocks of paint matching the first produced samples. It is therefore of vital importance for the 
industrial users that the reproduced samples always match the earlier productions. The scientific 
interest in reaching the aim points in later productions will contradict these demands. 

The tolerances of NCS atlas samples 

In the first production of the NCS colour samples in 1979, the measurement equipment was not as 
well developed as it is today. It was hard to hit the aim points of the over one thousand four hundred 
colour samples at a reasonable cost. 

The most important principle in accepting samples was small tolerances against aim points, 
as published in the atlas. If, in a few cases, there were differences larger than the specified tolerances, 
the visual over all impression of that part of the atlas was considered. 

The samples located in the outer borders of the colour space where specially treated as there 
are no high quality pigments that reach the needed purity. To solve this problem without sacrificing for 
example the most chromatic colours, the tolerance in this area was allowed to be larger. Nevertheless 
these samples were visually judged if they where acceptable to represent the aim points. This 
judgment was of course made in relation to the adjacent samples. 

In the NCS colour atlas the triangles should be perceived as approximately equal spaced, this 
is due to the experimental situation used in the research behind the NCS. The mean distance between 
adjacent aim points in the triangles is about 10 CIELAB t.E units. The mean difference between aim 
points and actual samples is in the order of 1.5 CIELAB t.E. These figures indicate that a difference 
between aim points and samples can be in the order of 10-20 percent without disturbing the 
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visualization of the colour system. These figures are presumably about the same for other similar 
colour systems. 

Absolute colour measurement based on the NCS standard. 

Absolute colour measurements 

Absolute colour measurement means that the obtained colour co-ordinates have a direct 
correspondence with the coloured surface. Later measurements on this surface should then give the 
same co-ordinates in all colour measurement instrument but unfortunately this is normally not the 
case. The instruments may all be capable of giving CIELAB values according to the CIE 
recommendations, but because the physical measurement is often made in a slightly different way, 
these values are not comparable if high accuracy is required. 

The CIE framework is an established and well functioning system, the shortcoming of it is the 
lack of authorized measurement methods. 

These problems are well known facts to most people experienced in the field, and if this kind 
of comparisons is necessary the exchange of material standards is the normal solution . 

NCS to CIE conversion software 

During the research behind the NCS colour system, a software program was developed to convert 
between NCS notations and CIE tristimulus values. This conversion program interpolates between 
boundary values, extrapolated from the results of the visual experiments. The Scandinavian Colour 
Institute has used this program internally for producing and controlling NCS colour samples since 
1979. 

The NCS reference measurements 

To make absolute colour measurement possible, the basic is to establish a reference measure 
method. For the NCS this reference is a Zeiss DMC26 spectrophotometer, located at the Scandinavian 
Colour Institute in Stockholm. The calibration of this instrument is made against a transfer standard 
calibrated at PTB in Germany against the perfect reflecting diffuser. The measurement geometry is 
d/8, SCI, physical light source is a xenon lamp with no UV-filter, detector is a photo multiplier tube and 
the measurement range is 380 to 780 nm in steps of 5 nm. The slit width is 5 nm and the 
monochromator has double gratings. 

NCS absolute measurement program 

The Scandinavian Colour Institute has decided to release a commercial version of the NCS to CIE 
conversion program. To make absolute colour measurements possible, a special mathematical 
correlation method has been developed. This method correlates and tests the user's instrument in 
relation to the NCS reference instrument. To do this, a collection of special colour samples is provided 
with every software package, and there will also be a possibility to join a reference program for 
regularly checking and correlating the instrument. 



A review of the colorimetric standard observer 

Perez Oc6n, F, Jimenez del Barco, L, Romero, J, Hita, E 

Many different research have been carry out and proved 
the existence of experimental results concerning failures of 
colorimetric additivity m metameric matches: Clarke (1960), 
Stiles y Wyszecki (1962), Nimeroff and Yurow (1965), Trezona 
(1973), Estevez ( 1979), Hita et al. (1986), Jimenez del Barco et 
al. ( 1986), (1987), etc. Hence we have devoloped some experiences 
about these failures of additivity in metameric matches. 

Our experimental device is essentially based on two 
colorimeters of a modified Donaldson type (Hita et al. 1980). We 
have used interferential filters with a narrow bandwidth. 

The color tests consisted of a circular 1.5· bipartite 
field, the surrounding of which was dark. The stimuli presentation 
was in aperture mode. Each observer was adapted to darkness for 
10 min before the beginning of each experimental session, the 
duration of every exposure was 1s and the inter-exposure lasted 
8s (Hita et al. 1980, 1981, 1982). 

differential 
We employed 

chromaticity 
the maximum 

thresholds 
saturation method and 

were obtained usmg 
the 
the 

modified constant stimuli method. 

The results achieved 
the color matching functions 
already established. This may 
that were employed. 

point at significant variations in 
when compared with those results 
be due to the different technics 

The application of these results to experiments that 
arise from this research will tell us if the new Standard Observer 
is successful, or not. 
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Whiteness measurement_ for the evaluation of food quality: a 
reassessment 

Raggi , A 

It is well-known that industrial processing of foodstuffs results in a modification of 

their organoleptic and nutritional properties; these modifications may be 

sometimes negative, sometimes positive. 

Colour and whiteness of foods represent a useful parameter which can be used as 

an indicator of the quality of processed foods. 

For this reason, we decided to systematically investigate the problems related to 

the measurement of the whiteness of some typical food products (flour, sugar, 

rice, salt); at a first stage, the most suitable instruments and measurement 

procedures were established, then the obtained values were correlated to the kind 

and intensity of processing. 

The results allow us to obtain a better knowledge and definition of whiteness and 

to relate the processing stages to the quality of final products by using whiteness 

values as a real indicator. 
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Problems in the use of non-contact colour measuring 
instruments 

Raggi, A, Barbiroli, G 

Instrumental measurement of the colour attributes of objects is becoming widespread 
both in industry - as a quality factor of products - and in other fields of human 
activity - such as architecture and visual arts. 
Indeed, progress in electronic technology has stimulated the considerable 
development and spread of colour-measuring instruments which has been recently 
taking place. 
In particular, some instruments which allow non-contact measurements have been 
made available; these instruments may be very useful in those applications where 
traditional contact instruments cannot be used satisfactorily. 
Such instruments, however, are mainly designed for measuring the colour of light-
emitting sources, and their use for light-reflecting objects entails some problems, first 
of all the arrangement of an illuminating system approaching the standard 
illuminating-viewing conditions established by the C.I.E. 
In this work, an attempt is made to fix suitable procedures in the use of non-contact 
instrumentation for the measurement of object colour; several paper matte colour 
chips from the Munsell Book of Color are measured with non-contact 
instrumentation inside a dark room, trying to simulate various standard illuminating-
viewing conditions. 
The results are compared with those obtained by traditional contact measurements, in 
order to draw some conclusions on their accuracy and precision. 



Problematik bei Farbbestimmung im Querschnitt der 
Filamentgarne 

Strnad, S, Jeler, S, Kresevic, o 

Die Basis der quantitativen Mikroskopphotometrie wurde durch Kohler (1904) durch 

die Beobachtung der UV - Absorption der Zellkeme gelegt. 

Im Jahr 1955 hat W. Luck ein Spektral-Photometer-Mikroskop gebaut und die Dffusion 

verschidener Farbstoffe in Nylon-6-Filamenten untersucht. 

Bis heute waren viele Veranderungen bzw. Verbesserungen gemacht worden. Trotzdem 

hat aber der Verbrauchen noch vieles zu kHiren. 

Bei der Farbbestimmung im Querschnitt der Textilfasem sind folgende Dilemen off; en: 

- Auswahl der Methode der Faserquerschnittvorbereitung 

- Auswahl der Messblendengrofie 

- Auswahl der optimaler Faserquerschnittdicke 

- Minimisierung des Einflufies der Inhomogenitiiten (die meisten synthetischen 

Fasem sind mattiert) auf die Messwerte 

- Auswahl der Bewertungsmethode 

Im Referat werden die angedeuteten Dilemen bearbeitet. Die Transmission war an dem 

Querschnitt der mit drei Trichromiefarbstoffen (Nylosan - Sandoz) gefarbten 

nichttexturiertem und texturiertem POY PA 6.6 Filamentgame gemessen. 

Dargestellt und diskutiert werden: der EinfluB der MessblendengroBe auf die 

Messergebnisse, die Optimierung der Querschnittdicke der Fasern und EinfluB des 

Mattierungsmitteln (lnhomogenitiiten) auf die Messergebnisse. 
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Application of pigment dyes in PANTONE colours using the 
method of "three colour" printing 

Vfg, A, Lencses A, Csanyi S, Rusznak, I 

The PANTONE colours have been used originally in paper 
and graphical design. Recently it application has been more or 
less frequent in textile printing, following the demands of 
cons u m eli"S who specified their wishes concerning p r in ted colour by 
with serial number of the corresponding PANTONE colours. 

Aim of the present work was the elaboration of PANTONE colours 
in three colour pigment printing on cotton fabric. In the 
achievement of this goal computer colour prediction has been used. 

Three pigments, approaching, the standard three basic colours 
have been se lected from the available set of dyes. All necessary 
possible series of concentrations and combinations of the selected 
prigments were preparad and used for the determination of that 
part of the CIELAB colour space which might be defined by three 
colour printing. 

Colour caracteristics of all (1156) PANTONE textile colours 
were determined. 76% of the st udied colours fit the colour space 
defined by the three colour method. 

Based upon the above described theoretical correlation ten 
nandomly selected printing test could be prepared by means of 
computer colour prediction, which generated with the want ed accuracy 
the colourimetric caracteristics of corresponding PANTONE colours. 



To question about chromatic theory light recorde- transfer 
colour picture 

Voschicov, L 

The two parts mixtures produce by fig. : The chromatic mixture 
surface , where ex , ez is intensivity white light , the reflec-
tion parts from chromatic claster emage ; x , z is two next 
( left & right ) coloure components in white scale : red , orange, 
yellow , green , blue , fiolet • E000 , E is the intensivity of 
white primary and reflection light. On surface are the chrome and 
photo constant light lines in three dimension space. Chromatic 
quantity give by eqviation : Ch (y) = ln ex - ln ez and nought mea-
sure of mixture : Ch (y) = ln ez - ln ex = ln ez/ex = 0 • 

Search chromatic decorelated in picture clasters give by the 
mathematical theory phisically nature of coloure , mathematical 
apparate to determined the numerical plenty chromatic mixtures. 
The claster chromatic decorelated research with foure positiones 
matrix image compute applicate in electro beam , laser beam apparates 
and technicolore. 
Technology measure chromatic number use the impulse-different apparat 
give perhape the ro-3% tee coloure identifity in the image clasters, 
pigments photochroume materials , for ro-7s impulse light aourae 
fixe interval. 
New mathematically three dimenaione model give the sum dots on the 
surfase two partments chromatic mixt. Determined the nought mera 
two companents mixt in claatera different nature. The patent tech-
nology transfer image with chrome claster search has actually appli-
cate keep the measure time , usefull of coloure pictures , in photo-
chroume , electronic image , coloure design. 
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Geometric relationship between the color spaces of normal 
and anomalous trichromats 

Vvagner, H-G 

The vector spaces <En and <n *: 
Any color stimulus can be specified by its spectral radiant power distribution, 
usually given as S(),) at n discrete wavelengths ),T These distributions can be 
embedded as vectors into an n-dimensional vector space <En 
Co lor-matching functions or - more generally speaking - spectral sensitivity 
functions e(). i) are elements of a different vector space <n *, the socalled dual 
vector space with respect to 13n For obvious reasons we shall restrict our 
attention to the fundamental functions of normal and of anomalous t richromats . 

Equivalence-relations· upon 23n: 
The partitioning of <En into classes of metameric distributions is achieved by 
installing three equivalence -relations in 23n via color-matching functions . Each 

equivalence- relation yields one tristimulus value and two spectral distributions are 
equivalent if their tristimulus values are the same. 
Three equivalence-relations define in 23n three (n-1)dimensional hyperplanes S) and 
their common intersection, an (n-3)dimensional subspace , 

u = ,s:,pn,s:,0n,s:,T 
The difference vector between any two metameric distributions is element of Lt. 

s 12(>..) = s,(>..) - s 2 (>..) E Lt. 

Quotient- spaces 1 a-spaces) : 
Part itioning <En into classes of equivalent elements creates a new vector space 

.0. = 23n/lt. 
Color spaces are typical examples of a 0-space . Establishing a 0-space is geo-
metrically equivalent to projecting a vector space into another one . The space to 
be projected is 23n, the direction of the projection is "parallel" to Lt, the three-

dimensional target space is a color space . 
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Trichromacy; normal Y.?..:. anomalous observers: 
In anomalous trichromacy one of the fundamental functions is replaced by an 

anomalous one, e.g. p(:X) -+pan(A.) . Consequently, the hyperplane S)p is substituted 

by S)Pan and the subspace U. will change into U.Pan = S)PannSJ 0 nSJr The 
original partition of 23n into classes of metameric distributions is overthrown. The 
projection of 23n into the target space follows a different direction, parallel to 

U.Pan· resulting in a different color space, the color space of (prot) anomalous 
tric hromats . 

Mapping Qf color spaces, 0 ... Oan = 23n;u.an· 
Distributions which are equivalent for a normal observer are projected into one 
common point F of the normal color space . They are, on the other hand, projected 

into a cluster of points Fan of the anomalous color space . This point cluster 
covers a line segment of limited size represented by the central point F c · The 
points F were chosen on a rectangular grid in the normal pd-chromaticity diagram. 
Mapping transformed this grid into an irregular pattern of curved lines both for 
protanomalous and deuteranomalous observers. 

Summary : 
There exists no one - to-one mapping of normal into anomalous color spaces . 
Approximated mappings are nonlinear, of limited accuracy and must be restricted 
to the central part of the chromaticity diagram. 



Correcting of colour deficiencies 

Wenzel, K, Abraham , G, Szappanos, J 

It is a well-known fact that people do not have exactly the same color-vision. 

The most frequent form of anomalous chromatopsy appears as red-green color 

deficiency. People with anomalous chromatopsy do not recognise pseudoisochromatic 

tables (known in practice as "dotted figures") and they are not able to distinguish red, 

yellow and green signals used in traffic regulation. About 8.5% of the entire 

population do not see colors properly. 

Unfortunately, people with color deficiencies can not have driving licence, they 

can not be employed as typographers, electricians, industrial designers, they can not 

work in the textile-, cosmetic-, and ceramic industries, etc. More than 100 

occupations are listed in vocational guiding publications, which are not recommended 

for persons suffering from parachromatism. 

Up to now human color deficiencies could not be corrected, though it has been 

a subject of interest for a long time, since this problem effects human population 

more and more by the increase of the intellectual level. 

The cause of color deficiencies had been determined recently after a 10 years of 

research utilising very precise methods. Based on this research a new method were 

developed together with a unique eye-glass construction, which can demonstrably 

correct color deficiencies. 
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An indentification system of national flags using neural 
networks 

Yamaba, K, Shinozuka, M, Miyake, Y 

In robot vision, color is one of the most important types of visual information in 
various environmental conditions such as space, underwater, factory automation ,etc. 
This area of study, however, is still a young technology. In particular, the use of color 
vision in a color bar-code detecting system is a new area. On the other hand, neural net 
models have been studied for many years in the hope of achieving human-like 
performance. 

This paper deals with an identification system of national flags using neural networks. 
The system consists of optical primary color filters, a MOS camera, two kinds of 
microcomputer, a color image processor and a neural board. The optical filters, the 
camera and one of the microcomputers are used for image capture in this experiment. 
The image processor can implement various kinds of color information operators such as 
sobel , Fourier transform, inverse Fourier transform, smoothing enhancement, numerical 
calculation between two image memories ,etc. 

The other microcomputer has a neural net board for learning national flags. The neural 
board used in the experiments is an NEC "Impp;Image pipeline processor" board, which 
is equipped with four data flow processors and 256k words of image memory. Its high 
speed arithmetic processing capability is about 40 times that of a conventional 
microcomputer. The standard software which is used to run the Impp board for neural 
network operations has been modified for this experiment. The neural network model has 
a feed forward type hierarchical structure and learning is based on the back propagation 
method. The network consists of one input layer , one set of hidden layers and one 
output layer. The nonlinear function(Sigmoide curve) which determines the neural cell 
input-output characteristics has a gradient coefficient of 0. 75, a weighting factor of 0.2, 
and a threshold value of -0.2. The network used to learn the flags utilized 396 cells from 
the input layer, 3 cells from the hidden layer and 70 cells from the output layer. The best 
input cell format used to input the color differences to the neural board was established 

from previous experiments to be 18x22. The choice of three cells for the hidden layer 
was decided from a human color information processing method based on the opponent 
color theory. 

In this experiment, about 70 national flags were selected at random from an 
encyclopedia of maps, and then they experimentally were classified into seven kinds of 
groups(USA and Chinese style, England style,Japanese style, French and Italian style, 
Germany and Hungarian style, Finland and Sweden style, other style) for learning. 

The image from the MOS camera that is sent to an image board of the microcomputer 

for obtaining a color image has 256x256 pixels. The color image is fed into the color 
image processor with a gaussian filter or a human filter corresponding to human visual 

perception. An image of lOx 10 pixel blocks is created as an input information into the 
neural network for normalizing area. And then, A back propagation learning algorithm 
was then used to adjust the network weights. The method is as follows: 

Step 1: Train the network, using one of each group selected randomly from the 70 
national flags. 

Step 2: After the network has learned sufficiently well, add another randomly set of 
training flags of same group and train the network with the doubled set. 

Step 3: Repeat step 2 until all the flags in the training set have been used. 
In this study, a learning effect was investigated based on accuracy of the 

reconstruction using the change in the mean-square error during back propagation. As a 
result the proposed identification system of national flags using color information 
performed very well. 



Color technology: an industrial perspective 

Rodrigues, ABJ 

The Hindu Trinity is comprised of a Creator, a Preserver, and a Destroyer-Regenerator. 
Color technology owes its success to these same three deities. In Hindu lore they are known 
as Brahma, Vishnu , and Siva . In color, they are known as the Scientist, the Industrial 
Technologist, and the Color Matcher. Our technology starts with the Scientist who creates 
color theories and concepts, precisely defining them in mathematical terms or CIE 
definitions. The Technologist preserves these concepts while adapting them to practical 
needs. And then it seems that the Color Matcher destroys them, but yet generates a color 
match acceptable to the customer. The domains of these three deities have fuzzy boundaries, 
sometimes overlapping each other. I will attempt to explore them, point out the significant 
recent trends, peek into emerging and future advances. 

The chief creations of the color scientist over the last seventy years that enabled instrumental 
color technology were light scattering theory, colorimetry, and of course computers to do the 
simple but repetitive calculations. Kubelka-Munk Theory has been the work-horse of most 
of our calculations over the years. The Standard Observer of 1931 with the 1964 
improvements, color difference equations of the fifties, and an understanding of metamerism 
allowed the technologist to write practical computer color matching programs. In the 
euphoria of the sixties, we thought we had the tools to provide the color matcher with "push-
button" totally instrumental systems. The color matcher resisted instrumentation, partially 
because he felt threatened, but also because it did not live up to its promise of totality. He did 
not destroy instrumental systems but regenerated them to act as tools enhancing his visual 
skills. By the time of the ISCC Williamsburg Conference on Instrumental Color Formulation 
in 1976, the cry of the technologist was to "put Joe back into the system", Joe being the 
generic color matcher. We moved to the era of a "total" instrumental system, which 
combined the sciences of colorimetry and light scattering theory using computers to assist 
and guide the color matcher at every stage of industrial color, starting with color styling, 
through color formulation, and routine batch shading in production. The observer however 
was recognized as the key to a successful total instrumental color system. 

The first color matching systems in the sixties used analog computers for economy. As 
digital computers became available, analog devices were still used in tandem to compensate 
for the lack of user-friendliness of those early computers. Computers have come down in 
size, so that today distributed systems periodically fed from central databases are common. 
Video graphics has allowed user-friendliness through windowing and point-and-click buttons 
and "mouses". Color patches of standard and batch on the video display of a color matching 
computer have also been found useful in building the confidence of the traditionally visual 
shader. Absolute color accuracy of these displays is not as important as that of the perceived 
color difference, and is attainable with today's technology. Point-of-sale color matching in 
consumer paints is commonplace, and within the past year has been extended to bodyshops 
by major refinish suppliers. 

New Trends 
The significant trends to impact industrial color matching in recent years are: 
• Emphasis on Ouality Control: The Western World has discovered Demming and finally 
recognized that doing it right the first time is less expensive than correcting it later. 
Application of quality control requires metrics. In color this has led to on-line and more 
compact colorimeters, and their acceptance in industries that preferred visual techniques in the 
past. 
• Emerging Importance of Appearance as well as Color: In many industries, particularly 
automotive, customers are demanding not only special color effects and good color match, 
but also exceptionally good appearance. Gloss, Distinctness-of-Image, and Haze meters 
have long been used, but we are now seeing meters which combine these through single 
measurements. The science of appearance though is still at the stage where color was in the 
twenties. The standard observer allowed us to mathematically describe color totally as seen 
by the eye. This description combines the different attributes of color. Lacking this in 
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appearance, we still describe it in tenns of gloss, DOl, etc., not knowing how to allow for 
the interactions between them. 
• Increased Use of Metallic and Pearlescent Again a trend led by the automotive 
industry, it has challenged our skills in color measurement and matching. Its only in the past 
10 years that commercial instruments have appeared for measuring the directional nature of 
these effects. We now have agreement that they can be measured using three angles, one 
near specular, one far from specular, and one in between, generally accepted as 4Y ;o·. But 
there is no agreement on specific angles for the other two directions to optimize the 
measurement. 
• Se&mented Detectors and Microcomputers: have allowed color measurement instruments 
that are faster, more accurate, less expensive, rugged and much more compact. They have 
brought the cost of spectrophotometers into the same range as colorimeters, eliminating the 
tedium and expense of filters to accurately match the CIE colorimetric curves. They have 
enabled the point-of-sale measurements as well as on-line color measurements and field data 
processing so important for effective quality control. 
• Empirical Transfoanatjons of CIELAB: have allowed us to correct the lack of unifonnity 
in the CIE 1976 recommendation, and hold out the promise of purely instrumental color 
tolerances. The CMC equations initiated by the textile industry are now in wide use in many 
other industries. Other studies indicate that simpler transfonnations may be at least as equally 
effective. 

Emer&in2 and Future Advances 
What are the emerging and future advances that will impact color technology? 
• Statistical Process Control: We have the tools now to collect enonnous amounts of color 
data. How do we analyze these data and concisely present them so that the user can readily 
comprehend their value? Commercial software packages have made advances, but we still 
can do much more, implementing the tools of Demming and his disciples, and finding 
graphical presentations of the data so that their meaning is clear to the technician in the field 
without requiring that he have more than a rudimentary education. 
• Color Appearance Modelin&: The effect of other aspects of appearance on perception of 
color must be better understood. This is complex enough in the automotive industry which 
depends on high glamour color and appearance. It is even more difficult in complex scenes 
which must be viewed as equivalent when reproduced on VDTs, projections, and as hard 
copy, all viewed under differing conditions. 
• Metallic and Pearlescent Modelin&: Kubelka-Munk theory, already stretched beyond its 
basic assumptions in matching 4Y and far-from-specular measurements on these special 
effect colors, completely fails at the near specular, where measurements can exceed 
reflectance factors of 100%. Little work on light scattering theories to handle this effect has 
been published. 
• Appearance Instrumentation: We need a Standard Observer for appearance, and 
instruments that give us a complete description of appearance instead of just specific 
attributes. 
• Simulators: exist today in the consumer paint point-of-sale industry. They allow you to 
manipulate color of each portion of a scene on a video display tenninal (for example a living 
room), and then give you a paint to match those colors. This is effective in this industry 
where color tolerances are fairly large and the colored product has a fairly uniform 
appearance. It is more difficult to simulate a high glamour, directional automotive finish or a 
complex scene to be reproduced in hard copy. It is an even greater challenge to then develop 
the algorithms to reproduce those simulated colors accurately enough in the final product. 
• Standardization: We have done well with standardization in the past. Some very 
promising studies now underway are those of CIE TC 1-28 on parametric effects on 
perceptual color difference, TC 1-29 on a color difference metric for object color differences 
and ASTM and DIN committees on measurement of metallic and pearlescent color. 

The popular embodiment of Siva is Nataraja, the Lord of the Dance, expressing perpetual 
restlessness, movement and life, characteristics of the color scientist, technologist and 
shader. Perhaps we should adopt him as our patron. 



Gonia-colorimetry of anisotropic reflecting objects 

Baba, G 

Spatially or spectrally anisotropic reflecting objects were 

measured by three-dimensional gonic-spectrophotometer and 

analyzed. Measured samples were as follows: 

a) Metallic color 

Color of metal is spectrally isotropic, and spatial distri-

bution changes with surface smoothness. Color of colored 

stainless steel, which is steel sheet covered with oxidized 

layer, is interference color depending on refractive index 

and thickness of oxidized rayer. By changing of incident and 

receiving angle (specular angle),spectral reflectance factor 

distribution (interference wave form) changes, and from this 

change, layer thickness and refractive index are calculated. 

Ornamental foil, which is made from yellow transparent plas-

tic film backed by evaporated aluminum, seems like metallic, 

as highly reflected yellow light. 

b) Color of butterfly 

Morpho butterfly wing shows glittering color, by diffrac-

tion of light by its fine structure, which is observed by 

scanning electron microscope. Morpho butterfly wing is mea-

sured by gonic-spectrophotometer 3-dimensionally, and change 

of hue and saturation with observing direction is estimated. 

c) Color of metallic and pearl-mica paint coatings 

Two groups of pearl-mica samples, which are applicated on 

achromatic and chromatic backgrounds, were measured by gonio-
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photometer. Incident angle is --45. , and receiving angle is 

from -25· to 65• by 5· step. For each geometric condition, 

directional spectral reflectance factor was measured, and 

colorimetric values were calculated. From these spectral dis 

tributions, base color, interference and specular components 

were separated, and lightness and chromaticness changes with 

.Yiewing angle were examined. 

In the same manner, silver and colored metallic paint coat-

ings were also measured. In case of metallic paint, disposi-

tion of aluminum flakelet is not so simple, and affected by 

coating and drying condition of that coatings. 

d) Color of fabrics 

Color and lustre of fabrics are related to reflecting pro-

pertiesof woof and warp strings. To analyze color of fabrics 

tartan check samples are measured by 

in parallel to and perpendicular to warp direction. 

To analyze lustre of fabrics, satin samples were measured 

by gonia-spectrophotometer 3-dimensionally. 

Using the results of these measurements, color and lustre 

of fabrics, which is observed from one direction, can be 

calculated. 



The psychophysical concept of whiteness in crust leather 

Defeo, G 

This paper is about a statistical survey made on 36 samples from 12 tanneries 
processing white crust. 

White crust is chrome tanned leather, bleached with phenolic and I or cresilic 
syntans. Normally is finished with white pigments to be used, for example, in sport 
shoes, or dyed into different shades for other different aplications. 

The colour obtained is not what is formaly defined as white, it is pale grey, that 
depending of the bleaching agent used may have a bluish, greenish, yellowish or reddish 
shade, but normaly a great tendency to green. 

During the tanning process extreme care must be taken to fix chrome, that is 
begining at a pH below 3.0, must be raised gently up to 3.6 - 3.8 in four hours. At a pH 
over 3.9 chrome fixes on surface obtaining leather with a greenish shade. This difficults 
very much the bleaching operation. 

There is an old custom on adding a very small quantity of red dyestuff (about 
0,05%) during the bleaching to diminish the shade of chrome. 

This survey was made to define the preference of shade for white crust leather. 
Each tannery gave us the best, the worse and the intermediate sample of their 

white crust and were measured in a spectrophotometer. In Fig. 1 you will find a plot of 
the samples measured calculated for A light source, in Fig. 2 the same samples 
calculated for D 65. 

This samples were divided into 4 random groups of 9 and sorted by 40 observers 
under a colour matching cabin, with 065 and A light sources. 

Two graphics were plotted for each serie: In the first, the values for each group 
using as coordinates L * and the media order of preference and in a second, a* respect to 
b*. 

As a first evaluation were taken samples of similar value of lightness, searching for 
the tendency of shade (Fig.3 - 6) 

In Fig. 3 you can observe a sample of the evaluation made for the third serie with A 
light source, and in Fig. 4 the shade tendency. Arrows indicate the tendency of the 
preference. 

In Fig. 5 and 6 the same sample but using 065 as light source. 
Evaluating the. tendency in the four series with both light sources we found that: 
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There are two shade tendencies to pure white crust leather; the first and more 
evident is between h=71 ° and h=42°, the second is near h=253°. 

Were considered "less white" by the observers shades between h=144 ° and 
h=194°, within this range of shades is the tendency given by an overbasyfied crust 
leather. (See Fig. 7) 

More trials are being done to find the exact psychophysical tendency, this time 
looking for samples between h= 75° and h=30°, and around h= 253°, to define the best 
shade of white considered; to search between h=140° and h=200° to look for the worse 
shade of white, and to prepare samples with h between 360° and 270° that were not 
found in the normal productions of the tanneries. 
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Correlation between visual and instrumental estimated colour 
differences of metallics 

Doring, G 

Because of the goniochromatic properties of metallic painted 
samples visual and instrumental estimation of colour differen-
ces for a single geometry is not sufficient. It is largely ac-
cepted that three or four geometries are necessary to cover 
the characteristic lightness flop. In most cases the angle of 
illmination is constant and the measurement is done for three 
different angles, one near specular, one far from specular, 
and one inbetween at 45° [1-6]. 

The control of industrial colour matching tolerances can be 
done instrumentally as well as visually. The aim of this paper 
is to investigate the correspondence between visual and in-
strumental colour matching for metallics, using a commercial 
goniospectrometer and a commercial colour matching booth. 

For visual colour matching the Macbeth Skylight Viewing Booth 
was used. This booth was develloped, in conjunction with ASTM 
E-12, for the visual evaluation of metallic and pearlescent 
finishes. The angles offered for viewing are 10°, 15°, 20°, 
25°1 35°1 45°1 50°1 55°1 60°1 70°1 85°1 90°1 95°1 100°1 and 
110°, ±2° for any given angle. The field of view is restrict-
ed to 9" horizontal and approximately 4° vertical. The light 
source simulates direct sunlight at 6500K North Sky Daylight 
through Macbeth porprietary daylight filters. A gray scale is 
provided which has 61 graduations equal to CIELAB of .5, 1, 2, 
and 4. 

For instrumental colour matching the gonic-spectrometer GK 
311/M from Zeiss with Xenon flash lamp illumination was used. 
With this instrument the angle of illumination can be varied 
from 25° to 135°, the angle of measurement from 45° to 155° 
related to the sample surface, both in increments of 5°. The 
aperture of illumination is 3°, the aperture of measurement 
1°. In order to cover angles of measurement from 10° to 110° 
from specular, the angle of illumination was 25° for all meas-
urements. 



As samples four series of colour difference paint panels from 
the DIN-Committee FNF 24 were used. Each of these series in-
cludes 10 to 12 samples with lightness, hue and flop varia -
tions. During visual colour matching the colour differences 
were estimated using the gray scale of the viewing booth. 

Unfortunately, the visual as well as the instrumental aper-
tures do fit neither the CIE 1931 Standard Colorimetric Ob-
server (2°) nor the CIE 1964 Supplementary Standard Colorime-
tric Observer (10°). Because for visual colour matching with 
the Skylight Booth the apertures are closer to 10° than to 2° 
for the calculation of the CIELAB colour differences the 10° 
observer was used. 

Fig. 1 shows as an example the results for the sample pair 
D13/D11. The serious differences between instrumental and vis-
ual colour matching will be discussed in the lecture. 
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Gesetze und Methoden des Farb- und Effektangleichs, 
erlautert am Beispiel der Autoreparaturlackierung 

F. Sadowski 

Die heutigen Automobile werden immer seltener "uni" lackiert. EffektfarbtOne Uberwiegen, 
wobei die reinen "Metallics" zunehmend durch "Pertglanzeffekte" ersetzt werden, die neben 
einem Heii/Dunkei-Fiop, wie bei Metallics, noch einen zusatzlichen Farb-Fiop besitzen. 

lm Rahmen der Wiederherstellung eines Unfallschadens muB in jedem Fall ein optisch 
einwandfreier Angleich erreichbar sein. 

Der klassische Angleich erfolgt durch TOnen, wobei die Wahl falscher Pigmente zu einer 
Metamerie fUhren kann. Bei EffektfarbtOnen muB der Angleich durch die Spritztechnik 
untersH.itzt werden. 

Eine Spalte, eine Zierteiste oder eine Pragekante erhohen die Farbunterschiedsschwelle um 
das 2- bis 4-fache gegenuber unmittelbar aneinanderstoBenden Farbflachen. Noch groBere 
Differenzen lassen sich OberbrOcken, wenn ein Farbgradient gespritzt wird, d.h. wenn die 
Reparatur in die angrenzende Flache keiiH>rmig auslaufend ausgetuhrt wird. 



Colour and order 

Nemcsics, A 

Perceptions elicited by a specific 
part of radiant energy penetrating into 
our eyes constitute the wealth of col -
ours . Scientific systematization of the 
bulk of millions of colours started early 
in this century. In actual colour order 
systems, colours are usually described 
in terms of perceptional parameters, 
and accommodated inside an orthogo-
nal cylinder, on a cylindrical coordinate 
system. Spacings in colour spaces rely 
either on the sensitivity of the human 
eye (as in the Munsell colour system), 
or on human judgment (as in the Colo-
raid colour system) . According to this 
latter approach, colour is always con-
sidered in the context of different col-
ours coating a confined area. This 
mode of viewing is about that of a 
painter striving to order the picture ele-

ments on the canvas into a visually ap-
preciable system. From the beginning 
of this century, there have been ever 
more of painters - among others, Al-
bers, Bill , Lohse, Vasarely, Nemur, or 
among the young , Badur - considering 
the visual system relying on colours of 
the picture surface as message of the 
painting. They pass conventional prob-
lems of colour systematization by in-
vestigating the effect mechanism of a 
colour on its surrounding . Gathering of 
results of these investigations may, on 
one hand, disclose new dimensions of 
colour systematization, on the other 
hand, present fundamentals of creative 
processes in visual arts . Both kinds of 
approach to the outlined correlations 
will be considered. 
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Colour harmony - personal colour analysis 

Ferris, CA 

lntroduct ion: 
History- How, when and where it all began 
Present - I#Jy it evolved at this point in time. 

Critical analysis of theories explained with slides: 
Seasonal Analysis slide 
T ona I Ana I ys is 2 
MY own theories 3 

Co I our groups 
Colour groups 
Colour groups 

4 Colour wheel 
5 Characteristics 

Visual demonstration with slides of different types to show how the theory 
works in practice: 

ie. aJJL -dark -medium- fair -bright 
WARM - dark -medium - fair - bright 
MID - dark -medium - fair -bright 

Showing women and men and different coloured skins. 
Demonstrating contrast in tone and colour to achieve balance. 
The relevance of personal preference. 
Showing the difference between hanmony and dishanmony. 

Conclusion: 
Sharing knowledge for a more extensive use of colour - one woy to achieve 
some balance as it is known that an equal regard for all colours is a 
healthier response. The effect of colour deprivation or over-stimulation. 
Responses have all been positive so far. The effects of wearing positive 
and negative colours. Quotes from letters. 

Practical demonstration with questions: 
Using two different type models or volunteers show the colour testing and 
answer questions at the same time. 



The concept and philosophy of total appearance 

Hutchings, J 

Introduction 
Total appearance is the whole perception of an object or a scene. 
lt incorporates optical properties, visual response, the personal 
upbringing and environmental situation of the observer, and the 
final perceived images. 

Hunt uses the term "colour appearance" to describe the actual 
look of a colour under its own particular illumination conditions 
within the context of its particular scene. Hunter's "appearance" 
encompasses the optical properties of colour, gloss, and opacity. 
"Total Appearance" involves the whole perception including the 
hedonic impression. Such a philosophy can be applied to all 
industries and any situation which calls for opinions of product 
or scenic attributes, quality, and acceptability. 

Although the application is general, it was the food industry 
tpat first needed the development of such an approach. Over the 
past 20 years the food technologist has been under pressure to 
increase his or her understanding of first, the behaviour of raw 
materials under processing, and second, the behaviour and 
motivation of customers in a growing worldwide market. The 
original approach (Hutchings 1977) has now been replaced with a 
more comprehensive treatment. Influencing progress towards this 
was the search by the ISCC Project Committee 33 (chair Walter C 
Granville) for a list of factors affecting the perception of 
colour. 

Affecting Total Appearance 
Our imaRes and impressions of an object or situation are built 
from many factors. These are shown in outline in the figure. The 
light source properties include spectral intensity, directional 
distribution, and colour rendering properties. There are three 
types of physically definable object property: optical 
properties (i.e. light distribution over and within the object, 
the spectral and goniophotometric properties of reflectance and 
transmission), physical form (i.e. size, shape, design, and 
strength. and those fluidity properties which become visible 
through their temporal behaviour), and temporal aspects (i.e. 
rhythm, dance, movement and gesture). Illumination and object 
properties interact to provide the stimulus for our receptor 
mechanisms. Visual receptor response is governed by inherited and 
acquired visual characteristics individual to the observer. 
Perceptions change with colour vision abilities, state of visual 
adaptation, after image, constancy, discrimination and metamerism 
characteristics. These properties carry the effect of age and 
aging. Other receptors (taste, touch, smell, hearing) also 
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provi de information about the scene. 

Information from r e ceptor mechanisms is processed, and judgements 
are made according to the individual's specific upbringing and 
experi e nce. This inc ludes inherited and learned responses to 
s pe cif ic sub .iec ts and a ctivities. Governing these are such 
c onsiderations a s cultural anthropology, c olour and appearance 
associations and symbolisms, tradition, fashion, memory and 
p reference. These in turn control our feelings for our survival 
a nd need, and our aesthet i c appreciation of the situation. Our 
immediate geographical, social, and personal medical environment 
i nfluence our j udgements. These are of three types -sensory, 
e mot i onal . and intellectual. Each of our gestalt images of 
appe a ranc e conta i ns these three components of judgement. 
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Philip Otto Runge- ancestor of 20th century colour order 
systems 

Spillmann, W. 

The Colour Sphere by Runge, published 1810 in Hamburg, is the remarkable 
conclusion to a long evolutionary process which began in the Italian Renaissance with 
verbal formulations of simple colour scales by Alberti and Leonardo da Vinci. 

This evolution was continued with colour-relation schemes in the 17th century 
(F orsius 1611, Aguilonius 1613) and in the beginning of the 18th century (Newton 
1704). In the second half of 18th century it went on to colour c ircles in full hue 
(Harris around 1770, SchiffermUller 1772) and to first attempts at three-dimensional 
order (Mayer 17 58, Lambert 1772). 

Although Lambert with his colour pyramid realized the first three-dimensional colour 
order it should be noted that this is in fact a colorant-mixing system which cannot 
include all the possible colour sensations. It covers only a restricted colour space 
including the derivates of his four mixture-components yellow (Gummigutt), red 
(Carmin), blue (Berlinerblau), and white. 

Runge on the contrary aimed at and finally worked out an order comprising all 
possible colour sensations. He admitted that his colour plate representing the colour 
sphere is only an imperfect illustration of the ideal colour sphere, the surface of 
which would contain all the clear colours wtthout any greyness. 
Although he did not yet manage to propose a simple structure for the inside of the 
sphere, it must be acknowledged that Runge is the great progenitor of the important 
colour order systems developed in the 20th century, by whteh the problem of 
providing exact and easily understood scaling of the radial verttcal sections through 
the colour space was solved in different ways by Munsell, Ostwald and Hard. 

Munsell's open colour space, his Color Tree, shows admittedly little resemblance with 
Runge's colour sphere. But one should not fail to notice that Munsell in his book "A 
Color Notation" ( 1905) . actually used the colour sphere to illustrate the three-
dimensional nature of colour order. Only when scaling the third dimension· "chroma" 
by the use of actual colour samples he abandoned the regular spherical surface of the 
colour globe. 

Ostwald for ordering the samples of his Colour Atlas (1917) used the regular double 
cone which he completely filled with the colour samples producible at his time. The 
consequence of this procedure is that his most chromatic samples (Vollfarben) are 
unequal in purity. When studying Runge's book of 1810 thoroughly one is astonished 
to find a three-dimensional figure which obviously anticipates the concept of the 
double cone. 

Ostwald's double cone has a regular shape, easy to envisage, but unfortunately it is a 
closed system incapable of extension when more chromatic samples (e.g. of bluegreen 
or violet) become available through the progress of colorant technology. 
Munsell's Color Tree, being an open system, allows such extentions. But this 
advantage is gained at the cost of its irregular shape which is more difficult to 
envisage. 
So the regular but closed system of Ostwald and the open but irregular system of 
Munsell have reciprocal advantages and disadvantages - an apparently inescapable 
conflict. However, this conflict has in fact been resolved: 
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Hard with his Natural Colour System NCS managed to provide the advantages of 
regular and open colour order systems and to avo1d the disadvantages of closed and 
irregular systems: 
Contrary to Ostwald his own double cone is not defined by colour samples, but by the 
elementary colour sensations of men. In this regular three-dimensional framework the 
colour samples of the NCS Atlas are placed according to their blackness, whiteness, 
chromaticness. Consequently the samples producible today do not fill the whole 
double cone. Therefore more chromatic samples will also find their own place in the 
NCS colour space. 
As we have pointed out, even the ingenious concept of NCS of making use of a simple 
regular colour space, defined by ideal colour sensations was anticipated by Runge in 
1810. 

Conclusion 

Munsell, Ostwald and Hard owe obviously more than is usually realised to this young 
romantic painter Runge who in the age of 33 died in the year when his important 
book was published. 



Reference points in colour systems 

Tonnquist, G 

Colour systems for various purposes are built on different principles and with different 
properties. They are even based on different concepts of "colour", as this word is used 
for pigment, colorant, Farbvalenz (as suggested by M Richter) or in its proper sense of 
perceived colour. Most colour systems have an atlas attached to them, which sometimes 
is thought necessary to legitimate the system. Only descriptive colour systems make use 
of visual reference points. 

As colorimetic spaces badly represent perceived colour differences, there is also a need 
for colour systems more closely related to perceived colour. Much coloristic work is also 
done without colorimetry by people ignorant of colorimetry. They demand a colour 
description in its own terms independant of physical stimulus properties. One way of 
doing this is to refer to the samples in a comprehensive colour atlas built on perceptive 
principles. But even so, all atlas samples are subject to changes in appearance when used 
under other illumination and viewing conditions than those for which they were 
manufactured. Many colour order systems are defined by colorimetric values linked to 
each of a set of colour notations. If the calculations are made for one selection of 
standard illuminant and standard observer, this strictly means that the system becomes 
non-existent when the conditions are changed! 
History of reference colours. In a pure colour-appearance system there is a need of a few 
reference colours, to which the description can be related. The first selection of five such 
colours was made in China 4000 years ago: blue, red, white, black, yellow. There are 
also early records that these colours were used as references for other colours, and that 
the ability to recognize them was the criterion for good colour vision. 

Contemporary Greek poetry was less colourful. The Iliad is very much a poem in white 
and black, with few references to chromatic colours as red, scarlet and cyan. Green is 
mentioned once, yellow and blue never. 
In the western hemisphere, Leonardo da Vinci first divided the pigments in six distinct 
groups: white, red, yellow, green, blue and black. Forsius placed red, yellow, green, blue 
- and grey - on the same mid-level between white and black. Brenner made a coloured 
chart of pigments with the same subdivision as Leonardo, probably the first colour atlas 
in the world. Still a century before Hering, Bo Ming in China devised a colour space with 
three opposite pairs: white/black, yellow/blue and red/green 

Meanwhile, Maxwell- in spite of his statement "the Rays are not coloured"- had twisted 
the spectrum into a hue circle, which he in analogy with the musical tone scale divided in 
seven parts to which he gave colour names! 
With this last exception, we have a strong consensus about six reference colours, 
corresponding to the first colour words of every language as found by Berlin and Kay in 
their linguistic studies. Of course, white, black, red, yellow etc. here represent colour 
categories, i.e. all colours where e.g. red is the dominating property. It was Hering who 
showed that a "simple" colour could be given a precise perceptive definition as "a red 
which is neither yellowish nor bluish and without trace of whiteness or blackness" . The 
exactness of such definitions has been questioned, mainly for two reasons. First: a 
desired appearance requires different physical stimuli for different viewing conditions. 
Second: no pigments can correctly illustrate the simple colours. But are these short-
comings not in physics and chemistry rather than in the description of human vision? 
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From Hering's hasic structure the present NCS was developed as a general method to 
describe colour appearance under arbitrary conditions. The function, possibilities and 
limitations of the NCS atlas as an illustration of the NCS method for specifYing colour 
appearance will be discussed. Can a computer-generated NCS-atlas on a colour monitor 
be an alternative, when an atlas with paper samples fails due to changing adaptation - and 
what kind of new problems are then introduced" 

Equi-spaced colour systems. The Munsell system has developed from 1) a set of 
ostensive definitions for the descriptive variables Hue, Value, Chroma through 2) the 
operational use of an optical photometer and a Maxwell spinning disk for the spacing of 
the system to 3) the present definition of the atlas sample locations by CIE coordinates 
for illuminant C. How has this transition influenced the role of the "principal hues" as 
references? Lately, McCamy has suggested a revision of the hue circle to include the so 
called "additive" and "subtractive" primaries, which have little perceptive significance but 
are chosen for technical reasons to provide the widest gamut of reproducible colours. 
The opponent hues are then erroneously pointed out as four of the six hues. 

In an early attempt to link stimulus physics to perceived colour, Adams proposed a Lab 
space with the axes a and b corresponding to Hering's opponent hues. But when it 
became evident that opponent hues in orthogonal coordinates were incompatible with an 
"equal spacing", the colorimetrists lost their interest in psychological primaries and chose 
the Munsell spacing as the crucial test for their numerous transformations of CIE space. 
The thus emerging CIELAB space may be useful for the specification of small stimulus 
differences, but it does not describe colour appearance. The a* and b* axes of the 
CIELAB transform are often erroneously given colour names as green-red or blue-
yellow, even if these names have poor perceptive significance. There is no room for 
visual references in a stimulus-based system. 

For the DIN system, Richter made extensive perceptive experiments to establish a 
logarithmic series of Ounkelstufen and the only existing equi-spaced hue-circle, but he 
relied on constructions in the CIE colorimetric system for constant hue (as constant. 
dominant wavelength) and saturation. The structure has no place for visual references. 
In the Coloroid system, Nemcsics used a complementary spacing of 48 hues in 7 
aesthetically selected groups as colour categories without pinpointing any special 
reference points. The hues (in terms of dominant wavelength) as well as lightness and 
saturation scales are also here defined colorimetrically. 
All these systems have a cylindrical coordinate system, with shrinking grid distances 
towards the grey axis. The OSA-UCS is an effort to build a system with an equal spacing 
in three orthogonal directions, conceptually similar to the CIELAB but with complicated 
algorithms. Even if one of the horizontal axes was chosen to approximate unique yellow, 
the equal-spacing concept made other perceptive references impossible. 

Conclusion: As long as priority is given to perceptive criteria for a colour order system, 
there is an overwhelming consensus of six reference colours. The more physical consi-
derations are introduced - including the psychophysics of colorimetry - the less room for 
visual references, which inevitably diminishes the capacity of the system to describe 
visual phenomena. 



Colour technology for the textile industry -where are we in 
the 1990's 

Hirschler, R 

VISUAL COLOUR TECHNOLOGY 

For visual work colour matching booths providing "standard" illumination are 
indispensable. There is very little information available on how well the various commercially 
available booths approximate the illumination they are supposed to represent (e.g. D6s), our 
experiments using the MatchPoint Color Rule have shown relatively small differences between the 
two basic types: those using filtered Tungsten light or fluorescent tubes. 

The normality of the colour vision and the colour aptitude of observers should always be 
tested prior to their employment in this field, but only a few textile companies make it a regular 
practice to make use of one of the available tests, such as the Munsell-Farnworth 1 00-Hue Test, 
or the most recent HVC Color Aptitude Test developed by Lou Graham. 

Colour sample collections are widely used in the textile industry to facilitate visual colour 
communication. Those based on well known colour order systems (Munsell, DiN) but produced 
with textile samples are particularly useful (SCOTD/C, Pantone, Colour Base), even though the 
accuracy of the colour reproduction of the textile samples is generally inferior to that of the usual 
paper chips. 

COLOUR MEASUREMENT 

The accuracy, reproducibility and repeatability of the current generation of colour 
measuring spectrophotometers - if properly maintained, calibrated and operated - is far better than 
that of the average textile samples measured with them. Comparing the performance of a number 
of modem instruments (DATACOLOR TexFiash and SpectraFiash, BYK-GARDNER The Color 
Sphere, OPTRONIK ColorF/ash, HUNTER MiniScan and X-RITE 968) we have found good to 
excellent accuracy (DE*< 0.5), reproducibility (DE*< 0.2-0.3) and repeatability (DE*< 0.1) 
when measuring the series of twelve colour tiles of CERAM Research, while for textile samples 
the levelness is often worse than DE*< 0.3-0.4, and the repeatability of dyeing or printing can be 
as bad as DE* < 0.5-0.8. Careful control of the process parameters leads to significant 
improvements. 

COLOUR TOLERANCES- WHITENESS 

The textile industry has been among the firsts to use one of the commercially available 
tolerance formulae (CMC, DATACOLOR or M&S), but the question of which one of these- or 
others (BFD, RID - should be accepted as international standard still appears to be far from 
answered. A simple method has been developed to compare the performance of various formulae 
under industrial conditions, and the first results will be reported. The same method may be used to 
compare different whiteness formulae (e.g. CIE and GANZ). 
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RECIPE PREDICTION 

Computerized colour matching or match prediction has become commonplace in many 
textile dyeing and printing factories . The current generation of CCM software packages (e.g. 
BARCO, DATACOLOR, HUNTER, OPTRONIK and X-RITE) goes well beyond the simple task 
of calculating alternative recipes for a given colour. In addition to the full suite of colorimetric 
calculations they are getting more and more integrated into the production management systems 
of the dyehouse or printing works. 

The accuracy of recipe prediction depends primarily on the precision of the textile dyeing 
or printing process, and much less so on the algorithm of the colour matching software itself. If all 
calibration dyeings or prints are produced in a reproducible manner resulting in level dyeings or 
prints 70-80% of the first predictions will be acceptable. There are, however, still no simple 
solutions for blended fibres or combinations using fluorescent colorants. 

TRENDS OF FUTURE DEVELOPMENT 

What development can we expect in the coming years in these fields? Visual colour 
technology is not likely to change drastically, but daylight sources approximating D65 somewhat 
better than the current ones may appear. For day to day work portable colour measuring 
instruments will become more and more popular as their performance reaches that of the desktop 
spectrophotometers. In the field of colour tolerances the "war of the formulae" is going to 
continue unless CIE joins forces with the industry in a coordinated all-out effort to find and 
standardize one usable - even if not perfect - colour tolerance formula. Recipe prediction 
software is very likely - already in the next few years - to become one rather small part of 
integrated production management packages. Research work will concentrate on the two 
problematic fields of recipe prediction: blends and fluorescent colorants, results may already be 
reported at the next AIC congress in 1997. 



Photoakustik-Spektroskopie - Eine Neue Methode zur 
Farbbewertung der TextiiUirbungen 

Golob, V, Jeler, S, Eickmeier, A 

Die Charakterisierung der optischen Eigenschaften von Textilfarbungen 

und damit die Bestimmung der Farbe, basiert bislang auf der Messung des 

spektralen Remissionsvermogens. Der Nachteil solcher Messungen ist aber 

die geringe Messgenauigkeit bzw. Empfindlichkeit bei dunklen und 

gesattigten Farbungen. 

Als viel versprechende neuart ige MeBmethode wird zur Farbbestimung an 

stark absorbierenden Textilfarbungen die Photoakustik-Spektroskopie 

(PAS) eingesetzt. Erfahrungen mit dieser MeBmethode waren bislang im 

textilen Bereich nicht vorhanden. 

Vom MeBprinzip ist die PAS eine Absorptionsspektroskopie . Die Probe 

befindet sich _in einer gasdichten Zelle mit konstantem Volumen und wird 

mit intensi tatmodul iertem Xe-Licht bestrahl t. Der absorbierte Tei 1 des 

Lichtes wird ·innerhalb der Probe in Warme umgewandelt, wodurch es zu 

periodischen Druckschwankungen in der umgebenden Gasschicht kommt , die 

sich dann als Schallwellen ausbreiten . Die mit einem Kondensatormikrophon 

detektierte Schallamplitude ist proportional zur absorbierten Licht-

i ntens i tat. 

Im Referat wird die Anwendungsmoglichkeit der PAS an dem Beispiel 

einiger Polyesterfarbungen mit Dispersionsfarbstoff dargestellt. Zum 

Vergleich wurden im vi sue llen Spektral bereich ( 400-700 nm) Remission-

spektren aufgenommen. Die Ergebnisse beider MeBmethoden werden kritisch 

verglichen und die Vor- und Nachteile der heiden Methoden diskutiert . 
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Synthetic reflectance curves 

Hawkyard, CJ 

The reflectance curve of a coloured surface consists of 
data for the percentage of incident light reflected at regular 
intervals across the visible spectrum. It is measured with a 
spectrophotometer utilising defined geometry of illumination and 
detection. e.g. diffuse/8°, and a means of including or e xcluding 
the specular component (gloss). The latest instruments, have two 
monochromators and refined optics and calibration, enabling a 
degree of inter-instrument agreement that hitherto has been 
impossible. 

A reflectance curve can be regarded as the 'fingerprint' of 
a colour . as it is independent of the spectral power distribution 
of the illuminant and the colour vision of the observer. The 
advent of the latest generation of instruments, coupled with modern 
electronic communications means that colour information can be 
circulated internationally without the need to supply PQYSical 
samples. 

SYNTHETIC REFLECTANCE CURVES 
In the te xtile industry, most modern dyehouses will be 

equipped spectrophotometers and associated computers and 
software for qualit y control and match prediction. Reflectance 
data is fed directly from the spectra' to the programs. There is 
an increasing number of instances, however, where reflectance data 
is unavailable. Two such cases are: 

1) When a tristimulus colorimeter rather than a spectra' is used. 
There is still a considerable price difference between the two 
instruments , and for quality control purposes, and for on-line 
control. especially if there is more than one line, colorimeters 
are the likely choice. 

2) When a se lf-luminous colour such as a colour display on a screen 
or OQ the monitor of a CAD system is being matched. This is the 
case whi ch is of primar y interest here. 

It should be clarified at the outset that there is an 
infinite number of reflectance curves that will produce the same 
CIE tri s timulus values for a given illuminant and observer The 
procedures described below provide a means of obtaining one such 
reflectanc e curve for a given set of XYZ values by subtractive 
colour mi x ing, and another by additive colour mixing, but other 
workers ha ve described methods of generating whole families of 
curves. These cur ves correspond to metamers matching under one 
illuminan t but not under others. 



In the subtractive method an algorithm was devised to 
obtain reasonable first estimates of the colorant concentrations. 
No such algorithm is necessary in the additive situation as long as 
red, green and blue primaries are chosen. This is because the CIE 
System itself is based on additve mi xi ng, in this case the 
'supersaturated' red,green and blue stimuli X Y and Z respectively. 
The first estimates of the amounts of the red green and blue 
primaries selected are therefore the X, Y and Z values being 
matched. 

CONCLUSIONS 
The two methods of calculating synthetic reflectance curves 

for colours with known CIE tristimulus values described have both 
proved suitable for commercial dyeing purposes. The data obtained 
by the subtractive match prediction route are more undulating in 
nature. but no more difficult to match than the smoother additve 
data. The gamut of matches achievable by the second method can be 
increased by altering the choice of primaries employed. 

SYNTHETIC REFLECTANCE CURVES 

X Y Z TRISTIMULUS VALUES 
(from a COLORIMETER or a CALIBRATED COLOUR MONITOR) [e.g. SHADEMASTER] 

1 
2 METHODS 

(a)/ 
SUBTRACTIVE, using 

YELLOW/CYAN/MAGENTA 
plus a very WHITE substrate 

-t 
UMIST algorithm 

(COPYRIGHT) .. 

ADDITIVE, using 
RGB primaries 

UMIST iterative method 

/ 
SYNTHETIC REFLECTANCE CURVES 

DYE, PIGMENT, PAINT, INK FORMULATIONS 
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Farbbewertung in der Textilwissenschaft und Forschung 

Jeler, S 

Die Textilindustrie ist in vielen Liindem ein bedeutender Industriebereich. 
Die Entwicklung des Textilfachgebietes ist eine Funktion der Wissenschaft 
und der Forschung. !novation, Optimierung, Qualitiitsverbesserung und 
Qualitatssicherung sowie Umweltfreundlichkeit sind Wissensbereiche, die 
einen direkten Einfluf3 auf die erfolgreiche Textilveredelung haben. Diese 
Bereiche sind Bleichen, Fiirben, Drucken und Appretieren. Fur die 
DurchfUhrung der Veredelungsprozesse sind die Kenntnisse der 
Oberfliichenreaktionen und die Reaktionen zwischen den Substraten, 
Farbstoffen und Veredlungsmitteln bei Anderungen von technisch-
technologischen Parametem sehr wichtig. 

Die Ergebnisse der Veredlung konnen wir mit Messungen bzw. der 
ldentifikationen von Farben oder Farbwerten bestimmen. 

Im Referat werden einige Beispiele vorgestellt in denen man die 
Farbwissenschaft und Farbmetrik m die Bewertung der 
Veredelungsergebnisse mit groj3en Erfolg eingliedem kann. 



Colour uniformity in discontinuous foodstuffs to define 
tolerances and acceptability 

Raggi , A, Barbiroli , G 

Commercial acceptability of foodstuffs depends on constant conformity of their 
actual quality characteristics to the requirements. 
The variability level of a certain quality factor - and, thus its falling within a defined 
tolerance range - may represent a means of measuring the constancy of this 
conformity and, therefore, foodstuff quality. 
Colour, certainly, represents a quality factor for many food products and it can vary 
both for natural causes and as a result of the way primary food resources are 
processed in order to obtain final food products. For this reason, the degree of colour 
variability within different batches of discontinuous food products may be a 
significant measure of the quality level of the product batches themselves. 
In this work, we consider the typical cases of coffee and cocoa, where colour is a 
main quality characteristic. 
Samples of coffee and cocoa differing as to varieties, countries of origin and methods 
of processing were analysed by objectively measuring the colour of several single 
beans. 
Indices of colour variability within a single batch were then computed as indicators of 
the overall batch quality. Indeed, colour variability reveals the presence of differently-
coloured unripe and defective beans, which negatively affect the batch quality. 
As to the proper assessment of batch variability, the colour variability within a single 
bean was previously determined by repeated measurements on the surface of single 
beans. 
Colour variability can finally be correlated to the methods of processing (washed, 
dry), which also influence the quality of coffee. 
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Environmental colour 

Porter, T 

Abstract not received in form suitable for publication 



Basic colour groups sequency 

Albert-Vane!, M 

Here we present the most recent results of a research that 
began ten years ago, on colour combinations, ending up on the 
"colour groups" concepts in the "Planetary Colour System". 

Psychological primaries: 
Far from the material problems concerning colour reproduction 
in terms of additiv, subtractiv, or proportionnal primaries, it 
is necessary to consider the "psychological primaries" as the 
responsability of the chromatic perception. 
Following the HERING's theory, the different colours are 
perceved according 3 antagonistic couples: 

Colour combinations: 

+--------------------+ 
BLACK and WHITE 
YELLOW and BLUE 
GREEN and RED 

+--------------------+ 

These 6 foundamental colours, combined within themself cause 63 
cases of figures. The result is that a colour impression would 
necesarly be one of these 63 cases, or an intermediary between 
two or more. Transparency or colour absence can be considered 
like an 64" extrem case. 
It result in a system of classification, in form of a two 
dimensionnal panel presenting 16 possible hue combinations on 
the horizontal levels, by the associations between: RED - GREEN 
- YELLOX - BLUE in different proportions. 
These 16 combinations will be vertically associated to 
different neutrals following 4 levels: PURE coulours (without 
neutrals), WHITE -BLACK- BLACK AND WHITE. 

MONOCHROMS TWO HUES THREE HUES FOUR 

H +--> R G y B y R G y B v y B G R R 
B y B G R R R G y B G 

B y R G y 
B 

w +--> " " " " " " " " " " " " " " 
N +--> " " " " " " " " " " " " " 

N+W+-> " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " 
SG+--> n n " " " " " " " " " " " " " 

Symbols: H = PURE HUES SG = SCALED GREYES 

But the experience shows that these subtle differencies are 
generally not perceived, our visual perception being extremly 
reductive. 
A lot of experiments over so many years, on different subjects, 
have demonstrated that a maximum of 22 colour groups can be 
really differenciated. 
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These 22 basic colour groups constitute, in fact, a resume of 
the preceding panel: 8 are the origins and the ends of the 4 
horizontal lines and 14 are the resume of the vertical lines, 
in the so horizontal level of Scaled Greyes (SG). 

22 BASIC COLOUR GROUPS DESCRIPTIONS: 

ACHROMATICS: 
- White 
- Black 
- Black and White 
- Scaled Greyes 

MONOCHROMATICS: 
- Red 
- Green 
- Yellow 
- Blue 

TWO HUES: 
- Yellow and Blue 
- Red and Yellow 
- Green and Blue 
- Yellow and Green 
- Blue and Red 
- Green and red 

THREE HUES: 
- Yellow + Red + Bleu 
- Bleu + Green + Yellow 
- Green + Yellow + Red 
- Red + Blue + Green 

FOUR HUES: 

Possible modulations 
in values with scaled 
greyes 

Possible modulations 
in nuancies, or shades 
very near each other 

Possible modulations 
by compensations of 
lightness 

- Red + Green + Yellow + Blue 
II II 

II II II 

II II 

II 
+ White 
+ Black 
+ Black and White 

Colour groups's modulations: 
These different combinations of hues are modulated in various 
ways by neutrals, giving three main categories: 

- VALUES: Naturally we find here White, Black, Black and White, 
and Scaled Greyes, but equally monochroms Red, Green, Yellow, 
or Blue, where Greyes can bring important variations that 
contained in lightness. 

NUANCES: The subtle 
colour are the most 
secondary colour, like 
is to say intermediary 

variations around a central point of 
important here. It is more often a 
Orange, Turkish, Citrin, or Purple, that 
between two basic colours. 

- COLOURS: Here neutrals wi 11 play only a secondary role of 
compensation, allowing the agreement between pure colours, 
lighting a Blue, if necessary, or darkening a Yellow. 



Effects of interior color on worker productivity 

Kwallek, N, Lewis, CM 

Ninety clerical workers performed office tasks, such as 
typing, proofreading, filing, and taking phone messages, for 
a week in one of three realistic offices. Two of the offices 
were designed with complementary color schemes; one was 
painted predominantly bright red and the other predominantly 
pale aqua. The third office was painted "NASA white" - the 
hue (U.S. Federal Standard 595b) selected for the USA's 
habitation module on Space Station Freedom. Selection of the 
two color schemes was based on the theory that value and 
saturation of hues are the salient characteristics in human 
response to color in the environment. 

At the end of the third work day, (on the Profile of 
States {POMS) question!!aire), clerical workers in the 

predominantly red office reported significantly less vigo r 
than workers in the "NASA white" office. At the end of the 
fourth work day, clerical workers in the predominantly aqua 
office reported significantly less depression than workers in 
the "NASA" white office. 

The Stimulus Screening Questionnaire (SSQ)--an 
assessment of how sensitive an individual is to environmental 
factors and changes--predicted the workers' performance in 
the predominantly red office and the predominantly light aqua 
office. On average, the non-screeners--environmentally 
sensitive individuals--completed significantly more 
proofreading items accurately in the aqua office than in the 
predominantly red office. Conversely, the screeners--
individuals who easily screen environmental stimuli--
completed significantly more proofreading items in the 
predominantly red office than in the predominantly aqua 
office. 
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Relations of color application in public transportation 
phenomena of visual culture regarding colour planning of 

vehicles 

Szentpeteri, T 

The traffic environnent, the .:::ormation o: the traf.:i c 
environnent is a characteristically vast i'ield of colour-
planning. 

Especially the colour-planning and the industrial design 
of vehicles is suitable for o oservation systematic plan-
ning a'1.d of spontaneous fo:;:-mation re sarding their effects 
creating visual-cultural q_uali ty or causing accul turization. 

It is worth comparing the continouos success of the influ-
ences of artistic style-perio·::s /trends/; for exaT.ple from 
the more rigorous construct i vi st-£'unctional approach to the 
so-called post-:nodern inter-medial or deconstructivist efforts. 

The presentation 'briefly deals with tl'le urban context re-
lations of the pu-::Jlic trans:90rt's colour-planning 
conceptions, like the shaping of visual of settlements, 
regions and transport co:n;::,anie s. 

It is necessary to mention the spontaneous and controlled 
fashion connections of tte ad verti sment and information compo-
nents of visual communication, and also the possibilities of 
o·verall visual projects of -pro;rar.1mes, su8i1 a s expos. 

In the ef£'orts of ve t:icle desi ,;n, co:ning up in a slide-
presentation, the planning interae;tion of colour-science, the 
achievements of vision-perception researh, social-cultural usage 
and production re garding maintanance can also be analy sed. 



City colour: singing out the city dream 

Tasca, TF 

Harmony,thafs what colour can and must bring about in the contemporary 
city,the n-dimensional space of registration of spot hazards: housing,trade, 
communication,entertainment constructions and messages,subliminal shots 
and semiotic transmutations. 

Contemporary man forces tragically his way through this roaring ambiguity in 
order to land safely in such and such interior where he may promote his self-
realization and self-visualization activities.From a neurophysiological point of 
view man has so far been highly appreciative of beauty as a homeostatic 
regulator of his behaviour.On what input may his feedback mechanism rely 
from now on? 

Spot intervening in the urban milieu by colour on isolated constructions has 
complicated the problem by producing all but random patches on the urban 
canvas. Even structuring the latter as any art canvas would not yield the 
expected life-promoting effect of art on the relation of the individual with 
entirety. 

Since total perception relies on experiences of psychophysical and cultural yet 
psychic (fears,hopes,prejudices,unconsciously registered memories) nature, 
tco,the.,ectctacity has to reflect them aH,as much as possible.This can be 
automatically achieved through its colour palette and pattern deriving from 
environmental,cuttural,semiotic and personal (inherent cognitive and aesthetE) 
considerations. The resulting image of the city would thus portray its particular 
character identifiable with that of its population. 

The city of Thessaloniki in Macedonia,Greece,was vastly reconstructed of brick 
and reinforced concrete after the 2nd World War at the expense of its morpho-
logical continuity due to a diversification of construction materials,scale and 
semiotics.The many classical and byzantine monuments of the city were 
gradually exposed to an environmental Wilderness that all but does value to 
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their merits.Green,too,was gradually eliminated from the center of the city for 
utilitarian reasons (increase of land parcels,laying out of trafficways,polution, 
etc).The only strong evidence of natural environment, besides the sky yet to 
be seen in the city from few view points off the seafront, is the sea. 

This presentation deals with the colour rehabilitation of a specific downtown 
neighbourhood of Thessaloniki around Galerius's Arch and the roman temple of 
Rotonda,consisting of eight-storey apartment buildings laid out in blocks.lt is 
based on a study of possible approaches to restitute organization to the area as 
an urban scheme and a harmonic cmposition by means of a colour scheme and 
a palette. 

The conclusion of the study is that the colour scheme of the studied 
neighbourhood can only form a 2- or 3dimensional mandala (however distorted 
or not),arround the central placemakers.This colour scheme comprises a com-
position of main,secondary themes,spots,counterpoints, pauses and rythmical 
repetitions, as in music,statically puling in evidence or dynamically annihilating 
building contours and construction elements.Smce the buildings in question 
are morphologically incompatible the color elements should preferably,even in 
the static case,not necessarily underline the plastic elements in favour of the 
visual unity of the city. 

As for the colour palette,it should result as a mixture of the colours of the 
placemakers,the sky (only visible piece of nature),the existing building 
colours,the traditional inland greek palette and pattern (colourful details 
against white or whitish backgrounds) and the users' preferences varying from 
generation to generation. 

The sequence of similar neighbourhoods in the context of the whole city calls 
for a colour master plan aiming to the desired kinetic quality of the city as a 
history,mentality and welfare carrier.Building colours may either move along 
the corresponding influence zones of each mandala,between those of two 
adjacent or accross mandalas. As for colour renewals in the singing city ,they 
may freely occur within the above patterns according to circumstances. 



Advances in Turbid Medium Theory 

H. S. Shah 

Diffuse reflectance is a result of multiple scattering of radiant energy within a particulate system. Exact 
mathematical description of physical events in the sample using electro-magnetic scattering theory is 
highly complicated. Simplified scattering theories correlating diffuse reflectance to optically 
characterizing parameters of the medium are commonly referred as turbid medium theories in colour 
science. 

For practical purposes two major physical models e.g., treating the sample as continuous medium and 
as an ensemble of particles are employed to obtain theoretical relations. The most widely used 
Kubelka-Munk theory is based on former physical model. The theory correlates diffuse reflectance with 
empirically introduced two constants, which are related to fundamental optical and morphological 
characteristics of particles in some unknown fashion . Attempts are made to correlate K-M coefficients 
with size and refractive index of colorants by establishing relations between K-M and Mie 
coefficients. These relations appear to hold good for isotropic distribution of radiant energy within the 
sample 1. In order to correlate K-M type coefficients with fundamental characteristics of particle, the 
theory is rederived using modified approach2 

An excellent calculating procedure for multiple scattering medium from size and R.I. of particle is 
proposed in early seventies3. The method divides the directions in space into number of channels 
represented by solid angles. The theory takes into consideration the phase function while determining 
scattering and absorption from each channel. This many flux theory not only retains the complete 
sense of rigorous light scattering theory but conceptually and mathematically is much simpler. The 
quantitative agreement between the theoretically predicted and experimentally measured reflectance 
for several pigments confirms the validity of theory4 Attempts are made to simplify the computational 
methods of the theory5. The theory provides wide scope to study the variation in optical behavior of 
pigment dispersions with change in average size, polydispersity and relative R.l of pigments. 

Using later physical model, the statistical behavior of particulate system is studied and theoretical 
expressions are derived considering reflection, refraction and diffraction within individual particle in the 
system. Turbid medium theories derived using this physical model are known as particle model 
theories. The advantage of these theories over continuous medium model is that the diffuse 
reflectance is related to fundamental characteristics i.e., size and refractive index of particles. The 
theory strictly adhering to physical processes in particulate system was proposed by Melamed6. The 
theory was subifcted to several refinement by substituting real physical conditions in the sample rather 
than ideal ones ,B 

Particle model turbid medium theories proposed so far are applicable to single component system. 
Recently the method is established to extend the application of these theories to binary and ternary 
powder mixtures. Theoretical expressions in diffuse reflectance spectroscopy is also proposed to 
predict the colorimetric curves of pigment mixtures from their size, R.I. and surface area of particles 
provided the reflectance of individual pigments is known. This approach in conjunction with particle 
model theory provides a new method to predict colorimetric curves of opaque samples 10 
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The objective detennination, through spectrophotometric 
measurements, of the dye fastness rating to colour staining 

and change of shade 

L!_ui.ia"lct I, Nagy, G, Dobrovat, M, Florea, M, Calin, C 

The instrumental method for objective, fast and reproducible estimate of the 
dye fastness through colour differences DEF (change of shade) and SSR (colour staining) 
is an alternative of the subjective visual method, affected by physical and psychical 
factors. 

THE OBTAINING OF THE COLOUR SAMPLES 

There have been effected dyeings on 4 dyeing substrats: on cotton yarn, cotton, 
wool and polyamide fabric with 3 classes of dyes: direct dye, acid dye and vat dye. 
Each individual dye has been used in 2 4 concentrations. Dyeings have been also 
effected with 3 and 2 dyes, with the purpose of obtaining some colour shades which 
should complete the colour·· spectrum. 

The effected dyeings were subject to humidothermic fastness tests: acid perspi-
ration, basic perspiration, washing at 4o°C, washing at washing at 95°:, cold 
water. 

COLOUR MEASUREMENTS 

The samples have been measured with the measurement colour system PRETEMA 55oo, 
the reflexion values obtained being comprised within 4oo-7oo nm range. There have been 
calculated the colour parameters L•, A*, s•, hand the colour differences DE•, 
DEF, SSR. 

VISUAL ASSESSMENT 

The visual assessment for dye fastness rating to colour staining and change 
of shade has been effected by lo observers by the aid of the grey scales, under stand-
ardised light ( 065 lamp). 

THE INTERPRETATION OF THE RESULTS 

To the values of the colour difference DEF (change of shade) and SSR (colour 
staining), there have been assigned ratings in the grey scale language, according to 
the calculated ranges of values. 



The lo ratings of visual assessment/pair of samples have been statistically 
interpreted by the aid of median. The differences between the median and the instru-
mental rating have been expressed through differences of ton on the grey scale for 
the colour staining and change of shade. For each difference of ton, the number of 
samples was expressed by percentage. 

The data basis achieved comprises lo5l data, which cover rather uniformly the 
range of ratings within l - 5, both for the change of shade and the colour staining. 
The shades of the obtained dyeings cover the entire colour space.The tabella no.l 
shows the data expressing the visual-instrumental correlation for 545 data of shade 
and 5o6 data of colour staining. 

Difference Change of shade Colour staining 
(tons) No. of sample Percentage % No. of sample Percentage% 

- 2 2 o,37 
- 1,5 3 o,55 l o,2o 
- l 9 1,65 18 3,56 
- o,5 61 ll '19 lo4 2o,55 

0 274 5o,28 232 45,ll5 
+ o,5 143 26,24 91 17,98 
+ l 47 8,62 52 lo,2El 
+ l '5 5 o,92 8 1,58 
+ 2 l o,l8 

The differences between the ratings visually and the ratings instru-
mentally established are due mainly to the characteristics of the standard substrats 
used, which are highly different from the characteristics of the !58 standard substrats. 

The uneven colour stainings on wool, polyamide and viscose induce spectrophoto-
metric measurements errors and implicitly, non-correlations between the visual and 
instrumental conclusions. 

The heterogeneity of the visual observers group (the differences between the 
visual ratings for the same pair of samples reach to 2,5 tons) causes inaccurate esti-
mate of the median , influencing thus the visual-instrumental correlation. 

CONCLUSIONS 
As concern almost 85% of the data for colour ond 9o% of the data for 

change of shade, the difference between the median and the instrumental rating is that 
of maximum o,5 tons, this representing a good enough correlation. 

The correlation median-instrumental rating is better than the correlation median-
individual observer rating. The application of the objective method for colour fastness 
estimate is highly dependent on the standard characteristics of the textile substrats 
used and also dependent on the individual observers' experience and training. 
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Sand Colours - Proposed Plan for Natural Sand Colour Chart 

A. Hadnagy;A.Hadnagy 
l) c;c -l 'S w 

·-o 10 \4 '? ·- 15 

ABSTRACT 

A natural sand shade-collection is repor-
ted, On the basis of evaluation in the 
CIELAB colour system, the collection can 
be divided into parts, - this helps · prac-
tical use,According to A,Hadnagy,however, 
the W-C /whiteness-chroma/ type represen-
tation has its advantages, - in this ca-
se the collection does not need to be di-
vided into parts. 

SAND-FARDEN 
ZUSAMMENFASSUNG 

Man berichtet Uber einer 
lung von Natursand. Auf Grund der Bewer-
tung 1m Farbensystem CIELAB kann die SEIIIm-
lung auf Teile zerlegt werden, - das hilft 
der Anwendung in der Praxis. Nach A.Had-
nagy 1st jedoch die Darstellung mit dem 
Charakter W-C /IVeissgrad-Chroma/ vorteil-
haft, - da muss die Sammlung nicht auf 
Teile zerlegt werden. 

COULEURS DE SABLE 
RESUME 

Ils rendent compte d'une collection des 
echantillons de couleurs de sable natu:rel-
le. A la base de !'evaluation dans le 
teme de couleurs CIELAB la collection 
peut divisee en parties. Selon A. 
Hadnagy cependant la representation de 
caracHre w-e /blancheur - ohroma/ a des 
avantages - dans ces cas il n'est pas ne-
cessaire de diviser la collection en 
parties. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Ones memory for colours is usually not 
too accurate. Therefore, for everyone to 
understand the same term for a given co-
lour, the need for colour charts necesser 
ry. 
For us, geologists, sedimentologists,the 
most well known set of colour charts are 
the ones prepared by Ronald K.de Ford , 
published in 1940. Researches have alral.y 
tried earlier to determine the colours 
of not only the rocks and the sedimentary 
rocks, but mostly the minerals. 
We have t ried to employ these charts in 
our laboratory work, as well as in the 
field, but the results have not proven 
satisfactory to our findings. In these 
charts, as well as in the colour charts 
published by M.Oyama-Takehara/19 67 in 
Tokyo/, the colour were prepared synthe-
tically and so are not able to reflect the 
actual/real to life/ colours. Therefore, 
we were not able to accurately compare 
our analysed sand samples. During the se-
diment-petrographical investigation of tte 

999 speciments of the recent alluvial 
sand deposits, we have found a rich vari-
ety of colours in the "fine sand" granu-
lome trical class. Because the R.K.de Ford 
"Colour Charts" do not satisfy our needs, 
we decided to use the colours of our "san-
dy" classe speciments to prepare the colo-
ur "plates". From natural pigment co-
lored plates I made/Arpad Hadnagy/ a syn-
optical and systematical collection,The 
"fine sand" granulometrical components 
proven small enough to form a homogenical 
colour mixture. The transparent celluloid 
f oi l has proven f ine enough for the smo-
oth surface needed for colorimetrical meer 
surement. 
While in the above mentioned colour chBitB 
only a small amount of the Earth's sand 
colours are c ontained as compensation, we 
mention our 999 samples which provide us 
petrographically with quite a rich and 
large variety of rock types in form of 
powder a nd sands. We hope that in the fu-
ture the colour variations may thereby be 
widened. 

2, EXAMINAr ION 

By empl oying the most modern colourimet-
rio instruments, we determined th; vilu;s 
in the x,y,Y and in CIELAB-1976,1 ,a ,b 
colour measurement systems and so produ-
ced two colour charts. 
'rhe first, earlier type, for which the X, 
Y,Z tristimulus values were based, the Vy 
/values/ were given as title of the 
charts, altogether 10 colour charts were 
f ormed with following values: 
vy .. 2-3; 3-4; 4-4,5; 4,5-5; 

6- 6, 5 ; 6 , 5-7; 7-7,5 and 7, 5-8 on the 
horisontal axis 

x=0,340- 0,440 and on the 
vertical axis 

y=0 ,340 - 0 ,410 with 0 ,005 
x and y value intervals. 
Comparine these 10 colour charts, the 
first titled as I /A.Hadnagy/, the colour 
plates are the darkest and as we progress 
to chart X, the colour platen become 
ter . 
In our proposed color space,compared with 
Ford's, the main colour mixtures of our 
"fine sand" speciments appear in the 
ter containing red/R/, yellow-red/YR/ , 

yellow/Y/ and white and only in small 
amounts in the red-purple/RP/ and green-
yellow/GY/ segments, On the first colour 
chart the red-brownish colour plates 
nate, while on the tenth the white quartz 
sand colours appear. On every colour 
the scale of li ghtness/vertically axis/ 
from the bottom to the top, are as follooe: 
very dark, dark, medium light and very 
li gh t and on the Chroma /horisontal axis/ 



from left /axis center/ to the right the 
Chroma Saturation are as follows: weak, 
medium, strong and vivid. 
The other planned, or alternate colour 
charts, the colour plates are organized 
according to the well know parameters: 

L*hab 

tern. 
c* chroma of the CIELAB sys-

There.ore the hab value from 1 to 37 , 
for 1 from 36 to 75 and for the C 
values from 6 to 36 appear on the ab 
coordinate axis as every three intervals 
/for example 30-33-36 or 6-9-12, etc./. 
In this second colour system from the 
hab•l chart, the colours become lighter 

when one nears the higher values of 
h • Due to the fact that the colour pla-

of hab values appeare in smaller fre-
auencies ,th&tthe lower h b valued 
in the last table values a of three 
charts are combined. Within each colour 
chart the lightness and the Chroma values 
follow the same scheme as mentioned in 
our first colour chart system. The hue-
angle/ h I of the colours of the sand 

which were analysed by us pre-
sents a concentration tendency between 
the values of 3,4 and 5, while the h 
hue-angles ..( 1 and >7 become feweilband 
as a positive sign this tendency is pre-
sumably also true for the other hydrogra-
phical basin sands of the Earth. 

).CONCLUSIONS 

In this stage, there still exist discre-
pancies in our colour charts and in this 
way are similar/compared/ to the past 
Mendeleev's Table, when although not all 
of the Earth's elements were known,their 
places were reserved. And so, within our 
colour charts the sedimentoloeist in the 
future will be able to place the the pre-
sently still missing colour plates. Our 
above proposed colour chart sets have 
practicalmeaning, when they may also be 
used in the field practice. But more pre-
cise data and is work needed in the labo-
ratory work. 
In the laboratory phase, the comparison 
may only be done within the "fine sandy" 
granulometrical class/by Wentworth/.That 
is this would be the coorect was to defi-
ne the dry sand colours. And so granulo.- _ 
metrical analysis will have to preceed 
the colourimetrical evaluation, 

4.APPENDIX 

A,Hadnagy, however, the W-C /whiteness-
chroma/ type representation /Fig,l and 
references/ has its advantages, - in this 
case the collection does not need to be 
divided into parts. 
In the CIE standard colorimetric systems, 
the tristimulus values are represented by 
the symbols X,Y,Z /with CIE source Cl/. 
Lx , Ly , Lz normalized tristimulus valu-

es: 

Lx• X/X 0 , Ly• Y/Y0 
98,07, Y

0
• 100 

and 1z• Z/Z0 ,where 
and Z

0 
• 118,22. 

One of the possible functiones is the R 
function which approximates well the 
Munsell-lightness: _V , 

1/400 - 1/ , where 
L• one of the normalized tristimulus 
values. According to it we use the 
metrical equivalents of Lv , Ly , 1z cor-
responding to the R function: 

K Jf K LX • LY • 1 z • 
We start with the 1x , Ly , Lz normalized 
tristimulus values, Form the psychomet-
ric corresponding form by the R function: 

R R R , r.y , Lz • The sum of them marked by 
L : L*• + + , 
Form the secundery normalized tristimulus 
values: I 1w Nx • 100 1x 

Ny • 100 Ly I L* 
Nz c 100 Lz I L* 

The lightness: V• 3/Nx + Ny + Nzl• The a, 
b chromaticity coordinates are the follo-
wing· • a • 15,6 /Nx- Ny/, 

b • 6,5 /Ny - Hz/• 
Whiteness:w .. 3/Nx+Ny+Nzl -
Chroma: C -,/- 2'21 

c y a +b • 

Fig,l 

,'i 

'" 
&r • • 

... 
'{2c 

"' 70 

W-C diagram/CIE sours "C"/, -sand 
colours. 
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iJu) l()eev, C G"'lc.z{{ 
Simplex Optimization of Colours 

H. Kowalski P6/o.,.,d._ // 

/ 
Since its introduction by Spend ley et al. (1) in 1962 and modification by Neider and Mead (2) 
in 1965, the simplex method has been successfully used in/ chemical industry, analytical 
chemistry, technics, physics, etc. But to date no atterT)J}t at applying this method to 
optimization of beauty of multicolored objects has been traced by the present author. 

Let's restrict our consideration to pigments and dyes nly, in which case every colour can be 
represented by three ordered real numbers (x,y,z) ,y,z <0,100> where x,y,z denote the 
saturation in percentages of yellow, magenta-re and cyan-blue, respectively. This approach 
resembles to a degree the Hickethier colour SY, em (3) . 

For any object with n confined areas, specific colour (xi , Yi · zi) i = 1, 2, ... , n, the 
coloured state of the object is represente,d by a point in 3n-dimensional space thus: 

/ 
((x1 ·Y1 .z1), (x2,Y2,z2), ·· · . (Xn.Yn,zn)l = (x1 .Y1 .z1 .x2.Y2.z2· ·· · ,xn .Yn,Zn ). 

Let's keep the shapes of the are s fixed and permit only their n colours, that is to say, their 
3n factors x1 ,y1 ,z1 ,x2.Y2.z2····, n·Yn,Zn to vary. 

The beauty of the object unknown function of these 3n factors and its graph is a hyper 
surface in 3n + 1 -dimensional space. 

/ 
The maximum poi/.{ this hyper surface can be found with the sequential simplex method . 

Although it is imJ:?.OSsible to describe the degree of beauty in strict numbers, the beauties of 
any different/ly-l oloured object can be ranked and this suffices for carrying out the 
optimization. 

,1 
/ References 

1. W. Spendley, G. R. Hext and F. R. Himsworth, Technometrics,4, 441 (1962) . 
2. J . A. Neider and R. Mead, Computer J., 7, 308 (1965) . 
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Quantifying the sensitivity/robustness of a predicted colour 
match 

( Sluban, Bor t> j 
o$"" _1 s-

f5 - l) 

ivc.s; 0-o{._/(a-v /iov '5totve.jct 
iw( 1(1..{(:£ 

In addition to the (predicted) price and metamerism, the "robustness" of 

a recipe frequently becomes a decisive factor when a colourist makes his 

final choice among various possible recipes. 

In order to enable direct comparing of stability-related properties of 
various possible recipes we introduce the concepts of the following 
three quantities: 

the sensitivity of a recipe to a particular colorant, 

- the balance of a recipe, and 

the sensitivity/robustness of a recipe. 

Then we develop the "CIELCh - alternative" J and the "CMC(l :c) -
LCh 

alternative" J to the existing "CIELab - version" of the Jacobi 
CK: 

matrix J = J = 
Lab 

BlL*,a*,b*) 
B(X,Y,Z) 

Finally, we use these matrices and the matrix 

the Allen's iterational matching algorithm to 

B = 8(X,Y,Z) of 
a(c , ... , c ) 

1 N 
get the CIELab-, CIELCh- , 

and CMC(l:c)- versions of numerical estimates for the above introduced 

properties of a recipe. 
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The language of colour 

Oberascher, L 

For all beings with colour vision , colour is an integral part of the visual world. 
Their perception and interpretation of the visual environment to a great 
extent depends on the colours they see . 

The colours of surfaces - usually perceived as an inherent quality of an object 
- are indeed the visible interface between observer and environment . 
Colours are the visible skin of things and are an indication of physical 
properties and interior composition . Colours provide the observer with 
important information about the value of things and whether they are useful 
or harmful. 

Colour in nature and in man made environment serves many purposes. It 
conceals or accentuates an object , serves as behavioral stimulus, provides 
signals, conveys information and symbolic meaning and fulfils aesthetic 
needs . 

In architecture and design colour may have three fundamental functions. 
These are : 

indicative function 
symbolic function 
aesthetic function 

• In its indicative function, colour serves to clarify the basic affordances, 
utilities and functions of an object because it provides information about the 
object's state, material properties, purpose value, usage possibilities and 
functional structures . In this case colour refers to the actual qualities and 
functions of an object . 

• In its symbolic function, colour serves to communicate imaginary qualities of 
an object ; it refers to immaterial values . Eg. the red colour of a car can 
communicate strength. Colour can also represent an arbitrary symbolic 
content . E.g . the same red on any object might stand for the presence of a 
destructive god. 

• In its aesthetic function, colour serves as a means of fulfilling aesthetic 
needs. In this case colour is generally used as an element for decoration and 
formal composition . It is the formal relationship between colours that is 
important - colour contrast, colour harmony, field size and distribution. 

In recent history, and by a gradual process, colour has come to lose its 
symbolic function in architecture and design. The loss of symbolic colour 
meaning in architecture and design reflects the loss of culturally defined 
systems of collective values and norms. 

Architects and designers - in particular of the twentieth-century - can be 
criticized of having contributed to the elimination of collective value systems. 
This is because they tended to put to much emphasis on formal design 
qualities while neclecting "social, behavioral, cultural values and needs of the 
people who receive and use their buildings" and objects (cf . Lloyd , R.E. : 
1987) . 



However, colour in contemporary architecture and design, in most cases, 
intentionally or unintentionally still conveys (intrinsic) symbolic meaning. 

0 Lars Sivik's important work on colour meaning has confirmed that there is 
a considerable degree of concordance among people regarding the 
meanings they associate with isolated colours as well as of colours belonging 
to an object Within specific limits there are some variables of colour meaning ; 
the meaning of a particular colour may change according to wether it is 
perceived in isolation, as belonging to a particular object or within a particular 
context. However it seems that the general connotations of colour as such 
are crucial for the collective assessment and evaluation of a coloured object, 
its qualities and value. Therefore colour in architecture and design often 
conveys general symbolic meaning to the 'average' observer - regardless of 
the colour language the designer or architect may or may not have imposed 
intentionally. 

o The aesthetic preferences and evaluation of most people are based on 
their subjective value orientation rather than 'objective' aesthetic design 
qualities . Something is considered to be beautiful not because of its 
'objective' beauty, but because it constitutes a desirable value (e.g. prestige, 
durability, usefulness etc) within the value system of an individual or a group 
of people. Colours are often directly linked to the value concept of an object 
(e.g. a cheap or exclusive look). Therefore, different colour-preferences in 
architecture and design to a large extent may be explained by reference to 
group-specific value orientations. 

0 Beside individual or group-specific colour preferences (in relation to 
objects) collective colour preferences can also be observed . Trend colours 
(or fashion colours) are the result of a collective desire for colour changes. It is 
typical for trend colours that their use is not restricted to any object, context or 
aesthetic rule. Their collective acceptance in design and architecture can not 
be explained by aesthetic motives or general colour connotations only. They 
are perceived as an articulation of 'the prevailing taste-orientation' and 
primarily serve to demonstrate one · s being up-to-date (or being in) and one · s 
affiliation with an ideal(ized) reference group, which represents the 'spirit of 
the age'. 

ibJ The loss of a culturally defined colo.!:Jr 'language' and the failure of the 
architects and designers to translate their sometimes sophisticated colour 
message into a common language often leaves the interpretation of the 
colour message in architecture and design to the individual observer. 
Nevertheless, the observer's interpretation will not be completely arbitrary. 
General colour connotations, group-specific value orientations and prevailing 
taste-orientation guide our colour understanding and preferences. 

Systematic investigation of the common response to colour - colour 
reception, colour understanding and colour preference -may, therefore help 
the architects and designers better to meet the needs of the society for 
which they are designing. 
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Towards a visual literacy for architects and designers 

Caan, S 

In architecture today, little consideration is given to 
colours, patterns and textures. The standard practise of 
beginning with form to achieve architectural expression 
has placed colour as a last consideration. Our current 
design education, emphasizing form over colour and light, 
significantly contributes to this. 

Recent design history, especially the Bauhaus and its 
Modernist legacy, has produced a design education which, 
on the one hand is characterized by fragmentation rather 
than integration, and on the other, focuses on the purity 
of line and form and denies the saliency of colour as a 
visual stimulus. 

This focus has resulted in much of our built environment to 
become a world of tonal grays. 
The neglect of colour in architecture is partially 
camouflaged with theoretical justification, but primarily 
indicates the lack of visual literacy imparted to architects 
and designers during their basic education at school. 

Therefore, to breathe fresh life into stagnant built 
environments, designers must be taught a greater visual 
awareness of the interrelationships between light, colour 
and form, and of their skillful manipulation. 
The issue is not so much about a better architecture, but 
a different approach which explores the influence of 
colour on form, and aims ultimately towards a more 
exciting visual experience 

I propose that a more comprehensive and profound colour 
analysis of the environment be executed at the very outset 
of the design process: a simple and effective procedure is 
implemented, allowing the designer to comprehend and 
evaluate the qualities of hue, value, chroma, light/dark 



c ontrasts, proportions and scale of forms, etc. 
This inherently generates a greater visual understanding, 
allowing for a very personal and individual response to the 
design problem. 
This procedure is predominantly based on the perceptual and 
phenomenon related studies of colour explored by Goethe, Albers 
and Itten; with the additional emphasis of taking colour into 
the third-dimension. It is a step-by-step process integrating 
the elements of light, colour and form, which inverts the 
customery emphasis on form and begins instead with colour 
to generate visual harmony and balance. 

I will discuss the process which g reater c clour awareness 
ca n be incorporated into architectural design and demonstrate 
how this process can be introduced into the pedegogy of 
design curriculum. 
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Research program of the Hungarian high school crafts and 
designs on colour meaning, colour association 

Kiraly, s 
This i : a new intensive phase, an organic·continuation of 
researches we started in 1964 and renewed in 1985 in the 
fieL!. of colour meaning and colour essociation. 

The purpose of the research Drogram is to survey in the 
human,social and material env-ironment the :neanings 
a to defi!:i te colours in the visual co:r"munica tion 
practice, resnactively the colours attached to meanings 
ap,lying the 

As preC?icture of our surYey together wi t ::-i verbal 
association cxc.r.linn."tion::; s,_;rved /Wundt, Woodworth, 
Schlossberc;/ the colour associ'ltion tests and preference 
tests of Frieling, LUscher, Femcsics. 

The fundamental noint of the research is to disclose 
and learn the effects of colour meaning and association 
of colours, further the ccmpariscn and sociolo;;ycal 
analysis of historical and intPrcultura.l colour meaning 
chan_:es within the frame of the recent lan:::uage usage. 
For the basis of the connarison ser'ie thl results of 
more significant international colot<.r -.-:ec:.:.Jing e:::::a:ninations, 
res .:cctively the results cf o1.::.r rece;1t 
examination SJread over 

The experimental colour test initiated by the Hungari:::m 
HiGl-;. :Jchool of Ap ·)lied Arts can be taken as a survey of 
r:1eaning fj_ehl.s cf colol.ll"S of colours, 
contacts, notions, symbols/ as an activity surveying the 
content of so free, continuous associations. 

The examination v;as carried out by showing intentionally 
selected, metrically also defined 3o callin6 colours to 
the exnerimented Jersons and based on their resJonses 
within a given time /2,5 and their resnonse 
was nut in \vTi tins. 



basis -.;f the vc.lue. tio'!'l ·:ms t::o .'J.:"ls'. er of a·:J >raxi::ta tely 

n2.tions.l differred students of ele:-Jentc::.r;l, sscondary 
schools. 

1:1 \"li t:1 colours b;<,r 
test out:::"': :.::-n:1 /1 f!Uestioners/ i:-'1 i' errm"'.: 
:'h2 :::i::: hss r.:ovored for tl1e !::-eaue11c-r of 
C f"'l"''.,.., '11"' -.+.,+l',-:-+-1r-n·l:'r /' . ., ., •-.;.:...,.,1-ity/ ..; .....,l.. - ... ._ ... ..;:J....J .... ...., ,.;,JW_..,..._.__._tJ _ . .... _ u._v,.-:.._ .. ..1. 

c.s : ·_ '."le hnve also tried to e:'1 ..,hc:.sisr in the 
t: · e SJCi2!ly ard 

cul tu:r.-e..lly inheri te-:: so ce.J_led c:Jr:VcltiolE.l colour 

On t:1e basis of above ere car. t:isclose the 
rich collection of meaninG range, in 
vmrds, th£'.t is t!le dictionary of col.ct;..r' 
This m:::y posi ti vel;; su;_J ·1ort in future tc me.ke use 
of colour 'Tiee.ni?I,;;s i:1 the visual 
which is and 
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Teaching color in a three dimensional world 

Siegel, F 

This discussion presents methods of teaching color theory 

to students on the university level. Emphasis is placed on 

seeing color in a three dimensional system, and its function 

in the perception of space. The flat color comparisons of the 

teachings of Iten and Albers (among others) are useful 

starting points, but fail to connect color to the environment. 

This is crucial to a student's understanding of color beyond 

theoretical abstraction. 

Beginning with a Munsell based color sphere, the pure hue 

circle is shown as a cross section, with various dilutions 

moving towards the core. The location of color in this system is 

considered in students work with saturation, contrasting color, 

value, balance, proportion, luminosity and transparency. Slides 

of projects addressing these issues will be shown. This leads 

to extending two dimensional color comparisons into the 

function of describing three dimensional form. In an example, 

flat planes of color arc folded into three dimensional objects. 

Using different light sources, they are observed, and translated 

into two dimensional paintings. Slides of this process will be 
' 

shown, along with its extension into optical mixtures. 

Those participating should have a grealoz of 

how color can be used to enhance students' visual awareness, 

resultins in a diverbe range of pra c tical applications. 
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Combined colour-3D, form and drawing education in the 
National College of Art and Design (SHKD), Bergen (Norway) 

Smedal, G; Mengyan, A 

SHKD offers educational programmes (three+two years) at the highest level of art, craft and 
design within the following professions: Graphic design and illustration; Interior and furniture 
design; Ceramic; Photography; Textile; Crossvocational. 

Professional programmes are organized and coordinated by institutes. 

Institute of Visual Basic Studies 

The institute provides general and special crossvocational studies in various curricula, such 
as: Colour study; Form study (2D, 3D); Space study; Drawing and painting ; History of art and 
culture; Theories; Basic photography; Lettering. 

Structure of the colour and form study 

First year: 2D, 3D form courses (four weeks) 
- Basic colour courses, 2D (three weeks) 
- Drawing and painting (six weeks) 

Second year: - Space study (two weeks) 
Integrated colour- form - drawing course (tree weeks) 

- Optional form and colour programmes (two weeks) 
- Drawing and painting (four weeks) 

Generally the study programmes of art and design schools are based upon the principle that 
the students should be able to absorb, integrate and transfer the various knowledge and 
trainings into their professional activities. 

The question is: How is it possible to fulfill this goal? 

The problems are: - The independent (separated) subjects remain separate. 
- The effectivity of the studies are not sufficient. 

Problem oriented method of the colour - form - drawing programme 

This method tries to find a possible a solution for the problem mentioned above. The goal is : 
to integrate colour, form, drawing and theoretical studies for idea creation with the help of 
problem solving processes. The further goal is to harmonize the various visual elements 
from perceptional point of view to express the idea. 
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Progress of colorimetry since the official recommendation 
of the 1931 CIE colorimetric standard observer 

Terstiege, H 

Klinstler haben bereits in frlihen Zeiten versucht die Welt der Farben 
zu ordnen. Hierbei stand jedoch mehr die Farbharmonie als die Metrik 
der Farbe im Vordergrund. Erste Versuche zur Erkundung der Gesetze 
der additiven Farbmischungen, wurden von Newton, Maxwell, Young, 
Helmholtz unternommen. Aber erst im Jahre 1931 wurden anlaBlich der 
Tagung der CIE (Commission Internationale de l'Eclairage) die drei 
Normspektralwertfunktionen x(A), y(A), z(A) des "farbmetrischen 
Normalbeobachters'' flir ein 2°-Gesichtsfeld festgelegt. Da zu Beginn 
der FarbmeBtechnik nur visuell gemessen wurde, war die 45/0-Geometrie 
(Beleuchtung unter 45° bei senkrechter Beobachtung) die libliche MeB-
anordnung. Wenn auch anfanglich unter natlirlichem Tages- oder Sonnen-
licht gemessen wurden, wurden 1931 von der CIE 3 Normlichtarten A, B 
und C festgelegt, von denen heute in der Norm DIN 5033 nur noch die 
Normlichtarten A (Wolfram-Gllihlampenlicht bei einer Farbtemperatur 
von 2856 K) und C (Normlichtart A mit David-Gibson-Filter) librig-
geblieben sind. 

Das in Ubereinstimmung mit dem photometrischen V(A)-System flir ein 
Gesichtsfeld von 2° aufgestellte Normvalenzsystem wurde 1964 durch 
das Normvalenzsystem flir ein Gesichtsfeld von 10° erganzt. Dieses 
10°-(GroBfeld) Normvalenzsystem eignete sich besser zur Beschreibung 
visueller Beurteilungen von Farbmustern, wahrend die 2°-Normspek-
tralwertfunktionen CIE 1931 in Anlehnung an die unter kleinem 
Gesichtswinkel gesehenen Lichtsignale aufgestellt worden waren. 
Allerdings entspricht Y10 im 10°-Normvalenzsystem nicht mehr dem 
Hellbezugswert A1 0 • Dies ist jedoch bei Farbnachstellungen nicht 
unbedingt notig. 



Gleichfalls wurde von der CIE im Jahre 1964 als Ersatz fur Norm-
lichtart C die Normlichart D65 festgelegt. Sie ist zur Messung lu-
mineszierender Farben und optisch aufgehellter Materialien notwendig 
und hat zur Anregung der Lumineszenz bereits ab 300 nm eine dem Ta-
geslicht entsprechende relative Strahlungsverteilung. In speziellen 
Fallen werden Aufsichtfarben aber auch fur die in Kaufhausern ver-
wendeten Energiesparlampen (z.B. TL 84) gemessen, urn bei metameren 
Nachfarbungen Farbgleichheit auch unter dieser Beleuchtung sicher-
zustellen. Strahlungsverteilungen derartiger Leuchtstofflampen 
werden heutzutage schon bei der Farbrezeptierung berucksichtigt, 
wenn sie auch keine genormte Lichtart sind. 

Wahrend 1n der historischen Farbmessung bei handbetriebenen Pris-
menspektrometern und anschlieBender manueller Auswertung mit einem 
Zeitaufwand von mehreren Stunden zu rechnen war, verkurzen automa-
tische Spektrometer (Prismen-, Gitter- und Filterspektrometer) mit 
integriertem Analog- oder Digitalrechner den Zeitaufwand fur eine 
Messung inklusive Auswertung bereits auf unter 10 Minuten. Mit der 
Entwicklung von Diodenzeilen wurde es moglich, das gesamte Spektrum 
gleichzeitig zu vermessen, statt die Wellenlangen mit einem Empfan-
ger nacheinander abzutasten. In Verbindung mit einem Xenonblitz zur 
Probenbeleuchtung liegt heute der Zeitaufwand fur eine Messung mit 
Simultanspektrometern bei Bruchteilen einer Sekunde und ist eigent-
lich nur durch die Schnelligkeit des angeschlossenen Rechners und 
die Dauer des Blitzes bestimmt. Die Blitzdauer sollte jedoch nicht 
unter 300 ms liegen, da es sonst bei der Messung lumineszierender 
Proben zu unliebsamen Nichtlinearitaten kommen kann. 

Die CIE empfiehlt 4 Geometrien fur die Farbmessung von Aufsicht-
farben 

- Beleuchtung der Probe unter 45°, Messung unter oo: 45 / 0 
- Beleuchtung der Probe unter oo, Messung unter 45°: 0 / 45 
- Diffuse Beleuchtung der Probe, Messung unter oo: d / 0 
- Senkrechte Beleuchtung der Probe, Messung diffus Ol d 

Mit der 45/0- und 0/45-Geometrie wird die spiegelnd reflektierte 
Komponente glanzender Proben durch die Geometrie bereits ausge-
schaltet. Flir Kugelgeometrien kann man bei Messung unter Glanz-
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einschluB die mitgemessene spiegelnd reflektierte Komponente 
rechnerisch zu 4% von den FarbmaBzahlen abziehen oder durch eine 
"Glanzfalle" meBtechnisch eliminieren. 

Fur die Farbmessung goniochromatischer Farben reicht jedoch nur eine 
CIE Geometrie nicht aus. So wird fur Metallic- oder Perleffektfarben 
neben der 45/0-Geometrie auch noch je eine Messung unter streifendem 
Lichteinfall und eine Messung nahe dem Glanzwinkel empfohlen. Eine 
Festlegung ist bisher jedoch noch nicht erfolgt. 

Als Reflexionsstandard wird von der CIE gepreBtes Bariumsulfat 
empfohlen dessen Normfarbwerte auf die vollkommen mattweiBe Flache 
bezogen sind. Fur Routinemessungen oder Messungen von Aufsichtfarben 
mit besonderem winkelabhangigen Reflexionsverhalten, z.B. retrore-
flektierende Materialien, Effektfarben oder aber auch bei der Mes-
sung lumineszierender Proben sind besonders vermessene Farbstandards 
zu benutzen. 

Das Normvalenzsystem und die Normfarbtafel sind nicht visuell 
gleichabstandig. Das heiBt, das Normvalenzsystem ist nicht 
euklidisch, oder die gemessenen Farbabstande 6X, 6Y, 6Z fuhren in 
unterschiedlichen Bereichen des Farbenraumes zu unterschiedlich 
empfundenen Farbabstanden 6E: 

Es hat Versuche gegeben, die Normfarbtafel zu verzerren, urn eine 
bessere Gleichabstandigkeit zu erreichen, d.h. daB gleiche Strecken 
in der Normfarbtafel besser gleich empfundenen Farbabstanden 
entsprechen. Wie ungleichformig die Normfarbtafel ist, zeigen auch 
die unterschiedlichen GraBen der Mac-Adam- Ellipsen. MacAdam hatte 
fur mehrere Punkte im Farbenraum Untersuchungen angestellt, 1n 
verschiedenen Richtungen die Schwelle der Farbunterschiedsempfindung 
zur vorgegebenen Farbe zu finden. Diese MacAdam-Ellipsen dienten 
lange Zeit in Original- oder abgewandelter Form als Grundlage von 
Farbabstandsbewertungen. 



Eine Einigung hinsichtlich der Farbabstandsbewertung fur Korperfar-
ben erfolgte 1976 mit der CIELAB-Farbabstandsformel. Diese brachte 
international zumindest eine Vereinheitlichung hinsichtlich der 
damaligen Verbreitung von mehr als einem Dutzend verschiedener 
Farbabstandsformeln, obwohl die CIE-Formel noch nicht ideal war. So 
sind denn auch schon verschiedene Verbesserungsvorschlage zur 
CIELAB-Formel gemacht worden. Zu erwahnen sind hier die JPC, CMC und 
BdF-Formel. In der CIE werden zur Zeit Untersuchungen durchgefuhrt, 
die zu offiziellen Empfehlungen einer modifizierten und verbesserten 
CIE-Farbabstandsformel fuhren sollen. 
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The mathematical development of CIE TC 1-29 proposed 
color difference equation: CIELCH 

Berns, RS 

The CIE Division I technical committee on industrial color-difference 
evaluation (TC 1-29) is in th.e final stages of completing a recommended color 
difference equation for use in industrial applications where the magnitude of 
visual difference is at the supra threshold level (0-5 .1E*ab). 

The basic form of the CIELCH (pronounced "see-lock") equation is as 
follows: 

where factors kL, kc, and kH are parametric factors and SL, Sc, and SH are 
weighting functions that adjust the total color-difference equation to account for 
variation in perceived color-difference magnitude with variation in the color 
standard location in CIE 1976 (L *a*b*) color space. 

The development of appropriate parametric factors for various 
illuminating, viewing, and sample conditions is the purview of CIE committee 
TC 1-28. At this point in time, kL, kc, and kH are set to unity for a set of basis 
conditions. In the textile industry, it is common practice to set the lightness 
parametric factor, kL, to 2. 

The development of the SL, Sc, and SH weighting factors occurred within 
TC 1-29. Two data bases were used: the x,y ellipse and ellipsoidal data published 
by Luo and Rigg where many data bases were combined based on the authors' 
visual experiments and the L *a*b* vector data published by Berns, Alman, Reniff, 
and Balonon-Rosen based on their visual experiments of high-gloss, acrylic-
lacquer coatings. After a statistical analysis and weighted average based on each 
data set's visual uncertainty, the following functions were derived: 

SL = 1.0 Sc= 1+0.045C*ab and SH=1+0.015C*ab· 

This paper will describe the committee's philosophy, the basis conditions, 
and the development and justification of the recommended weighting functions . 



New cube-root equations for lightness and Lab colour space 

Seve, R 

Lightness of surface colours having a low chroma are in general computed 
with the luminance factor only. Among several relations in use, the Munsell 
Value V is frequently taken as a reference for surface colours with a 
medium grey surrounding. Unfortunately Munsell relation cannot be solved to 
give the lightness when the luminance factor is known. In order to overcome 
this difficulty other relations were published giving results more or less 
in agreement with the results given by the Munsell relation. Among them 
the L* CIE lightness is the most popular. 

L* = 116 ( Y/ Yo) 1 I 3 - 16 (I) 

This relation presents a drawback. It provides negative values for L* when 
Y/ Yo is small. For this reason, according to a proposal made by Pauli, CIE 
gives an alternative relation for L* when Y/ Yo< 0.8856/100 

L* = 903. 3Y/Yo (II) 

This relation which maintains the continuity of the values and of the slope 
for L* creates changes in curvature of the function which are the reasons 
of hue-angle anomalies reported by McLaren. The relation 

L = 100 [[( kL 1) ( Y/ Yo)+ 1 ]1 I 3 - 1 J / ( k-1) (III) 

with an adjustable constant k gives, in any case, L = 0 for Y/ Yo = 0 and 
L = 100 for Y/Yo = 1. This relation can be a solution to the problem of 
lightness computation without the drawback of the CIE formula. Among many 
choices we have two interesting relations 

k = 7 
k = 7. 06 

L = 100 ([342Y/Yo + 1]113 - 1]/6 
L = 116.4 [Y/Yo + 0.00285]113 - 16.5 

(IV a) 
(IV b) 

The differences with L* in the results obtained with the relation (IV) are of 
the same order of magnitude as the differences between L* and Munsell 10 V. 
The choice k = 6 gives a better agreement with Munsell relation. 
Nevertheless, if we wish to reduce the differences with L*, the relation 
(IV b) can be changed with a corrective term which does not prevent the 
ability to solve the relation. 

L = 116 [Y/Yo + 1/(381(1+212Y/Yo))]ll3 - 16 (V) 

... _.O.lLH.ll.E:::AN..GLE 
In 1980 McLaren drew attention to hue-angle anomalies computed for CIELAB 
in relation with Pauli' correction. These results are not only in relation with 
the change between relations (I) and (II) for Y/ Yo, but also for similar 
changes for the other tristimulus values X/ Xo and Z/ Zo. 
In our study, we were plotting a* and b* (CIELAB coordinates) for surface 
colours having a constant wavelength, a constant excitation purity, and a 
luminance factor decreasing from 10 % to 0. 
When no tristimulus values are lower than the critical value, the lines of 
constant hue-angle are straight lines going to the neutral point. But when 
the luminance is decreasing, we obtain oscillations of the hue-angle 
beginning when a tristimulus value is going below the critical limit. Similar 
oscillations are obtained when the CIELAB relations are appropriately 
modified to introduce Munsell relations. On the contrary, introduction of the 
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proposed relation with k = 6 or 7 prevents the occurence of this defect. 
See figure 1 where lines of colours having a constant dominant wavelenght 
and a constant excitation purity of .8 are drawn in CIELAB coordinates. 

lNYERSlON_OE.._M.UN.S_ELL_..E_QRM.ULA 
Empirical relations were proposed by Leckinger and Billmeyer, and more 
recently by McCamy in order to overcome the theoretical inability of 
inverting the Munsell relation. Starting from relation (III) which gives 
interesting results with k = 6 and improving it with corrective terms we get 

Vt = 2 [ 215 ( Y/ Yo)+ 1 ]1/3 - 2 
Vz = Vt + ft ( Y/ Yo ) + f2 ( Y/ Yo ) + gt ( Y/ Yo ) + !!2 ( Y/ Yo ) 

where f( Y/Yo) = m sin(nnY/Yo) 
and g( Y/ Yo) = a sin[nbY/( Y+cYo) 1 exp[ kt« /( Yo 2 +ht«) 1 

mt = -0.011 m = 2 
mz = -0.0015 m = 4 
81 = -0.112 bt = 1.8 Cl = 0.013 kt = -26 ht 
82 = -0.005 bz = 2.7 C2 = 0.007 k2 = -1000 Ia 

= 0 
= 50 

(VI) 
(VI I) 

Sine wave functions should be computed as radians. Corrective term 
!!2 ( Y/ Yo) is only necessary for Y lower than 1.5 %. 
Relation (VII) is the best known to compute Munsell Value, with smaller 
r.m.s. deviation, and with less corrective terms than any one. The r.m.s. 
deviation is 0.0008 on V. The maximum absolute error is 0.0016. 

GQ_N_CLJISIQN 
The given relations has many advantages that make its use attractive. We 
believe that such a relation with a convenient choice of the constant k 
could be used for new applications for which the problem of changing a 
relation is of little importance, for instance for new colour difference 
formula, or to improve agreement of data for computational purposes. 

-4-90 

F1g. 1 
CIELAB 

485 

Relation IVb ....... . 
400 

Lines labelled X/Xo Y/Yo Z/Zo are connecting critical points for Paull correction 



New method of diagnosing errors in colour measuring 
instruments 

Verrill, JF, Freeman, GHC, Malkin, F 

Modem colour measuring spectrophotometers can achieve a repeatability of better 
than 0.1 CIELAB units. However, a recent intercomparison has shown that even with 
instruments of the highest quality1 differences in excess of 1 CIELAB unit can occur 
between instruments from different manufacturers. There is a need for improved 
methods of diagnosing instrumental errors as a first step to reducing these 
differences. 

A very large proportion of colour measuring instruments incorporate an integrating 
sphere. The assumption is generally made that all rays entering the sphere are 
collected with the same efficiency. This is never strictly true because of the lack of 
uniformity of the sphere coating, the necessity of internal screening and entrance and 
exit ports. 

For samples with a glossy surface, it is common for the specular component of 
reflection to be collected with a significantly different efficiency from the diffuse 
component. This can be investigated quite simply by comparing the reflectance 
reading from a mirror placed at the sample port with that from a matter white 
reflectance standard. The mirror needs to have a reflecting front surface and to have 
been calibrated on an absolute reflectometer. The matt white standard should have 
had its reflectance measured traceable to the perfect reflecting diffuser. Examples are 
shown where the apparent reflectance is well in excess of 100%. This is due to 
inadequate screening within the sphere. Results on the investigation of gloss trap 
errors using a mirror are also presented. 

Recently a laser pointing device has been developed by NPL which can compare the 
efficiency of collection of rays entering the sphere in any direction up to an angle of 
80° from the normal. The use of this device to investigate and improve the 
performance of an integrating sphere is described. 

It has been customary for many years to use glossy colour standards for calibrating 
spectrophotometers. While these are less liable to collect dirt and easier to clean than 
matt standards they have the major disadvantage that light is reflected both diffusely 
and specularly so that any errors associated with the specular beam are incorporated 
into the calibration measurements. The use of matt reflectance standards avoids this 
problem. The widely used BCRA-NPL Series II Ceramic Colour Standards have been 
changed from a glossy to a matt surface by a mechanical process. Their properties 
and performance are described. 
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The incorporation of rare earth oxides with narrow absorption bands into ceramic tile 
glazes has been successfully achieved. Results from the use of these standards for 
calibrating the wavelength scales of colour measuring spectrophotometers are 
presented. 

A number of pairs of ceramic tiles which give a close colour match under Standard 
llluminant 065, but a mismatch of several CIELAB units under Standard 
Illuminant A, have been developed. The use of these tiles for evaluation of light 
sources in colour measuring instruments is described. 



Scaling of small colour differences; a pilot study 

Witt , K 

The evaluation of small colour differences is based on the 
description of contour lines of constant colour difference at 
threshold or near threshold in some colour space. The 
magnitude of colour differences is measured in relation to 
that constant step size assuming linear extension over the 
range of interest. The validity of that assumption has not 
been tested critically. Two aspects must be considered: 
Firstly, all colour spaces used for colour-difference 
evaluation are non-ideal in that they do not provide equal 
basic step sizes in all directions and all positions of 
colour space. Secondly, even in an ideal colour-difference 
space the perceptual step size of small colour differences 
may be different to that of larger colour differences 
producing some non-linearity for increasing colour 
difference. A pilot study was planned to test a method of 
scaling small colour differences from threshold up to ten 
threshold steps. This range of colour differences meets most 
applications of colour matching in industry, and may be small 
enough to be dominated by the second aspect. 

Method and material 

Grey scale assessment was chosen as a method that allows an 
anchored judgment of the magnitude of colour differences in 
surface colour specimens. The experimental plan followed the 
line of an ASTM standard [1] with some special modification. 
A grey scale was produced from two-component acrylic lacquer 
with nearly logarithmic stepping of Y1 0 about medium grey 
approximating 0.4 CIELAB units. Good neutrality was giveu 
(a* 10 , b * 1 0 smaller than 0.1 generally). 

CIE green colour [2] was chosen as a reference colour of the 
pilot study, for which a threshold ellipsoid based on 
judgments of painted samples has been published previously 
[3]. The main axes of that ellipsoid have been used to extend 
threshold steps five times in each direction from the central 
colour. The calorimetrically defined aimpoints were produced 
as physical samples using the same acrylic lacquer as for the 
grey scale. The resultant practical colours scattered only 
little about the wanted directions and distances. 

Finally a cardboard was covered with a medium grey paint of 
mat appearance to define the background of the visual task. 
Two windows were cut into it sized 64x45 mm, one over the 
other with a distance of 12 mm between them. The upper 
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window was for the presentation of a pair of the grey scale 
specimens, the lower one for that of a pair of green 
specimens. The pairs were put together with close connecting 
line pointing away from the observer and being in line for 
both pairs. The windows provided for an approximate 10°X5° 
visual field for a viewing distance of 50 em. Samples and 
cardboard were arranged horizontally on a table and 
illuminanted vertically by a good 065 light source at an 
illuminance of about 1000 lx. Observers looked at about 45° 
on the samples. 

Observers were asked to estimate the total colour difference 
of a green sample pair in relation to the nearest larger 
lightness difference of the grey scale. An operator presented 
a pair of green sampies and started with the smallest step of 
the grey scale forming the unit of the scale. The observer 
had to ask for the presentation of larger steps of the grey 
scale, if he felt that the colour difference in the green 
sample pair was larger. Finally he should estimate a scale 
number for the green colour difference with an approximate 
decimal, when the nearest larger difference of the grey scale 
was presented. Every set of selected sample pairs was judged 
for about 30 min. in one run. The judgments were repeated 
three times at different days with a regular exchange of 
right and left side of green and grey sample pairs. 

Green sample pairs were selected along the directions of the 
main axes of the ellipsoid with the central sample as 
reference, with pairwise combinations symmetrical about it, 
and pairwise combinations at equal steps along adjacent axes. 

Results 

First results showed rather large uncertainties of scale 
numbers probably due to difficulties of comparing a lightness 
difference with differences in other directions of colour 
space. This affected also absolute scaling, so that the means 
of observers were adapted to form a commmon mean by a 
multiplicative correction. Additivity of difference steps 
along every axis and additivity of difference steps along 
two adjacent axes are tested. 
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Nice: Couleur et restauration urbaine 

Bruno Goyeneche 

1. La ville, espace symbolique 
Espace symbolique, Ia ville ne peut conserver (ou "retrouver'' dans le cas de NICE) son identite 
qu'en preservant et en restaurant les traces de son passe. Ce souci n'est pas seulement 
nostalgique: le paysage urbain doit rester stable afin d'assurer des fonctions essentielles. Cela 
est valable pour toutes les cites mais encore plus pour NICE qui a pour vocation d'etre Ia 
capitale artistique et culturelle d'une des regions les plus touristiques au monde: Ia C6te d'Azur. 
2. ldentite et evolution de Ia ville 
Cette volonte de permanence entre en conflit avec un egal souci de vitalite. En effet pour 
demeurer identique a elle meme Ia ville doit eviter une fossilisation generale qui n'en ferait plus 
qu'un vaste musee. Cette contradiction est inMrente a toute ville : pour demeurer elle meme 
une cite doit integrer le changement. bans Ia situation de NICE cette formule pourrait s'inverser : 
afin de retrouver son identite NICE doit effectuer un veritable retour aux sources et integrer a 
son evolution et a son developpement economique son patrimoine architectural et urbain, 
veritable richesse leguee par l'histoire et dont Ia couleur est une composante majeure de !'image 
qui a fait sa fortune et celle de Ia Cote d'Azur. 

3. Une politique de l'environnement urbain et de Ia couleur 
II est aujourd'hui essentiel de pouvoir imaginer les bases d'une reelle politique de 
l'environnement urbain. Une politique de l'environnement qui pose le probleme de Ia culture, de 
Ia ville, de sa memoire, de son histoire et aussi de son futur, de son evolution, done de sa vie, 
de maniere synthetique et non plus com me une mosaique. Une politique 'enfin qui permette de 
debaucher sur Ia proposition de regles d'urbanisme qui ne soient plus des "documents deracines" 
mais proche des citoyens et de leur preoccupation de qualite du cadre de vie : de l'estethique des 
formes, des materiaux et des couleurs de !'architecture, des fac;ades, des enseignes et des 
devantures commerciales, des trottoirs, des rues et des places, des jardins et du mobilier urbain. 
C'est dans le cadre de cette retlexion globale sur le paysage urbain et le patrimoine architectural, 
que j'ai pu mener depuis 1987 plusieurs etudes en tant que Charge de mission par le Service 
d'Urbanisme et d'Environnement de Ia Ville de Nice. Les elements qui suivent se presentent 
comme un bilan de ces etudes et des premieres propositions qui illustrent concretement Ia 
validite de !'analyse prealable que je viens de developper en introduction . C'est dans le domaine 
de Ia COULEUR et de !'ARCHITECTURE DES FACADES que ces propositions sont le plus 
abouties car elles sont le resultat d'environ cinq ans de pratique de suivi des operations de 
ravalements de fac;ades menees dans le cadre du PACT (Programme d'amenagement concerte 
du territoire) et des contrats de plans "EtaURegion/Commune" pour Ia rehabilitation du centre 
ville de Nice et plus particulierement des quartiers NOTRE-DAME-LEPANTE et des Avenues J . 
MEDECIN & MALAUSSENA. 

LE PLAN DES COULEURS, DES ENSEIGNES ET DES DEVANTURES COMMERCIALES, ET 
DE L'ARCHITECTURE DES FACADES DE LA VILLE DE NICE 

1. La ville blanche et Ia ville polychrome 
Afin de bien cerner Ia problematique de Ia couleur dans !'architecture de Nice, il convient de 
connaitre quelques donnees historiques. Avant le rattachement a Ia France en 1860, Nice se 
compose de deux vi lies bien distinctes: Ia "vieille ville" et Ia "ville anglaise". Ces deux cites se 
c6toient, s'opposent de diverses manieres: ville nic;oise/ville anglaise, ville ancienne/ville 
nouvelle, ville pauvre/ville riche, ville laborieuse/ville oisive, ville "polychrome" et ville "blanche". 
La vieille ville nic;oise, groupee autour du port et de Ia colline du chateau, devait a son 
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rattachement a Ia Maison de Savoie (de 1388 a 1860) ses facades peintes aux couleurs vives: 
rouge antique, ocres roses ou jaunes, parfois bleues ou vertes, avec leurs trompe-l'oeil "a 
fresco" caracteristiques d'une communaute de culture a Ia fois alpine et mediterraneenne avec le 
Piemont et Ia Ligurie. A partir de 1850, le tourisme hivernal des aristocrates et des intellectuels 
de toute I'Europe va modifier radicalement l'image de Ia ville avec Ia creation des grands hotels 
et de somptueuses villas : Ia ville "blanche" s'edifie sur Ia colline de Cimiez, sur le bord de mer 
et dans le quartier de Ia gare. Pourquoi ce blanc ? Pour deux raisons principales: 1) Ia ville 
anglaise d'avant 1860 a construit ses residences, ses palaces, ses villas en empruntant aux pays 
chauds leur architecture majoritairement blanche : avec ses patios, ses minarets, ses coupoles, 
ses colonnades qu'elle mele au gout "eclectique" de l'epoque. 2) L'emploi d'un materiau local de 
tres bonne qualite: une pierre "blanche" calcaire extraite dans des carrieres locales. Apres 1860, 
!'influence de Ia mode "parisienne", puis celle du Mouvement moderne en architecture ne feront 
qu'accentuer ce choix de coloration qui donnera a Nice sa physionomie definitive de ville 
mediterraneenne "blanche". 

II. Le quartier Notre-Dame- Lepante 

1. Le Plan des couleurs et de !'architecture des (1987 -1993) 
Ce quartier du centre ville dit "quartier de Ia gare" se developpe de maniere notable dans les 
annees 1880 pour trouver sa physionomie quasi definitive en 1914. Depuis une vingtaine 
d'annees environ un processus de devalorisation a frappe ce quartier: pare hotelier et meubles 
de seconde categorie, activites commerciales en perte de vitesse ou marginates, peu 
d'amelioration spontanee du bati. C'est pourquoi une politique de revalorisation a ete mise en 
place par Ia mairie de Nice dans le cadre du PACT et des contrats EtaU(Region/Commune pour 
!'amelioration de !'habitat et du centre ville . 
Bien que faisant partie integrante de Ia ville nouvelle "blanche", ce quartier possede, a cause de 
son caractere populaire un nombre important d'immeubles aux facades de style "nicois". Les 
teintes de ces facades sont a choisir dans une palette de couleurs relativement soutenues: 
teintes pastels et quelques teintes plus vives pour les edifices dont !'architecture de Ia facade est 
inspiree du style propre a Ia Restauration sarde. 
La typologie architecturale Ia plus repandue conjugue un enduit lisse pour le fond de facade 
servant de support a des stucs decoratifs en relief. Ces decors soulignent l'ordonnancement de 
Ia facade en se substituant a Ia pierre taillee par differents artifices: 
• au niveau des fonds de facades (ou "remplissage") sous forme de faux appareils ou 

bossages plus ou moins elabores. Parfois Ia pierre apparente est utilisee et dans ce cas elle 
est soigneusement calibree pour se fondre harmonieusement aux modenatures en stuc; 

• au niveau des saillies en facades (ou "modenatures") sous forme de chaines d'angles, 
bossages, corniches, moulures d'encadrement de baies, elements purement decoratifs, etc. 
.. .. Quant aux elements qui constituent le soubassement de !'edifice: socles, 
emmarchements, perrons d'entrees d'immeubles, ils sont realises en pierre taillee naturelle. 

Quelques rares immeubles possedent une facade ou Ia pierre naturelle est majoritaire, 
parfaitement appareillee, parfois sculptee ou "rustiquee": dans ce cas un simple nettoyage est 
suffisant, accompagne de Ia peinture des boiseries et ferronneries. D'assez nombreux 
immeubles ont subi un decroutage plus ou moins important de leur enduit, ce qui a eu pour effet 
de mettre a jour Ia maconnerie en moellons irreguliers composant le mur de facade . Dans le cas 
le moins catastrophique pour Ia facade, celle-ci a conserve Ia plupart des saillies decoratives: 
l'enduit du fond de facade seul est a reconstituer. Dans le pire des cas, Ia facade a ete decroutee 
dans son entier et seule subsiste Ia corniche decorative du cheneau formant couronnement de 
!'edifice. La maconnerie de moellons est apparente partout sauf en entourage de baies ou un 
enduit etait necessaire pour compenser les aretes irregulieres: le plus souvent, pour des raisons 
de facilite de mise en oeuvre, cet enduit d'encadrement forme un bandeau continu vertical. Dans 
ce deuxieme cas, Ia restauration satisfaisante de Ia facade necessite un travail important: le 



retour a un enduit lisse et aux decors d'origine ou choisis par analogie. Cette restitution de 
!'image d'origine de ces fac;ades est un des points les plus importants de Ia politique de 
rehabilitation de Ia Ville de Nice. 
Dans le cadre de ce programme de rehabilitation du quartier Notre-Dame-Lepinate j'ai etudie 
plusieurs interventions ponctuelles: 1) La Place Toselli : il s'agit de redonner son identite a cette 
place tres degradee par une intervention sur les fac;ades, Ia creation d'une fontaine centrale et 
l'exectution d'un pavage. 2) L'amenagement paysage du mur de soutenement du Boulevrad de 
Cimiez par un traitement colore soutenu par une serie de pilastres a bossages et Ia creation 
d'espaces verts. 3) La creation de deux trompes-l'oeil sur des murs-pignons aveugles 
consequence du percement d'une rue (angle Rue de Lepante et Bd. Raimbaldi). 4) La 
restauration du pont SNCF qui enjambe !'Avenue J. Medecin: edifie en 1860 avec des materiaux 
nobles (pierre taillee et fer), cet ouvrage est aujourd'hui surcharge de panneaux publicitaires; sa 
mise en valeur necessite un nettoyage de Ia pierre, Ia suppression de Ia publicite , une remise en 
couleur de !'architecture en metal, un pavage renouvele. 

Ill. Les Avenues Jean MEDECIN-MALAUSSENA: Projet de cahier des charges des 
commerces 

L'Avenue J. Medecin est avec Ia Promenade des Anglais Ia plus grande artere de Nice: 
L'Avenue Malaussena etant sa continuation vers le nord de Ia ville. La typologie de !'architecture 
et des couleurs des fac;ades est identique a celle du quartier Notre-Dame. Par contre afin de 
revaloriser cet axe majeur de Nice et de lui donner une nouvelle image les etudes que j'a i 
realisees demontrent qu'il faut proceder a une amelioration des enseignes et des devantures 
ainsi que du mobilier urbain. La plupart des recommendations contenues dans mon etude ont 
done ete integrees aux regles du dernier POS (Plan d'urbanisme) ainsi qu'un plan d'ensemble 
concernant les edifices commerciaux en saillie de !'Avenue Malaussena. Ces recommendations 
serviront de reference a !'elaboration d'un futur cahier des charges concernant les commerces du 
centre ville dans son entier. 

IV. Etablissement d'un inventaire des villas a conserver eta restaurer 

Parallelement a Ia mise en forme d'un plan de coloration des fac;ades de centre ville , le Service 
d'Urbanisme et d'Environnement m'a charge de proceder a un recensement et a une 
classification des villas encore existantes dans le centre ainsi qu'a Ia peripherie urbaine et 
surtout sur les collines des environs de Nice. Caracteristiques du patrimoine architectural les 
villas nic;oises "historiques", de style "genois" comme le Musee Matisse, ou "turinois" comme Ia 
Villa Ratti a Cimiez; les somptueuses villas "eclectiques" edifiees au debut du siecle par les 
riches hivernants, fruits de leurs reves d'Orient et de Mediterranee Greco-latine, ou les villas 
plus modestes, construites dans des lotissements par des nic;ois souvent d'origine italienne et 
peintes suivant Ia tradition polychrome avec leurs trompes-l'oeil "a fresco" ou leurs decors au 
"sgrafito". Cet etude est en cours d'elaboration actuellement; deja pres de 150 villas sont classes 
dans le cadre du POS de 1993. 

V. Am{magement et environnement urbain: Espaces verts et mobilier urbain 
J'ai egalement effectue un certain nombre d'etudes sur Ia redefin ition de !'image de Ia ville . Ce 
sont: 
1) une etude specifique sur les differents modeles urbains en place dans Ia ville de Nice ainsi 
que des recherches en archives sur ce sujet: les barnes et les separation d'espaces publics, les 
kiosques et colonnes d'affichages, les revetements de sols et les divers autres mobiliers urbains: 
eclairages, banes publics, signaletiques, etc ... . ; 
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2) un projet de conservation des espaces verts prives et de leurs elements de clotures: elements 
structurants tres importants pour le paysage urbain . 

VI. Le Guide des couleurs de Ia ville de Nice 
En dernier lieu, Ia realisation d'un guide des couleurs de Nice est en cours d'elaboration afin de 
sensibiliser les usagers ainsi que les professionnels des metiers du batiment sur Ia relation 
"architecture/couleur''. Des documents de sensibilisation illustreront les differents styles 
d'architecture de Ia ville de Nice et le traitement des couleurs approprie a leurs facades. 1) 
L'architecture "nir;oise" de Ia fin du XIXeme s. et du debut du XXeme s. caracterisee par une 
modenature tres sobre de style neo-classique influencee par les architectes turinois de Ia 
Restauration sarde: teintes pastels ou plus vives suivant les modeles. 2) L'architecture 
"eclectique" issue des modeles parisiens du second Empire adaptes par les constructeurs 
souvent italiens, qui foisonne de decorations de toutes sortes: soubassements rustiques, 
chainages harpes, consoles sculptees, frises en stuc ou en ceramique, ferronneries aux motifs 
floraux, etc ... . Ces far;ades ne se pretent pas au jeu subtil des couleurs du style "nir;ois" mais 
aux blancs "casses" et aux tons "pierres" uniformes ou en camaieux. 3) L'architecture "Art Deco" 
ou "Modern style" des annees 1925-39 aux far;ades profondements modifiees par rapport a Ia 
Belle Epoque par !'abandon de Ia surcharge decorative au profit d'un decor stylise geometrique 
ou d'inspiration florale. La pierre naturelle ainsi que les enduits dans Ia masse en "pierre 
reconstituee" sont souvent utilises: teintes "ivoires" ou "sables" roses, gris beige ou parfois vert. 

Pour conclure je voudrai citer Ruskin, parlant de Ia ville, de ses habitations comme de ses 
monuments, et de son paysage, qui disait "nous n'avons aucun droit d'y toucher, ils ne nous 
appartiennent pas, ils appartiennent en partie a ceux qui les firent, en partie a toutes les 
generations d'hommes qui vont nous suivre". Le droit a Ia ville pour les nir;ois comme pour les 
habitants ou les visiteurs des autres cites doit se comprendre comme le droit a l'esthetique et a 
Ia beaute du cadre de vie. 



A manual of compound effects of interior color and lighting 
method; (2) Process of generating CG images on color and 

lighting by means of computer graphics 

Gama, H, Hihara, M, Kodama, A, Kadonaga, T, Kondoh, T 

1 INTRODUCTION 
. 

We are quite amazed at the marvelous progress in computer graphics (CG) technology 
in recent years. The technology has been put into practical use in various fields, 
for example, in industry, culture, art, education, and so on. 

The group members of the color research project in the Japan Interior Industry 
Association have been researching the compound effect of interior color and lighting 
methods for living rooms. However it is difficult to forecast 1nd demonstrate these 
facts before setting about the practical stage for color and lighting design. 

So we investigated some equipment for the research. The equipment is: (l)a mock-up 
room using the actual furniture, (2)a perspective sketch drawn by hand, and (3)CG. 

After we discussed carefully,we finally decided to utilize the CG system, because 
the CG system had much more capabilities than other equipment to generate light and 
color accurate rendered the perspective environmental view of the living room. It 
accounts for various of parameters, which are: the color of the light source,und the 
interior of the room,and the optical characteristics(reflection, transmission, inter 
- reflection, luminous intensity distribution curve of fittings, and the shadowing 
effects caused by some objects). Also, CG was used because it made it possible to 
change the parameters easily. 

After the input of the data and the calculation, we obtained 40 CG images. (sampl e 
CG image fig. l,fig.2) 

fig. 1 Sample CG image(l) fig.2 Sample CG image(2) 

2 THE PROCESS FOR GENERATING CG IMAGES 
(1) MODELING BY MEANS OF 3D-CAD 

First, we input 3-dimensional data into the "CATIA" CAD system in order to define 
as the interior elements like furniture, fittings, and so on.(fig.4) 
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[n 3D-Modeling I 

(3) Characteristics 
of the Lighting 

(2) Characteristics 
of the Surface 

I (4) View Point 

(5) Computer Calculation 

(6) Out Put 

fig.3 the Processes for Generating CG Images fig.4 3D-Modeling 

(2) DEFINITION COLOR AND OPTICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SURFACE 
The color(R,G,B,each has 256 levels), reflection factor and transmission factor must 
be defined . 
(3) DEFINITION LIGHTING CHARACTERISTICS 
The factors to be defined of the fittings are shown below. 

the installation location and the aiming angle 
the intensity distribution curve 
the shape of the light source (point, linear, surface) and the size 
the color of the light source 
the luminous flux and the adjustment ratio of flux 

(4) DEFINITION VIEW POINT 
View -point, aiming point and window size are defined by 30-coodinates. 
(5) COMPUTER CALCULATION 
The algorithm for generating the CG image is the RAY-TRACING method which can 
simulate reflection, transmission, shadow.etc. 
(6) OUTPUT IMAGES 
So that many people could evaluate these images,we transferred the CG images on the 
CRT (with color compensating filter) to 35m/ m positive slide film. 

3 CONCLUSION 
The questionnaires which had been asked the impression with the 35m/ m slides were 

returned by 40 persons. The respondents who were ranged in age from 18 to 55 
all involved in illuminating and design engineering group. After viewing the slides, 
more than 80% of the respondents said that it was possible to use those slides could 
be applicated to research & evaluate the compound effects of interior color and the 
lighting methods. However there are some problems to be solved in order to generate 
more photo- realistic images. Accordingly, the utilization of both latest computer 
hardware and software technology will be required to settle down those problems. 
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A manual of compund effects of interior color and lighting 
method (1) 

A review point and developing of the interior color and lighting 
coordinate system 

Hihara, M, Kodama, A, Kadonaga, T, Kondoh, T, Gama, H 

1 · THE COMPOUND EFFECTS OF THE INTERIOR COLOR & THE LIGHTING COORDINATION 
It is widely that the interior color can be changed by the lighting 

conditions because the study is aimed to set the manual of coordination related 
the interior color & lighting design which will be utalized by the interior pro-
fessional field. We are going to introduce our study point of view how to get 
the CG simulation model related to our study. 

2 · THE INTERIOR COLOR COORDINATION MODEL 
At the first stage,we collect and analyze the recent interior color trend by 

using the color samples; like the materials of wall,flooring etc.as the interior 
base color which has been the best-sellers among the current market.We have used 
48 samples of color test-pieces which consisted of 3 color combinations to ana-
lyze their own images by the factor analysis. As a result, 3 main imagefactors 
have been obtaind.Also, we have made a certain types of groupings with these 48 
color test pieces, ranged along each of the 3 main dimensional axises(i.e.,fac-
tors). 

Accordingly, the concept of the cubic model which are consisted of 8 blocks 
have been divided by 3 dimensional axises as shown in Fig.l.The 8 blocks collect 
ed into two parts; called as the light color combinations series ( upper half 
part of cube) and the dark color combination series (lower half part of cube). 
Then through observing of each characteristics with color combinations,we decide 
to give 4 mutual names of categories for both series as following. 
1) UNITY : Type of similarity on hue & tone. Total color LIQIT 

-images: beige or ivory: plain,calm ,natural 
2) VAR.IETY : Type of contrast on hue & tone. Total color ro<<rwr or m: 

-images:primary & dynamic,stimulation 
3) SOFT Type of contrast/hue, Type of similarity/tone 

Total color images: elegant,flowery,feminine 
4) HARD Type of unity or similarity on hue, 

Type of contrast on tone. Total color images: 
monochromatic/black & white/sharp & masculine 

OARK 

fi1. l. Color coonHnat.ioa .,0.1 

Above categories concept are called as an interior color coordination model. 

3. THE CONDITION OF INTERIOR LIGHTING 
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As there are so many varaieties can be seen through the daily act1v1t1es 1n 
the living-room that to be classified into the typical contrast of two daily ac-
tivities such as "HOME HAPPY CIRCLE "and "READING". More over, it is neccesary to 
emphasis the practical lighting effects for these typical activities required 
for certain images of atmospheric feelings. 

Following are shown the standard images; 

A) "HOME HAPPY CIRCLE": Total required feelings are relax, warm, bright and gay 
1) For family time use Feelings of spacious,brightness,warmness 
2) For social time use Feelings of naturality,brightness,refreshing 
3) For adult time use Feelings of calmness,concentration,mid-nightmood 

B) "READING" : Total feelings are relax, calm and high quality of lighting 
4) The principle 1s obtaining a function of clear view 
5) The principie is obtaining a function of tranquility 

Here after we will define the condition of lighting: 
average illuminance: The room size are decided in 27.28m2 dimension as a result 
of modern Japanese trend. In addition, the illumination level are required whith-
in average of 150LX-300LX. Lighting stuffs and lighting method: a) cieling light 
X 2, b) down light X 12, c) cornice light, d) floor lighting stand X 1, e) cor-
ner lighting stand X 1, The other parameters are illumination level,color temp-
rature, light-distribution. 

4 ·RESULT (The compound effect of the interior color and lighting performance) 
We build the data matrix shown in table 1 below, by using the above 8types 

of color combinations and 5 conditions of lighting; which will be expected as a 
design data-manual model. 
Experimentally, We have obtained 40 patterns of CG images by using these data. 

Table 1. 5 Conditions of Lighting related to the Daily Activities 

A • c 0 corner stand tlrhl averaie averaa:e color 
no. do•n Indirect rendertnc hue collblnat Jon c:atecory 

llt:ht lla:ht llt:ht E rtoor stand IIcht (I Initial value) properties 

28001 21100K 3000K 2500K FOR FA."'ILY 
l too• too• 30• 1001 373 IX 9:) wlde.brictat.v.ra, 

hot 
lfJI£ 
ClllCI.E I $0001 SOOOK 28001 cool OlNTRAST F01t SOCI.\1. Tl:<E 

I tOO> ro• 0 too• 39J 11 a; n.ttural.brtcht 
wide. fresh. lively 

2800K 20001 20001 FOl Alltil.T 
I I ODS too• too• 23 .. IX 100 d&rk.qutet.s.lt. 

cat•.concentrat I on 

6SOOK 2BOOK vide. fresh 
I TOS too• lSS Ia as eoot.llveratlon 

RLIDISG E war• A.'iALOGY 
12001 20001 dark, .wall 

I too• tOO> 68 lx 66 cal•.prlwcy 
corcentratlon 



The comparison of the Christian colour symbolism and the 
monoideology 

Magjar, A 

Principles of the Colour Symbolism pf the Chrjslianity 

The records in texts of Old and New Testaments. works of Jhoann Damaskin, Dionis Aeropadit giv us the 
opportunity to define the key principles of deciphering the colour symbolism. The colour kernel · is the triade, the 
absence of additional colours. 

Fprmatipn pf specific cplpur svmbplism pf Orthpdoxy 

The established vestments style of divine services is characterized by two specific features: 
I) wide use of a white colour together with seven basic colours of spectrum (the Rainbow when Noah has reached a 
dry land), and 
2)a black colour as the absence of any colours, the symbol of non · existance, of death, of mourning or renuciation of 
the mundane fuss and riches. Analogy is in the ir:onography. 

The Sm!lual · Pjctorja!lnfluence ol Colour Upon a Man jn the Orthodox IconographY and Its Djstmctiye 
Features jn Comparjson Wjth Other f.eligiw. 

Seven basic colours of rainbow (spectrum) correspond to a sam number 7 put by God into the order of the 
heavenly and earthly being. The energy of colour coming from the Orthodox icon. 

The Distortion of the Spiritual Colour Canons of Iconography in Connection with the Beginning of 
Persecutipn of the Church. 

Socia! transformation of the period of the Revolution of 1917 take place not only in a secular society. Their 
projection upon a sacred life of a man, upon arts, including painting. 

The Aggressjye Iptalitarily pf the Red Cplpur as the Begjnnjng Of the Npn · Spiritual "Party · Ordered 
!conpgraphy ". 

The most bright reflections of this process are the works of the painters who have adopted the Revolution: 
Malevitch, Tatlin, Rodthchenko, Petrov · Vodkin. 
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The domonation of a red colour in the Soviet symbols (flags of the Union Republics etc.). One · colouredness as 
a means of propagation of monoideology. 

Iconographical propagation of the red colour into the vanguard raws. makin this colour canonical in connection 
with the establishment of the totalitarian ideology. The dialectical materialism has automatically limiled the spiritual 
coloured range of expression making a colour to exist monotheistically. 

Psyc4o · Physical Influence of Traditional Orthodox and Newly Created "Party patterns of Coloy(. 

One colour· an inseparable link with the matter; two colours ·a contrast; three colours · a harmony. The 
Orthodox iconography is a triade · like, harmonious. The absence of harmony in a totalitarian society · this is the 
explanation of predomination in its existance of onecolour. 

The Opposition Crjsjs gf the ChrjsHan cglgur symbglism and the Red Symbgl gf the Tgtamarian Mgngjdeglggy. 



Do you mean blue when you say bl/? 
Cross-national comparisons of color naming in a color appearance space 

C. Taft, L. Sivik 

It has been estimated that the human eye can discern 7,295,000 visible differences in the 
psychological color solid (Nickerson & Newhall, 1943). Lexical designations for all of these 
color sensations do not exist in any language, but rather the sensations are subsumed under 
very restricted numbers of categories. 

wnether these categories are shared across languages has been the subject of extensive 
debate and scientific inquiry. The crux of this issue is not specifically color categorization but 
concerns larger questions regarding language and cognition. The color domain has, 
however, long been held exemplary in psychological, anthropological and linguistic research 
on language-cognition. In the SO's proponents of linguistic-cultural relativism adopted the 
color space claiming it to be a domain of continuous, uniform physical variation which 
languages arbitrarily dissect into various discrete categories (Ray, 1952. 1963; Brown & 
Lenneberg, 1954; Conklin, 1955). Challenging the relativist position Berlin & Kay (1969) 
proposed semantic universalism, finding evidence for this, again, within the realm of color 
Since that time some 1 00 developmental, comparative, cross-cultural and physiological 
stuaies with color serving as the paradigm have been conducted in this area. 

Despite the exemplary position attributed color in this research relatively little attention has 
beef'1 paid to color itself. The bulk of this research has utilized color arrays consisting of 
Munsell chips comparatively few in number and representing only the outer shell of the color 
solid (Collier, 1973). A notable exception is Boynton & Olson (1987) in their color name 
mapping of the entire OSA set. Restrictions of the stimulus materials may confound the 
results of these studies. For example, that the lexical term "beige" failed to meet the criteria 
of basicness may be related to the absence of adequate chips in the array. Also. 
extensiveness and locations of color name borders may be effected by limitations of the 
materials. The purpose of the study to be reported is to identify and compare cross-nationally 
the foci and borders in a color appearance space. 
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Colour Order Systems 

Robertson, AR 

This paper attempts to classify the principles of colour order systems with particular emphasis on 
systems that can be used for the descriptive notation of colour perceptions. The classification is then 
used to compare the NCS and Munsell systems and determine which aspects of the two systems are 
reconcilable and which are not. 

Colour order systems have been developed for a number of different purposes which include 
providing an unambiguous method of describing colour perceptions, providing an unambiguous 
method of defining colour stimuli, illustrating the gamut of a colour-reproduction process. illustrating 
colour harmonies and aesthetic relations, setting colour tolerances, and illustrating the colours of a 
company' products. 

The basis of a colour order system is the systematic variation of certain parameters such as visual 
attributes, colour-mixture primaries, or amounts of colorants. Normally the basis of a system is 
closely linked to the system's purpose, but this is not always so. When the parameters are visual 
attributes, they can be based on one of several different ways in which people can organize and 
analyze their perceptions. These include the psychometric scaling of resemblances to elementary 
colours: the psychometric scaling of appearance attributes such as hue, lightness and chroma: or the 
psychometric scaling of attributes of the opponent colour type. 

Only three independent attributes are needed to specify an object colour. Thus, although a system 
may be based on more than three attributes, only three are independent; the others can be 
calculated from the first three. In a spatial representation, the chosen three independent attributes 
are represented by three variables assigned to three coordinates. Each variable is continuous and 
can be varied without necessarily affecting the others. Colour changes and colour differences are 
directional and are represented by vectors. The three-dimensional representation is called a colour 
space. Any such colour space can mapped into any other with the three-dimensionality and 
continuity maintained. However the orderliness of the space may be lost so that simple properties 
such as straight lines and plane or cylindrical surfaces become distorted. 

Hue is an attribute that has a special property in that it is cyclical. If enough successive small 
changes are made in hue only, and the changes are in the same direction, the hue will depart greatly 
from the initial hue, but will eventually return to it. This cyclical nature is represented by a closed 
circuit, often a circle, in colour space. Position along the circuit can be represented by an angle. The 
angle may increase as the hue changes in the order red,purple, blue, green, yellow, orange, red; or it 
may decrease. 

Achromatic colours {white, grey, black) lie on a line {usually straight) with white and black as the end 
points. The line is usually one of the three coordinates of the colour space with a scale that may 
have its origin at white, black or in between: and which may increase or decrease from black to white. 
The line is usually perpendicular to a hue circle but may have either a right-handed or a left-handed 
relation to it. 
Positions of colours in a colour space are specified by a coordinate system which may be cartesian, 
cylindrical, conical or spherical. The boundaries of a colour space can be set by the limits of visual 
perception, by the optimal colours, or by the limits of stable colorants. The portion of a colour space 
occupied by object colours is often called the colour solid. 

The "full" or "pure chromatic" colours of a system may be defined as optimal colours, colours with the 
highest chroma obtainable with the chosen colorants, or colour perceptions having no resemblance 
to either black or white. They always lie on a continuous closed line {a hue circuit) but this line may 
be more or less complicated, depending on the system. 

In general, a hue circuit has several cardinal points that serve to anchor the relationships of hues and 
their spacing. The cardinal points may be the unique hues, complementary hues, or hues chosen to 



fit rules for hue spacing. The spacing of hues between cardinal points may be chosen on the basis of 
perceived differences of hue or on the basis of degrees of resemblance to neighbouring cardinal 
hues. 

Colours of equal hue lie on a two-dimensional surface in colour space, usually a plane. The two 
independent attributes used to differentiate points on the surface vary from system to another. They 
usually include one of lightness, darkness, whiteness and blackness; and one of chroma, saturation 
and chromaticness. 

A colour atlas is a selected set of colour samples. arranged according to their notations in a particular 
colour order system, and designed to be used under specified illuminating and viewing conditions. 
The atlas has different significance in different systems. The samples in the atlas may simply 
illustrate the system, they or their specifications may define the system, or the samples may be a 
precise embodiment of the system for the provision of colour standards. The colours of the samples 
usually lie at the intersection points of a regular lattice in the colour space. The lattice may be cubic, 
cylindrical, double conical or of some other nature usually related to the type of attribute and 
coordinate system chosen. 

The NCS and Munsell colour order systems have very different basis, but both have the same 
purpose - to describe colour perceptions. Since the colour perceptions are the same, it must be 
possible, at least in theory, to map one system into the other. Both have a similar hue circuit but with 
different cardinal points and different spacing. Both represent achromatic colours by a straight line 
but, again, with different spacing. In both, surfaces of constant hue are planar but the representation 
of colours within the planes is fundamentally different, presenting a formidable challenge to anyone 
who wants to map one system into the other. Another important difference is the significance of the 
atlas. In the NCS the atlas is merely illustrative. whereas in the Munsell system the colorimetric 
specifications of the atlas samples have become the definition of the system. 

This paper is based on a document prepared for a Working Group of ISO TC187 (Colour Notations). 
The author is grateful to other members of the Working Group for helpful discussions and 
suggestions. However, the opinions expressed are those of the author alone and do not necessarily 
represent any offiCial position of ISO or any of its Technical Committees or Working Groups. 
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The quantization of the CIE uniform color spaces using cubic 
lattices 

Buckley, RR 

When quantizing a color signal in a uniform color space such as CIELAB, usual 
practice is to uniformly quantize each coordinate L *, a* and b* independently. 
The size of the quantization step (or alternatively, the number of steps) is chosen 
to mini-mize the visibility of quantization contours or limit the quantizing error. 
In a uni-form three-dimensional color space, the same size step is used for each 
coordinate. This is equivalent to using a cube with edge length e as the 
quantization or Q region (Figure 1a), where the edge length is the size of the 
quantization step for each coordinate. All points within the cube are encoded or 
represented by the (L *,a*, b*) value or codeword at its center. 

The cube is an example of a parallelohedron, a polyhedron that can fill three-
dimensional space by translations alone. Each of these space-filling cubes defines 
a Q region (also called a Dirichlet or Voronoi region) which contains the points 
closer to the codeword at its center than to all other codewords. In Figure 1 a, the 
collection of all codewords lie on a simple cubic lattice. 

L* L* 

(a) 

Figure 1: (a) Cubic and (b) Truncated Octohedral Q Regions 

A criterion for choosing the size of the quantization step is minimizing the 
visibility of quantization contours, so that the representation of a smooth color 
gradient will not introduce spurious contours for example. Because a color 
gradient can have any orientation in color space, two colors that are nearly the 
same could be encoded by values separated by a distance equal to the length of 
the body diagonal of the cube, which is e.J3 for the cube in Figure 1 a. This is the 
maximum distance between adjacent codewords, where adjacent codewords are 
ones whose Q regions have a common vertex. This distance is the maximum size 
of the quantization step in three-dimensional color space and determines the 
worst-case visibility of color quantization contours. 



A more efficient quantizer would achieve the same distance between 
adjacent codewords (or lattice points) with a larger Q region, thereby using fewer 
codewords over the entire color space [1]. For a uniform quantizer, the candidate 
Q regions are the five convex parallelohedra, familiar to crystallographers [2]: 
cube, hexagonal prism, rhombic and elongated dodecahedra, and truncated 
octahedron. 

Proportional to the maximum distance between adjacent codewords is the 
maximum quantization error, where the quantization error is the distance 
between a point and the codeword used to represent it. The maximum 
quantization error for the Q region in Figure 1a is half the length of the body 
diagonal, or e.../312. 

The design of a quantizer that minimizes the quantization error for a given Q 
region volume, or equivalently maximizes the Q region volume for a given 
maximum error, is related to the problem of sphere covering. The optimum 
quantizer is based on the sparsest covering of three-dimensional space with equal 
spheres, where the radii of the spheres equals the maximum quantization error 
[1]. The solution to the sparsest sphere covering places the centers of the spheres 
on a body-centered lattice [3]; the corresponding Q region is a truncated 
octahedron (Figure 1 b). 

For the same maximum quantization error, the ratio of the volume of a trun-
cated octahedron to a cube is 12.../315.../5 or 1.86, so that a uniform color 
quantizer based on a body-centered cubic lattice would use 53.8% as many code-
words as a quantizer based on a simple cubic lattice. 

By comparison, the next most efficient quantizer is based on a face-centered 
cubic lattice. For the same maximum quantization error, the ratio of the volume 
of a rhombic dodecahedron (which is the corresponding Q region) to a cube is 
3.../314 or 1.30, so that a uniform color quantizer based on a face-centered cubic 
lattice would use 77% as many codewords. The implementation of quantizers for 
both the body- and face-centered lattices is relatively straightforward [4]. 
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Munsell to Coloroid transformation 

Nemcsics, A 

The Coloroid colour order system 
being in direct transformational relation 
with the CIE XYZ system, it was no 
problem to locate the 2465 Munsell col-
our samples, each with its XYZ values, 
in the Coloroid colour space. As a re-
sult of location, achromatic axes of the 
two colour order systems got into coin -
cidence, at an interference between 
colour spaces . 

In the common colour space , both 
Munsell and Coloroid colours with the 
same tristimuli Y lie in the same planes 
normal to the achromatic axis . While 
colours of the same Coloroid hue -
with identical dominant wavelengths -
are in the half-planes fitting the axis , 
also colours of the same Munsell hue 
composed surfaces fitting the axis, but 
differently for each hue, of a mild cur-
vature. 

While colours of the same Coloroid 
Saturation form coaxial cylindrical 
shells , colours of the same Munsell 
chroma were found to form conical sur-
faces of irregular directrices. 

Thereafter the common colour 
space was cut at 14 different spots of 
luminances corresponding to tristimuli 
y = 4, 6.25 , 9, 12.25, 16, 20.25 , 25, 
30.25, 36, 42.25, 49, 56.25, 64, 72 .25, 
by planes normal to the axis, contain-
ing colours with equal Y values. Col -
ours of the same Coloroid hue in the 
sections appear as radii including 
equal angles with each other, while col -
ours of equal Munsell hues appear as 

curves , more or less deflecting from the 
radii, here denser, there scarcer. Col-
ours of identical Coloroid saturations in 
the sections form concentric circles , 
while those with identical Munsell chro-
ma form irregular, closed curves . 

In the next step, circles were cut 
along some radius to the centre, then 
stretched into a rectangle, with the cut-
up radius of the circle as shorter sides , 
and the perimeter, and a straight line of 
the perimeter length , replacing the 
centre, as longer sides . 

In the new configuration , Coloroid 
hues and saturations appeared as a 
rectangular equidistant network. In this 
network, Munsell hues and chromas 
appeared as more or less rectangular 
networks of more or less curved lines. 

Coloroid networks results from har-
mony threshold measurement tests, 
pointing to a kind of perceptional 
equidistance , at the same time they 
can be expressed in terms of colorime-
tric magnitudes, namely hue by domi-
nant wavelength, saturation by excita-
tion purity. Thereby similarity between 
Munsell and Coloroid networks offered 
a new possibility for investigating the 
Munsell colour space. In the following , 
investigation results will be presented . 



Coloroid colour system applied in architectural CAD software 

Neumann, L 

Intensive development of computer graphies and in particular 
of the photorealistic picture synthesis in the 80s required 
chromatically true representation of colours on screens and 
other picture display implements. Standards have been 
developed for chromatically exact computer display /e.g.TIF 
format/. Alongside with true colour display, application of 
colour systems has become a possibility. Irrespective of 
professional picture processing systems mainly in the film 
and printing industries, the problematics of colour 
selection received little interest. Most of existing colour 
selection systems apply interactive mi x ing of the nonlinear 
R,G,B channels of the display. Through more sophisticated 
softwares apply the concepts of lightness, saturation and 
hue, but the result generall y depends on the display rather 
than to approximate a uniform colour space. The Author 
adapted the COLOROID colour system in the architectural CAD 
sof t1,1a r·e "Arch i TECH F'C". 
The first problem was that of being independent of the 
display, or more exactly of chromatically manipulating the 
display, to display a colour point of given x,y,Y or A, T, V 
on a given P.ixel - if physically feasible. Based on results 
in the special literature, it has been assumed that cross 
interactions effects between R,G,B channels are negligible 
even for high light intensities. In conformity with the 24 
bit/pixel display, R,G,B channels may be adjusted to 256 
different light intensities each, equivalent to that the 
display colour space is represented by over 16 million 
colour points. 
Since white in the displays is practically similar to a 
Planck radiant of 9000-1000 °K the maximum is missed mainly 
in the blue channel, namely 065 has been chosen for COLOROID 
white. A procedure relying on visual comparisons has been 
developed for determining the nonlinear R,G,B 
characteristics of the given display, the gamma values. 
Measured /x,y/coordinates of the basic colours R,G,B and of 
the "proper l.Lih i te" of the screen are "input" to the 
software. Otherwise, the SMPTE recommendation /adopted also 
in TIF/ and the Planck 9500 °K white are considered default 
interpretation. ArchiTECH.PC software functioning under 
Windows is a fast handly implement for the colour design of 
built environment. For any patch pixel, the colour 
representing any pair /T,V/ of any of the 48 COLOROID hue 
sheets may be assigned if it can be displayed. Also material 
texture may be assigned to the surfaces, and any number of 
lamps of arbitrary light intensity may be arranged in the 
space. The program computes and displays the photorealistic 
image of the colour design above creating animation by 
moving the viewpoint along a give path. 
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A Munseii-CIE conversion method using neural networks 

Tominaga, S 

Purpose and Significance 
Coordinate conversion between the Munsell and CIE-XYZ color systems is often 

needed in any field treating object color. However no equation has been defined that 
specify a direct transformation between two color spaces. But a table of data provides 
numerical correspondence between two systems with respect to illuminant C and the 1931 
standard observer. So far the conversion has been done by the complicated method of 
three-dimensional interpolation to this table of data. 

This paper proposes a new method of conversion using neural networks. A 

multilayer network is considered as a nonlinear converter that adaptively learns a 
relationship between two color spaces. The complex mapping can then be executed 
rapidly by combining simple nonlinear units in parallel and multilayers. The table of data 
is used for network learning by the Back Propagation method and for testing the 
performance. A 3-10-10-10-3 type network with three hidden layers of 10 units is 

obtained as the most suitable one. The accuracy of conversion is examined on computer 
experiments. A potential advantage of our method is that the database is not necessary, 

while the conventional interpolation method needs database samples. 
Algorithm 

Figure 1 shows the conversion process from the Munsell color system to the CIE-

XYZ color system by means of a neural network. First, the Munsell color specifications 
(H. V, C) are transformed into the rectangular coordinates (V, A, B). This coordinates are 

the input signals to the network. The corresponding output signals are not the tristimulus 
values (X, Y, Z) themselves, but their equivalent after a cubic-root transformation. The 

network is a multilayer net, consisting of an input layer, three hidden layers, and an output 

layer. The numbers of hidden layers and units are determined empirically. The standard 

number of units is ten. The network is a feedforward type, where the units in each layer 
are connected to all units in the previous layer, and have no connection with each other in 
the same layer, so that signals are always propagated in one way from the previous stage to 

the next stage. The input of each unit is the weighted output values from the previous 
layer, and the nonlinear sigmoid function is computed based on the sum of its input. 

The Back Propagation method is used for learning of the neural network. The 

normalized coordinate vector of Munsell color specifications is input to the first layer, and 



the normalized vector of the corresponding tristimulus values is presented as the teacher's 
signal. The squared error between the desired output and the actual output is calculated, 
and then the weights and the biases are adjusted in such a way as to reduce the error, by 
performing a gradient descent method. 
Results 

As the color data for an experiment we have used the table of the CIE coordinates 
of Munsell colors determined by Newhall, Nicherson, and Judd, and the table by Judd 
and Wyszecki. The merging of these two tables of data makes a large data set of about 
3000 colors. First, we have chosen about half of the original data as the learning data for 
the network,. which are distributed uniformly in the Munsell space. The initial values of 
the weights and biases are set with random numbers. The process of presenting all the 
learning data to the network is defined as a period. Learning continues for as many 
periods as are necessary to reduce the over all error to an acceptably low value. The error 
has decreased sufficiently with the iterative learning of 40000 periods. 

Next, we have examined the performance of the resulting network, by using the 
weights obtained by the above learning. Another set of color data is then chosen as the 

test data. This is composed of about 1300 colors ranging over 0.5 Y 9.5 and 

0 C 14. The conversion accuracy is evaluated on the color difference formula in the 

CIE-L*a*b* space. The average color difference is obtained as 1.5 over all the 

test data. Thus we have a good conversion accuracy. In this case, the table of data 
consisting of more than 3000 colors can be replaced with only about 300 weighting 
coefficients to link units in the network. 

The mapping from the XYZ color system to the Munsell color system can be 
realized as the inverse conversion in a similar manner using a neural network. 

Munsell Color Specifications 
(H, V, C) v A B 

'------'---'-r..!....:.-''-'------.J ... 

Neural Network 

Tristimulus Values 
(:Xi!3, yi/3, z!!3) 

(X, Y, Z) 

layers 

Output layer 

xll3 yl/3 zll3 

Figure 1 

Bias 
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Beyond colour 

Green-Armitage, P 

In heraldry the work tincture is an "inclusive term for the metals, colours and 
furs in a coat of arms" (Oxford). Gold, red and ermine have equal status as 
tinctures. 

With the increased attention being paid to the geometric attributes of appearance 
and the recognition that these, like colour, have many dimensions, it would be 
useful to have a word like tincture, in its heraldic sense, as part of our everyday 
vocabulary. 

The Art and Science of Tincture would deal with all aspects of appearance -
metallic lustre, gloss, transparency, redness, chromaticness, tonal value, 
smoothness, hairyness etc. Colour theory would be just a part of the bigger 
picture offered by tincture theory which would show how all aspects of 
appearance are different from or related to each other. (Typical of present 
confusion was the inclusion by a student of a dark brown but glossy chip in a 
group of colours which were all supposed to be highly chromatic.) 

Tincture theory, in turn, would be part of an even bigger picture - a general 
theory of appearance which would include the shapes themselves which are seen 
to be glossy, red etc. 

Many aspects of tincture theory are in place and some progress has been made in 
building a framework for the big picture. The object of this paper is to draw 
attention to some of these achievements and to suggest some avenues for further 
in ves tiga tion. 

A theory of tincture will accommodate the modes of appearance first proposed by 
Katz and the various types of gloss identified by Hunter. 

A suitable framework for the big picture has been established in Argentina and 
much work has been done on its component parts . Janello has developed 
theories of spatial delimitation and texture to complement existing theories of 
colour. Caivano has proposed a model for what Janello called "cesias", a term 
coined to cover such appearance attributes as gloss, lustre and transparency. 
(Cesia, colour and texture would all be included under the general category of 
tincture.) 



It is crucial to make a clear distinction between the phenomena as we see them, 
the physical events which give rise to them and the words we use to describe 
what we see. Each aspect of appearance will need to be studied from a 
psychological, a physical and a linguistic point of view. 

At the same time attention must be paid to any particular circumstances that are 
a necessary condition for a particular perception. The roles of context, scale, 
movement and binocular vision must be considered. · 

The different dimensions of appearance will need to be identified. A dimension 
implies a scale along which an object's appearance can change while other aspects 
of its appearance remain the same. Such scales include matte to glossy, 
transparent to opaque, Yellow to Red and smooth to hairy. 

Thresholds and connections also need to be identified. A scale from mid grey to 
fluorescent pink passes through the threshold established by Evans which 
separates greyish colours from those that are fluorent. In the hue sequence of the 
Swedish Natural Colour System there are thresholds at Unique Yellow, Red, 
Blue and Green. Glossy and metallic tinctures are distinct but there may be a 
scale that connects them. 

In 1989 I proposed a tentative model with scales connecting clear transparency, 
white, black and any given chromatic colour. The model describes the physical 
conditions for varying degrees of transparency and opacity and suggests a 
framework for plotting a particular kind of appearance which I called "visual 
penetrability". The perfect cup of tea, which is the right colour (right quantity of 
tea leaves in the pot), and has the right degree of visual penetrability (right 
amount of milk added) can be plotted in this model. 

A theory of tincture, within a general theory of appearance, may consist of a 
number of separate scales and structures. It may not be possible to establish 
connections to link all elements. But whatever structure emerges it will take us 
beyond colour and extend our capacity for thinking about, planning, recording 
and describing the appearance of our world and the things we make. 
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Colour- a typology for the evaluation and application of 
colour in architecture 

Meise, E 

The discussion of the application of colour in architecture is somewhat hampered by 
the lack of a methodologically sound approach. In this lecture a new typology is 
introduced to enable the evaluation and discussion of the usage of colour in 
architecture. Designers, colour consultants, architects, art historians or anyone wishing 
to develop an argument on this subject to use the proposed typology. With this new 
approach it is possible to consider both the appearance of colour and its application in 
architecture. Colour can be the unaffected skin of the used building material or the 
property added to it Also the use of colour in its artistic connotation can be discussed. 

When we look at colours we usually discuss how their visible properties hue, saturation 
and lightness (or hue, chroma and value In Munsells terms) are related to each other. 
However, when we want to discuss the application of colours in architecture we have to 
broaden the discussion to other realms of understanding. In the case of architecture we 
should also discuss how the colours relate to the architectural dimensions. 

First we can recognise four modes of appearance of colour in architecture: 
1. colour as a sign or signal 
2. colour as a symbol 
3. colour as an artistic medium 
4. colour as colour 
When we look at the application of colour in architecture we can find many examples of 
these four modes. Also we can recognise two different approaches to the use of colour: 
1. spatial or architectural 
2. non·spatial or painterly 
When we relate the modes of colour with their possible application we can develop a 
typology: 

architectural relation 
building element 
environment 
notion 
purpose . 

spatial 
confirming 
biotopic 
realistic 
emphasis 

non-spatial 
contradicting 
non·biotopic 
idealistic 
correction 

In this lecture this typology is further explained and its usage for design and analysis is 
discussed. The listener should gain a better understanding of the many roles colour 
can have in architecture. 



Personal palette and the Coloroid colour system 

Pirityi, E 

Johannes Itten, the artist and colorist of the Bauhaus 
discovered the power of physical coloring. Je noted that his 
stu1ent their personal colors in their 

In adapting Itten's theory to fashion Jackson developed 

the four seasonal palettes (Ninter, Spring, Summer, as 
guides for clothing and makeup in America. Our natural colors -
our skin -, aair and eye color - determine colors suit 
our wardrobe, make up and hair. 

Fashion colors are very important. fhat's the first ·cmost 
important reason for developing my system "Personal Palette". 
In this, colors are from season to season, according 
to the Intercolor (International Color Cmmittee) every 5 months. 

The second to form this system was to determine the 
rules between the personal colors. For this I used the 

Coloroid Color System. 

In the Coloroid Color System every color is marked with 3 
numbers. The first refers to the color hue, the second to 
the color saturated, the third to the color lightness. 

Summers and Winters, the cool seasons, have blue undertones 
of skin,while Autumns and Springs, the warm seasons have 
golden undertones. Summers and Springs are the light seasons, 
Autumns and Winters are the dark seasons. Sommers and Autumn 

are the muted seasons, Springs and Winters, the clear seasons. 

People can wear almost every color of the rainbow, it's the 

shade and intensity that count, that make the difference. 
It is very important to know palettes, people 
with colours. It's useful in fashion- and cosmetics, home 
and office furniture industry even in townplanning. Designers 
and dealers have to respect that people like different colors. 
I belive that using of proper colors make our life beautiful. 
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Modus Coloris 

F.l. Yuryev 

The paper deals with peculiarities of forming colour images in both different types of 
information and various forms of art. 

COMMUNICATORY FUNCTIONS OF COLOUR are realized in all the types of information. 
Those are ancillary functions of colour discrimination, distinction, separation, combination 
and other universal functions that organize and activate perception of the principal content of 
any information. 

We consider cognitive and expressive functions of a colour image to be its principal "contenf' 
functions. 
COGNITIVE FUNCTIONS OF COLOUR are realized when colour serves for mimetic 
reflecting some essential signs of real objects or for marking (encoding) the principal 
concepts and ideas, as in scientific (and popular scientific) information, in conceptual-
symbolic and fine arts. 

EXPRESSIVE FUNCTIONS OF COLOUR are realized when emotions having aesthetic 
meaning are conveyed by harmonic composition of the colour image, as in art design, 
decorative art and, of course, in the music of colour. 

Total colour image makes a triunity of the above functions. A hierarchy of functions within the 
triunity has many versions thus resulting in colour variety of modi. Systematizing the range of 
colour images and formulating principles of harmonic colour designation makes an urgent 
problem for coloring artistry of information. The paper poses this problem and presents also 
an attempt of solving it theoretically. 



Appearance of colours in environment and their use in life 

Ikeda, M 

Colors are positively used in our daily life in numerous ways. To 
mention one example, kids at a primary school in Chiba Prefecture are 
obliged to wear colored caps at a time to go to and out from school. 
Different colors are classified to classes, red, orange, yellow, green, light-
blue and dark-blue in the increasing order of year. One of the aims of 
employing the colored caps is to make kids to appear conspicuous, 
particularly to car-drivers so that kids can be protected from traffic 
accident. The most conspicuous red color was thus assigned to the 
youngest kids of the first year. The idea is a very good one, but it becomes 
most efficient when color experts take a part in the decision what colors 
are to be used and in what way. 

The brightness of colored surface changes radically according to the 
illumination level as well known as the Purkinje shift. The change of 
relative brightness of different colors can be evaluated in terms of the 
equivalent lightness, which is the lightness of a gray scale that matches in 
brightness with the colored surfaces. A systematic measurement of 
equivalent lightness shows that the equivalent lightness of a red surface 
just simply decreases monotonically as the illuminance is decreased from 
1000 lx down to 0.01 lx. The equivalent lightness of a light blue, on the 
other hand, first decreases but it increases again as the illuminance level 
decreases down to the mesopic level and to the scotopic level. A red cap is 
the best choice for kids in day time only and it is the worst choice in a dark 
evening. This experiment also showed that the mesopic vision starts at 
around 2 lx and the scotopic vision at 0.02 lx. 

Evaluation of colored surface in terms of their conspicuity should 
give us more directly relevant knowledge about the choice of color for kids' 
wears. We conducted an experiment in which a subject was asked to judge 
the order of conspicuity of twelve different colors which cover different 
hues and were placed in front of the subject under a certain illuminance 
level. a red color was most conspicuous at high illuminance, such 
as 1000 lx and 100, when the background was black, but it was least 
conspicuous at very low illuminance of, say 0.1 lx. A light blue underwent 
a change just opposite to the red one at low illuminance. As an 
application of these results we proposed the two color combination of 8R-
8BG as an outdoor wear of kids for the purpose of safety. The idea was 
awarded by one of the leading Consumer Institutions of Japan. 

A direct method to make a colored surface more conspicuous is to 
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use a spot light on the surface as is often employed in the interior 
illumination. It has not been quantitatively investigated how much the 
light should be added on the object so that its color appearance becomes 
more conspicuous and looks more beautiful. An apparatus shown in the 
figure was constructed to do the experiment. T is a Mondorian pattern 
made of different color charts and it is illuminated by a main light source, 
FL. An element of the Mondorian is locally illuminated by a different 
optical channel and the subject was asked to set its illuminance at the level 
that the element just begins to appear unnatural as the element to belong 
to the Mondorian pattern illuminated only by the main lamp, FL. Only 
beyond the threshold the spot light is effective to make the object 
conspicuous more than the situation where there is no other light beside a 
main light source. It was found from the experiment that the threshold is 
low when the local illumination causes the color change of the surface 
toward a higher Munsell Chroma with the Munsell Value kept relatively 
constant. 

It is interesting to notice that the unnatural appearance of color is 
often expressed by subjects as "too bright" or "shining". The expressions 
suggest us that the appearance begins to shift from an object color mode to 
a light source color mode. When a subject looks at a Mondorian pattem or 
comes in a lighted room, he/she immediately grasps the situation of 
illumination, how the space is illuminated by main light sources and how 
objects should appear. In other words the subject gained a recognition 
space of illumination. The subject then judges a locally illuminated object 
whether the color appearance is included inside the recognition space. If 
it is not, the subject will say it unnatural. 

We in practice utilize the unnatural appearance of colored objects 
positively in our life as it is more conspicuous and gives an appearance of 
beauty in some cases. Light-up of architectures at night, exit sign for 
emergency, spot light in room, and so on. Study of color appearance of 
objects outside the recognition space of illumination should offer 
illuminating engineers and designers better understanding of 
illumination techniques. 

T 

Fl 
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Omnidirectional humanoid colorimetry 

Greguss, P 

Color is undoubtedly ::m irnportant factor in our 1 ife, and it 
infl•.Jencss h11man osychology relative to mood and aesthetics, 
nevertheless, in colorimetry this aspect is seldom or never taken into 
account. One reason for this may be that a colorimeter coping with 
this reqirement has to have not only an omnidirectional color 
"perception" (measurement) of the surrounding space but also the 
capability to compare it to that part of the space where the effective 
color measurement is performed. 

The first part of this requirement c01.rld perhaps be accomplished by 
using a so-called fish-eye lens, vlhich is capable to cover a 
steradian field of view (or 4ff , if two lenses are used), but it is 
rather difficult to correct for the unavoidably inherent distortion of 
a fish-eye lens image (FELl), especially, because the effect of 
chromatic aberration is to be eliminated totally. 

In this paper the autt1or describes a colorimetry concept which is 
based on a new optical imaging block, the PAL-optic (Panoramic Ann!Jlar 
Lens), having an omnidirectional viewing capability by delivering of 
its surrounding a 360°ringshaped panoramic image, the width of which 
is equal to the vertical viewing angle, and it avoids all the 
theoretical and technical problems issuing from the distortions 
inherent in FELis. 

The illumination and color values issuing from the ringshaped image 
can then be compared th the illumination and color values measured 
in the separate picture in the center of the forwards directed field 
of view, which is identical with that part of the space where the 
effective color measurement is performed. Thus, the resulting values 
will be in good agreement with the human color sensation with respect 
to the human accommodation mechanism, especially when the measurements 
are made in accordance with the Coloroid color system. That this is 
the case will be proved by reprojecting the annular color irnaoe used 
during the measurements through the PAL-optic onto a cylindrical 
screen. 
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The effect of colour and colour contrast on lexical 
comprehension 

Pretorius, JD, Molnar, 0 

The ability to communicate and comprehend is vital for success in 
our information age. Modern technology is being used to control 
instruments and communicate to operators, in the work place and 
home. This work place can be industry, educational institutions, 
hospitals, resarch laboratories, medical institutions and 
businesses etcetera. Screens, monitors, dials, instruments can be 
of various colours . 
The question arises which colour and colour contrast is preferred 
and does this preference influence the lexical comprehension? 
Previous research conducted by the authors had researched the 
primary colours and colour contrast acvcording to the theories of 
physiology of colour and vision viz the Young -Helmholtz 
trichromatic theory and the Hering theory. Often personal 
computers, television messages, and instruments are set· or 
manufactured to register only a few colour contrasts and 
coloUl:s. Amber or yellow and greeu are often favoured with 
contrasts in black and white. Yellow is not a primary colour. 
The preferences and effects if any had not been investigated in 
terms of lexical comprehension in relation to other colours and 
colour contrasts. 
The authors researched 
in order to determine 
preferred and to test 
retention. 

yellow, green and black, white variations 
which colour and colour contrast was 
for lexical comprehension as measured by 

The research was conducted using an 
computer with a high resolution EGA 
luminance of the cathode ray tube of the 
colour was recorded using a photometer . 

IBM compatible personal 
colour monitor. The 
colour monitor for each 

A special computer programme was written which used standardised 
reading tests. The programme controlled the length of reading 
exposure, the sequence of the tests and recorded automatically 
the answer time to the questions, and registered the number of 
correct answers. The preference of colour and colour contrast 
was also recorded for each testee. 
The differences between the lexical comprehension of testees as 
measured by the programme were statistically analysed. Results 
are presented and related to preferences of the testees. 



Characterization and training of a colour sensory panel with a 
computerized system 

Sieffermann, JM, Berset, C, Meclot, AS 

The colour quality control of food products has always been a 
difficult task due to the tridimensional state of colour. Although 
colour 1s a major component of the food quality consumer's 
appreciation, sensory evaluation of colour has always been a poorly 
investigated matter. 

The aim of this study was to develop a low-cost sensory analysis 
computerized system. 

This system is used for the training of panelists and the evaluation 
of food and cosmetic products. Assessors have to choose an on-
screen colour similar to the one of the tested product. Colours m a y 
be chosen m a three-dimensional space and panelists are free to 
vary hue, luminance and saturation. Colour data is stored in RGB co-
ordinates. 

Multidimensional data processing (PCA and Procrustean Analysis) 
allows: 

intra and inter-individual variance analysis; 
the study of similarity between food products; 
the establishment of sensory/instrumental correlations. 

Preliminary results on candy products showed good individual 
repetability and an excellent consensus beetwen assessors 
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Colour and Chinese Culture 

Y. Gongxia 

The culture of colour is closely related to the world outlook and 
philosophy of a nation. In China, The Five Elements Theory held 
by the ancients bestow a layer of mysterious shadow on colour. 
The patriarchal clan system of the feudal society had exerted 
enormous influences also. These tremendously affected the 
Chinese culture, such as architecture, costume, and the meaning 
of colours, etc. In general, colour is used as a code of hierarchical 
system and emblem of symbolism. 



Research and teaching colour at the Fine Arts Department of the Janus 
Pannonius University 

Horvath, 0 

Outline of the activities of the Students' Scientific Circle on 
Color Dynamics at the Department of Fine Arts, Janus Pannonius 
University, Faculty of Humanities. 

The Circle, which was founded in 1973, examines the detailed 
questions of certain inter-disciplinary areas. Discussions lead us 
to elicit and experience the unfolding world of color. 

The Circle takes part in the growth and development of the 
university Color Dynamics Laboratory, in the planning of color-
related tasks and in major national research projects. 

Completed color-related projects and color portfolios, prepared by 
the members of the Circle related to and as part of the 
instruction, research and color studies, can be found in the Color 
Laboratoty of the department. 

The Students' Scientific Circle on Color has won several 
international and national exhibition grand prizes . 
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The international survey on colour in folklore, belief and 
tradition -a progress report 

Hutchings, J 

Imagination and creativity gives man the power to manipulate the 
appearance of him/herself, and his/her environment. Colour plays 
a large part in our self made surroundings, but how important is 
it to us as a conscious or unconscious part of our folklore? 
Where do colour and appearance fit into present day custom, 
belief and legend ? For a number of years the Folklore Society 
!based at University College London) and the Colour Group (GB) 
have been trying to discover answers to these questions. Some 
tradition is dictated by the establishment (e.g. flag colours or 
the company logo). Other customs are found within families or 
tribes (e.g. wedding or funeral colours), and are passed on from 
generation to generation by word of mouth. The International 
Survey is concerned with the latter oral tradition. 

A number of routes, which are on-going, have been explored. 
1. Contributions have been invited from all interested 
individuals. 
2. Searches have been made of British and Irish folklore 
archives. 
3. A specific topic was chosen to investigate in detail one area 
of colour and custom. This is the use of coloured rice in 
ceremony. 
4. An international, cross-cultural, comparative study is being 
attempted using a questionnaire. 
5. Attempts are being made to discover what specialist colour 
expertise exists in adjacent areas of language, literature and 
folklore. 

Approximately 1100 British and Irish colour folklore 
contributions arising from routes 1 and 2 have been analyzed. The 
findings were reported (Hutchings 1991) as part of the 
proceedings of a day conference designed to satisfy partly route 
5 !Hutchings and Wood 1991). Very preliminary results from route 
3 have been noted (Hutchings 1993). 

Status of the Cross-Cultural Study 

Routes 1,2 and 3 involve the collection 
information. A questionnaire approach is being 
international cross-cultural survey. The table 
patchy response obtained to date. 

of unprompted 
used for 4, the 
shows the very 



Number of responses to the International Questionnaire Survey. 

Japan 62 Britain 29 African 
Other Asian Other Countries 3 

Countries 7 European 
Countries 3 North & South 

American 
Countries 1 

The large contribution from Japan was organised by Professor 
Akita, who enrolled the help of members of his psychology class 
at Kyoto Institute of Technology, and Marion Bowman, who used the 
topic as the basis of an English lesson to Japanese students at 
Bath University. It is clear that not enough material has been · 
received for any firm cross-cultural comparisons to be made. 
Nevertheless, interesting information is starting to appear. An 
example concerns the colour of wedding dresses. 

White is legendarily a symbol for "purity". Formal wedding 
dresses of that colour became common in Britain in the 1920's, 
but their use is now widespread in all five continents. The use 
of white in Japan predates this, and brides there may wear the 
traditional white, or the "western" white, or red. Indian Hindu 
brides wear red, and so do members of the Han tribe in China. On 
the other hand, Dong brides in China wear black, while those of 
the She minority wear both black and red. Chinese living in 
Singapore wear red or pink with gold. Malay Chinese may wear 
dresses of another colour, sometimes green, but not yellow. This 
colour is reserved for royalty. Malay Indians however prefer to 
wear yellow and white. Although western dress is also used in 
many African countries, many village brides wear a mixture of 
colours. Very brightly coloured kangas are worn in Nigeria, 
Cameroon and Tanzania. 

Conclusion 

This paper is a snapshot of the present state of an International 
Survey. As the table shows, there are information gaps for large 
parts of the world. None of the many colourful customs of Eastern 
Europe, for example, are yet included in the survey, and many 
more contributions are needed from every country in the world. 
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The Colours in Bulgarian Folklore 

T. Kehlibarov 

On the base of colorimetry and using a modern colour system it is 
possible exactly to "receive" the colours in folklore. 

And this permits to conserve with modem computers "the colours" for our 
next generation of people, for the next centuries!. .. 

In this paper will be presented a method and our first results of research 
on colours in Bulgarian folklore. 

With numerous colour slides will be possible to known with some typical 
sides of Bulgarian folklore and to have unforgettable minutes!. .. 



Red in Estonian folklore- colour & word 

Sarapik, V 

The theory of linguistic universals (the basic colour terms) and 
their dependence from neurophysiological processes of seeing has 
been a base for the treatment of the using the colours in folklore. 
It is founded mainly on the original Estonian material and some 
aspects are compared with other Balto-Finnic cultures. 

1. It is rather clear (and already established by numerous 
researchers) that of the classically known 11 basic colour terms 
the most communicative role for etnocultures is held by black, 
white, red, yellow, green and blue. We can regard these also as 
primary colours according to the opponent colour vision theory. 

2. However on the part of Estonian (and other Balto-Finnic) folk 
culture the largest amount of information is carried by three of 
these colours - red, white and black (or blue as the word for the 
darkjcold category supposedly was in the earlier stages) . 
The foci (or best examples) for the terms red, white and black are 
the most exactly fixed as well. The secondary associations in the 
human concious connected with these colours are also exactly fixed. 
It is motivated by several mutually supportive reasons. 

3. The use of red has held a rather special position in the 
Estonian folklore and material culture (folk costume first of all). 
In the folk costume red was an important sign especially in the 
bridal dress but also in the other customs connected with the 
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wedding. On the contrary red was strictly forbidden in the time of 
mourning. At the same time there are really very few rules 
connected with other colors. 

4. In old Estonian alliterative folk-songs red was widely used in 
cliches and not so much for showing color as in the significance of 
'beautiful' (except when it was the straight sign of blood). The 
most interesting connections are with sea, beer, tree, where red 
probably also carries the magical role. 
There are a lot of cliches in which the common Balto-Finnic word 
punanejpunainen is used even in those areas where the vernacular 
has there are other words for red (for example the South-Estonian 
verev-area, Karelian ruskea-area etc.). 

5. The very common connection red - 'beautiful' in Balto-Finnic 
folk songs is interesting against the background of the Russian 
language where there was the same word krasnoi in the meaning of 
'red' and 'beautiful' as late as the 16th century. A similiar 
correlation has been seen in some Balto-Finnic languages eg. Vatic 
kaunis -'red' (in Estonian and Finnish kaunis- 'beautiful'. However 
as the association red-'beautiful' is so essential to cliches of 
folksongs this correlation can't be merely Russian influence. 

6. It is possible to say that at least in Estonian culture red has 
had a positive magical significance. So it is different compared 
with German analogical habits of superstition connected with red. 
Probably their character more dangerous and full of imagination is 
caused by stronger influence of protestantism. 

7. As a final speculation it is possible to discuss the problem 
that obviously the positive meaning the Estonian collective 
subconscious asssigned to red has been strongly rejected by the 
meaning red -'communist' during the last 50 years. 



Symbolism in the use of colours in traditional Hungarian 
folklore and architecture 

Zaidi, A 

1. Introduction 
The traditional building activity and decoration in 
Hungary is influenced by the following facts: 

1.1 The culture of the Hungarian tribes at the time of 
their arrival at their present home-land /10-11 cent/ 
is determined by two factors : 

1.1.1. Traditions of the ancient homeland of the Hun-
garian people /Ural region, Middle Asia/ 

1.1.2. Influences on Hungarian tribes during their mig-
ration to the Karpathian Basin /Kazar, Bulgar-T ur-
kish/ 

1.2 The local traditions of this territory /the Karpathian 
basin/ 

1.2.1 The Avar Culture /at the central territories, influ-
enced the settlement structure/. 

1.2.2. Slavian influence I at the borders of the Basin/ 
1.2.3. The heritage of the roman empire /Christian 

Culture/ 
These rather diverse influences had a unique re-
sult: the Hungarian way of thinking, building, orna-
mentation reflects certain dualism: puratanism and 
racionalism together with rich fantasy and attracti-
on to fancy decoration which gives a unique charc-
ter to the traditional Hungarian architecture. The 
colouring of the houses bears the same characte-
ristic: the main colour is white which dominates fa-
cades and inner walls . Hungarian people use 
colorful ornaments only on details which have spe-
cial structural or symbolic importance. 

2. Symbolism in Hungarian Florklore 

2.1 Symbolism in architecture, chracteristic points 
2.1.1 Contrast, dominance e.g. 

- one storey buildings around the high church 
- wide facades with small windows etc. 

2.1.2 Lack of axiality or different axises on one facade 
percepcion of space instead of separate planes or 
facedes. 

2.1 .. 3 Connection between indoors and outdoors 
- open veranda /oriental tradition/ 
- houses are standing separately in their surroun-

dings 
2.1 .4 Settlement structure 

- ring shaped settlement with common inner and 
outer yards 

- ribbon development 
- special Hungarian type called "szer"-similar to 

farm (western transdanubian style of building) 
2.1.5 The different structures and details have symbolic 

importance, they have antropomorf names 

- "facade" -"face", "lintel" in Hungarian comes from 
the word "eyebrow" etc. 

Symbolic importance comes from: 
- structural importance /e.g.the mayor Fimber/ 
- cultical tradition /fire place -the centre of the 

house/ 
- or both /the main supporting coloumn,which stool 

at the middle of the house was called "the tree of 
the Blessed Virgin"/ 

2.1.6 Only the symbolic structures and details are 
painted or ornamented 
- the attic /triangle sharped, "head" of the house-

holy trinity/ 
- fire place /the centre/ 
- the mayor timber /the most important supporting 

structure/ 
- the gate /border between in and out/ 
- furniture /mainly the hope-chest of the bride/ 
- textiles 

2.1. 7 We have to pay special attention to the churches 
as they have a very significant symbolic meaning 
which is expressed both in their location in the 
settlement and in their painting and decoration . 

2.2 Symbolic use of colours 
The Hungarian tradition makes difference between 
the meanings of the different colours which comes 
from pagan folklore and determined by the same 
factors as we discussed in the "Introduction" that 
we will illustrate with slides. 

3. Slide- show 

3.1 Symbolism of colours 
- painted furniture 
- pottery 
- painted eggs 
- traditional costumes 

3.2 Use of colours in architecture 
- colour-impression of the settlements 

importance of rythm 
- open veranda with coloumns 
- ribbon development 
decoration of the attic 
gates 
fire places 
- painted porches 
- painted glazed tiles 
interiors 

4. Conclusion 
The survival and renessance of traditions in pre-
sent Hungarian architecture, short summary of the 
above ideas. 
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